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WITNESS EXAMINED: Prof. Nandini Sunder, 
Department of Sociology, 
University of Delhi. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Prof. Sundar, on behalf of the Committee and myself, I welcome you to this meeting 
of ours. You are aware that this Bill has been referred to the Joint Select Committee. We have also received 
your suggestions which you have sent earlier and also today. ' 

As you are aware, whatever will be discussed in this meeting shall remain confidential until the Report is 
tabled in Parliament. 

Well, ifthere is anything you would like to mention before this Committee which you would not like to go 
into the Report, we will keep that confidential and not include that as part of the Report. Is there anything that 
you would like to mention, apart from what you have already given in writing? 

PROF. NANDINI SUNDAR: I have already given my suggestions in writing and that has already been 
circulated. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I think, the hon. Members will ask you questions to which you may respond. 
PROF. NANDINI SUNDAR: Would you like me to go through my submissions and briefly highlight the 

points? 
MR. CHAIRMAN: There is no need to refer to the entire thing. If there is anything which you would like 

to highlight, you can do so. 
PROF. NANDINI SUNDAR: Lthink the Bill addresses three objectives basically-conservation, right to 

life, and ensuring that the whole process of meeting these objectives is democratic. I think there are more 
severe problems coming in the conservation provisions precisely because of two things. One is exclusion ofnon-
tribals because it would be very common to find villages in which you have a few tribal members and a number 
of non-tribal families. To put the pressure of being right-holders as well as conservers of the forest only on tribal 
families would, I feel, completely go against the spirit of the Bill. It would simply not be feasible. 

I also feel that the way the Bill is now structured, it implies COlbmunity conservation and giving powers 
to the Gram Sabha to enforce that community conservation. But the way in which the Sections that deal with 
conservation such as Section-5 are framed, they deal with only individual right holders and the responsibility of 
individual right holders, and there is no power for the Gram Sabha as a whole. The penalty powers given to the 
Gram Sabha are extremely ·weak. The Gram Sabha, for instance, has no powers when it comes to non-forest 
right holders who come from outside and who might engage in illicit felling, for instance, including members of 
the Forest Department themselves. , . 

It is also important to provide Gram Sabh~this is something debatable, something very difficult to get 
around--with some way of monitoring illegal diversion by large Central projects or by powerful forces. I think 
this is something that the Committee should really find a solution for. 

I do not think that the current provisions to deal with relocation of people from the core areas of national 
parks and sanctuaries will really address the issue of conservation. If you look at the work of conservationists, 
many of them they have argued that one needs, much more essentially the State, to determine when exactly an 
area should be inviolate. This should be clearly done with the consent and consultation with local communities. 
I do not think the current situation will help that. I think it will only lead to eviction of people from these core 
areas. 

There is also something which I have not mentioned but it is quite interesting and that is;'the Wildlife Bill 
that is currently under way actually provides for people to have rights in the core areas. It is interesting that 
these two Bills contradict each other. In terms again of the right to life objectives, I think it is absolutely 
impossible to fulfil these objectives by keeping non-tribals out. Clearly there have to be.19me criterion for 
including some non-tribal residents of these villages and excluding others. Again, the kind of criterion that could 
be developed is something for the Committee to deliberate. . 
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I think that this 1980 cut off date is going to lead to massive eviction. It is not loinl to satiafy the whole 
purpose for which the Bill was framed because there is a whole generation which hIS corne up since 1910. 
Many of the provisions of the Bill actually make no sense when they are read with the strict proviso of only 
having the Scheduled Tribes. For instance, Section 3D specifics that rights of plSture, etc., will be annted. 
Given that many of the pastures in India are not Scheduled Tribes, this provision actually makes no sense. 

In terms of procedural safeguards, I think there are·. least three or four major issues that need to be 
addressed. One is the role of the Gram Sabha. As it clIrrently stands, the Gram Sabha simply initiates the 
process. The Su~Divisional and District level Committees which are composed entirely of officials and currently 
do not have any representation from the members of the Scheduled Tribes or other forest residents themselves, 
or other outside bodies, can simply overwrite the decisions of the Gram Sabha. So, clearly there has to be a way 
in which the Gram Sabha will also be involved in the final determination of rights. 

Further, I think that the composition of the Committee should be clearly stated in terms of not limitinl it to 
members of bureaucracy. This is in fact why 1990 circulars of the Ministry of Environment aDd forests were 
not put into effect, because it was simply left to the bureaucracy, because there wu no outside pressure. 

I think one of the most exciting parts of the Bill was Rules of Evidence, which was there in the earlier draft 
of the Bill. There are currently no rules attached to this Bill. The very idea that you can have oral evidence, you 
can have a variety of forms of evidence which are admissible is important given the fact that the basic problem 
in these areas is these people cannot prove their possessions through any documentary evidence. 

There are also several other features like certain clauses which give too much power to the Central 
Government, without limiting it, confusing formulations and there is not protection against inaction by the 
government in a way that both POSA and Employment Guarantee Acts are. 

Finally, I would just like to point out that there are two types offorest lands which this Bill seeks to address. 
One is the issue ofmisclassification like orange areas in Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh. The lands in Orissa 
which are above 10 degree slope have not been surveyed. I think, the Bill will adequately look into these kinds 
of lands. What it will now address sufficiently is the fresh encroachment on forest lands. I think, this is somethinl 
this Committee needs to take into account given that the main factor that lead to encroachment of this sort, 
diversion and land acquisition, people being displaced from their lands, on going processes ofland alienation and 
the lack of land reforms. I just want to highlight in this process of land alienation, in fact, many States are 
changing their laws, revenue courts in order to allow alienation, of tribal. Chhattisgarh has just passed a law 
changing Section 165(6) which prevents alienation of transfer of tribal land. It makes little scnse to say that 
forest land that is acquired under this Bill will not be transferable but your revenue land that you have in these 
will be transferable. It also means that there will be a great deal of immigration into these areu because people 
will buy up tribal revenue .Iand then they will put pressure on the forest in a variety of ways, both through 
demanding forest rights and fresh kind of encroachment. Unless it is seen as a comprehensive packap, this bill 
alone will not be able to address these problems. 

DR. RADHAKANT NAYAK: In the very first para. we have suggested about categorization of non-
tribals living in the tribal villages are where the tribals may be in minority. Do you think the principles that you 
have suggested for the categorization? What exactly should be the criteria? For example, you have indicated the 
proximity to the areas or livelihood patterns or occupation categories. Do you think these could be scientifically 
classified so as not to exclude who actually destroyed the forests like contractors? As you have IUgested, that 
is a very good suggestion. There should be some kind of objective criteria in order to fulfil the conditions of 
benefiting or becoming responsible for maintenance offorests or benefiting tribals from the fdrest area. 

I agree with you that 1980 is a very arbitrary cut off date. We have come across this in Orissa in Kalinp 
Nagar where 14 tribal people have been killed. We found that they are in occupation since 1860 and 1928 is _ 
recorded survey and the settlement during British days. That has been conformed in 1922 and .n in 1981. 
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I was just thinking what should be cut off date procedure? Most of the tribal persons do not have any land record 
system nor could they take advantage of when the settlement operations had taken pl~e. They are just treated 
as encroachers or outsider. What should be in your considered view the cut off date for these people because 
first of all absence of land records and because they were rulers or owners of those lands and we have suddenly 
treating them as encroachers. Do you think of any criteria because even this Committee has to give a very 
considered view of it, which cannot be scientifically proved or could be argued about? These are my two 
questions. There may be many others 'as we go along. Do you have any points to make? 

PROF. NANDINI SUNDAR: I think, the cut-off date should be made as recent as possible. It may 
perhaps 2000, 200 I or even the date of commencement of this Act. For instance, another Section 5( 1) says that 
the family has been in possession of the land on the date of commencement of the Act, and it does not mention 
1980. This is something that is contradictory within the Bill. This particular Clause should be retained and the 
1980 Clause could be removed. It is because in any case, given that the Gram Sabha will have to go through a 
process of verification and show evidence that this cultivation is of long standing, whether the cut-off date is 
2000 or 2006, it makes little difference. So, you might as well start from the date the Act commences. 

DR. RADHAKANT NAYAK: But that will be very harsh. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We will discuss it later among ourselves. 
PROF. NANDINI SUNDAR: Addressing in terms of the first question about scientific criterion including 

non-tribals, in fact, if you look at the process of scheduling itself, it is not very scientific. There are communities 
like the Kauls in Uttar Pradesh who have been left out despite being recognized as tribals. In various States, 
there are demands for certain communities to be included in the Scheduled List. For instance, in Sikkim, I know 
that there was a Committee that was set up recently to include some communities which were very similar to 
other communities which had been scheduled in terms of income, in terms of social practices and so on but had 
not been scheduled. So, ideally, it would be good to look at the whole process of scheduling afresh. Either you 
should exclude certain communities which are scheduled include others, or you could draw up a schedule of 
communities for the purpose of this Bill or it should be really left to the Gram Sabha to determine the eligible 
people, and it should be simply confirmed by the district level committee to ensure that the Gram Sabha is not 
subverted by powerful interests who wanted to declare themselves eligible. 

So, I think, there should be a combination of Gram Sabha decision making and the district level committee. 
The monitoring and the fmal decision should be left to the Gram Sabha. 

SHRIMATI VRINDA KARAT: Do you have anything to say about 2.5 hectare ceiling which is being put 
in the Bill? 

PROF. NANDINI SUNDAR: I am trying to understand that 2.5 hectare ceiling docs not apply to the 
disputed lands and the lands which have been under possession, while it would apply only to fresh land which is 
encroached. That is the impression I get from reading the Bill. We need to make a distinction between the areas 
like orange areas in Madhya Pradesh which have been debated even between the Revenue Department and the 
Forest Department. If there is a fresh encroachment in forest, even over the last 20 years, then, I think, 
2.5 hectare is a fair limit. . 

I know that many tribal communities are themselves worried that this Bill would lead to fresh encroachment 
in the forests. People are concerned about both conservation and getting land rights. I think, this 2.5 hectare 
limit, in a sense, is not entirely unreasonable. 

; 

SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: I do not know whether you know it or not, but the date of 1980 was 
accepted by a number of Governments because the Forest Conservation Act came into existence on 
25th October. That is the rationale behind it. You know why that was accepted at that time. I would say when 
you say 2000 or 2004 may be the cut-otT date, why not make it yesterday's date or why not make the date when 
we present this Report to the Government? Why should this not be accepted as the cut-otT date? 
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Secondary, the Scheduled Areas have their own Puc~.yai, it is an old tribal Panchay8t. lam talkinl to 

y~ur ~ractical problems. A number of Members ~ntv~'e -and many may not aaree. but we are suppoaedly 
thmkmg that the Gram Sabha functions ;¥aJI),; aH~isIO:ns'are made ideally; its Members cannot be bribed; 
there are no vested interests among with"-tJie tribals though we have A-caste structure. For example. those 
who suffered, will never get married to some 'Igh caste. high certification within the tribal. There is a certification 
within the tribals also. 

There is a certification within tribals also. 1 am pretty sure that a number of people may know this. Given 
a right, they should decide in the Gram Sabha as to whether 'X' was cultivating or 'Y' wu cultivating. Do you 
think that there will be some problem? 1 would like to have your opinion on that. 

The third problem which I wantlo mention is that a number of State Governments took a decision 
to give land before 1980. This decision was not executed, partly because the Government was not 
willing, the Forest Department was not willing; and where they were willing, there was the problem of 
surveyor and money. Even when they were there, there was no data as to who was Cultivating in 'X' 
land 'Y' village, how many people were cultivating, whether it was forest land, et~. From our side, that 
data may be there. The Government may have or may not have or may not be keen to give. But there is 
no independent machinery through which you can have this data available. I do not know and how can 
yo" cope up with this problem? Can you suggest something? There are areas for example in Gujarat, 
where we got 39,000 hectares of land which was deleted from the Forest Department. The biggest 
problem was that this had to be distributed to 66,000 families. We do not have data of 66,000 tribal 
families as a result of which we could distribute only 32,000 hectares. The Forest Department does not 
have it. How can you find people? How do you cope up with the problem of the entire country? I would 
like to know whether you could find out a mechanism for this. 

This is a general problem. Take for example Rajasthan. They took a decision in 1980. NGOs have the 
data, but it is localized. They do not have the data for the entire State. I want to give the right and I do not want 
to give also. Is there any counter-claim that I have not been given a land? Do you have anything to say on this? 

PROF. NANDINI SUNDAR: Is it in terms of the land that is cultivated before 1980? 

SHRI MADlrusUDAN MISTRY: No. Take for example, we decidc!d in 200 I to take a decision, and the 
Government says, you regularize the land up to 2001. They may do or may not do at the local level. Normally, 
they do not work because there is no tendency that more and more land should go to them. Since they have not 
been given, the problem that we may face is that-even after presentation of this report-there is no independent 
information coming out from the villages or there is no claim coming out to determine that this land was cultivated 
by such and such people. How do you do it? 

PROF. NANDINI SUNDAR: The focus of the Bill. as I understand, is that the Gram Sabha should be the 
initiating authority for determining the land or the members ofGrun Sabha or the members of the village who 
should go and say that we have been cultivating this land. It has not been recognised and it is only on such 
response to individual claims rather than Government initiating it. What the Government is saying is that now 
people have rights which are vested in them and it is for them to claim those rights and it is for the Government 
to publicise that those rights exist. It is much the same fashion as PESA, that people are competent to rnanaae 
their own natural resources. Section 4( d) of PESA says that the Gram Sabha is competent to rnanaae its 
customary natural resources, dispute resolution, etc. In a sense, both these are putting the onus on people's 
mobilisation and Government's willingness rather than Government issuing a statement saying that now we are 
going to prepare a list of all those people who are cultivating the land before 1980. 

I agree with you that there are many areas where people are not mobilised. where there are no organisations 
which can help people to make these claims and where people do know about this Act exactly as people do noc 
know about PESA, then there may be no action on the ground at all. So, I am not sure how one deals It the 
policy level the lack of information, Jack of mobilisation on the pound. 
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In tenns of stratification within the villages, and whether the Gram Sabha will be democratic, and give the 
people who need it, the rights that they should have. there are two thinp. One ~h has found if certain 
sections of the village are excluded, who are equally deserving then that Gram Sabha is not likely to operate in 
a democratic fashion. So. this comes back to the issue of including non-tribals who are there in the villages so 
that the Gram Sabha can actually function as a unit. 

Secondly. if you look at the experience of Jharkhand where the Chota Nagpur Tenancy Act auctually gives 
the headman of the village, in the name of the whole village, the power to settle ways, the power to give people 
land rights on their land. In fact, this seems to have worked quite well in preventing landlessness in Jharkhand. 
If you look at the situation there are very few adivasi families who are completely without land. The land may 
not be very productive but at least they have something. Of course, it may be alienated later on. In fact. this 
system of giving Gram Sabha power has worked very well in Iharkhand. So, using that as an example, I think it 
may be possible to extend it to other areas as well where at least there are communities which are not very 
stratified. Even if they are stratified, if there is a sense thatthe village J..j; a whole has an interest in settling rights 
and conserving forests. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You have mentioned that non-tribals also should be included for the purpose of this 
Bill. If it is for forest dwellers, it will be tribals and all those non-tribals who are living in the forests. Here you 
have said that we should include certain categories of non-tribals. When you say certain categories of non-
tribals, implication is that you want to eliminate certain categories of non-tribals. Would not that process become 
complicated and arbitrary? 

PROF. NANDINI SUNDAR: It will become complicated and arbitrary. I think in a sense there is no way 
that you can have a blanket inclusion of all non-tribals communities because in many of the Scheduled areas 
there are large immigrants presence of traders and other people who have acquired land and one finds that for 
instance they will get people to encroach on forest land if it is alienable between tribals and non-tribals. People 
will encroach on forestland and then it will be alienated to traders, contractors, etc. I have in mind the example 
of, for instance Buster where you have Thakurs from V.P. who have been engaged in minor forest produce and 
they have been living there for the last 100 years. If it was just a residency requirement. they would be there for 
along time but they do not satisfy many of the other criterion. So, there has to be some way of determining who 
is eligible. 

DR. BABU RAO MEDIYAM: With the permission of the Chair I want to ask two questions. You are 
saying about the powers of Gram Sabha. The ground level position is, there is a big gap between our preaching 
and practise. As such, the Gram Sabha are not at all working, especially in the State of Andhra Pradesh from 
where I come. The age-old panchayati system is also not up to the mark. Only the hegemony of the village head 
is going on. In such a case, is it possible at this stage to have monitoring of diversification offorestland, recognition 
of boundaries, equal distribution and such other things? 

Now we are saying that the Gram Sabah would do everything to decide and enforce this Act. But is it 
possible in such I: given situation? 

Secondly, I would like to mention the practice followed in Godavari district of Andhra Pradesh. There is a 
State Act by name one of seventy which is in force for the last 34 years. Even then the tribals are losing the land 
in name of poor non-tribal peasants. As the tribals are not educated. they are not able to get panas though they 
are cultivating the lands since ages. Therefore, if we provide this provision, would we not give way for the non-
tribal land-less people to enter the tribals areas? 

PROF. NANDINI SUNDAR: I would start my reply with the second question whether by giving this 
provision, the tri&aHand would be transferredw the non-tribal poor. This Bill says that land acquired under this 
Government will not be transferred. So, tedmicalty this land is not going to be transferred whether it is tribal land 
or non-tribal land. 
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Coming to the other question, there arc problems in the GI'IJI1 Sabahs where the head man dominates and 
in some areas the Gram Sabhas are dominated by the egalitarian people. But what is the option left? If you give 
it to the Government, which has not perfonned. Had the Depamnent of Forest worked accord ina to the 1999 
circular, there would have been no need for this Bill. The Department of Forest has not provided those rights. so, 
the other option is that the GI'IJI1 Sabah initiate that process and have the district level monitoring Committee to 
ensure that the provision are enforced. The representatives on this may be from Scheduled Trible movements 
and outside ~ies. They could also ensure that the Gram Sabhas do not misuse this process to give land to the 
richer people in the Village. But I think it is going to be inevitable that there will be some of the happenings 
observed in the beginning. In due course, people would know about this Bill and there will be popular movements 
to put pressure to sec that it is applied inthe riaht fashion. I think there is no substitute to democracy. There is no 
option and this is all we have. So, we have to institutionalise it in the best manner that one can. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I thank you. ·If there is anything that you want to add, you can always sent to the 
Committee in writing later on. 

PROF. NANDINI SUNDAR: Sir, I would like to present to somebody the situation in Chhattisgarh about 
Salva Judum. I know that this is not concerned with this Bill. But I just wanted to know how to tell what is 
happening there. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Today the Minister of Tribal Affairs is not here. I shall certainly put a request to him 
to give you some time so that you can go and discuss the matter with him. 

PROF. NANDINI SUNDAR: Sir, thank you. 
(l'he witness then withdrew) , 

WITNESS EXAMINED: Ms. Smita Gupta. 
Institute of Human Development, 
Delhi 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I 'welcome you to this sitting of ours. We have received your representation which you 
have sent to this Committee. You are aware that whatever we discuss in this Committee shall remain confidential 
until the Report is presented to Parliament. I welcome you to make your observation and may state any new 
fact if you have anything apart from what you have sent us. After that, the hon. Members of the Committee may 
like to ask questions to which you may like to respond. 

MS. SMITA GUPTA: Sir, I thank all of you for giving me this opportunity to present my submissions 
before this Committee on this very important Bill which as it states at the very beginning is an attempt to corrcc:t 
the historic injustices faced by the tribals and other forest dwelling communities. However.in my submission, I 
have argued broadly that if you look at this Bill three grounds on which the Bill can be judged, whether it serves 
its stated intent or not. first, who does this Bill benefit? Who are the people to whom it gives the rishts to? 
Second, what arc the rishts that arc given? Third, how are these rights to be given? What is the institutional 
mechanism for giving these rights to people? I submit before aU of you that in my view it fails on all these three 
counts to be a very effective Bill. 

Sir, if you turn to the first issue which is the issue of to whom it vests the rights in, then the first problem 
in this is that it restricts it only to the Scheduled Tribes. I would submit that it should be extended to ail forest 
dwellers because the historic injustices that it talks about are faced also equally by other poor and equally 
marginalised non-tribal forest dwellen. You are well aware that there arc many Scheduled Tribes who are 
notified in one State and not notified in another State or are notified as OBCs in one State and u Scheduled 
Tribe in another State. There is a lack of clarity on this &ont Therefore, it is better to have an inclusive defmition 
about to whom the Bill will vest rights in. That is the tint weakness - to whom the Bill gives rights to? 

The second is the issue of the cut off'date whiGh bas been taken is the 25th of October, 1980. It is difficuh 
to administer. It is an event that occurred 26 years "". So to have records for th,r pet:iod and to have records 
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to show occupancy 26 years ago is going to be extremely difficult. It is gQing to be difficult to be administered. 
The Bill again says that it wants to correct some of the wrongs done by displacement due to developmental 
projects. We are aware that a lot of these developmental projects actually happened atter 1980 and consequently 
a lot of the displacement that took place, took place actually after 1980. So, to have a Bill that says 1980 is the 
cut off date, the problem ia that the other set of people, the project affected population,S 5 per cent of whom are 
tribals, the Bill fails to do it the moment it sticks to this cut ofT date. 

The other problem is that the more complex and less simple the method of verification becomes, you open 
the door to corruption, you open the door to all kinds of bureaucratic manipulations. Therefore, simplicity and 
faimess-on these two criteria we should examine the cut off date. This 26 years old cut off date is actually, in 
my humble opinion, not something which is really fair. Now, if you keep 25th of October, 1980 as the cut off 
date, you will, find a lot of people who are evicted becuase they cannot prove that they were there from then on 
and you would also find that a lot of that land has been wtder cultivation ~nd you would not be able to regenerate 
forest'on that. You may take away that land from the tribals or from the people who were Occupying that land 
because they cannot prove occupancy but you cannot do much with that land by way of for~t regeneration. 

So, even from the point of view of conservation having this cutoff date is not really going to help. The third 
limitation is abouth people who live in protected areaS: people who live in national park$ and wildife sanctuaries. 
This Bill gives transitional temporary rights ~o these people for five years and then puts the onus on the Forest 
Department that ifyog do not relocate with due compensation, these people will get a permanent right. Due 
compensation is a vague term and it has not been defined. This in my view is 1m invitation to the Forest 
Department to willy-nilly evict within these five years. I think that too is a problem because the moment you set 
a date like that, you say that if you do not evict in five years with due compensation, then they get permanent 
rights and then the Forest Department is quite likely to actually evict with or·without now due but adequate 
humane and just compensation. So, as far as the issue of whom is concerned, these are the three major 
shortcomings in the Bill. ' 

Then we go to the issue of the rights which the Bill gives. I am giving focus on the issue ofland rights. I 
am not going to talk too much about the rights of minor fbrest produce and so on. On the issue ofland, I think 
the Bill is very, stingy because it actually says 2.S hectares or whatever you are tilling or whichever i~ less. It is 
not saying that you will all get 2.5 hectares. It does not use this languago. B\lt what the Bill is actually saying 
is that you cannot have more than 2.S hectares and you cannot hav~any I1Jbre than what you have. Therefore, 
it is 2.5 hectares or less. Now, we must note that a lot of land is ~ dry ... as and hilly areas without any benefit 
of irrigation of land and soil management. Therefore, agriculture tere is ,v~ precarious and extremely vulnerable. 
In a situation like this, to impose a 2.S hectares limit where people have more than 2.5 hectares is going to be 
extremely unfair. It is also something which does not become clear to me or the logic at this level because we 
are not cutting fresh forests to give land to the tribals. The Bill is not saying that we are going to give 
2.5 hectares to everybody. 'It simply says till what you have. Therefore, it should be on as is where is basis. In I 

the North-East, I think it is going to have a huge implication. I am involved in the Planning Commission study on 
Manipur. It is a State Development Report on Manipur. I know that in a State like this, it could have an effect 
which would disempower people. It would take away land from th~ people in large parts of the North-East. So, 
this is one of the issue in what is being given. The second issue which is very important is the whole issue of 
development infrastrucute. In the Bill, there are no provisions to permit people to be able to construct development 
infrastructure like schools, handpumps, etc. Even if you want to have handpumps,at the moment, you would 
require to go to the Forest Department for clearance. This is another aspect which. we need Is> address the 
absence of provisions allowing people to construct development infrastructure which would actually mean that 
we leave them in the low level of development vulnerable to starvation withoUt ration shops, without schools and 
without health in these areas. In a recent circular issued by the Forest Department, they have permitted this. 
But there, it is permitted on forest land. In this Bill it is important to simply permit the Gram Sabhu to be able 
to treat some land as land which co,:,ld be used for effective development infrastructure. The other issue is 
nishtar rights which have been. dMined within the vii'" boundaries and these rights extend well beyond the 
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village boundaries. This is a corrective which needs to be made in the kind of rights which have been given to 
people. 

The last point ilabout 'how'. I think if this provision needs to be the strongest, it is actually the woakest 
because tlhfiftstitutional structure which is going to verify the records, invites rights has to be IOmethina which 
is inclusive. If we are going to put the same bureaucracy and the same Departments which could have in the 
last 26 years giv~n land to the tribals but have not done so, there is nothina to prevent the Forest Department in 
the last 26 years to use the Forest Conservation Act in order to vest the land rights in the people whom we arc 
talking about. 

This was not done for 26 years. I would humbly submit that not only was this not done. actually it was 
prevented from being done. You would know that the date of 25th October, 1980 was not passed by Parliament. 
The date was not a date that is there in the law. It is the result of circ;ulars issued by the Ministry of Environment 
and Forests. The Forest Conservation Act does not stand in the way of regularisation. It only needs the 
permission of the Central Government. But the Forest Department has never done it. If you are going to have 
Committees which are dominated by the same Department, by the same forces, which have not in the 26 years 
been willing to regularise land holdings and today out of sheer nervousness they say that they are issuing 
circulars and that they are going to do it, I think, is a major problem. The Committees are full of officials. The 
role of Forest Department in these Committees is a major problem in this Bill. If we do not correct this, then the 
fear that these people will not get their rights recognised and will not have their grievances redressed and the 
whole process will become opaque and unjust will be well founded. 

The Bill also suffers from another major problem. That is the problem of penalties. At the moment the 
powers which are there with the Gram Sobha and the people are very little. Yet the responsibilities thrust upon 
them through this Bill is enormous. They have to implement all forest laws, all wildlife laws biodiversity laws. 
So, the onus on them to implement the laws is extremely high. But the powers that they have are very low. The 
Bill does not actually protect them against diversion of the land which they are using. There is no protection. 
Tomorrow, if a dam has to be constructed or a mining lease has to be given, there is nothing in the Bill which says 
that people who are living there to whom the powers are being given, need to be consulted. There is nothing in 
the Bill which privileges the rights of the tribals or of the forest dwellers. Yet it imposes huge responsibilities on 
them. As far as the penalities are concerned, it deals withlhem in a very unfair manner. At the moment, the 
way it has been worded, the Forest Department can interpret anything to be a violation and impose any kind of 
penalty. The argument which is being made is that it is in the interest of conservation. If we do not exclude 
people from the forest, then we cannot conserve natural resources. Obvioulsy, we are keen to conserve our 
forest resources. So, there has to be certain amount of narrowness in the Bill. I would draw your attention to 
the data, which speaks quite the contrary. What we find here is that there has been huge diversion offorest land 
by the Forest Department. Annually the average is 40,000 hectares per year. I am sure these figures must have 
come before you even before I have come. But at the risk of repetition, I would emphasise that if you look at 
the graph, you will find that the quantum of official diversion is huge. It adds up to a mind boggling figure. It is 
one million hectares of land. That is the official diversion of forest land. What are we talking about? It has been 
argued that these three main restrictions of2.S hectares as an upper limit, exclusion ofnon-tribals and the 1980 
cut off date are there in the Bill because we want to save the forests. Now, the first argument against this, of 
course, is that land is anyway under cultivation. It is not that as if you are cutting trees and forest resources and 
giving it to tribals. So, this argument is mere propaganda. We have to still counter it using data. We have 
information and we can easily counter it. If we look at the date, what we find is that about one million hecwes 
has been diverted officially. 

How much are we asking for? If you tum to page no. 1 0, you will.find that total amount of land, that is 
under encroachments and as reported by the Ministeries is 1.73 per cent of the forest .... a. if we add to this the 
forest villages, it adds up to 2.2 per cent of the forest area. Now, if we compare this not only with the one million 
hectare which has been diverted, which is about what we want 66 per cent ofthis,let us look lit Iftother tipre. 
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The other figure is the land which is recorded as forest but which has no forest cover. This is a stupendous 
J 2 per cent, J 2 per cent of the legally recognized forest area which is under the control of the Forest Department. 
This 12 per cent has no forest cover. We are asking for 2.2 per cent which is under cultivation with very poor 
poople, the most marginalised section of this country. In terms of quan1Um of land, there are many other facts 
which are there, which I shall not repeat because they are in my submission. But the import of my argument is 
that the amount of land that we are asking for when compared to the official diversion by the Forest Department 
is very little. When we compare to the land with the Forest Department which has no forest cover, it is very 
little. 

If you look at the state offorest reports, between two periods-in a very small period of 4 or 5 years, they 
have actually declared about 6.3 Jakh hectare as forest land. We do not know where it has come from. There 
was one figure for forest land in 2000. In 2004, this is up by 6.3 lakh hectares. We do not where has this land 
come from. As fM as the quantum of land is .concerned, we are not talking about an enormously huge quantity. 
We are talking about only 2.2 per cent of the total forest area which is already under cultivation. 

I would like to submit to the Committee, to all of you respected hon. Members, that there is no conservationist 
argument in favour of narrowing the Bill. This is a historic opportunity. Actually, we can very easily, looking at 
the data and the law of the land, overcome these problems. 

SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: What do you suggest where the tribals have the revenue land, as well 
as they are cultivating the forest land? What could be the coiling? There are many of them who are also having 
revenue land. They are not dependent solely on forest land cultivation. What would you suggest? 

You mentioned about 2.2 per cent of the total land. One of the arguments of the Forest Department is that 
this entire diversion took place before J 980. Now, you have not segregated the data here on the diversion that 
took place before 1980 and after 1980. Their argument is that after 1980, there is a very little diversion of our 
land and wherever the land is diverted, they have asked the State Government to give the same area of the land 
under forest. So, they have prepared a land bank in most of the States. What is your comment on these two 
issues? 

MS. SMITA GUPTA: On the first issue of people who are actually cultivating some land in forest and 
some land which is revenue land, I would like to say that I have travelled extensively in Chhattisgarh. I worked 
there a lot. I have found that this happens qVite frequently what you are saying. I would like to submit that as 
long as in the revenue land, they are very within the land ceiling for dry land w~ich they usually are. They have 
much this land and the land ceiling. If they are not exceeding the ceiling, then it should be treated separately and 
even that should be regularised. There is no reason not to regularise land holding which is on forest land. 

SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: I did not get you. Are you saying that even those who are cultivating 
a revenue land, the ceiling of2.5 hectare is still a lower limit and we should increase this limit of2.5 hectare? 

MS. SMITA GUPTA: I am not saying this. In different States, they have different ceilings for dry lands. 
Most of this land is dry land. 

SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: Are you talking about the revenue land? 

MS. SMITA GUPTA: Yes, Sir. I am saying that as far as the revenue land is concerned, it should be 
treated from that point of view. The persons who are on forest land should be treated separately within the 
purview of this Bill. There is no reason to tie up the land holding which they own as revenue land and the land 
that we are talking about now for regularisation. 

SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: What is the ceiling that you are prescribing? 
MR. CHAIRMAN: She is against any ceiling. 
MS. SMITA GUPTA: I am against any ceiling. 
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SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: I am just trying to find out whether it is 3 or 4 or S or 6 acres or what. 
MS. SMITA GUPTA: I am saying that it should be on "as is where is" basis. Whatever they are holding on 

the ground from the cutoff date that we decide on, that should be taken into account. Suppose we take it as 
200 I or 2002 or 2003. We have come to a situation where there are huge plantations. Suppose we are 100kina 
at a situation .liketbat. We are talking,about the tillers, fanners and the cultivators. So, they should get wbatewr 
is prescribed. If at all a ceiling has to be set. then, we can refer to the ceiling in the Land Reforms Act, the upper 
limit of that for the dry land cultivators. 

Regarding the second part, what you are asking is about post-I 980, pre-1980 diversions that took pIKe. 
I do not have the data before the period 1980. The data which I have presented is the post-1980 diversion. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. If you have any other information which you want to send, you 
can send it to my Secretariat. Thank you very much. 

('I'M witness then withdrew) 

WITNESS EXAMINED: Shri Lal Singh Paragi, 
Eklavaya Sangathan, 
Ahmedabad. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Lal Singh Paragi, I welcome you to this meeting oftheloint Select Committee. 
You have already gone through the Bill and we have received your representation also. Whatever we discuss in 
this Committee will remain confidential till the Report is presented to Parliament. 

You may please enlighten the Committee with your further views, if any, on the provilions of this Bill. You 
may start now. 
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I. Representatives of National Campaign for Survival & Dignity 
(i) Shri Gopalakrishnan 
(ii) Shri F. Xavier Manjooran 
(iii) Ms. Trupti Parekh 
(iv) Shri Kundan Kumar 
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III. Representatives of Bharat Jan Andolan, Jharkhand 

Shri George Monipally 
IV. Dr. Archana Prasad, 

Reader, 
Jamia Millia Islamia University, 
Delhi. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Gopalakrishnan, I welcome you to the sitting of our Committee. You must have 
already gone through the Bill which was introduced in Parliament. I would only like to mention that whatever we 
discuss in this meeting shall remain confidential until the Report is placed on the Table of the House. If it is 
publicized prior to that it will become the breach of privilege. 

You may first introduce yourself and your colleagues to the Committee and after that you can elaborate on 
whatever points you would like apart from the representation which you have given to the Committee. Then you 
may respond to the questions asked by the Members. 

Introduction 

SHRI SHANKAR GOPALAKRISHNAN: Sir, the Campaign is a federation of tribal and forest dwellers 
from II Sates. We have come essentially for the struggle for forest rights. On those grounds, we heartily 
welcome this Bill. We believe the fundamental principles of this Bill are sound and it is a long overdue legislation. 
In our view, we believe that this legislation should be based on three essential points. The first of which is that 
the comprehensive recognition of the rights offorest dwellers. Secondly, such recognition shol,ld include the 
forest rights, the responsibility, the authority and the right to protect and conserve forest as well. Thirdly, both 
recognition of rights and conservation offorest shoold be taken through a democratic and public process. This 
is what we believe are the three underlying principles ofany meaningful recognition of rights. 
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While the current draft is founded on these principles, it also deviates from them in a number of ways. 
I think you have the executive summary of the Campaign's written submission before you. Broadly, I am going 
to follow the same sequence while discussing these issues. 

First and perhaps the most critical issue from our point of view with regard to the current draft is the 
process that has been laid down for recogn ition and verification of rights. The current process essentially makes 
the Gram $obha the local community an advisory body and provides that the certain higher committee comprised 
exclusively of Government officials from the Departments of Forest, Tribal Affairs and Revenue should sit in 
judgement on the decision of the Gram Sabha and may modify, overturn, cancel or nullify, as they wish. We 
have seen from the Ministry of Environment and Forest guidelines, 1990, that this structure does not work and 
it cannot work. It is expecting a group of officials one of whom from the Department of Forest is, in fact, an 
interested party in the dispute to actually recognise and respect community's rights. If this were to occur, it 
would have occurred a long time ago. Therefore, we feel that the current structure in the Bill, in fact, nullifies 
the essential meaning of this Bill. We think that a number of specific amendments that need to be made to 
various Sections to address this problem. 

First is section 2(0) which is the definition of'village' in the Bill, the village is currently defined in this Bill in 
a somewhat nebulous manner. But particularly outside scheduled areas, if you look at Section 2(0 )(ii), village is 
defined essentially as a revenue v!lIage as per whichever State Act may apply. It has been our experience that 
in many areas, there are communities that are either mixed or that may be partially forest dwelling and partially 
non-forest dwelling. They may havo multiple communities. In this case, if one considers the Gram Sabha be 
entire revenue village which may cover anywhere from two to 10 or I S hamlets. Then, one is bringing together 
far too large an assembly with far too many interests all of which may not have anything to do with forest 
dwelling communities. Therefore, we believe that in accordance with the Panchayats (Extension of Scheduled 
Areas) Act of 1996, the Gram Sabha and the village for the purposes of this Act should be defined be the 
Gram Sabha of the hamlets concerned and not of the revenue village which is particularly a major problem in 
tribal areas where many revenue villages are defined covering enormous geographical areas and that is containing 
multiple hamlets. Therefore, we believe that the definition provided in the Panchayats (Extension to the Scheduled 
Areas) Act, 1996 should be extended to all villages under this Act and the Gram Sabha should be convened 
hamlet-wise. 

Secondly, Section 4(7) of the Act provides in case any forest right recognised and vested under this Act 
may do so by appeal to the Central Government. This undermines this entire Act. There is not much meaning in 
providing local level process at the Gram Sabha at the district and at the Taluka level as in kindly provided if this 
entire process can be overturned on the decision of the Centrill Government. This is a violation of the 1.lrd 
Amendment. It is against the principle of Panchayati Raj. In fact, it is against the principle of democracy. 

Therefore, we strongly feel that this Section has no place in this legislation and should be deleted. 

Thirdly, with regard to the actual verification process itselfit is set down in section 6(i) (vi). The detailed 
formulation is given in our written submission. I will confine myself only to the principles that we advocate. The 
first of those is that the decision of the Gram Sabha Should first be taken as the primary authority for 
recognition of rights. The sub-Divisional or laiu/ca level Committee can examine such decisions, hear appeals 
&,gainst it, but then should give its recommendations back to the Gram $obha. This what we believe are 
corrections that are needed in your Resolution. The Gram $obha should then be allowed to have a final 
decision. In the matter. In case there is anyone who feels aggrieve4 even after the fmal decision of the Gram 
Sabha and in case there are questions of legal problems with the decision of the Gram $obha, then there may 
a final appeal to the district level which can have a decision on those appeals. But we believe strongly that 
neither the district, nor the sub-divisional committee should have Illy power to modify the Gram $oblta suo 
motu and that the district level committee should only have the power to do so after the Gram Sablta has been 
given a chance to reconsider its decision and that too only on appeals. In that case one will have a democratic 
process whereby the primary responsibility will lie with a democratic body, namely the Gram Sablta. One has 
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only certain right of appeal in order to provide a check on the power of the institution in cae of poss abuse of 
power. We should not allow the higher bodies to simply overturn the Gram Sabha. That will nullify this Jeplatioa. 

Sir, in connection with the higher bodies, the concerned Section is 6(viii) which specifies the composition 
of the committees. Currently they have specified only to have representatives from the Tribal Welfare, Forest 
and Revenue departments. There are two major problems with this structure. ()Pe, it is undemocratic because 
it allows bureaucrats to sit in judgement on decision that are essentially decisions that should be taken by 
democratic bodies. Second, it contains an interested party which is the forest department One must reaJiB that 
the forest department has an interest in retaining control over land and forest resources. Therefore, it is a party 
to the dispute. It cannot be allowed to sit in judgement on that dispute. Even in the Indian Forest Act itself it i. 
specified that in case of settlement of rights, the forest department should not do the settlement and that it should 
be left to be done by the Revenue Department. We believe there is a strong case for excluding the Forest 
Department form these bodies and replacing them with a representative from the civil society, someone who is 
familiar with the ground situation and is an expert in the matter. If the Forest Department hu to be retained, then 
our representative from the civil society should also be "retained and a representative from the Panchayati ~ 
Institution ofthat level should also be present. This will ensure that there is some balance within the Committee 
and also some democratic representation. 

Further there is a question that has repeatedly been raised with regard to the G,.am Sobhtu which is the 
question that in large parts of the country the Gram Sabhas do not function or they function nrely. In such 
cases the question that is posed to us is, what is proposed to be done in such cases? There is an existina 
precedent in the Panchayati Raj laws of many States that should the Panchayats fail to coavene the Gram 
Sabhas that another authority can step in to convene the G,.am Sobhas for the purpose of that legislation. We 
feel that the same position should be provided in Act. We have suggested a formulation as an additional Section 
10 which empowers th~ Talulca level committees to convene the G,.am Sabhas for the purpose of this Act. 

Sir, finally with regard to the integrity of the verification process I would submit that there is an unusual 
clause that has been included in the latest version of the Bill and that is Section 15(2) (4) which empowers the 
Central Government to regulate the exercise of rights. This is a very vague section and is also, potentially very 
dangerous. One does not understand the meaning of recognition of rights and then provide the Central Government 
the power to regulate or presumably restrict it. This Section ,was not,present in the earlier law and we see no 
reason as to why it should be included now. That completes the verification process. 

Some controversial sections has been inctuded in the Bill, like the proviso to the Section 4(1) which 
provides that rights in the so called core areas or protected areas will be granted on provisional basis for a period 
of five years after which period they will become permanent if such right holders have not been relocated with 
"due compensation". 

We find that this provision is a very dangerous one for a number of reasons. Firstl)', there is no mechanism 
or guarantee provided to define what due compensation means. Therefore, relocation can unount to eviction. 
Secondly, it is based on five year time limit which would CSICIltially amount to an order to the State Governments 
to evict people within a period of five years. Thridly, the defmition of core areas is left upon the Ministry of 
Environment and Forests to define whereas it is the considered position of many conservationists organizations 
that such definition should only be done through participation of scientists and through an open process involvina 
community representative. 

There is no need for this provision ifresettlcment is the decision of the Government. Thea it is possible to 
do so at any time. Under the existing law, the rights can be acquired at any time with provision of rehabili~ion. 
Therefore, there is no need for such a special provision partiCUlarly such a danaerous provision. I wu not able 
to distribute the paper to you. But we are happy to say that a number of environmental orpnizations includina 
the World Wildlife fund are in agreement with this position. A number of orpnizltions have been exprellina 
concerns about this Bill and they have also agreed that this provision is not an answer to theIe concerns whidl! 
is infact dangerous. I can circulate that statement later. 
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With reprd to the inclusion of non-Scheduled Tribe forest dwellers, it has been raised many times. We 
support this provision. It is arbitrary and unjust to exclude people on the ground only because they are not STs. 
There is a question of trying to adjust this process in such a manner as to ensure that the land grabbers and 
others who are essentially do no enter forest areas in order to either exploit the forests or the local tribals or the 
forest dwellers population. We have come up with a list of criteria which unfortunately we are not able to 
circulate. 

The fIrSt issue is anyone residing in a forest village namely a village that is unrecorded or unrecognised 
within the forest area should be treated as a forest dweller. There should be no question of discrimination on 
these grounds. Otherwise, it also produces a very peculiar where mixed forest villages tribals who receive the 
rights but non-tribals will not receive the rights. Secondly, outside the forest villages, we believe that the criterion 
could be as follows. It is only a proposal and it is not our final suggestion. It is for any such person who satisfies 
all the following criterion. They should be a member of the Scheduled Castes or the OBC's or should be 
considered any Scheduled Tribe in any other area of any other State. Then they should be certified by the local 
community, namely, the gram sabha, to be depending on forest rights for surviving or livelihood or any such 
persons who are being deprived of these rights which would threaten their survival. The third is the gram sabha 
who certifies that such individuals have a standard of living or income similar to or lower than the Scheduled 
Tribes in that area. So, one avoids the wealthy estate owners, land grabbers who are trying to sneak under tbis 
provision. In addition to these three compulsory criteria, should they satisfy at least one of the others. That is, 
they should have been living in forest area for the extended period of time. We have suggested this generation 
and the two previous generations. Secondly, they should have become dependent on the forest area against their 
will. For instance, like being brought as a plantation labourer or being brought by the Forest Department or 
having been displaced by dam or some development activities or being forced to enter the forest area, etc. This 
is the proposal. Fourthly, there is an issue of cut-off date. Sir, 25th October, 1980 has been specified as the 
cut-off date for the rights under the Act. This has attracted widespread opposition. We agree that this is a 
problematic provision and we oppose this 1980. We believe that there is no sense in setting a date 26 years prior 
and particularly. there is no sense in justifying such a date on the basis of the Forest Conservation Act wliich has 
no legal relevance in this context because the Forest Conservation Act provides that forest land cannot be 
diverted without the permission ofthe Central Government. 

The Central Government seems to be perfectly happy to divert lands for development purpose, for mines, 
for dams, etc. So. we see no reason why there cannot be a diversion for proposes of people's rights. Therefore, 
we believe that lit the minimum this date should be moved forward to 200 1. 200 I would offer the justification of 
not being too long ago. Simultaneously saying that anyone who has been living and subsisting within the forest 
area and dependiag on forest rights for three or four years· is undoubtedly a forest dweller. So, we believe that 
at the minimum it should be moved forward to 200 I. 

We believe that one of the principals of this Bill should be to·ltJengthen the existing practices of 
commun,ities to conserve and protect the forests and environment area. There is a more detailed note that has 
been circulated with more instances. That point is implicit in the Bill but it has not been made explicit. It should 
be made explicit. Section 3 (k) or 3 (j) provides for the right to protect and manage any forest that is being 
traditionally managed and protected by the community. But that right does not define what "community forest 
resource" is. We have suggested one such possible definition. It is in the written submission. Section 5 oftbe 
Act of the current Bill provides for the duties of forest dwellers. It is a very sweeping provision. The duties 
imposed are very large. Therefore, we have to argue that such duties make sense if a community is given the 
power to regulate and to establish such duties. The rest of the provisions should be re-formulated in the same 
fashion so that the communities are empowered to define what these duties are. Similarly. section 7 provides for 
penalty in case of violations of provisions of this Act This provision. as it is currently phrased, is redundant. 
There is no need for separate penalty under this Act. There are already offences under other Acts. We believe 
that this section would have meaning if the penalty power under this Section is given to the communities and not 
left in the hands of the Government because this would provide a check on the activities ofSt&te agencies sho 
are in many areas corrupt, unaccountable and autoctatic. We should also give-the communities power to protect 
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the forests. This would also give some teeth to the communities. The details are given in the note thIt we have 
circulated. In fact, my colleagues from Orissa can give some concrete examples and instances. Without any 
legal power, they currently defend their forest against mafias and in some cases against tbe Government. 
Therefore, we believe that this is a crucial change that is required in the Bill. The next Section is with regard to 
lepl technicality and in some ways very important given the history of forest rights. One crucial question that 
has come up time and again in every order or legislation of forest rights is the question of evicleDce to be cited. 
The Government has always demanded documentary evidence, which of course the majority oftbe tribal. and 
other forest dwellers simply do not have. So, we believe that this law should explicitly provide thIt evidence 
should include, oral evidence, multiple forms of documentary evidence, and affidavits. It should aIJo include 
prior applications or court cases etc. The details of which I have given it in the written sumbission. There is 
another issue that is particularly acute. In Eastern India, in Orissa, in Chhattilprh, in Jhukhand it i.likely to be 
increasingly more acute. The issue is forest land being diverted and destroyed for purposes ofminin& industry, 
dams, etc. 

The pressure for doing this has skyrocketed in the last few years. The amount of forest.1and thIt was 
diverted last year by the Ministry of Environment and Forest for these purposes was two-and+half times 
greater then the average that they have been diverting since 1980, and this pressure will only increase. The 
single greatest threat to both and forest dwellers, is their displacement or the destruction of forest for such 
purposes. Therefore, again there is a more detailed note on this and it has been circulated to,you. We believe 
that there is both legal precedent and legal requirement for restricting the power of the Govenuiieat to acquire 
forest lands for such purposes, and under this Act. We believe that at a minimum that such restrictions should 
say that the consent of the community is required, which is currently a requirement under the Panchayat 
Extension to Scheduled Areas Act. But, it should be a requirement for any right recognized under thil Act in any 
location, not just in Scheduled Areas. That is, the consent of Gram Sabho and the community and portaaps the 
consent of the other bodies-there can be other safeguards incorporated - at a minimum, this should be allowod. 
Ideally, we would actually request the Committee to recommend that the Acquisition of such righb should be 
barred. That would be the most solid protection that one could have. 

Then there is a question of displacement of displaced persons, the people who have already boen displacod 
from their lands and home prior to the promUlgation of this legislation. There are two categories of such people. 
There are people who have been displaced and have, therefore, occupied other forest lands or other areas for their 
survival. There are also people who have been displaced, who have been unable to take possession of any other 
land and, therefore, have been rccIuced to destitution in life as land labow-ers. These are large lOctiont of people. 
They include many people who have been illegally evicted. as a result of their failW'C to rec:ogniD their riahts. They 
have been illegally evicted by the Forest Department My colleague from Madhya Pradesh can teU many instances 
of that occurring. We do not believe that it would be just or fair for this Jaw to ignore those cBpies of people. 
With regard to people who have managed to occupy and to subsist on other locations, one CIn say that, at Ieut, the 
cut-off date in such cases should be relaxed, that they should be allowed to retain possession ofwhatever' land they 
have managed to take hold on. They should not be doubly punished by being evieted apin. FordlOle who have not 
done so, and who are not in possession of land or other rights or other livelihood secwily, we believe 1bIt thil Bill 
should, at least, in principle, recognize their risht to rehabilitation, to alternative lands, to some form of eompeIIIItioa 
for the i1Jegalloss and, in fact, the crime that has been committed apinlt them. 

Then, there are some other more legal and technical changes that are requirccl. First, in section 2(c), the 
defini,tion of 'forest dwelling Scheduled Tribes' currently reads .. COIIItitutill8 luch communities that live in 
forest land. If one requires or wants them to live in forest land, then, it technically could be riPt in lII)'ina that 
only those who are currently residing with their habitation itself inside the raervecI forest should be recopiJJed. 
Now, this will exclude the vat majority offorest dependent communities who live on the edpI 0( or who may 
have revenue title to their houses but do not have the title to their Agricultwe, do DOt have tile title to tile miaor 
foreSt produce and so on. So, in the earlier draft of tile Bill, they had stGed 1bIt it should be 'the ooanuaity to 
live in and around forest'. We believed that word '.-ouad'should be reinsalted. 
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Then, there is a very minor point or technical point with regard to the grant of joint title to husband and wife 
under section 4(5) (ii) of the Act. I think, due to a clerical error, that joint title now only extends to rights under 
section 3(a). We believe it should extend to any right under section 3 recognized under this Act. 

Then, with regard to section 5 and section 7, particularly section 7 and its su~sections like (iii), (iv) and (v), 
these are extremely sweeping provisions, for example, to make the destruction of any aspect ofbio-diversity a 
crime or felling of any tree for any commercial purposes a crime. These are sweeping provisions and they 
provide for much scope for abuse. 

Therefore, we believed, as we have argued in the position paper, that the fmal three su~sections of section 7 
should be deleted. 

Section 5, as I have already stated, should be re-fonnulated to allow the commuriity to detennine such 
regulations. 

Section 8 is about the penalties for the authorities who contravene the provisions of this Act. This Act is 
meant to recognize the livelihood rights of the most marginal and the most victimized members of our society. 
Yet, we find thatthe penalty for violating that recognition is just Rs. 1000. For a Government official, it is a slap 
on the wrist. It will have no deterrent effect whatsoever. Therefore, we believe that at least the prior provision, 
which is there in the Act, which provided for imprisonment and for a much higher fine, should be reinstated. 

Section 14 of the Act reads "where there js any conflict between this legislation and the others, this Act 
shall be treated to be in addition to those other legislations, not in derogation of them. " It is not clear to us. It is 
not cleat to most of us, to many of those we have spoken to, what this section means. What it could Mean is that 
there could be considerable legal complexities and confusions. That could result in many disputes particularly 
with regard to appl ication of the Forest Conservation Act. WiU the Forest Conservation Act apply or not till the 
lands are recognized? Under this legislation, it is not clear. Therefore, we believe that this Section should be 
revised to read the same way as it reads in most Acts saying "where this legislation is in conflict with the other 
legislations, this legislation shall prevail." 

Finally, I have to make two more points. One is that in 1990, the Central Government had conceded that 
those who are dependent on the forest livelihood, whosoever they might be, if they are found inevitable for the 
recognition of rights, they should be granted in situ rehabilitation which might include alternative employment, 
afforestation programmes etc. We believe this constitutes an important right and that should be incorporated in 
this legislation in accordance with what the Central Government has already committed itself to. 

In the public version of the Act, last year in June, there was an important right that was included-the bio-
diversity right, intellectual proper right. There is some objection to the pharasing of that right which may have 
been valid. We find that right has been deleted in the latest version of the Act. We believe that that right should 
be reinstated in this era of globalization, bio-piracy, patenting of anything from neem to hundreds of other herbal 
and traditional remedies. This right could be an important defence for the traditional forest-dwelling community. 

I believe this complctes my submission on behalf of the Campaign. My collcagues have come from various 
States. They may also be allowed to make certain observations. 

MR CHAIRMAN: Tbey can make their submissions. Please be brief and to the point. 
SHRI KUNDAN KUMAR: Before making my submission, I wouldjust lib to take two minutes to give 

the blckground information of Orissa from where I come. 
Around 38 per cent of Orissa's areas in considered as forest land. In tribal .... it is called Scheduled-V 

area. It constitutes almost half of Orissa and around 46 per cent of the Iaad beloap to the Forest Department 
and the Revenue Department It is classified as forest land, Our submission is that the .. lement rights especially 
of the Scheduled Tribes and the Dalits in these forest areas have been very poorly done. In tict, the data 
collected by us shows that no proper settlement of riPta have taken p_ in respect of more thin 80 per cent 
of the forest area in the State Orissa. 
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There have been different mechanisms through which this has happened. One of the most important 
mechanisms was this. When Orissa was constituted, it was constituted tak.ing the British parts, the Madra 
Presidency Area, the Orissa State as it was before Independence and the Central Provinces Area which also 
had 24 Princely States. All these were merged to create the State of Orissa. Almost all the forests in these 
Princely States as well as the Madras Presidency Area, reserved or otherwise, were never properly settled by 
the Princes, by the erstwhile rulers. 

There was no proper settlement of rights process. However, after independence, these forests in 1954, 
through an amendment, were deemed as reserved forests or protected forests without settling the rights of 
people who were residing therein or who had rights therein. I can just cite an example of various forest divisions. 
For example, in Rairakol division, which is one of the important forests divisions of Oriss .. lOOper cent of the 
reserved forests as of now are deemed reserved forests which have heen constituted in very poor fashion and 
where, effectively no rights have been settled in those areas. This is one of the problems because of which in 
most of the forests in Orissa, right settlements hav.e not taken place. 

Secondly, there is another submission that Orissa is one of the States in the mainland India where shifting 
cultivation was a traditional customary practice of the tribal communities. As hon. Members from Orissa would 
know, tribals have been subsisting on activity since generations and as a tradition. In 1959, Orissa Forest 
Enquiry Committee Report, which was an enquiry committee set up by the State Government of Orissa. conceded 
that almost 12, 000 Square Miles of the State of Orissa was affected by shifting cultivation. That is almost 
30,000 Square kilometers, 20 per cent of the area of the State. Sir, I re(p'Ot to point out that even though in the 
princely States in the British period, there were certain rights on these lands. After independence no rights were 
given to tribals on these lands and most of these lands were converted to forests or considered as forests on 
which now Forest Conservation Act applies. Anybody who has been to Orissa to various tribal areas will find 
that this is one of the most burning problems in the State. Apart from that I would like to give an illustration of 
how badly the survey and settlement has been done. We did an analysis of the census data of 2001 and we 
found that in 10 of the scheduled districts there are 443 villages, which have zero revenue area. That means they 
neither have pana, they neither have private land nor revenue land. That implies that these are situated in forest 
lands and the population of these villages was 69,237. These villages are neither in the list oftbe Forest DepIr1ment, 
which has been proposed to the Ministry of Environment of Fprcsts for regularization. It is a matter of great 
concern that since 1980 to 2005, the same Forest Deputment and the Ministry of Environment and Forests, 
which claims to have passed to recent resolution, have regularized a total ofl9 hectares offorests land in the 
name of cultivators in the whole State of Orissa. In 25 yean, State of Orissa has regularilod 29 hectares of 
forest land.after Forest Conservation Act has been passed. This i. the record of Forest Deputment and of the 
bureaucracy. As someone was pointing out that we are aivina them the responsibility. There have been 10 may 
exercises and so many efforts but nothina has come out of it. So, it i. due time that we should aive this 
responsibility to the people themselves. Reprding specific submissions, I would like to make two specific 
submissions from Orissa, which compliment and supplement what our national campaip has pointed out. The 
Tribal Bill, in Section 3(j) mentions that community Ihould have certain rights. It mentions certain community 
rights over forests and it says that these community rigbtl include right to protect, regenente or couerve or 
manage any community forest resource whicb they have been traditionally protectina and COQICI'\Iing for 
~ustainable usc. It is my submission that in the State of Oriua and not only in Orissa, iD 1barkband aod in other 
States a very large number ofvillago communitiea are protecting and manqing forests. In Ori ... itJelfwe have 
documentation of over 10,000 villages. which have been protecting and managing forest on Government t.nd 
without any extemal incentive or money for the list 20 yean to 30 yean. 

Sir, I have Alella maps, which 00IIlpII'e the data. I have literature which can substantiate this. I CIIl 
submit the same for tho coasidcntion of tile Commiaee. Similarly. documcatation is available for 1barIdwDd and 
where at lout • few tbousaod community IfOUIII are .. otoctia& and manaain• foresta. 

This is both iD tn'bll ... ad DOD-tn'bll .... UDder tile loint Forest MaIJIFment Propuuae. you IDUIt 
be aware that in IDOIt of tho s.... now commuaitiel ... involved ia IIIIDIIinIIlid protecti", tbe fcnID. The 
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need for democratization offorest governance is extremely important. For example. in Orissa, in·the tribal areas. 
the poor tribals or the poor Dalits often depend for more than 40-50 per cent of their requirement of the 
livelihood and subsistence needs on the forest land. Yet, the forest land both in Scheduled and Non-Scheduled 
areas is controlled by the Forest Department or by the Revenue Department on whIch people have. almost, no 
rights. Even the rigJtts that they have like nistar rishts are suspended using one means or the other. I think it is 
time that in this Bill we should include the provision that, at least, the forest which come under the traditional 
bounder of the villages should be anc! which come inside what the village community or as defined in the Bill as 
its traditional boundary should be brought within the purview of the Gram Sabha. I would like to say that, for . 
example, in Orissa Panchayati Raj Act, 1964 there is a provision that all waste lands and forest lands which 
come within the boundary of Gram Sabha should be controlled and managed by the Grun Sabha. However. this 
was nevor implemented thtough rules. It is my submission that this is something which will make tremendous 
difference to the way that our forests are managed, to the way that they can be sustainably managed for the 
livelihood and benefit offorest-dependent people of this country. 

Thcrcfore, I suggest that Section 3(j) can be modified to read that the community rights to forest may 
include the right to control, protect, regenerate or conserve or sustainably manage all forest resources which (all 
within the traditional boundary of the village and an additional section introduced in the definition offorest rights 
which says that right to produce and benefits including timber, minerals and environmental and cultural benefits 
from the forest lying within the traditional boundary of the village should be given to the Gram Sabha. Further. 
these rights shall be supplementary to the other existing rights settled in these areas including nistar rights 
because sometimes in some places other villages might have some rightswithin a forest which might come 
under the traditional boundary of villages. This process of settleinent can also be done by the Grun Sabha 
where it can demarcate its boundary and in case there is 8 conflict or _:confusion, may be the Gram Sabhas can 
sit and resolve their confusion and in case that is not done, higher level committees can handle this and arbitrate 
between the Gram Sabhas. 

Another submission that I want to make which is not really covered by the Bill is the issue of shifting 
cultivation. This is ~ne of the greatest injustices done to the tribals of Orissa that the. shifting cultivation land 
traditionally owned by them has been converted to forest land. Even now, in most of these areas, tribals are 
cultivating such land. but they are bemg punished for it, they are being harassed for it. Since it is their sole source 
of livelihood, they are being forced to carry out shifting cultivation. I can again provide documentary proof and 
satellite maps which show the extent of shifting cultivation of the tribal communities. 

My submission is that the shifting cultivation land which is categorised as forest land should be demarcated , 
by the Gram Sabha, taken out of forest category and settled as land owned by the community or individuals as 
per the traditional norms of the concerned tribes because different tribes have different norms as to whether 
shifting cultivation land is individually owned or is owned by the community and land UIC on such land shall be 
the decision of the individual or the community concerned who can manage such arees _ forest or for agro-
forestry or for horticulture. This provision should be included in the Acts and the Rules. 

One final submission that I want to make is about the mining issue. Orissa is one of the worst sufferers in 
this regard. Again, if you look at the satellite maps. areas like Schedule-V areas look like all the forests have 
been completely ~estroyed and in ~t, we arc afraid there is a strong feeling at the locallovel that this Bill could 
be the means for the industry and mining COIDpIIlies coming throup the back door. The Forest Conservation 
Act is one of the most important obstables apiDst forest land being converted for mining and other industry and 
this has been one of the rruUor problems for the people who want to expand these activities. 

Sir. it is our request that evay such lind, which is being given through the tribals under this Bill either there 
should be a ban on the acquisition ofsucb land or if there is no ban, which I understand position being taken by 
many of the people. at leat, the consent oCthe Gram Sabha must be made DJaDdatory under the Bill. 

ThInk you. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: You mentioned about and stilted with ~ftiaa cultivation and onded widllbat also. 

SHRI VIRBHADRA SINGH: Sir, before that I would lib eo tuhmit in this reprd. Sbiftina cultiVilion 
means, a tribal cuts the jq1e, bums it, put some seed for • .,.& ...... period. then api.n be chooses another plot 
of forest, cuts the jungle, bums it, put some seed IS per requinmeDt and 10 on: It is on rotation. So,I wouJd like 
to know which part of the land shoul.-bc recorded in his name. the earlier one or the later one. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: This shiftins cultivation is there evea in tho North-East Region. They call it 1hoom 
over there. In Andhra, it is called Podiw. Basically, what happens is. this is done on the hilly slopes, many of them 
are jungle areas and they keep on doing tho shifting cultivation &om one area to another area becauIe fertiliser 
starts decreasing. So, when you say, the rights have to be settled, what do you mean by that? If you 80 on 
settling rights in favour of all the hilly slopes, there will be no end to it. What is your specific suggestion as far as 
that is concerned? How does one have to settle those rights? 

SHRJ KUNDAN KUMAR: Sir, when the shifting takes place, it goes in a cycle. I can bring in enough 
evidence from the literature and from the scientific work, which shows that it has a deleterious effect. I can 
submit that literature to the Committee. But in Orissa, for example, when people are doing shifting cultivatiion 
they rotate, they use one patch and after two-three years of cultivation they shift to another. But they come back 
to the same one after that. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: This is the traditional practice. But of later they have been abandon ins this. They have 
been shifting permanently out. It is happening in my constituency and in Shri Gamang's constituency also. In 
practical terms, we have seen communities abandoning these old plac:es of cultivation and they keep on going 
from one area to another area. This problem is there. 

SHRI KUNDAN KUMAR: In this regard, my submission would be that there are different practices 
being followed. I am not aware of the practice followed in your constituency. Our studies have shown and it is 
based on the field study. In Orissa, what we have seen is that a tribal plan normally has a boundary and within 
that boundary they say that this is our land. They do not go beyond that. If you cross that boundary, it can be a 
cause of major conflict. 

What we are suggesting is that either on an individual basis or community basis, within the planned bowldaIy. 
the land should be considered as their land. As you said that there are many places that they are now planning 
to leave. It is a question of accepting that these people have the rights on these lands. They might decide on that. 
In fact, in Koraput, they have decided to leave it as natural forest or plant cuhew or other plants. 

But, till they have rights on these lands, they cannot do all that. I am not advocating that the shifting 
cultivation may be protected; what I am requesting is that the ri'gbt 01 the shifting cultivation land, u per the 
traditiotal village boundary, may be co~idered. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I am not talking of either promotiq it or curbing it. I am sayiag that there are practical 
difficulties when people keep shifting. AB you yourselfhave mentioned that now they are not going beck to those 
lands but they are planting cashew nuts etc. or leaving for repnemioD. It also implies that they are 80ing to 
newer pastures rather hill slopes. It means, by your own statement the iIIIptiCIlion is thG, they are not revertina 
back on rotation basis to the earlier slopes that they were cultivating. What I am talking about is that there is 
practical difficulties. What is your suggestion to solve it? We have to find. way out. 

SHRI KUNDAN KUMAR: What is happening is that where they are shifting to othor land uses, it is 
because they are either getting some other alternative or land uses. Bat the point is that the lands traditionally 
belong to their clans. So, that land should be considered their land nIber dI8D forest land. It is because cwrentty 
whatever they might do on that land it is not allowed under the Forest Conservation Act. 

SHRI N. JOTHI : The sentleman from Orissa bas doubled wWIer this Act is in a manner helpiDa the 
multinational companies. Instead of accusation, he should have looked lit the Preamble met .... efI'orU made for 
the first time after IndqXndence. Very bolJQ jiM eft'orts have been ..... in the intorell of tribek. Pleue 
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remove that doubt from your mind while you leave this please. Please do not adVOca1e that. It is because people 
will suspect thereafter. You leave that issue now itself. 

SHRI KUNDAN KUMAR: Sir, this is not my perspective. This is what some people have said. 

SHRJ N. JOTHI : The Constitution and the Members from both the Houses ofParHament will not be a 
party to these kinds of activities. We are not a party to it. We have a bona fide approach. In fact the Chariman 
is making a lot of efforts in this matter. I have not seen any Chairman functioning like this. I am freely appreciating 
him publicly. Already 16 memorandums have been received and all the hon. Members are working on this. We 
are really interested in helping the tribals. 

SHRI BIJAYBHAI : Thank you Chairman, Sir. I shall be as brief as possible. I would like to bring to 
your kind notice the peculiar situation being faced by the tribals in Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh 
particularly. At the time of the formation of Madhya Pradesh, the forest areas which were under the 
princely States were also merged to the State. About 94 lakh hectares of land was merged to the State 
forest land. Earlier the people were having their rights over that 94 hectares oftand. After the merger, the 
rights of the people were not settled and they were asked to go away and they were forcibly evicted from 
that land. That is one thing. 

The other thing is that after 2002, the forest Department undertook a massive drive evicting tribals by 
burning their houses and so on and so forth. But the Bill does not say anything about those people who have 
been evicted. That is the peculiar thing. There are a large number of people. I think in Madhya Pradesh 
particularly the Forest Department was able to drive away around 10,000 families from therein. There are 
several cases of burning, looting, beating and so many other things happened. I would like to request the hon. 
Chairman that the hon. Committee may recommend that something should happen to those people who have 
already been evicted by these people. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : We will take care of all that. We will certainly give a serious thought to your suggestion. 

Thank you very much for interacting with the Committee and letting us having the benefit of your views. 
If there is anything else other than you gave that you would like to send it to the Committee, please do send it 
as early as you can. Kindly send your reply to a couple of other points which are relevant. Please send it as Soon 
as possible so that we can incorporate it in our Report after we decide. 

Please have a cup of tea before you go. 

(The witness then withdrew) 

WITNESSES EXAMINED: I. Shri Ramesh Nandwana from Jangal Jameen Andolan, Rajasthan 

2".shri Bhanwar Singh Chandana from Jangal Jamccn Andolan, Rajasthan 

MR: CHAIRMAN: Shri Ramcsh Nandwana and his colleagues, I welcome you all the sitting of the Joint 
Select Committee. We have received your representation and you have also gone through the proposed Bill that 
was introduced in the Parliament. 

Whatever we discuss in this Committee today shall remain confidential until the Report of the Committee 
is placed in the Parliament Otherwise, it will attract proceedings under breech of privilege IS pet the conduct of 
Rules of Business of the House. 

Please introduce yourself and your colleagues to the Committee. You can also make whatever submiuions 
apart from the representation that you bave made. 
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(latrodactioa) 
MR. CHAIRMAN: You can speak in Hindi or English. There is no problem. We have simultaneous 

translation facility. 

tit m~: 1lITU 41A1I'1'l~ ~ ~ ~ t~ ~ ~ 4 (1) M ~ ~ ~ t. ~ 
~ lI"ftfctt ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ tl taRA 7 if \fi~~1T1nt~ 

"In case any authorised right recognised and vosted by sub-section (1) is despatched by any State 
Government or local authority, the competent authority shall consider the records prepared at the 
time of declaring the area as scheduled area, and while notifying any tribe to be deemed to be 
scheduled tribe under article 342 of the Constitution along with evidence and then pass an appropriate 
order in the matter. " 

~~~t~~if~~t. o-rifWr~~~t. "~~"QjtI:n lillE'Nill 
~ (1RI) -.,; ~amtl~~if~ qlg~.1'1 ~m:R~Cfilif, "~Qifm'I~~ 
if ~ q~.1'1 amftt. If{~iI-mfit .m~, ~~~~ tilt "(fr~1fiT~~\fi~ 
-mt'.~"tt~~CJiT~m:R~tl.~ll'~ct~~~~lR" o.t~~f'f;1n 
~~I 

~ "SI~~.1'1 if ~~ ~ t I ~ ~ft-:lf ~ ~ ~ if ~ ~l1f?ff if ~ 4Tg~'''' ~~ 
t. ~~~~~\tt, ~~~1Q:t, ~~tQ:', ~~~~~~~tl~ 
~-~~ ~ t, ~ -.,; d$41<:'1GI< • ~ ~ ~ t~ lt ~ -.,; ~ if t I o:f-qf ~ fGq.-41 ~ ~ 
~ t "fliI ~ ~ em \fi III ~ ~ -;fA""Ttt ~ Tf( t I ~ l(oR-"; 1FR ~. a:r<R ~ ~ ~ ~ lR ~ I ~ 
~ ~~~~Iijfif ~~t, ~~...n "q;)·OjI,ijf ~~-'I~~if~ct~~, 
~-qm~ atrrfo amt, o.f~~if~-";~~.lft.~.tr. ~~~~t~~~~ 
~, flTcff, ~~~~, ~~~cti~~~~~, f'4~"I'~~_~ 
~~ cm:ftR, ~ ~ ~OMI$I ~ ~"4R'tt ~ ~ 1!fR"it~, "f-f ~~ if ~ 4Tg~1f1'1 ~~ 
if~~tafR~~~\ittl 

1Rr ~ t fct; ~ ~ ~ if ~ ~ t, ~ eft' ~ ct ~ lfld' '\iITI"( It";ft -.1 ~ ~ 1fi't ~ r.J 
FTIt. ~~""Ttt~tl~ 31T3T~~if alT'mt~~~t~'ffl2J1n~~~it 
~CJiT~pTtl~CiiFnt~~teft'~t, ro1(R1m=Il~~1Rl1filUITt3ltt~~~~ 
~1Q:tl31fCf~~~~I~~tm~i5t~~~1~3Itt~i5t~tw 
~ lQf~~cfRm:R\fi~~tl~ ~3Itt~if30dl~~~if~t~q 
~Nf'rR;f...n ~UlTt I ~ ~~~ 1t fttilfl"'I,. ~ if m tl ~ ftlr.Iftr ~ ~~ t 
fct; ~ if ~~~ ~ m ~ t=J~lt ~~ t~ ~'Qf. 15'tf \fi1rofiR" I ~ ~~. 
tfctt ~ lIm~, ~ ~ ~ 1M lnft t IlIli ~ 3Itt \fi ~ ~ IQ: t, .. \fi aJ1Fft 1mr ltIir, ~ if _ ~ ~ 

if ~ ""'tl ~ ll' ~$T ~~ ~ 1fItr it ~ ~ ~lt ~""'fit lfr 1l'IIilllftf-
"","{f~ 3Itt ~ m:R ~.IOj ll' "'1l....-r ~ ~,,~ ~~ I 

-qu~~t~,:fl~lqE'ft~~~~tn(1l(~~~~1nr1J1atn~"'~ 
~~~ft;RtT1J1atl~'ff11fl.~1~.~t.6tN!"''''d~15T~t*.~ 
lr 1Jln I 

~"qi~~t, ~~3Itt~~CRJ~-qr~t, ~~9~~"~*9 
1R1f\1l:n ~ "{f ~ I ~ hit if TRJftrqJ, ~, ~, ~ ~ ~ Ill' tRW ~ if ft1I;'ft l1lAl\l1t ~ I 
~ lQf ~ ~ t, q ~ \fi ~~ t, qt -..mr 1I'PT t I ~ 1IiT 1ntf ftRi!q tt it 1fE'f ~ t I ~"\IfPIf 11ft 
~ f'I;1n ~ lfr 1lIRJ .. ilfl:IlfH t ~ ~ "11ft *1JMf 'It am 1Ii.i! ~ 1r'ft I ~ it 11fIf 11 tr • lII'I-lII'I 
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I, 00fCfiT ~ ~ ~ <fr.-q-~-~ ~~, ~ l;f 1'CA ~ ~ 1N: f I ~ ~-~ ~ am lft;t ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ 1l' 1R ftf;m m ~ ~-~ CIt{ 1ti\ ri' <fr ara8J m, 11(~1j$ ~ _ tn I 

1tfr~b:~~. ~~'*~~-Q~tl~~"IIHII"'. 'f-f~~ctI't~ 
mqlm~~nll~I'1 ~ 34 'Vflm<f _ aU~cmf' t lit is the only primitive tribe of Adivasis in Rajasthan. m~ ~ ~ ~ 
qCi1oRilCi1 ~ ftCfl)I'1I'''' fcf;lu t I They have packages of schemes for them which hardly reach them. '" m ~ 
In'tt~~<<f, ~~~~tflf;~~~~t, ~~~ctI't~~-qt"~tl We 
have a whole lot of letters from the officials last 40 years, ~ am 11( ~ lnn t - Forest and Revenue 
should sit together and resolve this problem, ~ ~ m aNt 1'I1fi 1qf ~ ~ vqm -qt" "qJ ~ t I Five hundred 
cases were recognised by Forest Department. ~ e,;ft11E"U'''' ~ '* ~ _ ~fIf;1u tn I ~ ~ ~ pn, 
1JJfcf;l:ft Cfi'r ~ 'tJ6T, ~ ~~. nobody knows in the field. ~ fit; q 1'iIRf ctI't ~ 'if ~ ~ mt f I 
Only 107 cases were recognised which is ridiculous. f.;r.f ftCfl)I'1I,"':S fcf;lu tn. ~ ~ ~ ft!r1n ~ ~ t • 
~ ~ ftlfl)I'1I,'" ~ «I. ~ \ft ~ ~ 'tt I, f.im ~ -Q ~ mt ~ ~ ~ I, It is really inhuman. qI4<lf'l • 
. ~ -Q '" ~ tlI m f faJ; ~ ~ ~ ~ -Q ~ mt ~ ~ 1ti\« I I ~ 11( tlilft!IfI'1 t flfi ~ ~ 
Cfi'r ~ ~ fcf;lu ~ ~ I ~ ~ t, ~ ~ ~ 1'I1fi ~ -qt Wtt1t t'f1r "6Cfi #rrif ~ ftmR:{ -qt m 
faJ; ~ Ofij'q ~ m I ~ \ft ~ pn t ~ aNt ~ ~ ctI't ~ t I ~ tfmu tlilftllIH 11( t, until and unless 
we resolve this problem, orders should be issued. ~ ~ -Q 1filf ~ ~ ~ fcf;lu ~ I 

They are imposing the penalty of at least Rs. 1,000 per bigha, which is a big amount for them. ftNf ~ 
'!fI'ilWI'q Cfi'r ~ ~ ~ m I 1JJ ~ ~ Wft ~ ~ 1fmqJ ~ t ftf; 11( ~ 34 llftm<f t This area is not 
recognised as Scheduled Tribe area. ltI' ~ '* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t I a1'R ~ ~ 'MIt, 11( ~ '"liT 
~~~~~~~~t~~'if~~t~~~~'if~~II~'iiR'JI'IftI~ 
~ ~ fcf;lu ~ t ~ '" 31lR ~ Tf ~ m 111m I I Nowhere they are recognised as ST. If they are 
recognised, it might increase the percentage. aw:t 'ff \ft ~ m ~ ~ I I 

These are the two submissions which I would like to make. 

tfr ~ ""': "ltlqlJI Tf ~ ~tq ~ ~ I ~ 9ft ~ lm'iI ~ 1fmqJ t I tm 40 'PR "'I~ql{ft ",4'f.4I~d P 
I I o.i OJ m ~"6Cfi ~ 1j~ ~ tOJ ~ ~ ~ TIt t Ill' cmur. ~ ~-~"Itt ~ lIT U' I III ~ ~ 
tr « f I ~ ~'J1f1~ Tf 'lfI ~ 1R -.a ~ f ~ lrofiR ~ 't:rirT ~ « I ~ o-t '{ifrt1f "Itt ~ 1fiT ~ '"liT pIT t I 
~ iffiI' ~t.faJ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ll:ifi ~ f.fcfiR;n en flfi 1980 ~ _lfi ~ ~ I, o-f ~ 

OJ fcf;lu ~ ~ ~ ft-nftd '* ft-if Tf lQf 1:R om 1frqjt ftm ~ ~ t, ~ 'qR ftqJ ~ t, ~ 1m1 ~ ~ ~ .. 
~1jOOpJtl 

tfr"'{~: ~~, it ~ ~-q'I{IIiII3f'f lfi ~ ~ ~~~I IFA .tflfi ~~ ~1IRn~~, 
~"f-I #rrif ~ lIRIT"", ~ I ~ ~ t ftf; *' 1R ~ ~ ~ 1ti\ ~ tw ftIi ~ 1fqJ t .1,a 1fqJ 

t? ~ wft In'tt iffiI' ~ ~ ~ "<t f. ~ qI4<l"-.dl15T w:r 1Pn ~ 3ITtf ~ ., ~ I 

tfr~:~f.irCi1rTf~<m'~~$ OUfteUtft mtl ~$~~.~ artr-ftm.n-~~~ 
~"<ttl~~~.~m?~~tflfi~~1fiTlt'f~~1 

MR CHAIRMAN: You have made a suggestioD that certain areas should be included u ST area. It is 
beyond the scope of this Committee. You may give it in writing. I will give it to the Minister of Tribal Affain. 
Then, Cabinet will decide about it It is a IOD8 process. If you feci like that, you write to us and we will forward 
it to the Minister. I would also like to assure that we will present our Report at the earliest. The Government also 
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wants that this Bill should be passed at the earliest. That is why, this Joint Committee was formed. It was also 
formed so that we can take the opinion of different sections of the people. We have recorded everything you 
have spoken. Keeping all those things in view, we will present our Report. 

Please have a cup of tea before you go. 
(1'he witnesses then withdrew) 

WITNESS EXAMINED: Shri George Monipally, Bharat Jan Andolan, Jharkband 
MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri George Monipally, I welcome you to this sitting of our Committee. You have 

already gone through the Bill, and sent your representation on the same. Ifthere is anything more that you would 
like to say or any point that you would like to elaborate based on the representation that you have given, then you 
may please begin. 

SHRI GEORGE MONIPALLY: Sir, there are a few points on which I would like to give emphasis here. 
Firstly, I would like to mention about the cut-off date, which is mentioned as 1980. We are representing three 
different organisations, namely, the Jharkhand Jungle Bachao Andolan (JJBA), the 1harkhand Ulgulan Manch, 
and the Bharat Jan Andolan. We are of the opinion that the year 1980 is the day that the Forest Conservation 
Act was passed. But it in no way stops us from having diferent dates. I feel that 1980 is a very difficult date 
even to verify the claims of the people. We propose that the year 2001 should be the cut-off date for it. Those 
who have occupation even today are not coming for it. I am saying this because there will be a lot of misuse 
including land grabbing mafia problem, etc. Therefore, people who have been occupying for at least five years 
should come in it. 

Secondly, practically in every village there are non-tribal forest dwellers also. Segregating them, and 
making a provision only for tribals will create prob1ems in the villages also. I am saying this because all these 
villages are functioning as a community. It will create unnecessary conflicts. At the same time it is necessary to 
protect against land grabbing or destruction offorest by people who are in towns or those who have got money 
power and influence. Therefore, certain criteria should be included in the Bill, so that it will be protected. 
Actually, this provision should be brought into the Bill for those people who are really dwelling in the forests-
may be for a few generations - and who are depending on these forest land for their livelihood. 

Thirdly, I would like to mention about the authority of the Gram Sabha. By and large, we believe that we 
have inherited a system from the Britishers. They were basically working on the principle of 'trust the system 
and not the people'. The people even do not know anything about the Gram Sobha. There is a widespread 
feeling that some people in the Gram Sabha are not functioning properly as lot of fighting is there, and only a 
few people arc managing the Gram Sobha. 

We, basically, believe that in spite of all these limitations, the Gram Sahha would be the court of the people 
or the Parliament of the people as it is functioning in the villages. This is a place where better justice could be 
done to the people, and this is a place where there will be much more truth. It would allow the real benefits to go 
to the people. Therefore, I would suggest that the Gram Sabha should not be just a body that makes proposals 
to the higher Committees, but Gram Sabha should be a deciding body, and they should have the power. This 
kind of a provision should be brou$.ht into the Bill. Today, the Gram Sobha makes proposals for development 
projects, etc., but somebody else like the Collector makes the final decision thinking that he knows what is best 
for the people. But I think that, in a true democracy, the people should have the power to make decisions about 
their rights. 

Another concern that we have in Jharkhand is about two types of displacement that is taking place. One 
is displacement by the Forest Department itself where in the name of reforestation, a lot of people are being 
displaced from the forestland. If they do not move or create any obstacle in the process of displacement, cases 
are filed against them and put in jail. Even if people have been occupying land for more than SO years, even 
before the time of Independence, cases were filed against them. After fighting those cases over a period offour 
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to.five years, if they are still OCCUPYina the place, they are being told that further cuoa will be filod apiDst them. 
Out of that fear, people have left that place. That kind of displacement by the Forest Depmment itselfis lakina 
place. There is no provision in the Bill for such people. The Bill says the day it becomes an Act, from that clay 
onwards, they will have possossion only. But those who are dispouessocl, maybe. in the list I S to 20 to 30 yom, 
what will happen to them? That bas to be looked into. 

Another issue is about displacement by the so-called development projects. In cue of more than 50 per 
cent of tile cases of displacement, it has been the tribals who were aft'ected. Once they are displaced &om the 
forestland, the only place where they can ao is the forest, where can they 8O? But they are beina displlcod &om 
the forest. Therefore. this Act bas to make some provision so that that kind of repeated displacements or that 
kind of injustice does not take place. 

Now, I will come to the defmition of'forest land' in the Bill. I feel that it is okay. but it ha to be made a little 
more specific. In 1996. the Supreme Court bas given a defmition of tile 'forest'. while making certain clarifICations 
on the Indian Forest Conservation Act. The Government land that is not occupied or on which people do not 
have a title is all considered to be forestland, according to the Supreme Court judgement. Everything in the 
forest will be considered u 'forest'. That also hu to be brought specifically into the Act so that people aet 
benefit out of that. People are cultivating; they have their houses. fields. wells and dams and all that. They 
cannot get it settled because of the Supreme Court judgement. The definition of 'forest area' or 'forest land' 
should cover all these things. 

Section 6 (1) says that traditional village boundaries are within the IocaIjurisdidion of the village, the Gram 
Sobha of the village. Now. local jurisdiction may mean the revenue village or the boundaries oftbe revenue 
village. At leut, in Jharkhand, I know that all the reserved forests are outside the boundaries of the revenue 
village. Due to this. the Gram $obho will not be able to make any decisions. Traditional boundaries ofvillaps 
are much wider than what they are actually occupying. when the forefathers started a village, they bad put 
certain boundaries. and that is considered u traditional boundaIy. Those boundaries should be accepted. and the 
Gram $obho should be empowered to function within these traditional boundaries. 

On community rights, I think, a lot of noise is being made about 2.S hcctares of land ceiling. pantU to be 
given to the tribals or non-tribals or whatever it is. I think, the real issue which the Bill talks about is not about the 
ceiling of2.5 hectares, but actually about the rights of the community or of the Gram Sabha over the forestland 
and its produce. We feel that it bas to be a little more strengthened so that the community will sort of have the 
ownership of that forest produce, u they are protecting it and also they have lOt the benefits of the forosL That 
clarification hu to be made in the Bill. 

By and large. these are the specific things, besides other things, that we wanted to mention before you. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What do you say specifically about the ceiling of2.5 hectares? 
SHRl GEORGE MONIPALLY: We are of the view that one and a halfhcctarcs of land is sufficient. That 

is because one nuclear family IJC)I1IlaIly containing ofbusband, wife and children cannot be cultivating more than 
six acres of land unless it hu got some other sources of income. In such cases they can employ labouren and 
get the work done. for the survival ofa family in Jharkhand, we believe that two and ahalfbectaros of land is 
sufficient. Increuing it or making it much higher may result in more destruction of forests and other vested 
interests coming in. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: In other words, you apport the ceiling. 
Thank you, Mr. GooIJO Monippally for your views. If there is anything that you would like the committee 

to take note of, you can write to my Secretariat. We will certainly Jive full conaideration to the views th8t you 
have expressed. 
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WITNESS EXAMINED: Dr. Archana Prasad, Reader, Jamia Milia Islamia. 

MR. CHAIRMAN:.Dr. Archana Prasad, I welcome you to this meeting of our Joint Select Committee. 
You are aware that we are dealing with the Bill on the Recognition of forest rights for Scheduled Tribes. You 
must have gone through the provisions. We have received your notes. 

Whatever we discuss at this meeting shall remain confidential until we present our report of Parliament. 
If there is anything else that you would like to state or explain with respect to your representation you may 
please do so. 

DR. ARCHANA PRASAD: Hon. Chairman, and hon. members of the Committee, I am indeed honoured 
to be here amongst people who have long experience in political life and perhaps much more experience than 
me in tribal areas too. 

I feel that this Bill is a very significant step forward from two important areas of research. I am working 
with different mass organisations. I find that the step forward can be strengthened further if certain changes 
were to be made to this Bill. Before doing that, I would just like to mention four principles by which I sought to 
judge the Bill as it was formulated and circulated first in draft form and then in final form. Also, I have the 
occasion to be in a couple of consultations where different processes of the Bill and institutional frameworks 
under the Bill were discussed. 

First of all I might add that I find this Bill very interesting and sugnificant for the single biggest reason that 
for fifty years, till today forest management has been a very centralised system within our country. I find this as 
a good opportunity to institutionalise a system which is more decentralised not only at the Gram Sabha level but 
at the level of State-level as well as at the level of Subdivision tuld District-level bodies and an effort to strengthen 
our democratic institutions within these areas. 

The second thing that I find quite worrisome is the fact that the UPA Government, while keeping its 
commitment to fulfil the rights of the tribal people, has also started a contradictory process of easing the 
environmental impact assessment laws which makes me a little bit vary. That is because I feel that the 
empowerment oftribals through this Bill has to be far greater than it already is within the Bill if they have to fight 
within these processes where everyday 40 MoUs being signed in one State and SO MoUs being signed in 
another State. 

We have horrible instances like Kalinga Nagar. We cannot forget this aspect while we assess this Bill. 
I feel that the issues of ecological equity and social equity are not unrelated issues. Somehow the debate 

as it has been progressed, it seems that we have environmentalists on the one side and tribal rights activists on 
the other side. This Bill has to find a way out this impasse so that a new way can be charted out for the tribal 
development. We have the experience of SO years of tribal development but it has not been a happy experience 
so far. Having said that, I would like to go through the Bill clause by clause and make suggestions. 

As you know, we have come before the Committee also with a dilemma and the storm raised over Section 
4(2) of the Bill is concerned where there is a mention of cut otT date as 1980. I do not feel like other organisations 
that 1980 is not either a viable solution to the settlement of rights or that it would solve the problem as it exist 
today. Ifwe keep the date of 1980 as the cut off date, it will merely justify the executive decision that was taken 
earlier and legalise it. This problem is all the more vexed because we do not have any clear estimate of how 
many people or how much land would be affected. In our 15 or 20 years of research, we tried to find time and 
again that reliable estimates of how things are going to be effected, how many people will be affected. It is not 
surprising then that many kisan organizations, many intelligible people who had even worked with. the Ministry 
of Environment & Forests have suggested an independent service for the estimation of both resources and the 
number of people living over there. I think the w~ole issue of cut off date is a very complex one. In order to 
simplify it into a legislation, it would probably be simpler for us to just say that the rights of various tribals living 
in forest areas should be recognised and may be verified by either the census of2001 or any other procedure 
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laid down by the Act. I say any other procedure laid down by the Act because not all habitations are recorded 
in the census of 200 I either especially when you take the case of Jhoom settlement or remote tribal settlements. 
the census enumerators do not get their ..... Ifwe want this Bill to benefit the lowest common denominator. 
then, we will have to have a provision where the first step towards the settlement of rights will be to have and 
independent transparent survey and the assessment of that local area where rights are being settled. I feel that 
this procedure should be documented and laid down in the Act because time and apin lack of procedure in 
different Acts have kept the way open for arbitrariness in various laws. 

The issue I wish to raise is about the inclusion of provisional rights in core area. I feel that the inclution 
of provisional rights in core areas is nothing but an invitation for forcible eviction. Already we have seen a great 
amount of eviction from areas like Jhabua, western Madhya Pradesh, Jharkhand where those people are going 
to get dry wood are being exploited by forest guards and bureaucracy. At the same time, many of the forest 
collectors who are women are being exploited for forest guards. 

Some of these dilemmas that women foresters face. need to be corrected. My recommendation would be 
in keeping with the Tiger Task Force Report with the core area. The management concept is not a right 
concept. If it is a management concept, then all rights should be recognized irrespective of where they are in the 
core area or the buffer zone. These rights may be acquired if there is a mutually acceptable pwc:dure of the 
designation of the core area. I think, it is possible to demarcate ecologically invalid areas in consultation with the 
local People themselves. That provision of a mutually acceptable criteria is open to social audit and scientific 
inspection should be incorporated within this Act. I am not against ecobgical areas. I want it to be a mutually 
acceptable procedure. 

The third vexed issue is one of the exclusion offorest dwelling by non-tribals. I think, ideally we should 
have all people who depend on forest. May I say that with the agrarian crisis today, the dependence on forest is 
only increasing rather than decreasing. What are we to do with those people who are bec:omina more and more 
dependent on forest? I found that at least one-third of the Scheduled Caste artisans were dependent on forest 
gathering activities for their livelihood. What are we to do with these people? J would suggest that we should 
recognize all habitations that are within a designated forest area. Thill should be done through a mapping 
process. While the people who own forest land, they own other land outside forest also. Forest people should 
include tribals and people living within a forest area including the Jhoomas. Every time, shifting cultivation is 
ra ised, I believe it raises a big storm in environmental circles. When I say all, Jalso mean that shifting cultivation 
should not be left alone as it is today. There should be some responsibility of the system so that it can be 
developed into a proper system. I believe, from my experience that the greatest impediment in such experimentltion 
is the Fe Act of 1980. 

Now the next point is about land ceiling. I feel that actually this is a non-issue because if you look at the 
pattern, most of the tribal people have less than two hectares of land. However, in the interest of equality 
between those who live inside the forest and those who live outside the forest, the land should be settled on 'as 
is where is' basis. I repeat that land grabbers who own more than that, their land should be confiscated and 
re-distributed among the landless. This is alaw which has been there. There are three lakh hectares ofbenami 
land in one area of Andhra Pradesh. . 

Another strange thing that I came across in this Bill was the Nistar Rights in the Erstwhile Princely States. 
That is Section 2B. I believe that Nistar Rights should be granted to all forest dependent people, and not only to 
those who live in the Erstwhile Princely States. So. I believe. that clause should be amended for that. 

Secondly, it says: "Traditional rights to protect, regenerate and conserve." While J respect all traditional 
rights in forest, might I add that it is possible worthwhile to think of having a risht of the people to develop their 
own forest land? You know that forest land is increasingly becoming degraded. It is turning more dense forest 
area to open forest area. I believe that the forest people themselves should have the right to develop their land, 
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it should not be left to the Forest Department to develop the land, because we all know what kind of nexus the 
Forest Department has with contractors and companies. 

Now, coming to the institutional framework, I believe that this is the need of the issue. This is. in fact, the 
bull work, which will make this Act implementable. ifat all. One thing, I was very surprised by, in this Act, was 
that it introduces the Forest Officers as players in the settlement of rights. Even the Indian.Forest Act, 1927 
does not have this. The Indian Forest Act, 1927 says that a forest settlement officer should not hold any office 
under the Forest Department. In fact, I believe that by introducing the forest officials into the process of 
settlement ofrights, the Forest Department is an interested party. I t should not be the part of that process. 

Secondly, I believe that a lot has been sf.Jd and wri~n about the Gram Sabha. I also respect the Gram 
Sabha rights. But I feel that the democratization of the system should not end at the Gram Sabha. While the 
Gram Sabha will be the key institution, all other Committees and the sub-divisionallevel, divisional level and at 
the State level should have the elected representatives, the representatives of the tribal people. and the 
representatives of people who work with the tribal people. While I have no problem with the nodal agency 
becoming the Tribal Affairs Department, I also believe that there is a case for thinking about a more broad based 
structure. Fore example, the NationaI Bio Diversity Act or even dIe Wild Life (Amendment) Act, 2002, have the 
authorities which have representatives ofa much larger opinion. Even if they are not, we should try to have an 
authority which is representative ofa much larger opinion because Administrations can change; Tribal officials 
can change; but I do not think that the Act can change so easily. 

One area where the Act is quite weak, I feel, is indefining the duties of the State. While it is only fair to say 
that the people who have got the rights should also protect the forest, on the other hand I believe that the State 
also has a right to protect the rights of the forest dwellers. specially in the wake ofa large-scale diversion of 
forest land to non-forest purposes. For this purpose, I believe that a new Section should be introduced in tlJis Act, 
and this new section should be on the role of the States. I believe that the way in which the role of the State is 
conceived, should not be the same old role of the State as it was conceived SO years ago. I have identified, at 
Jeast, three areas where the State needs to playa greater role. The first is in the protection of the tribal people 
from land mafias and from traders. I say this because wer are saying that people can only use forest produce for 
their bona fide use. If they get a lower price for their produce, they will keep harvesting more and more 
produed. So, those who are arguing for ecological safety or ecological security will also stand to benefit by a 
minimum procurement price, by a State procurement system. Instead of dis investing in the State procurement, 
I think, the ambit of the State procurement should be increased. 

Because I believe that mechanism has not met its potential. In areas like Madhya Pradesh only four 
projects are permitted by the State. Rest is in the open market and the results are there to sec for all. 

The second area, which I feel I have already said is protection of right when diverted for non-forest 
purposes. 

The third area where I think we can make an upward and a new beginning is an area in the rc-development 
offorests and fringe areas. I believe that it is absolutely essential if we want sustainable use offorest and I do 
not think that sustainable use is only fore ecology. The sustainable use is also for livelihood. Security of tenure 
cannot be maintained if adequate input for sustainable use is not provided. For example. I have forest land and 
I do not provide irrigation or adequate seed support, then I am not going to be able to induce that person to have 
sustainable use or to hllve a recurrent sustainable use and if a person does not have a sustainable recurrent use 
that person cannot have security of tenure. Therefore, it is quite essential to the success of This Act. If that is 
not done. I believe minority rights may actually become something else. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you. We have benefited a lot form the discussion we had with you. If there is 
anything else you want the Committee to take cognisance of. you may send it in writingJo the Secretariat at the 
.earliest. Thank you. 

(The Committee tM" tldjounted) 
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WITNESSES EXAMINED: 

I. Representative of People Alliance for Livelihood Rights, Chbattisgarh. 
Shri Gautam Bandyopadhyay 

II. Ms. Sunita Narain 
Director 
Centre for Science and Environment 
Delhi 

III. Shri S.R. Sankaran, lAS (Retd.), 
Fonner Secretary 
Ministry of Tribal Affairs 
Government ofIndia 

~R. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Gautam Bandyopadhyay, we welcome you to this meeting. Whatever we discuss 
here will remain confidential until the Report is placed on the Table of the Parliament. You have got the Bill, and 
jOU must have gone through it. You can please say whatever you want to. The committee will take note of your 
'Suggestions and observations, and if the hon. Members ask any questions, you may respond to them later. Now, 
you may begin. 

SHRI GAUTAM BANDYOPADHYAY: Sir, I have come from Chhattisgarh. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: If you wish to speak in Hindi, you are free to speak in Hindi as well. 

SHRl GAUTAM BANDYOPADHYAY: Thank you. 

Sir, I come from central east Chhattisgarh. This is the area where the central east region has its own geo-
cultural understanding, geo-cultural recognition with dakshin coastal part of Orissa, dantkaran part of Andhra 
Pradesh, Vidarbh part ofMaharashtra, Jharkhand Manmhoom part of Bengal, and Mahakaushal part of Madhya 
Pradesh. These are seven geo-cultural zones, as we call them the central east. Central east, as we know is the 
second densest tribal population in the country. It is rich in resource areas and it has the greatest forest coverage 
are in the country. It is a concern for us and we appreciate the spirit of the Bill, the way it has come. There is a 
need for a lot of amendments. 

One is the whole question of incursion ofSC. The area we are coming from is Chhattisgarh. It basically is 
the whole ,border ofChhattisgarh-Orissa; and Chhattisgarh-Maharashtra. That is the forest area. the Scheduled 
Caste population within the forest is of high degree. It is near about six to seven per cent ofSCs habitation there. 
In this regard, I have got the papers with ine. But there are only two copies with me. I would give it to you. It is 
the documentation of the Government. Within the Sanctuary Government sent Project Plan to MoEF. There, it 
is beinS agreed for 5.9 per cent SCs within the sanctuary areas. There is a great need now. Without that, it will 
create ethnic conflict between those SCs and STs living inside the forest. 

The second point is the whole question of cut-offyear as 1980. If you go through the data, it is basically 
traditional, unsettle, disputed forest land. When it is a traditional, unsettled, disputed forest land, without startina 
it, without recognizing it, and without identifying it we cannot say that these are the encroachers and these are 
non~ncroachers. The whole question is of the settled traditional and unsettled disputed fOllOSt land, I think, the 
cut-offyear should be 2000, where this type of major process has taken place between 1980 and 1990. I would 
give you one example. I have got 10 copies with me. The Government has identified those who are eligible. Only 
80,000 families in Cbhattisgarb are eligible if the cut-offyear is taken as' 1980. In6tricts like Bastar, 40,000 
people are coming. It is a great area. Now, there are four districts. The total number of applications as on 
31.1.1994 was 2,05,069. The Government bad .-to give patta to 81,000. It JDeIDS,1he oliaibUity criterion iJ 
not proper. 
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I am giving an example. The criterion is such that those who are with 0.4 dense forest they are not eligible; 
those who are on the 40 degree slope are not eligible; those who are on more than 40 degree slope are not 
eligible. According to earlier working plln, it was 6(' degree. There wu 0.4 dense forest. Now, there is no 
forest. But those who were there, were not eligible. 

If those who are settling down in the enclaves are not eligible then this criteria of eligibility is to be 
questioned. I think 80,000 people will be eligible if the cut off date is 1980. Day before yesterday I met the 
Governor. He said that everything is ready but ~ is waiting for the Bill so that everybody could be given. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Is there any cut off date that you would like to suggest? 
SHRJ GAUTAM BANDYOPADHYAY: 2001. 
SHRlMATI BRINDA KARAT: Wby 2001? 
SHRI GAUTAM BANDYOPADHYAY: It is because the 2001 census'is available. 
SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: Six years have pused since then. 
SHRI GAUTAM BANDYOPADHYAY: The whole question is that of 2001. As it is in the procoII, 

people will get palla by hook or crook and try to insert their names within that BiI~ so, you should see to it that 
the people who are against the forest should not be included. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You are suggesting 200 1 as the cut off date because the lut census wu held in 2001. 
SHRI GAUTAM BANDYOPADHYAY: It can be till date also but it is very difficult to get the figure. J 

am for till date but it is very difficult to ge~ the data. 

The whole process of relocation of five years settlement should be deleted. Till that process is .,iDa on, in 
Chhattisgarh three sanctuaries are now facing the problem. Three vii. ~re just lOins to be thrown out If~ 
put protected areas in the Bill, it will be promoting the whole question of resettlement There iI a conflict 
between the tribal and wild life. We have to strengthen the symbiotic relations. It needs a differeat type of 
management. Relocation cannot be a possible solution to wild life conservation. 

Finally, we come to the· voluntary resettlement. Nothing can be voluntary. Everything is forced. We .. 
trying to decrease the conflict and to save wild life and the tribals. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You are against the relocation of settlement 
SHRI GAUTAM BANDYOPADHY AY: That needs a different lftIIII8CII'Ient 2.5 acrea ofland in Rajuthaa 

is completely different from 2.5 acres in Bengal because we have a lot of cultural divenity in the country. 
It is completely different. We have to see the cultural zones. There is a question of the land. People haw 

to live with dignity. The norm of2.S hectares ofland is not valid for all area in the country. We have to look after 
each cultural region. 

Section 14 says that ifthere is confrontation about whirh law would prevai~ this law would not prevail. 
There are many Acts like Wild Life Act, 200 I, Bio-Divenity Act, 2002, etc. if all other laws would prevail, 
where is the space for this law? . 

Finally, I come to the question of Gram Sabha. The other bodies can be supportive or advisoly to ~ Onm 
Sabha in the case ofverific:ation process, identification process, conflict resolution process, etc. 10 IInIIJtben ill 
spirit. The care should also be taken that the Gram Sabha is at the level ofhcmlots and not at the level of vii lap. 

PESA, 1996 has been passed but till date rules and JUidclil10l have not been framed. We paled Bio-
Diversity Act in 2002 and the rules and guidelines have been framed. But the implemcatahon or PESA iI 
creating problems. Therefore, I would request that PESA should be implemented to .treagthen Gnm Sabha. 
Lastly, the Bill should have teeth to put an end to diversion offorest land for min~ ind':'*Y' anti-environmcnt, 
anti-people development and other purposes. The Bill should be able to prevent tribal nabU. Recently, 14,000 
hectares of tribal land was put to non-tribal use in Chhattisgarh. They have paned a resolution sayinl Chat the 
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tribal land can be taken up for the non-tribal use and industrial purposes. So, we have to protect the tribal land. 
This B ill should be able to protect the tribal land. 

The Bill is silent about the common property reg:ons which are under threat. They include river basin. 
river region, etc. We have to look after these areas. I would say that we should not do a historical mistake as we 
did earlier. We may be late in doing this but we should not be in a hurry. Now I thank the Parliamentary 
Committee for having invited me to express my views on this Bill. 

SHRI RAVULA CHANDRA SEKAR REDDY: I have two queries to ask.. You have made a mention 
about the inclusion ofOBCs. What is your view about it? 

SHRI GAUTAM BANDYOPADHYAY: Sir, the lifestyle of the OBCs and SC living in the forest areas 
is similar to that of Scheduled Tribes. I am especially talking about Gari community living in the forests. They do 
not know the difference. 

SHRI RAVULA CHANDRA SEKAR REDDY: The second point is about whether the people living in 
the tribal areas are aware that such a legislation is being brought. Do you have any such interaction with them. 

SHRI GAUTAM BANDYOPADHYAY: No. 
SHRI GIRIDHAR GAMANG : You have stated that in the State of Chattisgarh, the Government has 

brought about a regulation or an Act by which the tribal land would be transferred to non-tribals. Is it cultivable 
land or a land on which mining activity is Wldertaken which belongs to the tribal population will be transferred to 
non~tribals? 

: 'SMT. BRINDA KARAT : He has just come here to give his views. How would he know about such 
things? 

SHRI GIRlDHAR GAMANG: He then must be knowing about it whether the land proposed to be 
transferred to the non-tribals are lands on which mining activity is taken up or it is being used for industrial 
prupose. 

SMT. BRINDA KARAT: Is it a cultivable land? 
SHRI GAUTAM BANDYOPADHYAY: Yes. It is cultivable land. 
SHRI GIRIDHAR GAMANG : Is it under the regulation of the State? Is it in Schedule Vth of the 

Constitution? Under which provision is the transfer ofland being contemplated? 
SMT. BRINDA KARAT: Is it there in the Vth Schedule? That is what he is asking. 
SHRI GAUTAM BANDYOPADHYAY: It is there in the Vth Schedule. 
SHRI GIRIDHAR GAMANG: Is it through a State Act or is it a regulation? 
SHRI GAUTAM BANDYOPADHYAY: We will have to see that. 

"" ~ ~ lJlft ~ lI1f aul\6Ilftl4f 11ft ~~ ~ taft{ 01PIl'1nVf ~ ~ -;p:ft;J ~ -;p:ft;J t Il1fI1 
" 2102' taR -;p:ft;J ~ cit "'~~iI" mt .248 teR -;p:ft;J 1R1IiRt~ t 11fW~ ~ tl ~ ~ 
~ ~ S,OOO t~ ~ t ';fr ~ C '" ~ 'd' t. _ ~ ~afr\ lIIt"J 1r 1l1n tl 

4ft ~ 1Ii1IR: .,.ft, "hi itt; ~ q t f'r; ~ ~ ~ \fft:-\ffl: .ui4i1 1Iil ~ ~ W tllPl 1fW 
~~" ~ If ~'iI"ft;r t-qr .. " t otl~ijKft "'" _-.fA 1RU ~ ott 'd't, 01J ~ ~ 1PiIJ 
1'ri1U ~ w t -qr 01J ~ ~ otf\1a~d ~ ~ ';jJJ w t? 

lft_wiClql"I .. :~\'r.If<RI..-t.tRtl;qt-."""1IftU..-t_t.~'twt ... ~~ 
_1PR.~.nottlb:at ~ftIpft.Wtl 

1ft ~ 1II'R: "qFf ~ IPR .ftill"'. 11ft wit 1&' WI( if ... 'fIr ~ 1IPRft tlb 1ft w5t 
t.IR_*amR_~tl . 
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1It1rh 1pR: 11'A ~ ~ -.'rt ~ lInftnf.nft tltr ~ atm-~ allftcmn ~ ~~-~ ~ 
~ m t I <Jun=tuft14f "t 'li'Im ~ c5 ~ tit 'PI '" it ~ t, ~ iii ~ 'q{ ~ ...n t I 

MR. CHAIRMAN: If there is any information which you may like to send to the Committee Secretariat. 
you may do so. Thank you very much. 

SHR.IMATI BRINDA KARAT: You may send a note on the exact amendment quoting the details. 

(The witnesses then withdrew) 

WITNESS EXAMINED: Ms. Sunita Narain 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You are aware that we are discussing the Recognition of Forests Rights Bill. We 
have received your note. Whatever is being discussed here would remain confidential till a report is tabled in the 
House. You can make your observations or submissions which you may like to and then respond to questions put 
by the hon. Members. 

MS. SUNITA NARAIN: I thank you for giving me an opportunity to be present before you. I know that 
here are a number of issues in this Bill and I know that th~ Committee will be looking at many issues whether it 
is cut-off date or whether it is the definition of forest dweller or whether it is an issue about the North-East or 
whether it is about the process of decision-making. In my presentation today, I would like to stick to one key 
issue and that issue is the conflict between this Bill and the protection of wildlife. That is 80ing to be my key 
focus in my presentation today. 

Just to give you the background, I am coming to this Committee having been the Chair of the Task Force 
which was set up last year by the Prime Minister's Office called the Tiger Task Force. It was set with. key 
interest to look at why were India's tigers dissapearing and what we should do about it. In some sense, 1 mil 
bring my experience about the Tiger Task Force and through my experience trying to understand that what we 
have in front ofus in this Bill will it create further problems for tigers or is there any resolution in the iuue of 
tigersoand tribals. 

Firstly, I am not very clear if all the members have got a copy of the report that we lubmit1l:ld on Joininltbe 
Dots - A tiger's report. Maybe, the Government can make lure that everyone of you hu got • copy of that 
report as that would help the Members. One oftbe key issues in the report is this. The areas in India where the 
tigers inhabit are also the same areas where the tn'bals live. In fact, there is • map that we have submitted to die 
Government in this report which overlays forestl dilbicts with the tribal districts with the 1 SO poor districts of 
this country and the areas where the tigers live. If you want to put on it, you can also put miDoraJ wealth oftht 
country as well as the water reserves ofthil country. It is very cleu that the tnaedY iD this country ilthat 1hc 
poorest people live on its richest Ianda. 

We must underatand that it iI a ~OI' tnaedY. T'beIe are IaDda on which you have miaeraJ reaerveI. ..... 
reserves, forest aod also bio-divenity. tipn ad 0Iber 10-1., The q...uoa is, is it poaible to look It .... 
lands on which the poorest people 1M and wildlife U~ aod fiDd. way of coexiIteDce? Our Report VfIl'J clllrly 
says that iD the lilt 30 y .... of COIIIImdioa. we haw made the .ituadoD WOlle. We ...... offwidllooIdDa 
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at the reserves as reserves in which we would keep only animals. But very soon we realised that in a country 
like India, there is no area where people do not live. So, there is a clear question today on how you are going to 
manage your wild reserves where people already live. I think that is a point'which needs to be made 
very clearly. 1t is a.tragedy that in 30 years, in spite of all out talk and in spite of all our efforts, we have 
relocated only 80 villages. 28 tiger reserves exist. I am'talking only on tiger reserve simply because it is 
a microsm of the larger problem. To give you an idea, one per cent of the land area is under tiger reserve 
and five per cent of the land area is under protected areas. So, whatever I say for tiger reserves has to 
be magnified by five times to look at the remaining protected areas. You have relocated 80 Villages. 
When J began to ask how many villages actually live in the river reserves, I can assure you that there is 
absolutely no information. We were given three months by the Prime Minister. I definitely did not want 
to extend the deadline as most Committees end up doing. We wanted to submit our Report on time. As 
a result of it, my entire effort was to get the information from the tiger reserves itself. We have faxed to 
each of the tiger reserves director to get the information about the number of villages. I will point to you 
a particular chart in which we have put that data. That data essentially shows that in the 28 tiger 
reserves, you have 1500 villages in the reserves and about 273 villages in what has been defined as the 
"core area of the reserve". 

tIt~'l'fm:~~lNt~~f? 

lt1t1"ftcn 0fm1JVJ : ~ 1ffi'I if "'" 'lfil ~ t ftti ~ lNt ~ ~ f"qJ "1't-I ~ ~ f I 
SHRI MAHAVIR BHAGORA: Have you verified it? 

1t1t ~ 0fm1JVJ : ~~CflI':S ~ 'Q l11fiif t I ~ ~ if ro ~ ~ ~ 1II't 1fi'tftm 1II't t 1ft ~ altI"ft 
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tIt~~ : antR~~~tm ~*~if~~t",,~~·1f,'t~ifll'~~ 
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lt1twtm~: arrq~~-4t~1ffifW'~1 

So, there are 273 villages in the core area. As we have said there are about 1500 villages altogether in 
the tiger reserve. The reason why I am saying this is that the hon. Member is asking the question. I am 
essentially pointing out that there are a large number of people who live in the tjger reserves today. A number of 
these people will be tribals as well because a large number of these areas are in tribal districts. There is no doubt 
that this is an issue. The question that is in front of us is that, if you want to protect these sanctuaries, these 
areas, can you actually relocate all the people or some of them?· 

Or, can you relocate some of them? What we have presented in our report is a compromise solution. 
We have said essentially that what the Government should do is to identifY as quickly as possible the villages that 
need to be relocated; and do it as fast as possible. We have essentially made the point that the delay that has 
happened in relocation is too much. In the last 30 years, the Government talked about people, had taken away 
their rights but has not relocated t~c people. That must stop. So, it must relocate the people as fast as possible. 
It must also realize that it cannot relocate all the people. Therefore, it must come up with a strategy for co-
existence which means finding ways in which it can restore the rights of the people within the sanctuaries and 
national parks where people cannot be relocated. 

The reason why I am explaining this is because it has a context to your Bill. Your Bitt essentially, to my 
mind. has tried to make some resolution in the conflict between wild animals and tribals, the protection of both. 
The Bill very cle'arly says that the Government should give provisional rights to people in the core areas and if 
they are not relocated with a particular time period, which is five years as given in the Bill, then those rights will 
become permanent rights. It is not a very comfortable situation for anyone. In my submission to you, I would like 
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to say that it is as good a resolution as can be done at this point of time. I very strongly believe that you will have 
to resolve the rights of people living in protected areas. 

There are two ways of resolving the rights. One is through this Bill in which you will either relocate people 
or they will be given some land rights. The other is through the Wildlife Protection Act which also gives a certain 
amount ofrights to people. So, the point I really want to leave for you from my side as the Chairperson of the 
Tiger Task Force, ,as someone who takes a very careful view in respect of wildlife protection seriously is this. 
This is an issue which is in front of your Committee as well. This wildlife protection is going to be compromised 
if the Tribal Bill comes through. My own opinion is that wildlife protection is today compromised because we 
have not adequately compensated the rights of local people. Wildlife protection today is compromised because 
people are very angry. There is intense hostility. There is huge tension between people and animals. 

We have, in our report, given the countless number of cases where animals have been poisoned. We have 
literally talked about a war which is happening within our sanctuaries and national parks. I believe that you will 
have to resolve the conflict. The way of resolving the conflict is, on the one hand, to relocate the people from the 
areas which you believe are inviolate places, and, on the other hand, to accept that you will not be able to 
relocate everyone. So, you have to start looking at the rights of those people even within the national parks and 
sanctuaries. In that context, the current Bill makes an attempt. I think the clause that the Bill has makes some 
effort to' be able to deal with the conflict between the wild animals and the tribals as also the recognition of 
tribals. So, on that, I would say that I have no problems. However, I h,",e two issues that I want to highlight 
which may help the Committee in its deliberations. 

One, it is very clear that the Wildlife Protection Act actually goes much farther than the current Bill docs. 
It is important for you to recognize that. The Wildlife Protection Act says very clearly that nobody who lives 
within a sanctuary or a national park can be removed until his rights are settled. It also says very clearly that no 
sanctuary and national park can be notified until the rights of the people have been settled. In 2003, an amendment 
was brought in the Wildlife Protection Act. It is because the rights, obviously, have not been settled. 

So, there has been some effort to deal with it by saying that even if the rights are not settled, the regulatory 
regime will continue to be there in the Sanctuar.ies and National Parks. But the 2003 Amendment makes it very 
clear that until the rights arc settled, people will need to be given alternatives, whether it is fuel, fodder or 
livelihood alternatives. Now, this is the main problem today with the selective use of the Wildlife Protection Act. 
The Central Empowered Committee of the Ministry of Environment has written to all the State Governments 
saying that all rights are expunged in protected areas, but this is a selective usc of the law and the only caution 
that I have to this Committee is that you have to make sure that the provisions of the Wildlife Protection Act are 
not negated as a result of this law. We have given rights to a few tribals and we should not the protection put in 
the Wildlife Protection Act. It is not written here, but it is a question of the implementation of the Act . 

• 
1ft frR lI[Im : ~ ~ q"e.",CfllfI't ~ f-iRn t1 
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The last submission I want to make is. I am not at all happy with your penalty section. I think it should be 
removed completely. I cannot understand an Act under which you have siven people ripts, but then you have 
such penalties which can be completely misused because the peualties are already there in other Acts. You bave 
the Forest Act. you have the Forest Conservation Act and you have the Wildlife Protection Act. I cannot 
understand particularly the use of words reprdina penalties which make the Act 10 Swoepinl under which 
anybody engaging in unsustainable use of forest useII wiU be puniahed. What ia 'unsustainable usc of forell 
1SSetB' is not defined. Then, anybodf who kills wild duuals or destroys bio-divenity will be punilbed. Even a 
tendu leaf is forest product or forest allOt. Doos it IDOIIIl collection of minor forest product would amount to 
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destruction of forest assets? I strongly believe that the offences and penalty section should be removed and you 
should say that whatever law applies in other cases will apply here also. 

My other concern is that this Act should not compromise the rights of the people who live in forests 
because the people who live in forests do not live on land., they also live on the adjoining forest areas. They need 
tbem for grazing, they need the rights to community land which is around the forests. This Act should not be 
taken very simplistically to say that if a small piece of land, which is already being occupied, is used, it is not 
correct. These are'essential rights for the people who are already using the land They are using it in conjunction 
with a lot more of the community land that they have to use. Those rights must be carefully protected and I think 
safeguard should be built i~to the Act, though I have not carefully looked into it 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: It is a very clear and good presentation. When we spoke to the Environment 
Ministry authorities and asked them whether they have any definition ofwhat constitutes 'core areas' or what 
constitutes 'inviolate areas' and what constitutes 'necessary relocation of villages', they were not clear. You 
made a statement we have to quickly identify the villages to be relocated in the core areas or inviolate areas. 
Now, we actually have no definition and in fact this is going to be nothing but III instrument to evict tribals. That 
is why, I just wanted to ask you anotherqu~stion related to this. What would be wrong, in your opinion, if, for 
example, changing that portion which you have no trouble with? Supposing we say tribals have rights as tribals 
indifferent forest areas and similarly in Sanctuaries and protected areu. 

As and when Government wish to locate them, this relocation issue can come. If you do not give them the 
rights, then you are leaving them totally unprotected. In your experience, would you hav~ a problem with them? 

MS. SUNITA NARAIN: Let me answer both. One, you are absolutely right, there are no definitions that 
exist as yet. However, there is another Bill in front of Parliament, which is an Amendment Bill to the Wild Life 
Protection Act, which is the Tiger Conservation Authority Bill. There is one more Bill also and the effort again 
was exactly to clarify these and to try and get both processes happening simultaneously. 

There is a Bill called the Amendment Bill to the Wild Life PTotection Act, which is a Bill to constitute a 
Tiger Protection Authority or a Tiger Conservation Authority. This is the Bill in Rajya Sabha. It is in front of the 
Standing Committee right now. The idea was that this came out of the recommendations of our report. That you 
need an authority which could implement the various recommendations of our Task Force. In this Bill, an effort 
has been made for the first time to introduce the term core and tiger but it is as vague as today. 

What is core? Core is an area which is defined by the administrative body and not by the legal body, an 
~ 

area which requires extra protection. But let me specify that there is a hidden sort of thing. In this core area, 
99 per cent is a national park. In a sanctuary, as you know, under the Wild Life Protection Act, a national park 
has more protection than a sanctuary because a national park, even after the rights are recognized, before a 
national park is actually constituted as a national park, these rights have to be expunged, people have to be 
compensated. Theoretically, in law, there is nothing wrong. The practice of law is abysmal. So, I agree with you. 
There is no definition. It is vague and broad. But it is essentially making a contrast. What you can do is to specify 
those areas which have to be constituted by the State Governments. 

Now, you' question to me ill why not act a step forward? Why not say the rights exist? I do Qot think you 
need to say. I very strongly believe that Wild Life Protection Act is stronger than the Act that you are planning 
to bring in. 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: This will take care of it. 
MS. SUNITA NARAIN: You should bring in the clause of the Wild Life Protection Act. To my mind, the 

Act is very clear and it does not say 1980. You are now, at this stage, saying the cut of -date is 1980. That one 
says already that if you were to bring in this Act, you may strengthen it. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I think, Wild Life Protection Act is that which pramises settlement of rights in forest 
areas, which is not coming in the 1980 Conservation Act. 
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MS. SUNITA NARAIN: That Act is the problem. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: It is only for conservation of forest That wu mentioned in the Act of 1972 and the 
Indian Forest Act of 1927. 

MS. SUNITA NARAIN: The Wild Life Protection Act is for areas which are notified as sanctuaries or 
national parks. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: In this, there are norms and guidelines. It could be quite arbitrary. 

MS. SUNITA NARAIN: That is the purpose ofwhat we have recommended. It is time that the Government 
caters to these issues that you need to define this. You do not even know where is the care ana and where you 
have a tiger. You need to be precise. I feel that if you get this Act and you get the Tiger Protection Act, you start 
a process by insisting that there is no clarity in governance. 

Today a lot of things are not said but they are done. For the farst time, they will have to define what is the 
core area. To define what is the core area, they will have to justify whether there are wild animals in it or not; 
To justify that there are wild animals, they will have to do a census. To do the census, they will have to make 
sure that it is transparent. 

Sir, I am coming to you saying that I am not happy, and I think, still this Act is not as good as you would 
like it ,to be if you want to protect the interests of the tribals. But if you are looking for a resolution betwoon the 
two, then, I think, an effort has been made to resolve between the two. That is basically what I say. 

MR.CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. If there is any other information that you would the Committee 
to consider, you can send it to us. 

MS. SUNITA NARAIN: I would send it. I would really encourage the Committee to please have a look at 
our Report so that there is no misunderstanding about it. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We will surely do that. 

(l'he witness then withdrew) 

WITNESS EXAMINED: Shri S.R. Sankaran, lAS (Retd.) 
MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Sankaran I welcome you to this sitting of this Committee. You are aware that 

whatever we discuss here will be have to be kept confidential until we place the Report on the Table ofthc HoUle. 
We have gone through your representation which has been sent to the Committee. We shall be glad to hear 

your views on this proposed piece oflegislation. 
SHRI S.R. SANKARAN: Sir, with your permission, I would like first to welcome this Bill becauae the 

Statement of Objects and Reasons shows that it is going to undo the historical injustice to the tribal people. 
I had myself worked as the Secretary for the Tribal Welfare in Andhra Pradesh. I also worked lOIIlOtimoa 

as the Forest Secretary in Andhra Pradesh and retired as Secretary to Government of India, Ministry of Rural 
Development I was also a party to the Circulars issued in October 1990 reprding the iDIerf8ce between the 
tribal and the forest. Keeping all this bacqround, I strongly feel that this Bill is a very welcome step and one 
should go ahead with it. 

Having said it, with your permission, I would like to make a few comments which I feel that the Bill, in thia 
present form will have to be touched upon and improved upon to the extent it.f!lCluirea. Broadly, the Bill deal. 
with two types of rishts. One is land rights, land inhabitation, land-related rights and the other is non-land riPta 
lib access to minor forest produce, access to forest products. Here, it aIJo pllcea a duty on the tribal population 
to protect and conserve the forest resources. It brinp in the Gnm Sabha u one oftbe impor1Int institutioaa to 
initiate the determination of tile rights. In all these, r think, this is broadly the fiImework of this Bill. 
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First on the scope of the Bill itself I would like to make a submission. This Bill is restricted to forest 
dwellina Scheduled Tribes. 

No doubt, the Scheduled Tribe people have a relationship with the forests. Even the Forest Policy of 190 
recopizes the symbiotic relationship between the Tribal people IIld the forests. But there are a large number of 
non-Tribal poor who are also dw~lIina in the forests IIld they are also dependent OD the forests. I think by 
practical experience, every one of us will know this. There are, no doubt, Tribal people but there are also non-
Tribal poor who are also dwelling in the forests. I would submit that there must be a provision to enlarge the 
scope of the Bill to cater to the forest dwelliag Don-Tribal poor also. I do not want it to cover any rich person who 
wants to occupy the forestlan4 or have forest riPts. 

Somewhere we eould flOd out that the scope of the Bill is enlarged to cover non-Tribal poor. The definition 
of poor could be something what we use in the normal terminology, small farmers, marginal farmers or landless 
poor. Or, it could even be ludless poor. I would submit this a my first submission. 

The second is that the Bill makes their rights in the core area of National Parks and Sanctuaries a 
provisional. I would submit to the Committee that this is going to create a big problem because what we call a 
National Parks and Sanetuaries are part of protected area. As per the Wildlife Act, it is known as protected 
area. People living in the protected area are as many as four million. Roughly, the core area will come about 
40 per cent of the protected area. In fact, the Tiger Task Force also mentioned that of the tiger reserves, about 
46 per cent falll within the core area. The core area definition is actually not a legal definition. Until the new 
antendment to the Wildlife Act comes, the core area definition is an administrative definition. 

The protected areas are divided into core area and buffer areas. The core area are roughly a,bout 
40 per cent of the protected areas. So, in such a case, we will be leaving a large number of people without the 
benefit of these rights. Even asuming they are only going to be Tribal people, even then we will be leaving a 
large percentage of people. My submission would be that the Bill should .::over the protected areas also fully. If 
there is any need to rehabilitate the people, then this right can be extinguished by giving a suitable remedy. 

I would suggest that the Bill should create the right but not make it provisional. It should not exclude the 
protected areas. But if it comes to an administrative practice that if we want to have, in forest terminology, !ree-
cum-biotic interference for wildhfe, then that right can be extinguished by means of a suitable remedy. So, my 
making that right provisional in core areas, I would submit that we will be doing a large harm to the Tribal people. 
It is not only presently but also the Bill is going to be a permanent feature because the National Wildlife Policy 
envisages that in future the target is 10 per cent of the country's landmass which should come under the 
protected areas. Ten per cent of country's landmass is a very big area. S", this is my second submission that we 
need not exclude the core from the scope of the Bill nor make it provisional. Make the Bill applicable to the 
protected areas also. 

For instance, I think the report of the Tiger Task Force shows that there are more tigers outside the 
protected areas than inside the tigers' reserve. I think they have given it in the Report of the Task Force. We 
should look at the forests in totality rather than protected areas and other areas separately. 

My third submission is that the cut off date is 25.10.80. I think, the Bill as far as land rights are concerned, 
it makes the cut oft'date of25.] 0.80 lls a operational thing and also says that they must continue in possession 
when the Bill comes in to force, that is, as is where is basis. That is why I am a tribal and as far as occupying the 
land before 25.10.80, I will be entitled to land right subject to 2-1/2 hectares and subjectto my being possession 
today, that is 2006. So, it means I will have to prove my possession continuously for 26 years which I feel is going 
to be extraordinarily difficult. So, by putting this cut off date I think the right which you are giving I submit may 
become a fiction. It is a small benefit, but I do not think really it wiII be conveying much benefit as the Bill is 
intended to do. There is no significance for 25.1 0.80 in my view because 25.10.80 is only the date on which the 
Forest Conservation Act of 1980 came into force. If you look at the Forest Conservation Act, it was not an Act 
which was intended to do anything more than to take away the powers of dereservatio~ and the powers of 
non-forest use from States to the Centre. That is all. It is single line Act that no reserved forest will be dereserved 
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or no forest land should be used for non-forest purposes without the permission of1he Central Government. It 
took away the powers from the State to the Centre because &om 1916, foreIt became a Concurrent Subject. 
Whatever it is, so that date has no signifac:ance at all for the riJhta. The tribal hid risbt _Iier and the tribal 
continue to have the right later whether you decide to recopise it or not. So, to my mind 25.10.10 has no p_ 
in the scheme of things where we really want to provide the tribal with certain rights which has been denied to 
him historically. So, I would submit that no cut oft'date should be there at all. On the other hand, Section 4(S) of 
the Bill says that the person should be in occupation at the commencement of the Act which means that i_If 
will be the cut off date. The date of commencement of the Act will become the cut oft'date. I am sure people 
may have doubts about it because if you say like that people will go on occupying millions of acres and ask for 
title and all that. But I submit that is not a practical possibility now today and unless they really remove the cut 
off date, there will be zero benefit. If you leave it without the cut off date, I think, we will be able to give the 
benefit. Even according to the forest department's estimate some time ago, the occupation of tribal within the 
forest areas, they estimated it about 1.3 mill ion lakh hectares and ifl am not mistaken, it will be roughly less than 
two per cent of the total forest area. If they are in occupation already, 1 think we have to right to deny that much 
of right because what we are recognising by this Bill is their pre-existing occupation. We are not going to parcel 
out forestland to them. I think there is a misconception that this Bill is going to parcel out forestland. It is not 
going to do anything like that. It is going to recognise the rights which we fail to recognise as State. Tribal are 
already there. They were cultivating those lands. The Forest Act came later. The Forest Regulations came later 
~d we denied them the right. We are giving back that right. So, I would submit that this cut oft'date could be 
completely done away with. 

My next submission is Section 4(7). I think that is a very peculiar Section. I do not know at what stage it 
came into the Bill. Section 4(7) I would request you to have a look at it. In case any forest right recognised and 
vested by sub-section (i) is disputed by any State Government or local authority, the competent authority shall 
consider the records prepared etc. and pass an appropriate order. If you see the definition, the competent 
authority means any officer or authority appointed by the Central Government. Now, this looks to me somewhat 
strange because the Bill is passed by the Parliament and we expect the State Government or the local authority 
to dispute. We pass a Bill, we give the right under the Bill. The State Government and local authority is going to 
challenge the right and it is going to be decided by an officer of the Central Government. I do not know what 
was the need for this provision and why this provision is there at all. It will nullify the Bill. 

The Bill confers a right and the Bill itself says the State Government or local authority can challenge it and 
it is going to be decided by an officer of the Central Government appointed under the Bill. I feel it is an affront 
to the Bill itself. Section 4(7), according to me, should be deleted and that authority for that also is not necessary 
because if there is a dispute about any other thing there is provision later. The Gram Sabha and all the State 
Level Committee and the Central Level Committee, all of them come in. So, I would submit and request the bon. 
Committee to have a closer look at Section 4(7). I feel it is not necessary. I feel it is also some sort of - ifl may 
use that word - a very dangerous provision allowing a State Government or a local authority to challenp a 
Central legislation. 

Then, I would come to Section S where there are some duties on the holders ofvarioUi rights. I aaree that 
their right also can carry along with it some duties. But Section S(a)(b)(c) are alright; but Sed) says that he has 
a duty to inform the Gram Sabha and the forest authorities any activity and violation.of the provisions of the 
Wildlife Protection Act, Forest Conservatioa Act, Biological Diversity Act. I fear that a tribal, or a poor person, 
will not even know what these Acta are. In fact. I myself do not know what this Biological Diversity Act, 2002 
is. But we expect the tribal to inform the forest authorities of any violation, not only in his area or anytbin .. I 
think this will be too muCh of a responsibility or duty placed on him. I think this should be taken away completely. 
This is not also warranted by the right-giving legislation. 

I will come to Section 6 on authorities and procedures for verifying the forest riahb. I think here die 
structure is the Gram Sabba initiates the proposal. then it goes to a lutHIivisionailevei Commitree for a final 
c*ision and then it goes to the dillrict-level Committee. While the Gram Sabba is an ..... body or wbaInw 
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it is, an existing body, Gram Sabha is the total electorate of the village and so it is a representative body of the 
village, the next two bodies are official bodies because it says it wi II consist of revenue officer. forest officer and 
tribal officer. These are two official bodies. 

So, on what is being recommended by a people's body, the seal of approval is given by - ifI may say so 
an unelected official body. I think it has to become a little more transparent. I think' somewhere the Gram 
Sabha's recommendation should not be departed from except for very exceptional reasons. Something like that 
must be built into the Act. Otherwise what is started will be nullified by the same departments which have not 
recognised the rights all these days. The whole Bill has become necessary becallse the executive apparatus has 
not been able to do the duty. But they are now being given that authority to finally approve. I think somewhere 
you have to modify the Bill, the Bill has to be modified to see that the will of the people prevails rather than some 
two-three officials nominated by the Government. 

One more important provision is there - Section 7 which deals with offences and penalties. If any holder 
of any forest rights or whatever contravenes, there is contravention of any provision or commits breach of the 
conditions, engages in unsustainable Use, kills any wild animals, fells trees, he will be guilty of an offence. My 
submission is the whole Section 7 is misconceived. This Bill is expected to give the tribal a right which was 
denied all these days. It is to give the right. But why am I being given a penalty? What for? I am receiving a 
right. If somebody violates my right he should be penalised. That is there in Section 8. But why should I be 
penalized at all? By the Bill you are giving me some right. So, it is a contradiction. If I fell a tree I can be 
punished under the Forest Act. It is already there. If I do something to the wildlife I can be punished under the 
Wildlife Act. It is already there. 

This Bill is introducing an additional penalty to me merely because I happen to be a tribal and receiving a 
right. I am sorry ifI am expanding it a little more. But then, merely because you are giving me a right, you are 
giving me an additional penalty over and above the existing law in which case I am in double jeopardy ifI may 
use the tenn. I submit that this penalty clause in Section 7 should go completely. 

Then, clause 14 is very important. It says "save as otherwise provided in this Act, the provisions ofthis Act 
shall be in addition to and not in derogation of provisions of any other law for the time being in force. W In addition 
to is all right, but the moment we say 'not in derogation of any other law in force' it means that this Act will 
become a nullity. This Bill is conferring right because all other Acts are not operating to this effect. By this Act, 
we are creating a right and that right emerges from this Act. Some other right may be inconsistent with it, but 
then this Act should prevail. Otherwise, that Act will carry the day. For example, the Forest Conservation Act 
say' .... there is no non-forest purpose' and somebody will say that this is a non-forest purpose. I will say that 'in 
derogation of, cannot be here. We have to write somewhere in this Act that this Act will prevail or over-ride all 
other provisions. 

I would submit that 'in derogation of cannot be here in this Act. In such a case, the Bill would become 
infructuous. It should prevail and over-ride. It should have effect notwithstanding anything in any other Act. 

These are my comments on the Bill. I am ready to answer questions, if any. 
DR. P.P. KOYA: It was a very interesting intervention. You were telling about Gram Sabha and subsequent 

vetting by other body. Gram Sabba is a sabha of everybody in the village. It dQes not know of rules and 
regulations at all. So, it will be healthy, or it may be acceptable, to vet its recommendation by a competent higher 
authority. Your only grievance is that it is done by a group of officials. In States having PRI, Gram Sabha is the 
last sabha. We have three-ticr panchayat system. We have Gram Sabha, taluka-level panchayat and district-
level panchayat. Will you be happy if it is gone through by taluka-Ievel and district-level panchayat? 

SHRI. S.R. SANKARAN: I agree that in Gram Sabha, there could be some biases possible. It is a larger 
and it may be dominated by even vested interests. I thought that the next level review should be done by an 
officials' group. There also, there could be a public representative or someone else. Unless it can go to the next 
tier ofPRI itself, it is also practicable .• thought that the next two tiers cannot be completely offi<:ial in which 
case, • think, our purpose will not be served. 
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MR. CHAiRMAN: Do you think that inclusion oftribals and ok forest-dwellers could servo the purpoIO 
to some extent? Do yqu think that the inclusion of some non-official tribals in the district Iewl committees and 
lub-division level COI1UIliUees woule serve the purpose? 

SHRI S.R. SANKARAN: There could be representatives of tribal community. My only point is that it 
should be broad-based so that they will be able to look at some other points also. 

SHRI GIRIDHAR GAMANG: Mr. Sankaran, you have got wide-ranging experience in the State as well 
as Centre, particularly in tribal area of Andhra Pradesh. As per the fifth Schedule of the Constitution, the 
provisions of any State or Central Act are not applicable in the Scheduled Areas. If it will be applicable, there 
should be exception and modification oftJu, Central or State Act and the Governor or the President will decide 
whether it is applicable or not. On the basis of that. as you are aware, when we incorporated into the Constitution 
the Panchayat Act which was there at the Centre, we made a provision that Panchoyat is not extendable to 
any of the Fifth Schedule areas. If it will be, it will be through an Act of Parliament. through an exception or 
modification. 

Today. we have got a separate Bill for rights of the tribals in the forest area apart from the existing 
Panchayal Act. which has been extended to the Scheduled Areas. Then: are also I number of other acts 
relating to the forest. Do you think that if we do some modification-while extending the central act-then this 
problem would not be there? Does it require a separate Act. namely, for the forest rights of the tribals or will 
extending the existing Central Act in the tribal areas with certain modification suffice? Do you want this Act. 
which will be extended with some modification in the existing Bill? 

SHRI S.R. SANKARAN: Sir, I was myself the Secretary of the Rural Development Department at the 
time of passing of the Panchayat Act. We excluded the Vth Scheduled Areas in it, and we also excluded States 
like Nagaland, hilly areas of Manipur, Oarjeeling, etc. because they had a different setup in so far as local 
institution was concerned. There were also some traditional systems. 

Later, the PESAAct was brought in with modification in this Bill. I feel that we are really conferring rights 
on the tribal people themselves. As it is, it is exclusively a tribal bill, even though J argued for extending it to 
others also. It is intended for the tribal people in the Vth Scheduled Areas, and it is really the tribal people who 
are going to get benefit out of it. 

My rough estimate is that out of the total tribal population in the Vth Schedule-excluding the North-East-
may be between 40 per cent and SO per cent will be within the Vth Scheduled Areas. Therefore, this Bill should 
be applicable to the Vth Scheduled Areas because it is intended for the tribal people. We are conferring rights 
on them, and it is for them only. My own view with regard to this issue is that it should be extended, and it may 
not be left to the GQvemors to do it. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Sankaran, thank you very much for your valuable suggestions. I am sure that the 
Committee has benefited from your vast experience. We shall take note of every recommendation/suBSCstion 
made by you. If there is anything further that you would like this Committee to consider, then you are welcome 
to supply your comments/observations to the Committee. Thank you very much for attending this meeting. 

(l'he witness then witluJrew) 

WITNESSES EXAMINED: I. Shri Ambarish Rai, Lok Sangarsh Morcha 
2. Ms. Pratibha Shinde, Lok Sangarsh Morcha 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Ambarisb Rai, and his colleques: 
. I welcome you all to this sitting of the Joint Select Committee. You are aware that we are now diKussina 
the Scheduled Tribes (Recognition of Forest Rights) Bill, ~OOS. We have received your memoradum, and if there 
is anything more that you would like to say or stress witb.reprd to your memonndum, then you may do 10. 
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I would like to make it clear thclt whatever discussions we have here will remain confidential until the 
Report of the Committee is placed in the Parliament. 

Before you start with your submissions, please introduce yourself and your colleagues, 10 that we can note 
it for our record purpose. You can 'ipeak in Hindi also, and it all depends on the language in which you ue 
comfortable: speaking. 

1ft ~~: ~ ~ <fr -wq am 1frro:{ Offt lRtJi t ~ ~ t:n ~ fIf; ~ 111 'qf ~ft?n ftti 
m ~ lmi liie~ 'tR ~ ~ ~ m.n f, ~ ~ ~ am ~CIfi~M * 1Ut if ~ ~ 1R~, .mtI; 'qf 

~ ~ -m ~ ~ Offt lim: 'if ~ ~ ~ 'ill ~ t eft ~ lfi 1ffif t ftI; .. ~ ~ ~ ,«fa 11, .. ~ 
aTtt;fi~~ 3TJCfi\CR~ I ~ ~ ~~ ~ m.nf, ior~ lIiT~ ~ ~ 1t~, _ ~~ftr::t 
;;ft aTtt;fi V<I-&tft afR ~ ~ ~-~ t ~ ~ I, .. ~ ~ am ~ ~ In'{ m 1FiT-fT ~ I 

(~) 

111ft 'iftI'lT ftR:: ~ ~ ~ ct lNT~, ami 1lJ ~ ~ It \ilCt\il8( ct ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ 
~~Cfiilitct~ 3lT4~fl ~~t~~~fimcf;am:'if~wl~~~ 12 Wl"tt-qw~ 
~~, ~-rorafR~mcf;~~'if~afR~-au~c:"41~~'if~~t, matf\lClfiI~ 
ctam:'if~_~~fl~~~·:fnmfMtm~cf;~(fc1i~~'if~~tm~~ 
~ ~ ~ 'tR Wt ~ ~ mil ~ cf; ~ 'CIfitt1f 6 ~ mrr ~ -..q t ~ 'if ~ cf; ~ ~ t), ~ 
1ffif ~ ~ \ft ~ cf; ~ ~ arrq ~ ~I~qlft:ttit ct om ~ ~~Ift:tq; ar-:qp.f em \t ~ ~ 1ffif ~ ""~ ~ 
~ t afR ~ ~qji!ifl ~ ~~ ~ ~ to ~ ~ eft ~ all~ql41 'Qj'tqr cf; ~ ~ ~ q;-df f, 1PR ~-wq 
~ fim CfiT ~ f. (fif ~ ~ 'q;1 ~ ~ ~ t, OR\ t ~WI<Il t~ ~ <fr ~ftlt!Ift:tq; ~ CfiT \t ~ ltt ~ 
'\ill \&'t t, li7R ~ ~ Cfft ~ 11ffi ~ ~~, ~ • ~ f, '\ijif ~ ~ ~ t, 1JiTff * ~ ~~ 
m f, (fiI' ~ WRIT t 1% ~ fiffi ~I~qlft:t~l CfiT ~ ~ 'if ~ ~ cf; ~ ami ct "(iiitf 'if ~ ~ t I otl ~ 
\ft ~ lJtt lI'f7T ~ 1% ~ ~ t ~ ~ iifTtt • ~ ~ 'if ~ ~ ~ ~,-qwfcf;qJ ~ I 
~~~~ ~ ~1frCfiT~, ~lif ~~1l. 3lfCl ~ t-wq-qt~. ~m~ 

t I ~ ~ VR;rrq cf; m \ft 3lfCl ~ ~ ~ 111{ 00flTT It t aft\ Ol'ft 11ft m 11ft "" ~ ~di(ltl t 1% atl~qll\44f 
ct om Qfd~Ift:tq; ~~ ~ ~ lIiT ~ Cfi't Ill[ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t, m 111 ~ t 1% ~ atTq; tz 11ft 1ffif ~ 
~ -mTff ~ 2S ~, 1980 Cfft ~ ~ em Cifi\il4~11 ~ cf; tmf iift tl t, ~ a1t{ ~ ~ 'if.n 3RR t, "" 1'if 
~'if~an~tl~~~~~~1%~~lt~t, attR 111"~ atTq;"R~<fr~1t 
~ ~CfiT ~ ~ ~ ~ 'if ~ ~n.:Cf{ij CfiT ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ iift q{~U~\iI ~ fo-rif t ~ 
60 'tR#z ~ attR ~ Cfiffr an '\iITWTI eft ~ t \{I~djI(l1 o:fcfiT It ~ ~ ~ ;;f1m '\ij1ft;f t ~ 1R ft?n ~ I 
~ ~ ~ w lI'f7T ~ t 1% f,jm ~ ~ Cfiffr 'tITftcr lPn, ~ ~ ~~, ~ 3lfCl ft'Pd~lbti1 'if ~ f, 
~ cf; l~fI!Ilq'1 cf; ~ '1.-~ lIiT 'ctiFfT 31JtR 1Fi'1lfI t, ~ 3lJtr ~ I ftfi ~ ~ ~ iift ~ lQf ~'{ff I'tI\q 
.fctqf-;t~1'1 cf; ~ llJif ~ I ~ ~ ~ t fct; lfIf 1980 aU~qllt4f * ~ lItt t I 
~ 'iffif ~ cQt 1'I"ft t 1% ~ 11ft WI' atl~C!II4I ~ I ~ n t ftfi ~ ~ ·00 -wq ri 1jt lIiVft ~ I 

~cf; aro wfi~ an'ilTlt aft\ .. ~ ~ mU 'if ~~~. ~_ ~wr ~~, ""~ 
~ ~ ~ t Ill' ~ am ~ aft{ ~~ WI' m t 1t C5l ~f I atIRtlllilft441 ~ ~ ~ atll\lIIilR:i41 'iJiT_ 
'taT t, ~ ~ Cfi'ft ~ ~ ~ t IlfIf 1980 'iJiT ~ atR * ~ Q;Cfi&t(:ftC(Q ~ ~ a1t{ m~ t ~ ~ 
1\iI'Rf'Q.1ti'J~~~ ~~~amI~~~~~~tl ' 

~ 1l:'fi ~ m 'CfiT ~ ~ ~ .. ~ 1'I"ft t 1111 ~ tftl; anq .. "at "'" if 1t ~ t '« f I ~ anq 
1R ftNrrr * lIWCI1Iil ~f I ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ twr m '1l;1Ii' ~'IIIiiT ~ ftiI1n~, ~ ~ ~ 
~ 'tR ~ atf\T1IiRf ~ VA ft;p:n ~ I tn"'~C4'1lfi'l ~ ~~ 111ft, ~ o.t 1fi'ft~ .. """ ~ 1Pft I atlRtlllii(:ft 
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11ft 1ftI'If ftFt: ~1IiT ~ ~ I "IR-~~~if ~-~ ct ~ 321{ifiJtl 

~*,,:~1'm, a1'ft~~~~t, m~~ '~~f(1 ~~~t, -;pft;J~1t~ 
~ t I at1'R ~ ~ 50 ~ ~ ll:1Ii tc0R -;pft;J if ~ 'ifil ~ t <tr 'ri' tJ ~ -;pft;J 1Qf ~ ~ ~ I m 
'CfI1m;r 'if f,tmofr -;pfR t, '3<At" t-:fi t I 

11ft 11flrtn ftr-t: m lTt:r 11 ~ ~ t, ocr-ft <tr t-:fi it ~ I 
~~:ocr-ft~eft~~1 

1tR ~ q;T( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ if'C1iJI{ C4i{ ~ t eft ~ ~ ~ ~ lt~, ~;;p:fR 1Ii1f ~ ~ 
~I 

DR. P.P. KOVA: What she wants is 2.5 hectares or actually what they are having already. 
MR. CHAIRMAN: Dr. Koya, that is not what she wants. She wants 2.5 hectares to all, that is. even those 

who are having I hectare now. We w ill be very happy to el'port some land from Lakshadweep and place it at the 
disposal here. 

lit ftdtR ~: 0lftR afl4flRct 11-.qr t, alTtf ~ ~ t fcf; ~~~iji('1 ,.,"ffk{Ol;;fr ~ 1N: t, o:f ~ ~ , """ 
n:Cfi 11f.!IlH ct ~ t, 0lftR ~ ~ if ~ t I 31fq'""" fare' 1ffiT \t t. ~ 1{ft1811\lCfi ~ ~ ~ ~ CfI't ~ ~ 
~ t I qf<I81~cfi ~ ~ m 'if t -~ ct ~ ~ ~ 11 ~ ~ 11""" ~ t, m ~ if,"8lnU""" 
~ lAT, ~ ~ "R ~ CfI't 1t-T 'tfllT ~ eft fcf; ~1~ql~4f CfI't ~ 311~qll\l4f 1t ~"«, 

~ 'Wcfft ~ l{I(rr eft , 'Wcfft """ 1mFf ~ t, ~ t, ~ \ft ~1~qll\l4f '* ~ 'Q', ~ 'Wcfft ~ l{I(rr t, ~ 
~ "'" ~ ~ f. ~ ~16" ~11 \ft -.qr ~ I ~ ~ \ft ~CIiFl"' ~ ftf; 311~ql~4f ~ ~ lO1m 
~ 'Jl7.ft, ~ ft0{ fcfi1fI ~, ~ 1927 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 311~ql~4I ct ~ 1fjq ~ ~ I ~ 31fq' 

fJ:q)111f.!1f1., "" ~~, ~~~CfiE1 ,.,;Jtfk{Ol ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ q;l, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~dt<lt\ 'iFRft t cp:ifflf; ~ 1tIli 
~ q ftf;"ifi""fT' ~ ct ~ ~ ~if alTtf CfI1zC4i{ ~ f I ~ 1906 ~ ~ ltR ~ ~ tA afR ql~C4I~i! 
'if ~ t, -awfi ~ ~ ~ Tf1ff ~ m 31f\11fiR 1fjq It -ry-q I ~ ct am 311R ~ ~ ~ ~ 11ft1It 
'if t, ~ if teft 'Q ~t~ ~ ~""'tftf; ~ Q:fd81~Cfi ~ ~ afR~ 'if Tcfict ~ 'if-atCili. 
~ fcfi1fI TJ1IT t, ~ ~ ~ "" """ ~ ~ t, ~ alTtf ~ "11t ~ ~ 31fq' ot,~qlftt41 "" ,1I'8,(IIft "11t 'ifil 
~ I ~ 1If ~ 1QOn' _ f , This Bill is fundamentally flawed in this respect. 

1I'D'1'ftr~: ro ~~~tftf; alTtf~ ~ ftf; em ~t, a:nqct; -~ lt1lf ~ ~ "" 
~~I 

lit ftfftA~: 0lftR -.qr ftf; ~ em ~ ~ , 'iifIfR ct ~ ct 11ft: if ~ 1'm if t I" ~ 'E'frrif ~ ~ 
~«:a'I(i1~n~bi! ftIi1n t 1 

~ *": ff ~ 1R"ft1R 1Ii\oIT ~ t ftf; qIMC4I~i! 'if ~~ ~ ftIi1n TJ1IT t I This II for recognition oflipts 
of forest dwellers and not for distribution of land. 

tit 1'fttA llW": 11' ~ 1fif ~ t ftf; ftcItj • .,I,,,, ~ ct ~ f'R!I t <tr ~ otf\TIIiR rt4Ij • .,,, .. ~ _, a:nq 
31,~Pleq ~~ c5t.~, ~ awnqJ~ 1IiT ~ .CfiUi" -:trz~ft51IrtI1lf~ ~ "-&Ai." tafttl 

1I'D'1'ftr ~: a:nq amr ~ ~ 111' ~ 1R fRCfilf ~ , 
SHRI AMBARISH RAJ: We want to make a suggestion. ~ 1{Iri ~ t-n ~ (I anqft ... 1Itt 1IRr 1Itt t I 

~'klt"'q'{9_"R~~WtIYou are not going to distribute land. You are aoingto rocogniIe that land; 
you are going to set up norms for tribals and others at this moment. We want to make our issue clear.~ lftfMrT 
1IiT ~ ~ a:nq it,f\q,4t 1ti ~ _ ~ ~ f' ~ if ~ lftftJfrT ~ ~ ~1n W tl ~ am 1rf 
.tC0R ~ lftftit'l CI1f ~~, Wl'1InU 41iifli4'1Of ~ t ftf; ~ mR t--a:nq 'C4J <tr lftfMrl ~ • ~ lftftJfrT ~ if t, 
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lit ~ atlf\qIRt4f ~ ~ ~ ~ I~, ~ ~ ~..rr ~ t. anq ';fr ~ 1fil * tl wq~, ~ 1R 
~ ~ ~ 1Iq'q t, ~ ~ 1l ~ ft",),.,"1iI fII;ln ~ 1 

1I'n'Iftr~: ~ Clil * 'RlR ~ W t? 
tit ~uq: ~~tf'J;~_11lftft<'f~~~~~hrt~ ~~'Itr~t, ~ 
~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ltii{ .. ,.,11 t. ~ ~~ t~ ~t-ft ~ ~ _ ",,,,,,,,,,,,, ftF;1n ~ I 

DR. P.P. KOYA: This is wt.at we have been thinking. We wanted to visit :very one of you in the field. Our Chainnan 
had gone to the Speaker asking for permission to tour every area. I am happy that you have come up to the Parliament. We 
are for you, we arc a select few and we will stand by you. 

lilt ~ fttt: ~ anm~ afn ~ -.R 11 ~ ~ t, ~ ~ ~ wmr t ~"RTVft, ~ afn ~ 11 
ri \ft ~ '"'" -m t 1 ~ ~ 1tiT-IT t ~ _ \ft ~ ftF;1n ~ 1 

1It~ 't1fm: ~~ 1rnf ~~~~~tftf; 1Ilrr~~1Iit~_ 'qJ 311~qlrt.4111it ~~? 

~ * ~ ft<firt~ "<WI t fcfi ~ 111 ~ ~ ~ UFlr ~ 'qJ aU~qlf{j4f ~ ~~? 

11ft ~ 1m: ~ m 31'f;f ~ ft.I;rt~ \tt tftf; ~ ~ lft ~ ~ f, alT'n:f~ ~ ~ -.R 11_ ~ 
f ~ ~ l:fUi ~ if $t-[ ~ fcfim l1'q'f afn ~ ~ 1I"TJ ot:ft ~ ~ ct ~ II{ afR '3f1m ~ m 
~~~if~~larrq~~~~~~afR~m, ~afn1J'i1UC'~~11'dlfrtu 

ftf; WfiR CfI't CR ~ ct ~ ~ ~ ~ l'< lTilft 11 afR ~ l'< ~ lfiT ~ t ~ Weft 1tt ~ '" ~ "'" ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 1 'lll' ~ 1'Rl t sfR ~ ~ ~ 1"Ift ~ CfI't ~ CfI't t 1 ~ '" awM amn ~ t) ~ ~ anq 
atm m atTQif \ft ~ ~ amft ftf; ~ ~ ~ t I ~ ~ ct ~"'" '(l~ I ~ 'tRIT tftf; ti 
~ ~ 1JFft ~ '(l~, ~ it aU~ql{ft ~ ~ ~ ~ '(l ~ I ~ llAft hiural 11 \ft fmn pt t I 

lit ~ 't1fm: ~ ~ m \ill "<WI t~ ~ ~ ~ 1RTt f 1ft ~ ~ ~"9'II{ ,? 
11ft ~ 1m: ~ ~ ~ ~ 1A1l ~ t I 
lit ~ 't1fm: ~ CfiIl{ CfI't f 1ft ~ CfiIl{ 1tt f? anq ~ ~ _ f? 
lilt ~ 1m: WfiR ~ lfi ~ 1R'T<ft t? m m ~ ~ ~ an '3ffiI1 t I 
1It~'t1fm:_lft~'afr...ntl 

llft~1m:~~~if;~WfiR~~~fl 

lit ~ 't1fm: 1rotiR 1«1.0; I ;p:n ~ lfWR ~ ~ ~ t? 
lilt Jftpn 1m: ~ ~ ct lfR 11 anq \ft ~ , • '" \ft ~ t I. ~ 'I{1fi 1t ~ lR 'I{1fi 1t lRT ~ 

tI'fi _ ~CfiIl{-.R-lffi ~ 'tt' f afR ~ o-tlfiT lU. f.fQn ~ cfr atT'f ~ f'ri ~~ an;IJW ~_-n 

fIf;ln t? 
.; lit ~ 'f'fm: 11 ~ lffiI ~~1fiV1T ~ t~ ~ lIJ'Itr ~t, ~ lItW _ ~ 1lIf'fof ~ ~ 

~~\iIlo;? 

,tit 1ftPn ftit: mq 1NT "" 11N ~ ~ 1 mq 1NT 1tt ~ lIJt f'ri ~ ~ 11 anq ~ """ 1IR3 "M 
~tm~trcfttl ~~~ 1tt~'qJt1t5 otl~CIII'" ~iI ~~i1fmq ~lItfttlm 
lim-lim ~ 11 a1\t~-~ ftp.1fiT ~.t 1.1Q"1T;mcft t f'J; 1nIf 1NT ~ ~ ~-.I 

~~:~~~~t? 
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,tt 1ftr'R Nt: 1FI.197211 tq 'IRA * ~ ~...:t ~ 11ft -.m ~ ~ aNt R """ ~ ~;qy PI 
tl ~ \ft~1fteft11~~tl~11~-Q~~~~1IWf~. ~~11 aNtll1fi ~~ 
fttn111nt. ~-~ ~ ~ q ~ ~ "" ~ ~ ~ t 1 ~ 11 ~ ~ 1nftt. OiI~ltfl o.1t ~ 
~ t ~ ~ 1II~ ~ * ~ anq ~ 1fiT ~ ~ tfr 0"11IiT ~ ~ '3I'1t~ n _ 'Qf_ 
amJ-"qR:Jlll~ 'I1'Ii~lti ~-~*"""'~ \ft~ ~~~ 13l'R~ _~-Q~~ 
~~~_*~~~tfr~~~~I~~_*~-~1ti~\ft~~1 

MR. CHAIRMAN: This is about-re-location of the oustees. 

1It~U1{:1II~~cnr~t<fr-qu~t1'li ~<fr~-Q~~'qJ~t. ~';fqf 

~~t~trl 

,1ft~fttt:lII~ 3lTR~~ 3lfTflncft ~~~_~\tt~ aftt~,,~~ aftt 
~ ~)"'dff,t", ~ " ttmm:r 00 ~ Iltf ~ ~ ~ 1ti ~ ~ auit t 1'Ii ~ wqft In'f ~ ~ 
''1;jjrtai ~ ~ Cfi'ti'T 1 ~ tRtcf; -Q ~ ct ~ ~ "FfdT cit ~ t ~ 31'R anq Qof ~ ~ ~ 11ft 
~ \tTU -q ~ "t ~ 1f{ ~ Cfi'ti'T cit ~ frrTr 1 

~~: Thank you very much. ltf ~ wR"t ~ l'R"tat I 3lllA ~ _~ to:tlll't 11:1 arq:ft ~ 
11~Cfi'ti'T, ~~~~t-mtl qIMC4tqlti~t~l<f'1l~m~~1IWf~tIYoucanbe 
rest assured that your suggestions will be given due consideration. We have made a note of the points that you 
have raised. We will debate and discuss those points amongst ourselves. This is only to try and do justice to you. 
You can be rest assured that we will do our best. 

(The Committee then adjourned) 
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Wfl'HESSES EXAMINED: 
I. Dr. Rlliit .... , F~ A ......... Secretary, Ministry of Environment .t Forests 
II. Rtpr_atatiVet of J. S 

(i) MI.Mduri 
<ii> SIIIi Anurag Modi 
(Ii) Silri Phaanm 
(iv) Shri MMgaI Sinah 

III. Shri Pradip Prabhu, 
Senior Fellow, 

• III Morcha, Madhya Pradesh 

Natioilailnstitute of Rural Development Hyderabad. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Dr. Ranjit Singh, I welcome you to this sitting of the Committee. You are aware that 
the Bill which was introduced was basically to undo the historical injustice that was done to the fomt dwelling 
people since time immemorial. Since you have been in Government service-you were the Secretary in the 
Ministry -the Committee thougltt that we could be enlightened by your views which would enable us to get a 
better perspective in dealing with this problem that is before us. You are aware that whatever we discuss here 
will be treated as confidential until the report is placed on the Table of the House. 

I request you to make your observations and we can begin now. There is no restriction, but be brief; we 
have heard the views of others also and we will hear views of many others also. You can make it in about 
15 minutes. 

uR. M.K. RANJIT SINGH: Thank you very much for affording me this opportunity. 

If I may submit there are certain general premises as a backdrop of this legislation. I may point out certain 
specific aspects of the clauses as they are within the Bill. I may be pardoned, I do not know; but you are a very 
distinguished person, I do not want to preac:h. 

I would like to present my perspective. As a citizen of India and a person who is anxious in long-term 
conservation of natural resources, I would first like to present my perspective from that angle. While the 
fulfilment of the basic requirements offorest dwelling communities from adjoining forests cannot be denied and 
it is a prime consideration, forest and forest lands must be acknowledged as a national wealth and a national 
resource in the broad context of the term, as a crucial component of the country's ecological security, and not 
from regional, sectoral or political point of view. I do not want to elaborate it further. 

This particular Bill addresses itself to a certain segment or community, the tribals. If there is a historical 
wrong-or historical injustice as you have put it-it should be addressed across the board. Why should it be 
confined to only one group of people? With due respect, do we want 'Mandalisation' even in the forest 
communities? 

Secondly, if you take it from that perspective,l do not know why this was done and why it is so. I do not want 
to cast aspersions or anything of that nature. But having worked in Government, I am just raising 'his point. Is it 
because the Tribal Welfare Ministry would 101C its mandate to be the nodal Ministry for his? I am just raising I 
point. I do not know the answer to this. But it is something that needs to be taken into account. The past histOty and 
track record, etc. are there. What one is interested in is the long-term survival of the country, because I am a firm 
believer of that principle. I had been in service and had seen the denudation of the forest; ! was first a non-
Government servant, then a Government servant and then I was Environment Secretary of a State where maximum 
unount of this kind of activity was going on; without going into the details, I would U) that I have seen five 
regularisation ofenc:roachrnents in any tenure ofservice .. And all th~ five give spurt to ~rthr encroachment, but 
they have been regularised. There are people ~ho organasc these dllngs. ~ut anyway, If the pat settlements of 
history are taken into account, the daAger that IS before us cannot be denied. 
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The interesting thing is that it has not been taken into account and it has not been projected. I have'seen 
this happen; I have worked in tribal districts in various capacities. It has not led to the improvement of economic 
lot of tile people. It has led to some kind ofa schism between those who have encroached and those who have 
not, where they feel deprived; and I have seen the people who have actuatly done encroachment. Now, in the 
forest only marginal lanet. remain; 'once the top soil gets washed away, then it becomes porous; and then 
denudation takes place. 

The non-encroachers-ifl may put it thai way-get affected. I could take you across the board and you 
will see where there was forest WhOA the settlement was done, now there is nothing. The facts are there for 
everyone to see. We have got into rbetoric that it is tribals who save forests but it is not so everywhere. The 
North-Eastern States are the great example where the Government land, the forest land, is only 4.S per cent and 
the rest is under jhum. As you know, now the jhum cultivation has come to two and three years a cycle. A study 
conducted by FSI between 200 t -03 says while the forest land denudation across the country is 4 per cent, in the 
tribal-dominated districts, in Assam it is around 26 per cent, in Madhya'Pradesh it is 12.6 per cent and in 
Iharkhand it is almost 6 per cent more than the national average. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Where are these figures from, Mr. Singh? 

DR. M.K. RANJIT SINGH: They are from Forest Survey of India (FSI) which is based in Dehradun. 
They have carried out a district-wise survey on loss of forest cover. It is the State of Forests Report 2003. We 
do not have the present figures. 

I have seen some excellent work done. You have Karkos who have looked after forests magnificently. In 
my experience throughout the world I have never seen tribals who have done so well in looking after the forests. 
Sir, 30 kilometers away, you have areas of total denudation by another tribe. You cannot say that what applies 
across the board applies in principle. You have to go State by State. It is because ~ommunity's individual 
leadership and focus vary. To my mind there is far too much emphasis on rights. Of course there are rights. But, 
in my humble opinion there cannot be rights without duties. there has to be a quid pro quo, a social contract, 
that they shall have those benefits provided they do the following. The second aspect is not very appealing and 
it is not emphasised upon. I think it applies across the board to all citizens including the tribals. We have been 
saying there has been historical wrong. I would like to submit that the greatest historical wrong has been the 
pushing out of the tribals into sub-marginal areas by the non-tribals over the last two or three hundred years. 
Madhya Pradesh is the witness to this. You have people living On the banks of Narmada and elsewhere. Over 
the years they have been pushed back. Now, they want to come back. Some of them do want to come back. 
Now, we are saying: 'You remaia in the forest.' They should remain there as what, as anthropological examples? 
There are 230 villages in Maharashtra alone who want to come out of the forests. Some of them have come to 
me and said: 'We want to file PIL; we want to come out; help us; give us a package. "The forest staff itself-
the lower staff-does not want them to como out. They lose tbeir constituencies. Some NGOs do not want 
them 10 come out, whatever may be the reuon.lfthey wish to come out, they have a righ"fO do so. They have 
a prerogative. As free citizens of the country they should be given a package to come out and stay in areas 
which they have lost in the past including the forest areas. We have settled over the years and you say historical 
wrong. There are reports-let us not sweep it under the carpet -1)f many villages having been settled in the 
past century by the fONM Department 80 &fiat they could be tenants at will, the labouren for doing beger and 
forest labour. They have not been the.., for eYer and ever. It is probably wrong to say that all of them have been 
there for centurios.lfyou go into the forest, you see that there have been settIomenta. Due to pressure of land 
people havo 1IIOWCl. 'I'M question is, will we settle encroachments? If it is historical wrong, they should have 
occurred in the put. So there must be some kind of a li,mit The limit of 1980 bas been fixed. Let that be the limit 
LeI tMre be ....... ency in the usessment. I haw the bi&best JgIII"d fGr1hepublic iDItitutioas,gram pancbayats 
and grMl .... but in my caclid opinioD,.~ do DOt think the gram sabbu are the riabt authoritiea of deciclina it. 
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It.is very difficult to say 'no' to somebody who is your next otkin.lam sorry but this is my considered opinion. 
Sir, 3.671akh square hectares have been settled and 510 vii'" have been regularised.lt is fine. There may be 
some more. Let there be a qlltUi-jutiiciDl authority, let there be a retired Judac to look into it within a time 
frame and let everybody know. Let this not be an incentive for fw1her eacroacbmont. 

In Kerala people are growing palm trees of certain age and arec:fanut 10 that they can put them on 
encroached land and say that they have been there before 1980. Do we want aU ..... Ihiap to continue? If I 
may submit again what really is perhaps requires is the livelihood rather ..... 1IDd. WhIt is really required is 
livelihood. Land is now marginal, and land can be misused. What they need is tiYe1ihood. I have been the first 
subscriber to this aspect that forest should be harvested not on the basis ofwhal is ecologjcaJly sustainable. Who 
decides that? Only gram sabha, as the Bill says or the forest managers should also have a say in the matter? Let 
both of them decide. It cannot be so. The forest of this COUDtIy cannot sustain thai we fina fulfil.1I the needs 
including the rights to sell. Then, what remains is it has to be the other way round, what can be on the long-term 
ecologically sustainable. It is because if that can be sustained, the tribals, as we know them today. will be there, 
otherwise they will be just impoverished across the board. I have seen this and you have seca it too. If that is 
decided and then the offtake is taken, then the first charge must be to the local comuaities. That is not there. 
After that, if there is any surplus, why cannot it be disposed of to other communities, to the common people and 
to the market of this country? Then it may be to the forest dwellers who have protected, .. in a quid pro quo. 
a social contract. Why cannot they be given a share of the produce? 

What safeguardS are there for the non~tribals praying upon the tribals? It is still gemg on. What safeguards 
are there for tribals praying upon the other tribals, the educated tribals? Let us face the challenge. It does 
happen. In Bastar, if you ask them which Maria they fear the most, they will say the RWt-eating tiger and the 
Dandami maria. It is happening even today . 

. So, what are the safeguards? You can say that a tribal cannot sell land to a non-tribal but he CIft sell it to 
another educated tribal. That is what is happening-dispossession. 

Sir, I will try to finish off the specifics in five minutes. 
The Bill says that the forests can be exploited for sale purposes. Incidentally I have a certain point to make 

here. I am a member of the National Forest Commission appointed three yea.rs ago under Justice Kripal. One of 
the mandates-there are five-was to look at and advise the Government on policy, law and other dimensional 
aspect including sustainable use offorests and the tribal rights. Why was not this Bill referred to the Commission? 
Our opinion could have been taken. It was not given. So, Justice Kripal has written • letter to the Prime Minister 
and it has been acknowledged by the Tribal Welfare Minister and I have a copy of it, and if you wish to see I can 
give that. So, that was not done. We were not consulted on this matter. 

There is another aspect. The Sarkaria COlllJllission which looks at the Centre.State relatiouhip hu given 
clear directions that-subjects which have ooncurrent jurisdiction in which both the State and the Centre have 
concurrent powers-any legislation on concurrent subjects should be referred to the States. dleir opiaion taken 
unless there is such a hurry to do so and such great compulsion of lack of time. Why could not 1he opiDiml of .... 
State Governments taken in this regard? What is the put hurry? It is not some terrorism bill. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Dr. Singh, you will appf'C(liate the fact that the mandate of this Commitee is to JO IDeo 
the merits of this Bill, make its observations and giv~ its Report to the Government. It is up to the GoVCl'lUMDt 
to decide whom they should consult and whom they should not. That is beyond our 1COpe. 

DR. M.K. RANJIT SINGH: I withdraw it. I will take the point. I apologia for takina up 10 mucla of your 
time. AB I said, I get too c:anied aw.y and I apologia for that but I will be very quick.. 

The Bill categorically mentions that you can sell the proc;tuce. Originally it wu for penonal bonaf!M. usc. 
The forests of India can sustain the local 'tommIIIIidei' fOr die personal bona fide use. It cannot .~ It for 
commercial usc. Then, you open up the Pandora', box. This is what the dan ... is. The often repeated cliche of' 
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Mahatma Gandhi was: "There is enough in thc= forest and nature for the need but not for the greed", and that the 
greed with the non-tribals involved. Th~re are no safeguards against this particular dimension. The decision of 
this should not only be left to the Gram Sabhas. In my considered opinion, forests of this country have a long-
term survivalfuture only in our protected areas of national parks and sanctuaries. I have seen theforests of this 
country. In Madhya Pradesh, now they lay that there is hardly anything left out. If you can superimpose the 
forest map ofGujarat and Rajasthan, you will find that today forests survive in national parks and sanctuaries. 
I would earnestly request and plead that the national parks and sanctuaries at least should not have this component 
ofit because there if you start giving it, I mean there will be nothing left in my opinion. My considered opinion is 
that the national parks should be kept out of the purview·ofthis. 

Then, it says that no encroacher should be lemoved till his claim is settled from any forest but it does not 
say within what timeframe. In the question of national parks, you can settle them out in five years. That is totally 
unrealistic. Nobody wants to settle down. Them themselves want to go out but the State Governments do not 
want them to go. This is a fact which one has to understand. 

Next on: is the ambiguity about the applicability of the law. If the law is to apply, and it says here that this 
will be in addition to other Act. It says: "Provided that the penalties under the section shall be in addition to and 
not in derogation or imposition of any penalty under any law for the time in force." If that be the case, then does 
it mention Rs. 1,0001 Why should a poor tribal get punishment in addition to Rs. 10001 Can a man be punished 
twice for the same offence? Why can it not simply say that the laws pertaining to shall prevail unless you want 
to create a special privileged class whereby if the same offence is created, a non tribal faces another penalty 
and a tribal faces another penalty? Is that the intention? Is that fair and good in law? 

Of course, there could be- this is something I am sure you are aware of -Supreme Court. One should 
try and avoid confrontation with the judiciary. I know I am opening something which is probably saying too big 
a mouth full. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Dr. Singh, the threat of judiciary is not going to be prevent this Committee from 
making 'Nhatever recommendations the Committee desirest to do. 

DR. M.K. RANJIT SINGH: I come to my final sentence. As I said, I know, I will be pilloried for this. In 
my considered opinion, as somebody who has been involved and probably studied to some extent, this particular 
Bill has been the greatest threat to the long-term survival of both the tribalk, the forests of India, the water, the 
ecological sustainability, wilderneb and wild life in the history of the country. 

Thank you . 

• 1trr-ft "'" ~: ~ \ift, ~ 11 ~ ~ ~ ~ ct ~ ~ ~ t"ffi ~ aTtr-fi ~ CfiT ~ 
~ ~ 1 aNt ~ ij<ifilrt~1 ~ ~ ~1C4~ ~ R ~ ~ 1IT(f "iQ" ~ ~ 1 'q( 00Iit "'if'.f\;scwl"ll1 ~ t I 
-m ~ 11' ~ "tR ~ ct; ~ "'" ~ t 1 ~"C4{ ~ ~ t 1 tmr, ~ cqr ftI; 4.nifi{Uj ~ ftt;1n 
~ ~ 1 ~"C4{ ~ anr if Cfi1'1T "" fcfi ~ ~ if ~ ~ ~ 1 aNt ~., ~ tID 1t ~ 111QJ 11ln ~ 
lff 1'rlil m ~ tID ct; ~ 31T '{WJ t IllTiI "!f~ "!ftfWwl~ 1Qi 31T 11ln I it ~ ~ '1iijft~1" ~ tm ~ t 1 
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SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: Mr. RlDjit Siap. we haw all listened to your presentation. A. ourCbairmln 
hid said, as a citizen of India, you have overy riabt to come and aiw your views. However. my point is that you 
are the former SecreIuy of the Ministry ofEnviroament and Forests. 

DR. M.K. ·RANJIT SINGH: I wu not Secretary. I was Additional Secretary. 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: So, you were Additional Secretary in the Ministry of Environmeat and 
Forests. All that I can say is-I do not know whether the rest of the Committce"Memben will share my views 
on this-that it is precisely this kind of approach which you have displayed in your presentation today is the root 
cause of the injustice which the Tribal communities have faced or are facing. That is also a comment which, I 
think, is required after your presentation. It is because clearly your presentation is a one-sided preaenlatioG ... 
it is a presentation which is on the side of those who have been depriving the Tribal communities of their .... 
I am very sorry and I really deeply regret. If you were an ordinary citizen, we would have never mIde luch a 
comment. I do not think my colleague, the hon. Member from Rajya Sabha, would have even asked you whIIt 
you mean by Mandali Karan. 

If the poat of Additional Secretary, a very aenior post in the Government, is held by people who have such 
lfOSS.prejudices and they use such terms like Mandall Karan, then it is a matter of concern for UI. SO, in a way, 
we are also glad that you have not concealed what your actual views are. So, it lives us a better idea of the 
mindset of sections of our bureaucracy. So, aayway at least on my own behalf, I would thank you for that. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Dr Singh. thank you. Please heave a cup of tea before you go. 

DR. M. K. RANJIT SINGH: May I reapond? 
SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: It is not at all necessary to _pond. 

(11w wllMs.r then wit"""") 

WITNESSES EXAMINED: 
1. Ms. Madhuri, Jan Sanpnh M~ Madhya Pradeah. 
2. Shri Manpl Sinsh, Jill Sanllftb Morcba, Madhya Pradesh. 
3. Shri Anurang Modi, Jill S. ... h Morcba, Madhya PndeIh. 
4. Shri Phagram. Jan SIapnk Morcba, Madhya Praclah. 
MR. CHAIRMAN: Ms. Madhuri, I welcome you and your col ....... to ..... ittiq of this Commiaee. 

You are aware that we are discuuing the Scheduled Tribes (RecopitioD ofFGnIIt RiahtI) Bill which has been 
introduced by the Qovemmnet to correct .... historical injustice that hal been done to the foreIt dwellinl 
communities. You had sent your leprelClltation which is with UI. We have gone throuab iL Now, whatever we 
discuss here shall remain conficleatia1 until the Report is praented to the Parliament I would req .. t you to 
introduce yourself and your coll..- and IIIIb your presentation before the Coaunitlee. 

(Introduction of WlIM" • .r) 
MS. MADHURI: There are a few points that we would like to bring to the notice of the bon. Memben. I 

~iIIjust run through our SuggestiODl ad then my conndes will aIIo fOCUI on a few apecific ~ which we 
feel that need further elaboration. 

The fant point is that one of'" ~ witb 1biI Bill is the exclUlion ofDOli-Schedu .... trIditionaI fOl'llt 
dweDing communitiel.1D IDII1)' areII, iacIudin& WeIIIrn Madhya PrIdeIh eo which I beIona. there 11'0 conuaunitiel 
like Nayakand Manbr. They aretrld~11y ~dweUina~ideI. -n.r ~ ~ Iivinatoplher~ 
other Adivui communities from time Immemorial. culturally, tilly cannot be dllbDpisbod &om other Ad.v •• 
communities. But 1bcy are not ScIIeduIed Tribel. 1"bere .. oIhIr COIIIIIMlItill all over MMbya PrIdeIh and 
Cbhattisprb. They .. in rlery way lib Adivui communitiea. They have the IllllllOCiHcoaomic profile. 
They are cuhwally die IIIDC bill My .. DOt ScbecIuIed TribeI. We feel thII tIlii will be a .... qUitice ~ 
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these communities if they are excluded from the purview of this Bill because as they have suffered the same 
kind of historical injustice,. they are equally entitled to the rights which are envisaged in this Bill. 

The second point is that in section 3(b), the definition ofNistar Rights is not very clear. We feel that there 
should be greater"clarity in this and it appears that only the Nistar Rights, which were prevalent at the time of 
Zamindaris or Princely States, have been included whereas the nature of Nistar Rights bas also changed 
considerably over the years and that has to be reckoned with. Shri Mangal Singh will give some instances in this 
regard a little later. 

The exclusion of National Parks and Sanctuaries is extremely unfortunate. In fact, in some senses, it 
destroys the very purpose of the Bill because it is the Adivasis or the non-Adivasi forest dwellers in the national 
parks and sanctuaries who have suffered the most violence. They have the most insecure tenure. They are not 
allowed even to extract the very basic forest produce for their daily needs. 

If these people are going to be excluded from the purview of this Bill, then the purpose of the Bill will be 
defeated. The reason for the provision is that some persons from core areas can be relocated and the rational 
for that is protection oftbe forests. We recognise that the forests need to be protected. But we would also like 
to state in as strong words as possible that actually to date, there has been no study which shows that the 
existence, the dwelling of villages within national parks and sanctuaries has been detrimental, that it has been 
harmful. This is an assumption that we are making. In short, there is no study at all which shows that Adivasi-
use or forest dweller-use of the forests has been the main reason for the destruction of the forests. So, in that 
situation, the premise on which the provision for relocation is based, that premise itself is faulty and we feel 
needs to be re-examined. We would also like to point out that the whole exclusionist strategy in forest areas has 
come from the West where tribal indigenous population was first wiped out and, therefore, it was after the 
decimation of tribal population, these areas were closed of. In India, there has been a history ofhurnan habitation 
in forests from time immemorial and it is not possible. The communities are part of the forests. This western 
strategy we feel needs to be-examined. Then, you are talking of relocation. There is no land for relocation. We 
have seen in other projects which have caused displacement. It is very difficult to relocate people in the case of 
big dams and so on. Land for land is not'possible and it has so far not taken place. There has been a history of 
great suffering of people who have been displaced by and kind of project. So, we anticipate if there is a 
relocation, this tragedy of destitution will be faced even by these people who are in any case very vulnerable 
because they have already lived in forest areas. It is very difficult for them to live outside. They are even more 
vulnerable. So, the tragedy of extreme destitution we feel of these people is a very great possibility. The Bill 
provides for relocation from notified core areas. We would like to bring to the kind notice of the hon. Members 
that so far in the history of forest management, core areas have not been clearly defined. Why an area is called 
a core area, what is the boundary of a core area and what is the basis on which the core is decided? What is the 
basis of deciding about the core area has not been clarified even after SO years. So, we feel that will be misuse 
of this provision and there will be arbitrary designation of areas as core areas without any rational. We also feel 
that the time limit of five years will actually lead to greater dislocation because the forest department will throw 
out people after the completion oftive years without any proper rehabilitation. It is because the proper rehabilitation 
is very difficult. It is every expensive and you need a lot of resources. They will be under pressure to evict people 
without proper relocation due to this fi~ year period. This will encourage wrongful eviction. We also would like to 
point out that in national park and sanctuaries, in any forest areas, in fact, there are a lot of invisible benefits which 
these people get from the forests. There is grazing, fishing, minor forest produce and there is resource for building 
of your house. All these things are labour inlensive-considered when rehabilitation of compensation packages is 
made. My colleagues will give some examples of people who are now suffering from water shortage. They came 
from the water-rich area and they were thrown out. My colleague will enumerate that point 

Regarding the 1980 'cut off date', we feel that this is a very major problem with the Bill which again we 
would like to point out as strongly as possible that this provision hits at the very basic tenet of the Bill that this 
provision is actually undercuts the Bill and will defeats its very basis. It is completely arbitrary. There is no 
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rational for 1980. This is a date which is about 25 years 110. A whole ~w pneration has been borne and come 
of age in forest areas after that The rational which is given of the date of the Forests Conservation Act does not 
apply because the Forests Conservation Act does not at all prohibit replarisation of right It only says that the 
permission of the Central Government must be soupt for this purpose. So, we do not see extending the cut off 
date much later than 1980. We would sugest that date be fixed within one year of the pusap of the Bill. We 
feel that this does not in any way contravene the provisions of the Forests Conservation act. ThorefoN, the 
passage of the Forests Conservation Act in this Bill is completely irrelevant, arbitrary and it is also impractical 
because you cannot verify as to what happened 25 years ago. There is no documentary proof on the ground as 
to who was in position and what was the nature ofland holdings a quarter of a century ago. We have villages in 
which there is only one people or two people who have documentary proof and entire village does not have 
proof. So, we will have situations in which there are only one or two people are left in the village and the entire 
village is liable for eviction. We would also like to say that the maximum destruction of forests has taken place 
due to diversion for development projects and for mines and other such purposes. Forty thousand hectares are 
being diverted annually since 1980 and that figure is climbing. Last year it was 42,000 hectares. The graph is 
climbing as to the amount of land that is being diverted. In such circumstances, it is unfair to blame forest 
dwellers for the destruction of the forests and by blaming them to cut down on their rights over the forests 
because ultimately they are not the ones who are causing the destruction. The destruction is being caused by 
diversion for other purposes. There is some statistics which we have included in the submission. We would also 
like to point out that in about 55 per cent of the projects, displaced persons are adivasis even though adivasis are 
only eight per cent of the population in the country. So, they are already bearing a much larger burden of 
development than other sections of the popUlation. Now, they are also being made to be the scapegoats. They 
are also being told that they are responsible for forest destruction which is extremely unfair. 

We have given the example of a place in which displacement has taken place after 1980. It has taken 
place in 1990. One hundred and sixty two villages have been submerged with a proper rehabilitation. So, where 
this displacement even tilt today is continuing and since it is still continuing, we feel that the hon. Members would 
like to consider this matter that forests cannot be protected unless displacement stops. Unless we stop large-
scale displacement, it is very difficult because where will these people go. Since they are all on the edges of the 
forests, they are going into the forests beca.use there is no proper rehabilitation for them. 

About cut off date of 1980, we would like to say that you should consider the provision 'one year before the 
passage of the Bill' so that we do not encourage frivolous things and people going and cutting the forest. but 
people who are already there from one year before the passage of the Bill. That is the date which is cuily 
verifiable because one of the problems with the 1980 cut oft'date is that it is very difficult to verify. If you have 
a recent date, it could be easily verifiable and there will be no corruption. If you have a very far back date, then 
there is a great possibility of happenings which we are seeing every day. The surveys which arc still today taking 
place by the Forest Department as to who was in possession before 1980 are riddled with corruption and 
manipulation. So, if you want to have a free and fair method, it is very important that a very recent dato-which 
is easily verifiable and which is in the present and therefore, there is not much confusion-may be considered 
for the cut off date. 

Regarding 2.5 hectares, we would like to say that when the IGld ceiling in the country is much higher, it 
should not be 2.S hectares for them. In every State, of coone, there are different ceilings. In Madhya Pradesh, 
it is 21 hectares for dry land and 7 hectares for double inigated land. Therefore, we are asking the people who 
have no irrigation facility, who have very impoverished holdinp which do not produce very much, to make do 
with 2.5 hectares. We feel that this contravenes the spirit of the Act and it is unfair that for IlliIWMII, there 
should be a different ceiling. When it is considered that a person holding dry land holdinp should have at least 
10 to 20 hectares-that is considered minimw.-for the rest of the country, wby should persons who are in 
possession of forest land be penalised? We WOUld. like the bon. Members to COIIIider .situat~n of u is wb~ 
is, whoever is in possession of whatever land. AdlWMIl and forest~wellcrs are abeady Iuft'enng &om chronIC 
malnutrition. The fiaurc is something like 55 per cent malnutrition among womea and cbildml in lIIiJva6l1, 
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according to official estimates. In such a situation, it would be not only unfair but it would also go against the 
spirit of just development for all if people who are already holding impoverished holdings are made to give up 
land under their cultivatio~. We should request you to consider that the general ceiling laws be maintained here 
allo. 

We would also stress that you consider major changes in sections S(b) and S(c) because these envisage 
penal provisions against holders of right and responsibilities against holders of right. We would suggest that 
the Gram Sabha in tribal areas be empowered to protect biodiversity, wildlife, catchment areas not only 
against its own members but also against other institutions and corporations including large vested interests 
who are also causing very great destruction to the forest. So, Gram Sabha should have power to stop 
forest destruction. In our experience, Gram Sabha has proved to be the only agency which is interested in 
Forest protection. Under the Forest Department, we have only seen forest destruction more than forest 
protection. 

Section S(d) deals with the provisions ofpattas offorest-dwellers to be cancelled. We feel that it is unjust 
and discriminatory and it continues to be within the framework of the colonial legislation which this Bill aims to 
change. Therefore, this provision should be changed. Then, we would like to very strongly point out about 
Section 6( I) which provides procedure for and authorities for vesting of rights. In this regard, we feel that Gram 
Sabha should be given not only the powers to initiate the recording of rights but also vested with the full powers 
to decide the rights. Only the persons who are aggrieved with the decision of the Gram Sabha may approach the 
collector or SDM, as is notified. But unless there is a grievance against the decision of the Gram Sabha, the 
resolution of the Gram Sabha should be binding. We feel that this is very important because now only Gram 
Sabha is the agency which knows who has what kind of forest use and needs what kind of forest rights. There 
is no other agency. We would like to say this repeatedly that there is no other agency which is able to accurately 
pinpoint the nature of forest rights. Forest records so fat are not accurate. 

Section 10 prescribes fine against any offICer who violates provision of the Bill. It pR*ribes a nominal fine 
which is as good as unless because we have had a history of great violence against the-forest people. There 
have been rapes, killings and looting and it is still continuing. So, unless there is a stringent provision for violation 
of this Act, that will continue. We have some instances in which people had filed complaints against the Forest 
Department, which Shri Anurag will explain, and they had been very strongly victimized after that. So, we 
suggest criminal prosecution, disciplinary action and a fme extending at least up to rupees one lakh.lfthese 
kinds of safeguards are not there, we will continue to see a great deal of violence by the Forest Department 
against people. We would like you to consider this strongly. Then, derecognition of rights is a matter which needs 
your attention. 

Then, there is section 14. Shri Anurag will be able to tell about that. 

tft~~:~~, 9~if~1fI't~*~1 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Anurag. we, in the committee, are deeply concerned about the atrocities that 
have becn committed on the bibals. We will go through the list that is providod by you. Please confme yourself 
to explaining the points that are important according to you, and that you want to hishliaht before the Committee. 

SHRI ANURAG MODI: Sir, I will conclu~c my su~ission in "short while. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We, in the committee, are also oqual1y.concemed u you are in this matter and we 
appreciate all that you have said here before the Committee. 

SlDR ANURAG MODI: Sir, I am concluding in a short while. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let me assure you that 411 theSfl facts will be weighting heavily OD the minds ofaJl of 
us while preparing our Report. 

SHRI ANURAG MODI:Sir, I will just conclude my submissions. ~ ~ 1t ~ T-r m -.mff if ~ Qm t 
fcfi;;ft ~ t ~ l(fOft ~ 'tfllnf t: ~ 1T( t ~ o-r ~ ~ WR awR '(I(q"",~, ~ WR ~ ~ 
ctn ~ 1IF' UlA ~ ~ 'ffi ~ ~ lftft:m iIi«n t. 1Jll{ ~ CfiT ~ aft\ ~ atlftql~4f It f.mm 15t q -S), tm ~ 
wv:ft ~ ~~, om- 3l~ifi LI 01 CfiT ~ -S), 3l1~cnf\t4f CfiT 90 ~ CfiT f.mm aft{ ocftljifiqurUrq 1NT ~ ~ 
t. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~, ~ '!A ffNT1T ~ ~ I ~ 'ffl "'" t ~ .-\il1f ~ ISUftqln.4f CfiT f.mm 
t. ~ ~ ~ lfI ~ -q ll, ~ ~ 1Jll{ ~ -q 50 ~H'li:ftl< ~ ~ ~ if -S), 1Qj I5PT< acl~qlR44f 1ti't 
~ -=tl'f ~ ~ <fr ~ ~ Q.?I~~\if 1l'ft I ~ <fr ~ ~ 1(WRT;mcn t I ~ "'" t ~ ~ ;;ft lR"tTiiJ 14 t fcf; 
f.JRR ~ qf!\ifft!'1 ~ t, ~ (ICfi a:nq ~4\4il( ~ ~ t, ~ ~ ~ ;t Wtf "l1l. ~ eft \ifiI' ~ lfft ~ ~ 1lJ 
~ "ct ~ 'W'r <fr opn ~ ~ Cf;T ~ frrn, "'" am ~ ~ ~ ~ t I ~ ~ '{Wf t ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ t I tmT ~ t fcf; ;;ft ~ ~ ~ It ~ fcfi allR ~ ~~ lPn, ~ 1fi'Tiff '* ~ ~ '* ~ efT ~ 
~tmf ~ I ~ 311ftItt 'ifffi ~ ~ ~~ ~ fcfi;;ft ft~~~H '* ~ 11R~, • ~ ~ ~ ~ 
iiI'if ~ ~ -q 3l1~c4l~4f Cfft ~ '=rtf ~ aft\ allR ~ ~1q;Il4d ~ 'ffl ~ 1Pn 1'JllPn, ~ a:nq ~ 
~qlb~l '$ -qrof ~ '=rtf ctil:"<t t afR: m 'if;t ~ ~ ~ \1IR ~ -qjTft ftt; ~ lJImiIf ~ ~ Llt!M'{uf 
3lf(tSflQol ~ ~ ~ ~ t, ~ II ~ f.R:<m: ~ ~ t, 1'{ acl~ql{ft CfiT acf'aifiLlul -onrr t I 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Anutag, you have already mentioned all these points, and we have also taken 
note of whlltever she has said before the Committee. 

~~ftt(:~~m-q.~~~~~~T(jqifmTtl~""'~~teft~~ 
~cti~~q;q~~ 10-15 f$H'l4lGt aft\~~~~CfiTW'Rt, m~~~;tft:rl{~ 
~~teft~~40-50f$~)tt1l(~t;rif~tlcm~~t~~~tl~~TJTjt;t~ 
It ~ \ft 15-20 f$t"?l4lGt if f.mIR ~ tllJ1liR ~ ~"* ft:rI{ lITt-~ ~ '* ft:rI{ ~ 25-30 Pt;~)41l( 
~ ~ t I ~ '!A ctiT '4iff m t, ~ .~<Cifi< ~ lSR-lIFft .-r ~ ...mr t, ~ ~ \ft 11125-30 Pt;(l1)tt'il( 
~~~tl~~'$~'q'(~~~"TJ?n'ffl~~~-s)~Ilf(CfiTTlwRif<fr ~ 
WT<IT t, ~ If( ~ -s) 11ln 'ffl ~ ~,,~ I aNt wR -q \SIT ~ t ftf; ~ 1980 ~ m 't1R'if 1ti't iiPft;r ftmrft, 
~ llfcfi ~ "t mrft CfiT 'IfIn 'tPn? 

,1ft .: ~ 6 if f.mm: '$ ~ """ 1tft 1ft'qJ '$ ~ it ~ 11tr I 
1ft 1I1I'ftl 'fIfm: arrq1f;f Tffq' ~ * ~ t 11 ~ ~ 40 ~Wl4Il( ~ t I 

1ft *'" fttw: ~ ~ ~ " ~-~ Pfit"fltt'il( am 1t t 11LIR 1IWi ri ~ '1{IFi ~ 'q'( ';w1t ftmcn t Ilf( 
~ ri 11ttif '$1n'f t I 

MS. MADHUIU: Sir, Can 'OU giw US five more minutes? 
MR. CHAIRMAN: We have other witnesses also. If there is anything different, you may go ahead. 
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1ft "IiIRPf:~, * 151Tf aft{ ~ 151Tf 1I=t lIIfttJr it ~ t 111' 'llflr\ql{ft """ I _ ~ """ I • 
- t.9 If I I" • ~"'''''I< ~ t 1IiJq,It ~ ~ 1lPn 1j'qJ III, ~ ToPIiT ~ ttt lRI~ ~ it ~ t I 
·111 'q(ti 1fR~ fII; '*111 ~ ~ ~t 'lIim~~ lft 11:Im~ttt lRI~ it ~ I" ~ """ ~ 
1lI1n ~ III, ~ ~ 'Rittt lRI~ ~~ 1'Ii1n1J1n t I 6i1r\ell4ft ~ if ~ ~""«wl I ""~~ if" 
f.rqfaj 1Ii11ir '1R ~ lIP1I pn t 11lf lRft ~ ti~?_lIIt ~ ~ t, ., ~ ~ ~ 111 ~ 
fRIfr I aft{~ ~11' orcr-ft 0i1~"'.1 ~ t, ~-.t 1tNPr 1Q~ tftli.~ -.t ~lft'qr 1t am 
amnt aft{1fIf 1972iflA -.t ~~1t 'QW~ i1N1f.tt~~~ t 1 .... ~1fIf 1972if1Rr 
l1li1 ~ ~ t ftIi i1N T-f ~ qf\~ftlift *' \1IA if_11{ 1lJ ~ 'It ~ ~ ~ ~ I 

1ft lI1I1ftt 'Pfm: ~ ~ lfoT ~ CA t"qT ~ ~ 1fiT t I 
DR. RADHAKANT NAYAI(: I will explain this particular position. Whichever tank or lake i. inside the 

reserved forest, it is regarded as part of the reserved forest. In Orissa, even Chilika was reprded as.put of the 
reserved forest. You cannot enter a reserved forest. Therefore, they are being prevented. We must record that. 
It is a very valid point. 

'" ~ 1ft1ft: .~ 1fIf 1972 if 1RT III •• ~ ~ lft'qr '1R ftfm t IlfoT ftNrrr 1Qm tftli 'qf ~ 
ifamnt.1II~lIM~~~~tl 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We will definitely keep all these factors in mind. while preparing the report. 
Please have a cup of tea before you leave this place. 

(/'he Wimesses then withdrew). 

WITNESSES EXAMINED: I. Shri BriUl Lobo, Jungle Adhikar Sutgarsh Samiti. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri BriUl Lobo Uld colleagues, I welcome you all to this sining of the Committee. As 
you are aware the Bill has been introduced to undo the historical injustice done to forest dwelling tribes lince 
time immemorial. We have received your memorUldum Uld we have gone through the details. I Cul assure you 
that we will not leave uly part unread or unconsidered before we write t~e Report. We are running short of 
time. Please be brief. Within I S or 20 minutes, you can stress or highlight certain aspects of the Bill Uld make 
your observations. Then, if the Members feel it necessary, they would ask questions, which you can Ulswer 
later. 

(Introduction) 

SHRI BRIAN LOBO: Sir, we have submited a detailed submission last month. A shortened version is with 
you. A few points were added right now. Firstly, we welcome the Bill. In fact, I would request you to go to 
appoint (d) on page 3. There are some chUlges or amendments which we suggest and the first amendment is to 
do with defining the term of'village'. We considered this maner because in the context of Gram Sabha, section 
2(0) defines the village to be Gram Sabha for Scheduled Area I Uld for Non-Scheduled arca, there is another 
definition. There are mUlY tribal areas which have not been included in the Scheduled arca, which will not get 
the benefit ~f provision, which is there in PESA Act. Therefore, our suggestions is if you modify section 2(0) 
2 but village is defmed in clause (b) of section 4 of the provision of PES A Act regardless of whether the arca in 
question is Scheduled or not. There is a maner of deletion ofsection 2(0)(2). 

You WUlt a village to function properly. It is our experience as we work in. tribal areas, where we might 
. have a large village where five or six or 12 hamlets would be there. which might be a tribal hamlet but maya 

non-tribal village. If you WUlt a particular forest right holder to be there, ),OU also have to function with c~h 
other at the hamlet level. Therefore, we suggest these changes in the definitioD. As I said, this it '" do with Gram 
Sabba and because once the villap is defmed, Gram Sabha gets defmed - Section (e) talks about granting a 
clear role Uld authority to Gram Sabha for determining the eligibility for rights because this particular Bill does 
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mention that Gram Sabha should be the authority but u we go along in the 8i1~ there IU'e many points which 
would mean that Gram Sabha is given .., authority but tbe authority is not an authority which is very final. It is 
not an authority which has got very specific powers which have been given to Gram Sabba. In a sense. a lot of 
people have questioned - should there be a role p8IdIId to body.which is there at the village level? But it is not 
a body which functions in Gram Slbba. thea Gram Sebba can misuse its powm. 

These IU'e the things which have come up from vario .. quarters and we do believe that despite whatever 
be the infarmities in Gram Sabha. for that matter 811)' body. any democratic body or elected body hu infirmities 
with it. But it does not mean that one throws the baby out with the bath water. Therefore. we do believe that 
Gram Sabha especially for Scheduled area, since it is there in theConstitutions as it is a constitutional requiranent 
for the Scheduled areas which are largely tribal area and it is the only open and democratic fonon of Fvemance. 
In fact. Gram Sabha is the body which is close to ground realities. When we talk about forest tribes we are 
talking about ground realities. what exactly is there at the ground level Gram Sabha which actually can cell you 
that. It is the policy of the State to strengthen Gram SabhL So. in a sense what has happened in Mabaruhtra 
where 30 years, that is, since 1978-79 where the Resolutions were passed, talking regularilation of issues 
relating to land had not happened because there were administrative bodies through which such eligibility cri1eria 
had to be decided upon. In Maharashtra for 30 years. nothing happened. In 2002 a Resolution was passed and 
implemented which talking about appointing village level committees which had to make decisions in Gram 
Sabha. We have participated in that whole enquiry process. I think, it has been a process from which there is a 
lot to learn a lot to offer to the rest of the countly and that there is a proces through which such kind of enquiries 
have taken place. There has been committees which had People's Representatives OR it and decision has taken 
place in an open Gram SabhL It is not been our experiecne that there has been.tususe of power because if 
there would have been a misuse of power in Gram Sabha. then one would not have had in this Gram Sabhas, 
Thane district from where I come from, where 38,000 cases were considered, out of which 21.000 claims were 
eligible. In Amaravati, 58 per cent CWIIIS were eligible, that means that Gram Sabha is given responsibility and 
clear-cut procedures were laid down in that GR. Clear-cut procedures to be followed, eligibility criteria to be 
followed and certain kinds ofthinp were arrived at. 

Therefore. given this background, we call for a revision of Section 4(7)(6)-7 because these projectio .. 
even thoush it is there in the Act of Gram Panchayat. the final power is lOing to the body on which only 
Government ofticials are there. Gram Panchayat remains in the present Bill only in advisory body clplCity and 
the district level committees it in judgement on this body. Therefore. what we IU'e suggesting is that Gram 
Panchayat will be the authority for determining the eligibility of the case. Sub-Divisional level committee will 
hear appeals from aggrieved persons on the decision of the Gram Sabba and after considering the 
recommendations of the Sub-Divisional level Committee, Gram Sabha will make its final decision and forward 
this to the district level Committee which can appeal to the district level Committee. This change would be 
necessary as I mentioned earlier so that power IU'e with the Gram Sabha. 

. It is also been our experience in Maharubtra that Committees whicb were appointed by this 2002 GR 
where the decisions took place in the open Gram Sabha, there wu a Committee which wu appointed which 
bad representatives from the Tribal Welfare Department. Revenue Department. Forest Department and also 
had reperesentatives from the vii" itself. Therefore. the Committees which IU'e being appointed. we do think 
that there has to be chan .. in tho compolition compared to what the Bill says right now. In a sense. we are of 
the opinion that on this CoIDIDitIM. Forest DepartmU officials should not be there at all beclUle tho Foreat 
Department is a part to the suit. For'" matter. the Ioc:aI traDal will be a party to the suit. So eitba' should they 
be there on the COmmi .... and the Forest Department IbouId not be there either. If the ForCIt IleputaIeDt ia 
.,ing to be included, then there should be representItiwI fiom the people alia &om .... PInchay.t Raj IDItitudoIII 
OIl the Committee or Doody there at all. We also had in MaMruhtra .. is., Committee, I thiIIk. Sec......., is 
as important lithe ChairmIIl is. Therefore, if at all Forest DeperbMnt ia lOins to be 011 this Committee like ... 
Chairman and the Secmuy belODainl to the Revenue IDd the Tribal W~I'" Deputmeat. there should be 
representatives &om the people. 
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That is what we are sugestina. In fact, that is what hu hlpptnod in MalW'uhtn. I think, we haw a lot 
to learn from that particular experience. As I mentioned, we are sUUOSMI a clear role reprdina the Onm 
Sabha for decidinl on the eliafbility of riFts and also a clear role for the Gram Sabha. which is the next section 
of the Bil~ for the au1hority of Gram Sabha to conserve. It is boc:&IIM if Gram Sabba is liven the riPt &0 
co~ in this Bill. but there is no clear-cut authority which is beiDa aiven the ri&bt. You can UN to conserve it 
ifpenal pnwisions are anntod to you. If you see section 7. the power under section 7 shall be YeIted to GrIm 
Sabha and not under the Forest Authority. So, we enjoy penal powen anyway. About this RI. 1,000 limit which 
hu been put on a particular fine, that obviously should be given. Gram Sabha should be allowed to increase it or 
decrease considering how much destruction does take place in the forest and that is more important than the 
upper limit ofRi. 1,000. 

Coming to the next section. which is about penalty. tho penalities for contravention by oftlcon has been 
limited to Rs. 1,000 only. If you compare penalities for various rights holders who contravene provisions of this 
Act, they could even lose their rights. But here. if an officer does not follow other provisions of the Act, he is 
fined only Rs. 1,000 as the upper limit. Therefore, we are sugesting to at leut, what wu in the earlier draft, the 
penalty which was there which was imprisonment and a fine upto Ra. 5000 should be reinstated in the Act. 

The fourth point is regarding the Gram Sabha, and it have a particular role to be given to the Gram Sabha 
considering the kind of situation which we have also experienced. Reprelinl displaced penons, if one 1I0OI the 
Act today, the preamble talks about that there is a necessity to address the riJhts of those who were forcod to 
relocate their dwelling due to the State Development interventions. The preamble mentions this. But if one 
really goes to see the provisions of the Bill, there is not a single provision of the Bill which would relate this 
particular statement in the preamble to any of the provisions. Therefore, we are sayinl that there has to be 
certain things kept in mind about displaced ones. We have two types of displaced persons. One is. people who 
have been displaced due to whatever reasons, whether by Forest Department or due to dam or a hiahway and 
then who come back upon land because they have not had proper rehabilitation. In the second type of situation, 
the people have been displaced and they have not been able to 10 back to the land, or to 10 on what should be 
the new area in the forest. Now, for the tlr,t type, the people who have been evacuated and who have now 
occupied forest land inanother place. If the cut-oft'date is fixed as 1980, of course are sugestinl another date 
but suppose, it is 1980, for the sake of argument, and if I have been evicted in 1982 and I go and occupy forest 
land in 1986, then I would not be considered under this Act. But we are sugestina that then, the date be relaxed 
for such types of people. The second kind of case is that ifI have not reoccupied land but ifl can prove that I 
was in that area prior to 1980, by whatever means. then m)' ri&bts should be recoanizod and I should be 
rehabilitated. 

These are the points which I personally have to make. Now, my colJequea will make additional points and 
they would proceed. Thank you. 

SHRIMATI INDAVI TULPULE: We are also drawinaattention to some more points which we feel are 
important and on which amendments need to be done. The basic amendment drawina from the field experieace 
of ours is that this Bill is restricted to the tribals, to the Scheduled Tribes. Now, basically in Maharuhtra. 
specially in the low~r Konkan in Mahanhstra, other caste people like Kunbis. dalits and SOlDO ofNolllldic tribe 
people live life of more or less like triba ... They depend so much On the forest that they live similar life like the 
tribals. So, in that caM. by giving rights only to tribal. wi II moan injustice to them. 

Also the Mabarashtra State hu pusod some ORa earlier like regulariution ofEbali plots, ...... larisation 
of some encroachment plots which wu done before 1972. thea in 197. and 1979 where there wu DO such 
restriction. The Dati plots, the Fireline plots and all those kinds of plots are siven not only to trfbaIJ but alIo to 
non-tribals. the deservina landl ... families. poor !lmilies. Now if this Bill taIb only on tri ..... then all tbIIe 
people will be deleted, their riFts would not be recopiad which would be III iqfusdce to 1be people. Thea.be, 
we sugnt that suitable chInps be lDcorpandid It VlriOUI placea so that own theIe people whose Iiwlihoocl 
depend on forest, who have no other source of income and livelihood IhouId alIo be included in the aivi ... of 
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rights. For that purpose, we suggest that all persons residing inforest villages, taungya settlement, forest settlement 
villages where the villagers themselves are resettled by the Forest Department years ago, in those places or 
those villages, the caste of the tribes should not be a consideration. Being placed in a forest villages, itself should 
become an eligibility for their rights. 

Secondly, of course, we cannot say that anybody and everybody who is dependent on forest or who has 
some right in the forest, should be considered eligible. May be more suggestions can come. But we suggest that 
if we have five criteria listed here, and we may say that any three of the criteria are fulfilled by a family. These 
criteria are: the right holder must belong to SC or nomadic tribe or vimuktajaati; and he should be living in the 
area for at least, three generation. So, they are not just to go on to live in the forest. He has also to be dependent 
on forest or forestland for livelihood purposes; and he has no other permanent source of income and also he is 
below poverty line. So, if we consider, at least, three or four of these requirements, and ifhe fulfills that, then 
even that family, if it does not belong to the Scheduled Tribes, should be included and should be given this right. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Have you given the criteria, in writing? 
SHRIMATI INDAVI TUPLULE: Yes, we have given these criteria, in writing. 
SHRI BRIAN LOBO: The first submission which was the larger submission, does not include these 

criteria; This includes today's submission. 
SHRIMATI INDAVI TUPLULE: It is there on the second page. 
There has been a lot of talk about the cut-otT date, which is 1980. Of course, we do not understand what 

is so sacrosanct about 1980 because it is so far away from today, that establishing any right by means of proving 
it, which is so far away from today, becomes very, very difficult on in ground reality. While we are the people 
working at the grass-root level, we know that there are so many problems for people to produce evidence for 
such kind, the evidence that can show that before 25 years they existed or their right existed. Therefore, we feel 
that the cut-otT date should be recent enough to address the survival livelihood rights of the majority offorest 
dwelling communities and it is recent enough to allow a reasonable chance of establishing proof of continuous 
user occupation. But, of course, we would not say that make it today, because then it should not encourage fresh 
encroachments in the hope of gaining rights; that the rights are coming, so let us encroach. So, that kind of 
situation also should not arise. And, for that purpose, taking the base, which of course we do not say that there 
is a real strongjustification for it, but he last Census was in 200 I. So, we suggest that the cut-otT date could be 
the year 2001 when the last Census was conducted. 

The third point that we want to make is that the forest right holder in protected areas should not be 
discriminated against. Now, this is one more thing that we feel. It is because inmost of the tribal areas there are 
many national parks, many sanctuaries that have come up. But we again and again say that they have not come 
up before the people survived in those areas. These are developments that have occurred after many generations 
of the people have been living and surviving in those villages, in that area, which is, their forest areas. So, if we say 
that they are criminals and therefore, they will be discriminated against and others will get a right; and these people 
in the protected areas will only get temporary rights, we feel that it would not be justified provision in the Bill. 

Therefore, sinc.e people in the protected areas have been living there prior to the declaration of protected 
areas, they should enjoy the same rights. 

What we suggest is that no area should be declared inviolate unless the ecological and scientific rationale 
for doing so is established through studies and an open process of consultation with independent scientists, 
ecologists and local communities of the area. We feel that local communities are ignorant and only tho scientists 
would know what is inviolate. But that is not true. Those who have been stuyding know what is the uniqueness 
of this. That should be taken into consideration. 

Resettlement without consent should not be allowed; and resettlement should at the most be to the buffer 
zone. If you put people out of the area which is hundreds of thousands of miles away, without any roots will be 
inhuman. Ireven these conditions are not included thep ~ili law Will antountto legalizing forced evictions of 
people living in protected areas and will be a blow to the entlR objective ofreeognizing forest rights. 
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These are my submissions and my collape. Mr. hm,kJnt PatH will have further points to 1IIIke. 

1ft 11I'I1I"hr "IIfbr: ~ ~ d lI' _ ... t~ ~ 11ft 1IRf * ~ if q 11f t, ~ ~R4q;I'i~ 11ft 11f 
tl ~ wfr qo'4I1Ht, t, ~ ~ ~* ~1It_~~1IiT1hpn wnf.lR:p1 ~1IM~~-"",~~ ~ 
Cftr'Q;ifi~~.1Ip ~lRf~ ~ -T-1~~ q 1'Ii ~1f at mlll<' If1iIrlfiTll ~pn~_ 
a:nir~ 10 ~ 2002 ifiT;;h'~.am. 1roIiR~~ ~1lfZI'"15tm~~~1IiT1IiTIf1'li~nft~lR1' 
*~~~1Iftm1fi\olJ~1~~~~~~~mftittti1'li_~~* 
"'ir.t~\1j i5T 1AT • ~ a~~~1f1'1 ;;h' 14i~"U "Q;ft1n t, ~ 1ft' ~ f T-11Ift IfI! 1I1n t '" 1lfZI '" ~ 1ft 
~ antlrfttt~~, 'afr~t_"ii'R1ft.ti~1IiTIf~TNt, at ~ filAif_~ I~~ 
~~t, _~~1Ift~t.lITIR •• ~1lA~~ti~to.t~~lIl1fifM 
~ • ~ ~ <tt1~"I~~ • ~~ t, ~~ ~"Ittqt I(i('lft~ .. ., l!l~(j, ...... 1t ~ ~ 
~ .~-~ ~ 3N=fi 1{'('ft~lfiQ ~ 1Jrft, ~ ~ UlRif w:n ~ .d_ ~ ~ filA ifw.lr_1 
~ I(Ilfitfl1l{ij Cifi'if.ic!\ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 11ft (Rf ~ 1fit ~ _ ~~I~~ ftcm * 

~ ~~ q~m ~~, at ~ ~ ~ CIK'lt-n~ 1 ctmt, lI'fq 1NT1IiT ftlilf\ ..... 
lI'fq ~ i5T QflNi¥1! ~ ~ ~ * ~ 'qFRJ ~ 11l'1fi1 ~ .1I1,q~~ ~ T-1 ~ 1IItIRR 2 
lftiftl 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We have got these points with us. If you want to add anything other than this, you are 
welcome. 

SHRI RAMAKANT PATIL: That is all. 

SHRI BRIAN LOBO: We only want to stress that section 14 should be deleted and you should provide for 
appropriate amendments in the concerned Acts to make them in consonance with the present Act. Otherwise. 
we feel that when the Act comes into being. if will not have any teeth left in it. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: It is fine. It is very well noted. Thank you very much. Please have, cup oftoa before 
you leave. Thank you. 

(I'M witnesses then withdrew) 

WITNESS EXAMINED: Shri Pradip Prabhu, Senior Fellow, NIRO, Hyderabad. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I welcome you to this sitting of the Committee. You are aware that this Bill has been 
introduced to undo the historical injustice that has been done to the forest dwell ina communities in our counby. 
We have received your memorandum we shall consider every aspect of it. Now, whatever we dilCUII ..... 1 
remain confidential until we present our report to the Parliament. I shall be pteful if you could be brief and 
highlight those specific issues which you would like the Committee to take note of. We will SO throqh die other 
aspect which you have submitted to us earlier. 

SHRl PRADIP PRABHU: ThInk you. The issues that I have raised would have been raised by MveraI 
others. So, I do not went to re-invent the wheel. I have IDOtbornote; I d61i1t·Uvc copies beclllIM die Xerox 
Copies could not.be mede. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: No problem. My Secrerariat will pt it copied _Fire .... to the baa. MIaaben OIl 

the Committee. 
SHRI PRADIP PRABHU: 'fbe:re are few -- dill 1 would lib to rUe for die COIII~ of .... 

Committee. Relying on the whOle ~,of,isIuei'''' ~ come up, .... fMt dull ~ of ........ anIIn. 
regulations. etc. for recopition ofripts remaJiIed cIofectiw aU 1CI'OII1be ccudry. wbicb ........ iD ...., 
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large number of eligible persons being excluded from the recognition of rights. we have filed a cue in the 
Supreme Court of India. I had filed it in may name-Prabhu Vs. the State ofMaharashtra. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You were quoted by the previous speakers. 

SHRI PRADIP PRABHU: In that case, there are 2-3 important principles that have evolved. The first 
principle was on the nature of evidence, in which the Interim Committee appointed by the Supreme Court relied 
a fair amount on the report of the Commissioner of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, on the nature of 
evidence. The Supreme Court passed a very clear order that even in cases where the claim is not supported by 
documents, even then, the competent authority will examine the claim, receive evidence and then come to 
accept or reject the claim. T~is required three important things. The first was, where is evidence available? 
Evidence is available with the people who live there. Every forest official may be there for 2-3 years and go 
away. Therefore, we have to begin to understand that the Gram Sabha or the community is the repository of 
evidence. 

Based on that, on 10th October 2002, the Government of Maharashtra passed a special order. I just had 
the privilege of having drafted that order in which I listed a whole series of evidence, which included documentary, 
non-documentary, oral physical and the evidence of the Gram Sabha. To our great surprise, we saw this. I hope 
that the District Collector of Amaravati who wants to depose before the Committee will also be pennitted. He 
took Supreme Court order and did the process of verification. 

One found that the Gram Sabha having that basic insight of saying this person is before and this person is 
after. So, it is not the question allegation that is countinuously being made that you will have just rampant • 
distribution offorest land. In that context, my insistence actually ia that the Gram Sabha should have the clear 
authority to recognize rights. Somewhere while this was what was thought of before. I also have had the 
privilege and the honour of drafting the original Bill which then was subsequently modified from time-to-time.lt 
clearly stated that the Gram Sabha will be the authority to begin the process of investigation and also the process 
of recognition of rights. We are talking of recognition. We are not talking of creating new rights. So, the Gram 
Sabha will recognize and wherever the Gram Sabha cannot recognize, the State can recognize. There have 
been a number principles to the extent in tenns of where the Gram Sabha is empowered under PES A very 
extensively. My first and honest submission is that we have to make the process of recognition of rights Gram 
Sabha centric. The only ground on which the Gram Sabha decision could be challenged would be on the grounds 
of mala fide and for that matter any decision can be challenged on the ground ,of mala fide, 

The second submission which is linked to' the rust is what I began to see and leamt from the Right to 
Infonnation Act in which the whole procedure is laid down in the Act itself. It will ensure that we have to make 
this applicable across the country. So, the procedure should be prescribed and not in the rest of it If it is to 
rectify the historical injustice, then where docs this historical injustice is going to be rectified unless we lay very 
clear procedure that will not be modified, tempered, etc. when it gocs down to the States where we..are facing 
still enonnous difficulties with the implementation ofPESA.lt is because at that time we were given to UAderstand 
that PESA would be the part of the Constitution and it can be free from wide range of interpretations. But today 
any State Government is interpreting it in its own way. So my humble submission is that the Act should clearly 
state and assert that the procedure will be part of the Act If we agree oa this point I do not wish to put my 
argument in detail and take your time. . 

The third issue that I am raisina is reprding the nature of evidences should also be specified in the Act 
What is the challenge that any claimant who is claiming that ript will have to meet should be specified. It is 
.boca\110 if I do not know what ia the challenge I have to lnoot then I c:ktfiGt know bow to moot the cballenl'. 
Therefore. the law whioh is very beautiful in. its concept ~urcJ'~: mutilitod by the tict that my lack of 
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knowledge about the challenge would work apinIt me. So. in the Mabaruhtn Order of I Oth October, 2002 the 
whole range of evidences was prescribed which started with"CIOCUJMnwy evidence available with the Forest 
De~ent and other State Departments. The documentary evidence available in tenn ofSatyapaha, protel1l, 
or If you have given any Memorandum and things like that. This was aIIo accep&ed u part of evidence by the 
Supreme Court. The resolution of tho Gram Sabha, evidence of tile Panchaya .. , eldera of the villqe who In 

the molt critical people in tenns ofmanapment of affairs. Then for inatanco, my own affidavit in dID Supremo 
Court and say this is my area. Then a simple tribal should also have the opportunity to file an affidavit in support 
by his neighbourina cultivators And somewhere this should become part of the PESA. This is my humble 
submission. 

My fourth submission which I am trying to make is that already we have a situation in which the MoEF 
filed a statement in Parliament between June 2002 and June 2004 stating that a total of I.S lakb hectares bf 
encroachments have been evicted. Now if you take the averaae holdina of tribal to be between one hectare or 
half hectare, there are I.S lakh tribal families who have been evicted. If you look at the fOl'Olt records, I amjUlt 
getting more and more surprised like in Orissa census report, there are 1000 villages where not a sinaJe penon 
has even one square inch ofland. This is the Census records and strangely In Orissa 74 per cent rifland stand 
in the name of the State. This 74 per cent of the land is all hilly tracks because coastal tracks were pIrt of tho 
madras Presidency and Calcutta Presidency where titles have been fonned as they were all plain ...... But 
in the hilly areas still no titles have been given. In that situation, every year eviction takes place. 

SHRI RADHAKANT NAYAK: What is the date of Census? 
SHRI PRADIP PRABHU: Sir, it is 2001 Census. Over the next few months as more and more records 

come in we will be able to get a clear picture. So, if you see the situation, there can be a person who was on the 
land even if a cut off date is 1980 but he is evicted. In 2002, if I have no other source of income, I start 
cultivating the nearby land. I have State Government records. For example, in Maharashtra because people are 
arguing that odivasu are acquiring forest land and not planting. I have records of forest Development Corporation 
of Maharashtra which says that in Thane District alone 1000 hectares of virgin forest land have been rendered 
waste land which finally the adivasis have take for cultivation. So the issue of forest is 80methilll where we 
need to look at very differently. But my submission here is that where the claimant comes before and the 
claimant is able to establish that she or he has been evicted without a settlement of riaht. If you take the 
Madhya Pradesh, for example, according to the Department of Forest r«ords 80.1 per cent of forest land is 
not settled till today and 11.S per cent land of IS.8 per cent forest land which has been settled was settled by the 
British. So, from 1947 till 200S, we have not been able to settle over SO per cent of land and people In belna 
evicted. The Same is the case ofChhattisprh.ln Orissa, 74 per cent of tho land i, not settled tiD today. In that 
case evictions are taking place. I would crave the indulgence of thil Committee to say that those who have 
been displaced or evicted that the cut off date will be relaxed because they had a prior claim. 

They were evicted without due procca of law, On the basis of their prior claim ther present claim abouJd 
stand. I have a ,uggestion to make which might 80uld outrapous but which I think is very ntal. My prayer to 
this Committee is that the lands or the rip .. that have been conferred by virtue of this law-which this bon. 
committee, I believe, will inform with their wisdom and understancling--Mould not be aliealled e~ ~ the 
State. Thoro will be an argument .. yina as to how can the State not take over the land it they requare af for 
public purposoa. I have two humble lubmissions to make in this reprd. 

Power of the State to take over land of people still flows from the colonial principle of eminent domain. 
Somewhere after SO years of Independence, I would believe that the parliamentlrianl of this country, pIIticuIIrty 
in case oftrlbalS, the original settJen of this land will ho~ ~ the principle of eminent ~ must aM way 10 
a principle of democratic domain. In that sense I was liIteDiDI to the ............ of ~ Sbanbran. I do DOt 
know ifhe had his cue bofored)iaAupst.~or DOt. He WII quina dwt the ~iPIe oflOqUiaitioa 
ofland should be no displlcemeDt 'Illil JbHId be the priDelplt that Ibere will be DO ~ n..ror.. 
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the first effort will be to ensure that all alternatives of non -displacement are fust examined and if there is no 
altcrruuive that is totally non-displacing that the least displacing will be taken. This hon. Committee says that this 
right .... ill not be absolute, fQr that matter none of the Fundamental Rights are absolute. There is a principle of 
reUonable restriction. I might have the right to speech but that does not mean that I can abuse anybody. The~ 
are grounds for reasonable rights that are there for every right. Ifthete is a genuine need for a public purpose, 
then the principle of reasonable restriction would apply on that land. I think. it will be a very important and great 
contribution that this august Committee will make for the future of the tribal communities for the rest of time to 
\ce that their land will be taken out of the freedom ofalienation. 

In the last meeting with the hon. Prime Minister, where I also had the privilege of attending, there 
was one principle that was argued upon. In the previous meeting with the hon. Prime Minister the members 
of the National Advisory Council had argued that not forced re-location or location should be voluntary. 
So, taking that principle further, voluntary re-location is based on a principle like you make a promise to me 
saying that if I move out you will take care of A, B, C, D, E and based on your promise I move out and 
once, J move out and then if you do not fulfil the promise to A, B, C, 0, E, then where do I go? The 
guarantee of effective re-settlement will be the right to return. The environmentalists even argue that the 
recognition of rights even in national parks and sanotuaries should be final and that is what the Wildlife Act 
also prescribes. If re-location is unsatisfactory, then we will be doing the greatest good to posterity. The 
legal principle that will be created by this Committee is the right to return. You cannot determine your land 
that is submerged under water. At that meeting the hon. Minister in the Prime Minister's Office said that 
this is an issue which we must discuss in higher circles. I hope this Committee will raise this issue in the 
higher circles. 

Sir, my last submission is, what do we do for people who are considered ineligible? On the 30th October, 
2002, the Ministry of Environment and Forest had filed an affidavit in the Supreme Court in case of ineligible 
claimants, the efforts will be in situ rehabilitation. I cannot say as to how it will work. But if you think that you 
can throw me out of my homeland, from a land which I am occupying even before this nation came into being, 
do you think that somewhere justice will continue to be done? If that is my homeland and I live there, then the 
least can be done is that I am considered ineligible and that I am rehabilitated in situ in the efforts of conserving 
and that even if there are lands that I am cultivating, the same land can be used for growing tree cover as well 
as livelihood. These are my humble submissions to you. Than you all for giving me this honour and for listening 
to me with all emphasis. 

DR. RADHAKANTNAYAK: You have raised a very fundamental issue. I was just wondering whether 
it will be possible for us in this country to reflect on the rights to land and whether it should be limited only to 
surface rights or the minerals that are under the surface. In the State of Orissa we have huge reserves of 
minerals starting from gold, tin to silver and copper. You have rightly pointed out that the tribals are being evicted 
with a minuscule amount of compensation. I would like to know if in such cases we would have to reflect on this 
issue ofland rights not being limited only to surface rights but also about the rights of minerals lying underneath 
the land in occuption of the people. 

What I would like to know, can you refer, as a matter of example, to any other country which have debated 
this issue, to what depth the right to surface can be gone in for? 

SHRI PRADlP PRABHU: In India this issue is still governed by the colonial law. This issue has been 
debated in the Supreme Court in Botswana and in South Africa and it has also been debated in Canada and it 
related to indigenous people. In South Africa and in Botswana it related to ~ir homeland, There is no surface 
rights there. But in Botswm8 and in South Africa all those rights to IIDd means the rights below it. A law wu 
passed in South Afric., namely, the Right to Restoration of tho land and it wu challenged in the Supreme Court 
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and Justice Yakoob, ifl remember the name correctly, passed an extensive long o~tifying that the right of 
indegenous people to their homeland which included the right to the entirety of the bomeland. 

Of course, this is a highly complex issue. Now there is a debate in the issue on whether access to ground, 
does it become the right of the owner of the land, or it belongs to the whole cOJdmunity? Similarly, for us, the 
argument is, what is below my land does it belong to me or it belongs to the whole community? 

Ifwe do say that the right to land is actually a usufructuary right and while what is below the soil or the 
land belongs to the whole community, one could move into greater and greater extent in understanding that. To 
some extent in PESA Act, we tried to look at it but restricted to minor minerals because major minerals are 
covered under old colonial acts and strangely, all the four critical colonial Acts that we have retained affect only 
the tribal communities, namely, the Minerals Act, the Acquisition Act, the Indian Forest Act and the Water Act. 
Therefore, I would presume that your agrument is, what is below the surface belongs to the community and 
whatever is produced from that should go back to the community. 

DR. RADHAKANT NAYAK: Sir, Mr. Prabhu could give us some more evidence on this? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Prabhu, kindly give us a note on this aspect so that it will help the Committee. 

SHRI PRADIP PRABHU: Please give me some time because I have to access the judgements from 
South Africa. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You may give us a brief note on the salient points so that they may be helpful in 
formulating our report. Thank you. 

(The Committee then adjourned) 
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WITNESSES EXAMINED: 

(i) Shri B.D. Sharma, lAS (Retd.) 
(ii) Representatives of All India Democratic Women's Auociations 

Ms. Sudha Sundararaman 
Mr. Kirti Singh 

(iii) Ms. Madhu Sarin. Chandigarh 
(iv) Representatives of Adivassi Adhilw Manch (M.P. & Chbattisprh) 

Shri B.S. Ohakad 
Shri Budhsen Singh 
Shri Jasvinder Singh 
Shri Sukharanjan Usendi 

(v) Representatives of All India Kisan Sabha 
Shri Dhulichand 
Shri Rajendra Singh Munda 
Shri Sanjay Parate 

(vi) Representatives of Action Research in Community Health & DeveloprllOllt, Gujarat (ARCH) 
Shri Ambrish Mehta 
Shri Rajesh Mishra 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Dr. B .. O. Sharma, I welcome you on behalf of the Committee and myself to this 
Sitting of the Joint Select Committee. You are awue that this Bill has been introduced by the Government to 
actually undo the historical injustice done to forest dwelling people for the last so many decades or, may be, 
centuries. 

Dr. Sharma, we have got your memorandum which you have submitted to us. We have sone through it in 
detail. But, other than what you have written and sent to us, if there is anything that you would like to mentioa or 
ifthere is anything that you want to lay stress on, I request you to do so. Whatever we discuss here shall remain 
confidential until the report is placed in the Parliament. We shall be grateful if you could be briefand make your 
submissions within 15 minutes so that the Members may like to ask question to which you may respond. 

DR. B.D. SHARMA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for giving me this opportunity of placing before you my 
views. I have been associated with the tribal affairs for the last 40 years or so. The first thins i. that the issue of 
historical injustice that has been raised is most wc!codle. But its scope has been rather restricted. The historical 
injustice was done by the enactment of the Forest Act itself. Unfortunately, after Independence, the adoption of 
the Constitution did not result in undoing that historical injustice. On the contrary, the laws got extended to these 
areas in routine. What I have been saying is that it led to criminaJisation of the entire tribal communities. The 
tribal wile is born in the forest is supposed to be an encroacher. Now, there cannot be wont anomaly than this. 

Now, I am laying stress on the forest dwelling communities. May I submit that if there is a forest, u 
defined under the law as reserved forest, possibly there cannot be people there? Only the forest viii..,. will be 
there or those people you see who linger on. But it is not the people livins in the forest now becaUIO thole people 
have been living in the forest since ages. They were driven out of those forests, from the villapa, and they have 
been hankering to go back like in Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh. This bas boen the basic issue. Now2- if you say tbal 
people, forest dwelling communities, that means, the injustice which has been done to the people Of drivina them 
away remains undone. Therefore this scope, I should say here, 'people livin, in the forelt and arouad': -rhil it 
die term which has been used in the Forest Policy of 1988. Why arc we deviating from that policy? nis il the 
KCCpted thing. 

The second point which I have made out in this is about the lhiAins cultiVllOl'l and tile primitM poups. Of 
coune, the way it has been put in the law, by implication shiftiag cultivaton Ire covered. For example, you have 
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mentioned about the district councils, the Sixth Schedule. Now, in the Sixth Schedule, shifting cultivation is a 
recognised form of occupation. But in Orissa, Andhra Pradesh, Bastar, Abujmand and so on, shifting cultivation 
is not mentioned. Although you have put here 'pre-agricultural communities', the way our bureaucracy and the 
States will interpret, I am hundred per cent certain that the shifting cultivators will be ehued as is being done in 
Orissa and Andhra Pradesh. Fortunately, it is not in Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarhbecause of other reasons. If 
the shifting cultivators are brought in as specific groups and recognising them specifically as a pre-agricultural 
communities, that is a must. 

The other point which I have raised is about the other communities. Why should only the Scheduled 
Tribes be there? Now, there 'are some communities which are as good as Scheduled Tribes. But today, the 
problem is that if we generalise this that other communities are brought at par with the Scheduled Tribes, then 
there will be two consequences. One, the basic issue of the tribal people will recede in the background. For 
example, in Andhra Pradesh, the moment Lambadas were included, you know what consequences were 
there. In Maharashtra, the fake tribals in the Nagpur area, they are a problem because they get the certificate, 
etc. Even amongst the tribals, there is a problem. The people from Kanker in South Bastar, they have 
inundated that area. Now, if you add to this generalised category, that will be undoing of the justice to the 
tribal people. 

Another point is that their relationship with the forest is not the same as that ofthe tribal people because 
their relationship is qualitatively different. I can answer your question on this separately, if you wish. Therefore, 
the genesis of this problem is that, unfortunately, we are dealing with the delicate tribal situation in a very 
generalised way whereas the situation in tribal areas is different from one region to another and from one 
community to another. On the one hand, there are hunters and gatherers, and on the other hand, there are 
advanced tribal groups. If we want to have the same law covering all the tribal people, this type of problem is 
bound to arise. 

I would like to invite your kind attention to the fact that in the Constitution itself, the Scheduling is not 
necessary for the nation or for the State. The Scheduling of the communities can be done in a part of the State. 
The communities may be Scheduled here or may not be Scheduled else where. Similarly, the powers which 
have been given to the Governor in amending the laws in Para 5 of the Fifth Schedule talks about the amendment· 
for any area, or any Scheduled Area or part thereof. Specific issues of each community have to be built in. This 
in a Central legislation is very difficult. I think, some enabling provisions will have to be done so that exceptional 
cases do not become general and undo the objective of this law. They remain exception rather than making a 
general thing. 

Now, the other point I would like to make is about the Gram Sabha. The injustice has been done to the 
tribal people by not recognising the community in the Constitution. 

Injustice has also been done by not recognising their customs and traditions. This was the biggest historical 
injustice which occurred after Independence. Fortunately, in 1996, the provisions ofPanchayats (Extension to 
the Scheduled Areas) Act brings in the community and its tradition under the Constitution. Section 4 (d) of the 
provisions of Panchayats says that the Gram Sabha shall be competent to manage all its affairs according to its 
customs and traditions. 

Here, I would like to invite your attention to the word "competent." The Gram Sabha is competent. There 
is no question of the Gram Sabha being endowed with some powers. Please compare it with Article 40. Also 
compare it y.rith Article 243B for the general areas, Gram Sabhas. There the provision is that the State shall 
endow it. This concept was rejected while enacting the provisions ofPanchayats with a clear objective that in 
the tribal areas, there are living communities. If you super-impose a system from above, there is bound to be 
confrontation. We, in our areas, say that the Gram Sabha is supreme, it is higher than Parliament because there 
it is the people themselves who do it. I am happy.to say that in Parliament, Members are the representatives of 
the people. So, we say that the Gram Sabha is higher than Parliament. In this law, how do you make the Gram 
Sabha subservient to an official agency? 
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. In another context, 1 had invited your attention to the incongruity which is there. I have sugested that in 
thl~ case, when you are dealing with the Gram Sabha, you must think in terms of providing some guidelines 
whIch should be binding on the official agency but should be only a guide to the supreme Gram Sabba where the 
peopl~ themselves are the arbitratrs. This is a very important point which I would like to ~e. Otherwise, the 
purpose of this Act will not be achieved. 

The last point which I would like to make is about the preparation ofa map under Section I 5.ln fact, I had 
dealt with this issue in detail in my report as the Commissioner for Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes. 
The problem is that whenever you go to a tribal area or anywhere, it is a document of the State which is 
produced in evidence. It is not a document of the people. So, the forest officers say that this is an encroachment 
and the people say that this is not an encroachement since they have been living through the ages. There has to 
be a document on the basis of this process which must be authenticated by the Gram Sabha and the State 
agency so tllat that can be the starting point for a stage where there are no conflicts on this at least; there would 
be a consensus saying that this is what is with the people, this is what is not with the people and so on. 

I have already discussed the rules under the Act. In fact, you make it the most egalitarian law and put the 
rules there. Then, the bureaucracy provides rules which are beyond the comprehension of anybody. So. I think 
I have made my point. Thank you very much. 

SHRIMATl BRINDA KARAT: I thank you, Dr. Sharma, for giving your views. We all appreciate your 
tremendous experience in this field. I just wanted to put one question to you. You have said that you are against 
including any other communities which may be living there. You have correctly said that the term "forest" is not 
properly defined. Apart from tri~als, there are many other communities which are living there and existing side 
by side with the tribals. We have had a lot of evidence from people who have come from different States giving 
percentage of communities. We assume that we do not include the Scheduled Caste or any other poorer 
sections. Suppose we keep it as it is. Then, in your opinion, will it not lead to eviction of that whole section? Will 
it not be seen as discriminatory? Do you have any other suggestion how to take into account thllt problem which 
may arise? 

DR. B.D. SHARMA: In my view, the tribal people, by definition, should be deemed to be the original 
inhabitants ofthe areas because they are associated with the territory. If they are supposed to be evicted, then 
the onus shol!1d lie not on the tribal but on the Department to prove that he is an encroacher. In the case of 
others, you make a provision where he has to prove, the onus is on him. This fine distinction will serve the 
purpose. TIl!S is my view. The basic distinction of this law is that it accepts the tribal people. the presumrtiol1 is 
in favour of the tribal people and the onus of evidence is on the other side. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You had also mentioned that there should be an enabling provision so that the State 
Governments can identify the specific tribes in relation to certain areas. Do you not think that this can lead to a 
lot of arbitrariness? Will it not lead to giving too much power to the State Governments? 

DR. B.D. SHARMA: When I was writing this. I was not envisaging the State Governments. I have got 
very strong views on this. What about the Governor? I dO' not agree that the Governor has to act in the eue 
of the tribal people under the advice of the Council of Ministers. If the Governor is supposed to work only 
under the advice of the Council of Ministers, then. Sir, I must say that the Council of Minilters become 
supreme and higher than Parliament because the Governor has the authority under para S (I) to direct that 
any law of the State or Centre shall not apply. So. ~ou ~~ a law. The Governor.says ~a~ you cannot apply 
it. If the Governor says this on ~half of . the Council ofMmlsters, then the Coun~11 ofM 1~llten can ~~e.rrulo 
this great Parliament. So. the interpretatIon of para 5 (1) has been wrongly put. It lSa speCial responSIbility of 
the Governor. I hold that there is a difference between the oath of the Governor and that of the coUDe11 of 
Ministers. The Governor is supposed to uphold the Constitution while t~e Ministers are lupposed ~ abide by 
the Constitution. So, this fine distinction has not been made. In my vIew that has been the lIMoln, of the 
protection of the tribal people. 
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SHRI GIRIDHAR GAMANG: I would like to know whether it should be a separate Act or the Forest Act 
and Forest Conservation Act which are existing today, which, with exception and modification, should extend 
the rights to be given to the tribals. I would like to know whether you want a separate Act for this or you want, 
with the exception and modification, the existing Forest Act, 1927 and 1980 to apply. 

Secondly, I come to the power of the Governor. We are always fighting for it. Most of the provisions are 
yet to be interpreted and implemented. They are not at all implemented. These are the provisions which we have 
got today. The interpretation of the Fifth Schedule, Section 5( I) definitely says that the Governor has the power. 
It says about the notification by the Governor. Then, the advice of the Council of Ministers is required. But here, 
the very interesting thing is that the Tribal Advisory Council is not at all vigilant about its own rights. In that case, 
who will notify it? Is it directly by the Governor himself or will the Tribal Advisory Council advise the Governor 
or the Council of Ministers? . . 

Thirdly, the point which you have made is that it is meant for the tribals. 'That is the constitutionally 
protected areas, the Fifth Schedule Area. It is not a boundary demarcated by the State, by the District or the 
Panchayat. Therefore, whatever rights are enshrined in the Constitution, mostly it will be applicable to the Fifth 
Schedule Area. In that case, do you justify this Bill? Or, is the extension of the Forest Act and the Forest 
Conservation Act, with exception and modification. a viable one? 

Dr. B.D. SHARMA: Sir, I will begin from the last end. As you said that the scheduled areas are 
specifICally defined. Again there has been a default on the part of the Union Government and the State 
Govem11lents on this. May I invite your attention to the amendment in the Fifth Schedule which was brought 
in 1976. If you see the preamble of the amendment act, it has been clearly stated that the tribal majority areas 
and the scheduled areas shall be co-terminus. Shti Brahmanand Reddy was the Home Minister. That first 
exercise has not been done. Therefore, we have the anomaly that a part of the tribal majority areas are 
scheduled, a part of the tribal majority areas are not scheduled. This anomaly must be made good. Now, you 
see there are certain areas where even villages have been scheduled, for example in Tripura because of the 
situation there. So, this situation must be reviewed and the entire tribal majority areas should be brought under 
the Fifth Schedule. I think, this;s one of the most important thing which must be done. So far as the powers 
of the Governor and Tribal Advisory Council are concerned, this is a long issue. I would say that even the 
President has not exercised his powers. Not a single direction has been issued till this day by the President of 
India under Article 332 of the Constitution. Under the first para of the Fifth Schedule of the Constitution, not 
a single direction has been issued. Do you seo that in the whole tribal areas there is all aman and chain? 
Therefore, what is lacking in this case is the political will and there is a lot of confusion about the provisions 
and so on. 

SHRI GIRIDHAR GAMANG: Whether you want a separate Act or whether the first Act will be extended? 
DR. B.D. SHARMA: This is about forests. Therefore, a separate bill has to be there as it is here because 

forests are not totally co-terminus with the scheduled areas. There are other areas also. I think you see a 
separate bill has to be there. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: So, in other words, we do not need to recommend the abandonment of this Bill. 
SHRI GIRlDHAR GAMANO: What I am asking is whether the Forest Act will be extended with the 

modification and exception like panchayat or it should be a separate Act. 
DR. B.D. SHARMA: That can be done. I would say that first the rectification of this situation, where the 

tribal. are outside the scheduled areas, must be done. One-third of the tribal population in this country is outside 
the scheduled areas. Look at what is happening in Southern States. The weakest gourps have not got the 
protection of the Fifth Schedule for the last 50 ye8{S. The Debar Commission d~d the worst dis-service by saying 
that scheduling of areas is not necessary. . 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much Dr. Sharma. 
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DR. B.D. SHARMA: I Ml thInIdUl to you for aivins me this opportunity. 

(l'he wihNu 11w" wllhtbww.) 

WITNESS EXAMINED: 

I. Ms. Sudha SuncIararaman, G.eral Secretary, All India Democratic Women's Association 
2. Smt. Kirti Sinsh, Membef..Secretary, All India Democratic Women's Association 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shrimati Kim Singh and Ms. SudM Sundaruaman, I welcome you to this sitting of 
our Commitee .. You must have already lODe through the Bill. You know that this is basically to undo the historical 
injustice that has been done to the forest dwelling communities. Whatever we discuss here shall remain confidential 
until we present report to Parliament. I would request you to make your observations briefly bocause we are 
short of time. After that if any Members ask any clarification, you may respond to them. 

MS. SUDHA SUNOARARAMAN: Thank you very much Shri Kishoreji and also other Members of 
the Committee .• am Sudha and this is Shrimati Kirti Singh and from All India Democratic: Women's Association 
(AIDWA), we have already submitted our note in ~riting. I hope that all of you would be having a copy. 
AIDWA very much welcomes the tabling of this Scheduled Tribes (Recognition of Forest Rights) Bill. We 
believe that the Bill is indeed a tremendous opportunity, as the Chairman so rightly put it, to correct the 
historical injustices. We are also happy particularly about the Section 5(2) of the Bill, which recognizes all 
land and forest rights, which will be granted by the Bill, are to be registered jointly in the nadles of both 
spouses. We wouldjust like to add in that there should be a specific provision for single womon and female-
headed families. It is because even today namy of the tribal areas and the tribal communities' assets are not 
present in the name of the women. So, this would strengthen that Clause. However, we also feel that there 
are some flaws and infirmities in the Bill. If these are allowed to remain, then it would not actually fulfil the 
objective that has been placed in the statement of objects and reuons. It will actually contribute to denying 
tribals their rights. 

In the first case, we would like to state that we are very disturbed by the large number of licences being 
given in the different States to business houses for mining etc. on tribal land in the Fifth Schedule areas. This is 
leading to a very huge displacement oftribals. This is being done in spite of Supreme Court ruling, which has 
specifically forbidden the alienation of land in the Fifth Schedule areas. I .. this context, we would request the 
Committee to add relevant clauses to the Bill to protect tribals from being displaced in the name of development 
On behalf of AIDWA, we are placing before you some of the major sU88cstions and amendments. 

First is on this cut off year of vesting ofrights in forest land before 25.1 0.1980, which is Section 4(2). We 
feel that this is a very unfortunate Clause. It actually militates against the whole spirit and purpose of the Bill. 
Considering that there are no land records and there has been no proper registration of existing rights, this 
proposed deadline will actually lead to a huge eviction of tribal people, harassment and, of coune, as we all 
know, the tribal women will be the worst sufferers. So, the vesting of rights of forest land surely should be on an 
'as is where is' basis for those included in the proposed legislation. We would lib to emphaize that. This choice 
of date of 1980 is totally arbitrary. There are no laws which have mentioned this as cut off date. Therefore, we 
feel thatthe Parliament has full jurisdiction to decide a fair and just cut otT date and they should proceed from an 
'as is where is' basis. 

lit '" 1R: 1ftvn: ~ ~ ~ tz ifqT 1RT ~7 
MR. CHAIRMAN: Do you have any specific date in mind? 
MS. SUDHA SUNDARARAMAN: Well, what we have said is it should be on an 'a is where is' basi •. 

• ~ t, ~ n <RJ", 'd 1t ~ ""'" I ~ WI" ~ ~ C('IIWh ifiT ~"" ~ ~ I 
SHlUMATI BlUNDA KARAT: You mea when the Bill is aotilied. 
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MS. SUDHA SUNDARARAMAN: When the Bill is notified so that from there the rights wiII proceed. 
The second point is inclusion of traditional forest dwelling communities in the Bill. We believe that other 

traditional forest dwelling communities that do not come under the categories ofSTs but h3ye traditionally lived 
in the forests for a long time also need to be brought under the Bill. There is no clear definition of this tenn forest 
area by the MOEF. So, land which does not have tree covers has also been included as forest land. Specifically, 
on such land there are many scheduled castes who have been cultivating the land and even within the areas with 
forest cover many poor non-ST communities have been eking out a very difficult livelihood over there. They are 
dependent on minor forest produce for their livelihood. So, we should not exclude them from the BiII. It would be 
a great injustice to them. So, we feel that this will also adversely impact on the traditional unity between these 
various poor communities. So, this is one aspect and of.course, the defintion of tradition is important. It is 
because it should not provide any loopholes for illegal encroachers to capture the land oftribals and the traditional 
forest dwellers. 

Then the third point that I would like to place before the Committee is regarding the provisional rights in the 
core areas, in National Parks and Sanctuaries. The Bill must ensure that all areas, irrespective of whether they 
are in the core or in the fringe, should be covered in this Act and all rights should be recorded. Recording of 
provisional rights is really an invitation for the forced eviction of tribal people. We all know that there will be a 
tremendous scope for atrocities against tribal women, particularly by the low level of the forest bureaucracy. So, 
we believe that permanent land rights and tenure have to be granted to the beneficiaries and even if there are 
to be some restrictions, the Bill should ensure that the definition and demarcation ofinviolate areas is not done 
in any arbitrary manner, but the affected people themselves should be involved in the decision making process. 

Then, those to be dislocated should be provided with equal and comparative land and adequate compensation 
and an overall relocation plan ... The process and the fonnulation of this plan should be done through the participation 
of those who will be affected. So, Gram Sabhas where existent or Committees formed with their representatives 
should monitor the process of resettlement and relocation. It may not be left to just the bureaucracy. 

Then the next point is regarding liVId ownership ceiling. The Bill mentions a very arbitrary figure of 
2.5 hectares and, as it stands, it appears it takes away existing rights. When the Bill has its objective 'enabling of 
tribals' why should this clause be introduced at all when we know tribal land is rocky, so unproductive and people 
go for zoom cultivation? So, that land ceiling should be reconsidered and there should be no limit povided in the 
Bill. 

Definition of traditional and customary rights is specifically gender related. Though we agree that it is not 
necessary to retain the democratic rights of the tribal communities of their customary and traditional practices, 
we feel that the Bill should not give sanction to those practices, which in the name of custom or tradition, go 
against the constitutional rights of tribal women such as polygamy, denial of equal rights to land. So, in the name 
of custom, we cannot go against the constitutional rights of the tribals women. So, this aspect should be considered 
very carefully and the Bill should ensure that the women's fundamental rights are preserved. 

I now come to the nature of rights. We all know that a majority offorest produce collectors is women. We 
feel that the Government will have to playa greater role to protect these rights because now there are a number 
of problems that the women are facing when they go into forests to collect minor forest produce. The State 
Governments should notify a list of the minor forest produce that is being used and sold by tribal people in their 
regions. 

Secondly, it should set a Minimum Support Price for these items and ensure that these are procured by the 
Government and forest agencies so that tribal women are not exploited by middlemen. 

Thirdly, provision of punitive action against Forest Guards found harassing and sexually exploiting tribal 
women must be made part of this Bill~.This is important because the kind of atrocities that women face when 
they go into forests to collect these minor forest produce is something that the Committee Members have to 
take into consideration. 
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The other part of this is, in Section 5 of the Bill which has the duties of the rights holders, the entire burden 
of conservation is placed on them. In this Section, is it not important to mention the role and responsibility of the 
State? Why is the State trying to withdraw from its own responsibility in forest management in the name of 
forestry sector reform? Is it proper? So, we fec~ that the Bill should guard against this ud against the e~ptoitation 
offorest resources by unscrupulous clements, including MNCs. So, this aspect of this Bill JooIdhg at the withdrawal 
of the State, while at the same time putting huge and draconian penalities on tribals for not fulfilling their 
responsibilities, this is a section that needs to be changed in two ways. 

A section on the duties of the State vis-a-vis protection of the forest should be introduced. There should be 
a sectian incorporated on the developmental role of the State which would assist the tribals in making good and 
sustainable use of their land and forest rights by providing them with a basic infrastructure. These are very 
important amendments. 

But the serious problem is about the whole development activity. As it stands, no dcvelopmenf.activity can 
be carried out without the permission of the Government authorities, not even a school can be built. Recently, the 
Central Government has brought in a circular increasing the number of development projects which are beneficial 
to forest dwellers. This will have to be incorporated in the Bill and additionally, we feel that some of the 
infrastructural requirements to address malnutrition, ill-health, access to water, free schooling etc. should become 
part of the forest dwellers' rights. The forest department is responsible to provide these facilities. 

The last section is on institutional framework. The Bill makes provision for authorities and procedures for 
settlement of rights. Unfortunately, it is a very bureaucratic and very centralised model. This will certainly affect 
the democratic functioning of Gram Sabhas and exercise of the legitimate authority of the tribals. The Bill should 
ensure that the central authority should be clearly vested in the Gram Sabha. It is not so in the current draft. The 
rights of the Gram Sabha are extremely limited. Tney have to be expanded. Moreover, elected tribal representatives 
of the Gram Sabha should have a greater say than others in the delineation and the verification of the land rights. 
So, as per the Bill, forest department officials are being proposed as members of the Rights Determining 
Committees. This is even going back. It is retrogressive step because even earlier it was the District Collector. 
Now, the final decision is lying on the forest department officials. This is something which will have to go. All 
sub-divisional or district or State level committees have to have representation from tribal., voluntary usociations, 
experts etc. All the tribal representative have to be there. This lacuna should be remedied in the interests of 
transparency and participatory process for the settlement of rights and in this context, since women are highly 
department on forests for their work and survival, their compulsory representation should be ensured in every 
committee. The Bill should lay down that at least 33 per cent of all members in the committees at aU level. 
should be women. Thank you so much. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. 
MS. SUDHA SUNDARARAMAN: So, all the arguments are, I think, self-evident. Thank you so much. 
MR. CHAIRMAN: Your arguments have been well taken. We shall consider every aspect of what you 

have said. 
MS. SUDHA SUNDARARAMAN: Thank you very much. 

(The Witness then withdrew) 

WITNESS EXAMINED: Ms. Madhu Sarin, Chandigarh 
MR. CHAIRMAN: I welcome you to the sitting of our Committee. As you arc aw~, ~is BilI.~ been 

. trod ced basically to undo the historical injustice that bas been done to the forest dwelling commuOltles over 
~~e ye:n. Whatever we discuss here shall remain confidential till the ~port is presen~ to Par!iament. We 
h t your memorandum. If there is anything else that you would hke to say or there II anything that you 
:::l:~ike to stress from within this, you arc welcomed to~:so~ after whic~'Memben may like to uk for some 
clarifications to which you may respond. 
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I wowld appreciate if yotl could make your presentation in 1 S or 20 minutes so that we may have time to 
ask questions. 

MS. MADHU SARIN: I just brought my memorandum with me but I think it wiltbe uoful ifI focus on 
some of the key things that I have covered in this. 

Essentially I would just like to inform the Members of the Committee that I was actually a member of the 
Drafting Committee of the Bill. So, I am a great supporter of the Bill and I have worked to get this bill to this 
stage and particularly to get it tabled by the Ministry of Tribal Affairs. It is because I think the fact of all the tribal 
areas when having been labelled as forest and thereby transferred to the Ministry of Environment and Forests 
itself is a major problem. I see it as a new beginning. Although I was a member of the Drafting Committee, there 
was lots oftos and fros and lots of discussions, and of course we did not have complete control over what went 
into the Bill. While, overall, I am greater supporter of it, I feel there are a number of serious shortcomings which 
need to be addressed. I very much hope that the hon. Committee would give serious thought to those issues. 

I have divided my comments really into four categories. The first is really in terms of who is covered by 
the Bill. I feel the Bill needs to be made a lot more inclusive than it is at present. I think all of you know that 
when the Prime Minister mandated the 'Ministry of Tribal Affairs to draft such a Bill, its title itselfincluded other 
forest dwellers itself in addition to Scheduled Castes. I really feel that we need to go back to that. I have never 
really fully understood why at one point other forest dwellers were included, and the problem is that existing 
policy, whether there is 1990 Guidelines of the Ministry of Environment and Forests, they do not distinguish 
between tribals and non-tribals. I know this is one matter which has already been covered by many other 
people. So, I will not take too much time on this. I have listed many reasons why forest dwellers other than 
Scheduled Tribes must be included because otherwise it will create a lot of discord at the village level. It would 
make collective forest protection very difficult because some people will be out and some will gain rights. It will 
create inequalities and injustice. I have worked in Gujarat, Rajasthan, Orissa and in many tribal areas for several 
years. What I am saying is based on at least 25 years of grass root experience. 

The second point is about the October 25, 1980 date which I know has been covered by many people. The 
main point that I would like to say about this date is that when the Forest Conservation Act itself does not bar 
recognition of rights or diversion of forest land for any particular use, why should this Bill make it a legal date 
beyond which rights cannot be recognized? The Forest Conservation Act only says that Government oflndia's 
permission is required. So, I would not spend much time on that also. 

Of course, there are so many people who have been illegally evicted or illegally displaced during the last 
25 years since 1980 because their rights were not recognised because of the failure of the Government. What 
about their rights? I think that displaced and forcibly evicted people need to be,brought within. If the cutoff date 
is brought closer to the present, then many of them would get covered in any case. 

On the fourth point I would like to dwell on a bit because I have personally seen pqrticularly in OrisSa what 
is being done to the tribals in sanctuaries and national parks. It is an absolute scafid81. I think theliurrent 
provision in the Bill is very very dangerous. It is largely because in fact it almost implies that these people must 
be evicted within five years. We hear in Orissa and Chhattisgarh that the Wildlife Department have already 
started preparing plans that within five years how to throw these people out. That is one problem. Secondly, the 
very concept of core area is not a legal concept. It is management term which is being used very loosely. In 
some sanctuaries they have decided that die whole sanctuary is the core area; in some areas they say only a 
particular part is the core arou. We have no idea as to how many people will be get covered under core area 
provision. I feel, first, in ks presnt rOAR that Blust be <felted. It is extremely dangerous. I think at leut this 
Committee must euure that our 8ift ot a BiitmeUt for recognising the rigllts oftribals and forest dwellers does 
not give legal sanctity to the definition of core arta which basically just says MOEF will determine. On what 
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criteria, on what basis, and how you decided which is a core area? What is the process by which you decide? In 
fKt, if you look at the Wildlife Protection Act itself, it provides far peater flexibility in how you settle the rights 
of people living within the protected areas. I think in States like Orissa, Andhra Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, parts of 
Madhya Pradesh and 1harkhand the problem is that farstly in many areas even revenue settlements have not 
done. There is no survey and no revenue settlement. People are living there. Those land have been declared 
forests against without any settlement. On the top of that, they have been declared either a sanctuary or 
national park. These people are stuck inside. The interpretation of this which the Wildlife Authorities are giving 
in that no new rights can be acquired after an area is declared a protected area. These are not new rights; these 
are old rights which have just never been settled. So, the necessity is that rights of everybody must be settled. 
So, the flfSt necessity is that rights of everybody must be settled. The second thing is that in the case of sensitive 
wildlife habitat or ecologically sensitive areas-that is really what the core area is all about-there need to be a 
transparent consultative process which takes into account conservation scientists, local knowledge-holders and 
the local communities to develop site-specific approaches on how once these rights are recognised that within 
the protected-areas how should they be modified or adapted in line with wildlife thing. So. I have given a lot of 
details about that which may be considered. 

My fifth point is that after a lot of fighting we did manage to get into the Bill that the rights of both 
spouses would be entered on any legal title. But I still have serious problems with the formulation. That is 
one of the main things which I want to really focus after this is that the rights under the Bill are both for 
private land titles which could be lands under agriculture, under vill1les or whatever but also for common 
property rights. Many oftbe rights, almost half the ripts are to common property resources. And whether 
it is minor forest produce, which will come from I common forest area, whether it is the user-folk's rights 
to meet their needs from a community forest resource, from the local f('rest which they always have been 
doing. Now, where are the women's rights going to come into that? So, I have suggested a reformulation 
here. Well, it is not really quite a reformulation but what I am saying is, ensure equal recognition of 
women's rights including the rights of single women. I think, in this there is one ploblem with the current 
formulation that they may not be independent household. Often single women are living within household 
but they have actually to take care of their own needs. So, these rights should not only be to individual land 
titles but also all common property rights and rights, over minor forest produce which is recognised under 
the Bill. 

The second thing is about the provision is that, I think, almost by mistake it has been put in the wrong place. 
At present it is under section 4(5) which makes it applicable only to rights recognised under section 3(a). So, this 
need to be moved. 

The next is, I think, it will be desirable if the Bill also provides for In-Situ Rehabilitation oftholC whQ are 
not considered eligible, especially the very poor ones. 

Then, I think, again a number of people have already raised this but, I think, this Committee docs need to 
really seriously think about what happens to these rights after they are recognised. Are they going to be handed 
over to a PASCO or Tata or Birla? The Bill says that people cannot alienate. But is the Government going to 
have the same tutally unquestioned right to extinguish these rishts? I do feel that it will be very desirable if 
somehow these rights can be protected against future acquisition. At leut what can be provided is this. PESA 
says that no land acquisition can take place without consulting the Gram Sabha. I think, this Bill should say that 
no land acquisition should take place without the prior informed consent of the Gram Sabha. Let us at least 
provide for that. If this Bill docs not do it, which one will? 

Now I move on the next category of points. Here I feel, U I said, there are 12 rights listed under the Bill. 
Out ofwhlch,at least fIVe are primarily common property rishts. Yet, the way these rights are framed, there is 
too much ambiguity and the danger is that in the end they will never really materialise because even the 
claimants will not understand what that provides for and while these rights are recorded, they may not really be 
properly understood. 
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I have suggested a number of refonnulation for sections 3(b), 3( c), 3( d), 3( e) as well as 3(j).1 shall be most 
grateful if the Committee gives due sort of attention is that in addition to rights to land for agriculture. There are 
common property rights which are on lands which will remain by and large forest lands. There are also communal 
agricultural lands like shifting cultivation and things like that which is communal tenures. It is not individual land 
cultivation. But when it comes to rights to traditional customary rights like grazing, nomadic pastoralist, etc. 
fisher-folk which have not been included because a lot of rivers, water bodies have also been declared forests, 
and those rights must be recognised. But what is very important is that the Bill should very clearly state that 
these rights shall apply to a forest area falling within the customary boundary of the village, not the administrative 
official revenue boundary, and that these customary boundaries shall include reserve and protected forests 
wherever appropriate. 

I will say this because in the case of PES A what is happening is this. The Forest Department says that 
PESA does not apply to reserve and protected forests. So, what is the meaning of ownership of minor forest 
produce because all the forests are out? In Orissa, actually the Government has transferred ownership of minor 
forest produce, over 68 minor forest products, to the Panchayats. But once again the Forest Department is 
saying that reserve forests do not come within that. 

What we have to work towards and, I think, the Bill has a great potential for democratizing governance of 
our forests because a lot of these forests have traditionally been customary, communal property resources, post 
Independence much more than even during the British time. They were declared State forests through, you 
know, blanket notifications. So, this Bill should create space for people to recuperate that as community forest 
resources with clearly demarcated boundaries which must be entered in revenue land records and forest records. 
Here I would like to point out to you that the one example in the country is that of Van Panchayats in Uttaranchal 
which were actually provided by the British in 1931 because of all these protests by villagers against reservation 
offorests, and till today those Van Panchayat forests fistiy when they are constituted, the boundary of the area 
in which people have customary rights is demarcated and entered in land records. I think, this is very important 
because at present the MoEF has its Joint Forest Management Programme in which the villagers have no 
security of tenure and it is only the Forest Department officials who run the show. When there is money, things 
work. Once money finishes, everything collapses. In this, we must genuinely transfer not only rights over 
produce but the authority to manage these areas to local institutions of the right holders within the Gram Sabha, 
either to the Gram Sabha if all Gram Sabha members are right holders or to a Sub-Group of Gram Sabha 
members whose rights are recognised. So, I have suggested a number ofreforrnations so that it is clarified that 
each one of these rights is tied to a specific area with a clear boundary and that the management of that area, 
the right to protect, manage, regenerate and conserve must be vested in the community institution. 

Unless that is done, this Bill will not get any forest rights to the people. It may get them some land rights 
over the actual land under cultivation. But as we know, in these forest areas, agriculture is not really viable 
without access to the forest resources. 

I have also mentioned that it is important to review the two-and-a-halfhectare blanket upper limit because 
once again under section 3(a), it covers both individual and common land. So, how will this two-and-a-half 
hectare limit apply to commonly cultivated lands? It is because all those systems are very diverse. Many 
required large areas to be kept fallow. I have seen it in Dungalpur. Along with their agricultural land, they have 
land, which is either kept fallow, or is the grassland of the individual family. Are we going to say that all those 
types of lands are going to be snatched away? Many of those systems will become unviable. I personally feel 
that 'as is where is basis' is probably the best if at all the two-and-a-half hectare limit should only apply to 
sectoral cultivation. Ideally, the limit should be the same as the limit in the State for similar ceilings. Why should 
this particular group of right claimants be discriminated against if the State itself has different limits? 

I would just like to read out, particularly, the amendment to sectio" 3(j) which talks about the right to 
protect, regenerate or conserve or manage any community forest resource which they have been traditionally 
protecting or conserving. What I have suggested is that it should say very clearly that it is a community rights 
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and authority to protect, conserve or manage for sustainable use with entitlemcnt to all sustainably harvestable 
produ~, including timber. If the British monopolised Government control over timber because they wanted to 
CX~~Olt It, why should that be continued today? In Himaclial Pradcsh, thcy have timber rights recognised by the 
Bntlsh. Why do we say that? At one point, the Bill says that people will not commercially harvest timber. Where 
it is harvestable, why should not the community have first right over it? In the original Van Panchayat rules and 
till today, in fact, they had lOOper cent entitlement to all forest produce. So, if we want to talk about empowering 
forest dwellers and tribals and to improve their livelihoods. their entitlement over all forest produce within limits 
of sustainable management needs to be determined on location specific basis, including reserve and protected 
forests. 

About the Gram Sabha, I think, a lot of people have already mentioned. I do feel that it has to be the 
primary authority for determining, and the officials should not have the rights. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I think you mentioned about the Gram Sabha. That has also been brought to our notice 
by several others who come before us. So, we will take note of that. That is the fourth category. 

MS. MADHU SARIN: It is not just the Gram Sabha.ln this process and procedure, I think, while in the 
first draft of the Bill, we had included a lot of information about the nature of evidence, the procedure and the 
duties of the Government in ensuring that every claimant is aware of capacity building support of the claimants. 
All that, at some stage it was decided that it would be shunted to the rules. But the more we think about it, it is 
very, very important that it is brought back into the Bill because we never know what will come into the rulcs 
eventually. So, the responsibility of the Government must be specified. 

There is one very important point. The Bill does not anywhere say what will happen once thcse rights are 
recognised. It must say very clearly and these are available on page 13. I have actually highlighted the first two 
points. It must clearly bind the Collector to enter the rights in the record of rights. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We will certainly discuss these points in detail. 
MS. MADHU SARIN: The second thing, I think, is that under the Forest Conservation Act, at present it 

is only the MoEF which diverts. I think under the Bill, once the whole procedure has been completed, once the 
district committee has forwarded the recognised rights. the State Government must enter in the records and the 
MoEF should only be informed. It is because if it is again sent to Delhi. thO}' will sit on it or they must be made 
absolutely bound to enter that. 

My fourth category of point is really that the Bill does not say anything about what happens once the rights 
are recognised. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: So, we will certainly give full consideration to the fact that what should actually 
happen after the rights are recognised. 

MS. MADHU SARIN: It is because the tenure of the committee is not very clear. There must be support. 
There must be multi-agencies' involvement. 

lit ~ .: ~ ~ t fcf; '?;f(";i(l ~~, a:uq ~ 1fCR ~ ~ ~ tn, ~ "Rmt" it '?;f( ~ 
"iRT lPn, ~ \ft 3lfCA ~ ~ ~ t ~ t I ~ '?;f(~ ~ t 1$"(q ~ ~ ~ 1Ii1il11 ~ ~ t, .. 
-am: 'if It ~ ~ ~ t, ~ 0IlcH4",dlm ~ ~ if ";iI) "iftal t. ";iI) ~ ~ ~ t, lff f.t"41ft 11, ~ 11_ t, 
'tR CMl ~ ~ ~ awt ~, ~ ~ fcf; 1fm ~ ~ ~ o:t 20 f'tIE?li:ft& 1IAl "q"Jm t IllfJ m ~ qUqiMifi t. 
3nRcu~~-t, ~fit, _~311R11f~'if~~lfr.n11f~11~~~.nlWt. 
fct; ";i(l3lICli(4Q;di qI't ~ t, ~"(q lftqr (ftf 1Iilit, ~ 11 attRt 31IC1j,CjQ;di crt ~ ~ ~ 11 ~ lm'ft t, ~ 
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QU'tR'11 ....mI. 3j";:q 311C1i(4",diaft ~ \ftf 1Iitr1r lfr ~ ~ ~ ~ -.mf crt ~ ~ ~ $1IIiI1Iit aft{ *«ft 
Cfitt ~...wt ~ "Q aw) .n ~ ~ •• ~ ~ 11f ~ 11 tr-n _ ~ ~? -;pr; a:uq"P 1I'IJ "lIf ~ t, 
~ ~ traft-tr! ~ 1Wft t, ~ ~ l1IT t lfr anti ~ 1fqf ~ 1Imfi I? 
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MS. MADHU SARIN: Sir, I want to say one thing more here. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Ifthere is anything else that you would like the Committee to consider, then you can 
send it in writing to the Secretariat. We will surely take note of everything, the note that you would send. 

Thank you very much. 

MS. MADHU SARIN: Thank you very much. 

(The witness then withdrew) 
WITNESSES EXAMINED: 

I. Shri Dhulichand, Secretary, Rajasthan State Committee. 

2. Shri Sanjay Parate, Secretary, Chhattisgarh State Committee. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Dhulichand and other colleagues, I welcome you all to this Committee of ours. 
As you know, this Joint Select Committee has been constituted to give recommendations on the Bill on the 
recognition of forest rights for Scheduled Tribes. It is basically to undo the historical injustice that has been done 
to these categories of forest dwelling people over the centuries. 

We have just received your memorandum. If there is anything else that you would like to add or any 
specific issue that you would like to stress on, you are most welcome to do so. But please be brief and within IS 
to 20 minutes you can present your views. Afterwards, ifhon. Members want to ask some queries, then you 
may be in a positiol,l to respond. 

But before that please introduce yourself before the Committee for the record purpose. 
SHRI DHULICHAND: Sir, I am the Secretary, Rajasthan State Committee of the All India Kisan Sabha. 
I welcome the introduction of this Bill. I want to submit some of the amendments which, I believe, will be 

considered for amendment. 
I want to make a submission that if you want to undo the injustice which has been meted out to the tribals, 

then we should amend this Bill in such a way that all the tribals who are living in the forests and outside can get 
the forest rights on the land which they are cultivating. For that. the provisions which are here in the Bill should 
be amended. The 'cut off date' ye3l' should be changed. In fact, this Bill will give a sort of instruments in the 
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hands of the forest machinery to evict the tribals. So, this cut ofJyear should be changed and this should be the 
date of notification Bill. 

Se~o~d.ly, .... e ceil.i~~ limit is unscientific and discriminatory because it does not consider the quality of 
lands, so~llIT1~lon faclhhes, geological and other situations prevailing in the tribal &rea. It is also discriminatory 
because an various States, there are different ceiling limits for the ..,icultural lands ythich are more, twice or 
thrice than the limit fixed in this Bill. 

Thirdly, the final authority to decide about the matters and about the compensation should be the Gram 
Sabha. It should be the decision-making authority. Otherwise, if this power is given to the district committees, 
then officers will have the rights to evict the tribals from their lands. 

Feurthly, I want to stress that there should not be any discrimination while giving or vesting forest rights to 
the tribals. Hence, all tribals living in forest areas-whether they are living in the reserved forests or living ill the 
national park areas or in the Sanctuary areas, whatever be the quality of the forest and whatever be the 
definition offorest area-should be given equal and permanent rights. 

Lastly, this Bill should fix. the Centre's responsibility for the tribals because if we confer the forest rights to 
the tribals and if we do not take into consideration other things like supply of inputs, giving irrigation facilities, 
power facilities, given education and health, roads and other things, giving these rights also will not fulfil the tuIc. 
These are some of the points which I wanted to make before this august Committee. 

Now, my other friends will make some other imporatnt points. 
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~ 'q'( ~ 1'raTtl ~lff~~. lU, ~. ~. lI'pT. ~ _'q'(f.f'R~' 11roIiR;m~~ 
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fcfi1rr~ I 

tit \1jijn-«( ft:iT:~. ~ ~ a1'fq; It¢ ct em: 11 ~ lCAJ it ~ tfcl; ~ a:Nt~ ~ ~ 1J1U 
t. orii mt o-r<1i't ~ 1m"J ltiT ~ ~ ~ , 

owt~~~';ft~t. orii~~~~lfi{~~ afR~~m ~4t:4jQ'1 ~ctr( 
~ """ 'M I ~ ~ 'qf ~ t fcf;.~ ~ cti ~ o-r<1i't qj~CfiI'1I ~ ~ ~ I ~ 1m{ 'i5tf ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ t m ~ ~ lr ;;mt ~ o-r<1i't tqj ~ 'ftfilft 11'CfiR ~ ~ ~ CfI't ~ ':f CfI't ~ I 

(The witness then withdrew) 

WITNESS EXAMINED: 
1. Shri Ambrish Mehta, Action Research in Community Health and lJvelopment; 

2. Shri Rajesh ~ishra, Action Research in Community Health and Development. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Ambrish Mehta and Shri Rajesh Mishra, we welcome you all to this sitting of the 
Committ"e. You have already got the copy of the Bill. We have also received your memorandum and we have 
gone through it. You know that this Bill is basically to undo the historical injustice that has been done to the forest 
dwelling community over the years. 

(Direction 58 was read out) 

Since, we have already gone through your memorandum, we shall consider every aspect that you have 
raised in this submission. Ifthere is anything in addition to that or anything that you would like to stress on, please 
make your point. But please be brief. 

SHRI AMBRISH MEHTA: Thank you, very much Mr. Chairman and other Members of the Committee. 
Sir, we have made two submissions. One is the original ODe and the other is having some supplementary points. 
So, we would highlight three or four points from the supplementary submission which we have made. 

This Bill provides the rights which are relating to land and certain other rights which are relating to forest 
produce and management of forest etc. 

About the land related rights, the intention seems to ~ that the title shall be given to the families who are 
cultivating these lands or are having their homes. 

But the Chapter IV on these procedure and authorities for providing these Forest Rights does not have any 
specific provision that this title shall be given. It is written that "the de~ision of the District Level Committee 
would be final and binding. " It ends at there. But afterwards, there is no provision that Collector shall pass orders 
giving titles to the families; or it would make appropriate changes in the land records. So, no specific provision in 
this Section 6 of the Act is there in the Bill. Therefore, we feel that there should be a clear-cut provision 
regarding this. 

In this regard, one should also keep in mind that these are forest lands and while diverting these forest 
lands and giving the titles to the D1bals, the permission of the Ministry of Forest and Environment is also necessary. 
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So, ei~~r a consolidated cue has to be prepared and sent to the MoEF for permission and the Bill should have 
a provIsion that MoEF should tp'BDt permission in all these cases without any additional conditions ofMPV or 
compe~tory affo~~tion, or as an alternative, the Bill should have a provision that there would not be any 
necessity to ~ permiSSion from the MoEF in all these CISeS and Colloctor can take d«;isions and pass appropriate 
orders. But either way, a clear cut provision regarding this should be there. This is what we feel. 

~ . 

~umber two, similarly in the case of non-land related forest ripts where you have management rights, 
here In all these cases also, the Collector must pass orders, and there should be an agreement between the 
Forest J?epartment and the concerned Gram Sabha which clearly enlists the rights and duties of both the parties, 
and which would be binding. This would give a legal binding to the whole arrangement which are being vested. 

Another point we would like to raise on is about the role of Gram Sabhas. This is also an important matter 
and a lot of discussion is going on here. We feel that as far as the process of determination and final examination 
of the rights goes, the Gram Sabha must play a central role. But this does not mean that the Government 
departments do not have to do anything until and unless the claims are received from the Gram Sabha. Specially 
so, the Ministry of Tribal Affairs and the Revenue Department should play 'proactive role, conduct traini .. 
camps, awareness camps, explain the provisions of this Bill. They should tell what the Gram Sabhas are expected 
to do. 

Sir, in this Bill, Gram Sabha is also given a duty to carry out the surveys and measure the lands, and prepare 
maps. We feel that this is something which the Gram Sabhas cannot do on their own. You require trained 
surveyors to measure land and prepare maps and to know actual extent of land. At the same, it is also nec:euary 
that the claims are based on these actual surveys. Otherwise, in most oftbe previous exercises, the rights have 
been recognised and some amount of land is being given. But no verification of actual measurement is being 
carried out. So, we feel that trained surveyors of the District Revenue Ot-"vtment should be put at the disposal 
of Gram Sabhas, and they shall carry out the surveys and give the list and maps to the Gram Sabhas, after which 
the Gram Sabhas would take appropriate decisions. So, once the Grama Sabha initiates the process, the surveyors 
from the Revenue Department should be placed at their disposal. They should usist the Gram Sabhas in 
carrying out the surveys and preparing maps. Otherwise, most of the villagers on their own, would not be able 
to carry out this exercise. These are a couple of main poins. 

Another point we need to make is on the Forest Title in Section 3(j) which talks about the right to protect, 
regenerate or conserve or manage any community forest resource which they have been traditionally protectina 
and conserving for sustainable use. This also needs a little bit of modification in the sense that traditionally 
conserving and protecting many of the areas the people are traditionally conserving and protecting, those arc 
also declared as reserved forests or protected areas. There, there riabts are not recognised as such. So, this 
should extend to reserved forest and protected areas also. This should be modified to read something like: -rheir 
right to control, protect, regenerate, conserve and. sustain ~II forest resources" which fall within the traditional 
boundary of the village or the Gram Sabha. That IS one thing. 

Appropriately, Section V on penalties which are to be impoMd. Ihould be basically left to the Gram 
Sabhas. Once the Gram Sabhas would be managing it, and so, there should be a provision that the Gram Sabhu 
would have the right to impose penalties on forest offences. This Bill ._ically to give rights. So, there should 
not be any clauses for imposition of penalties. One thing can be meatioaed that Gram Sabhas can do this. 

Another important point - other points arc on cut-otr date, inch ... of non-tribel, and they are in dilCwlioo 
and I think, we need Dot repeat. !'~ have ~ready made our submiSl~ on the proviaion of ~re ~, that 
. gilts hould be given only provIsionally m the core areas of sanctuaries and forest. We are worluna In Surpan 
~ ~ area and we are aware of many of the problems, which this can take care of. Core area of~, 
. c h undefined term. Even the Wildlife Protection Act also does DOt have any definition u to what IS core 
IS suc an . b .... - In . there other Ie area and what is not a core area. So, these ISSues are very muc u.n;.~, ~ peop 
I I·, wbo have their own pn'vate IandI, and they aIJo have to be rebabalitaaed. So, these nihil should be a so Ivmg . 
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given permanently; there is no point in keeping these provisionally. You give the rights permanently; and if you 
have to resettle people from the core areas - which would be core areas; how scientific surveys would have 
to be carried out is a separate matter altogether - rights have to be given permanently even in protected areas 
and they shall be resettled along with the other people who are also having rights with due resettlement process. 
Although the overall history is not good that wherever the Forest Department has tried to resettle peOple in 
India, out experieJlce so far is pretty bad and much needs to be done there. These are the main points we would 
like to make. We thank you, very much. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much, Mr. Ambrish Mehta and Mr. ~esh Mishra for having given 
evidence before the Committee. 

Hon. Members, we will meet on April 17th, 18th and 19th. We will close the evidence thereafter. We have 
taken enough of evidences. After that, we wiUdeliberate among ourselves and find out how to go about it. 

On 17th, 18th and 19th, we will take evidence from fresh group of people and therer.fter, we will deliberate 
among ourselves for preparing the report. 

(The Meeting then adjourned) 
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WITNESSES EXAMINED 
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(iii) Shri Ashish Kothari, 
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(iv) Representatives of National Forum of Forest People and Forest 
Workers, Kalimpong 

(i) Smt. Mamta Dash 
(ii) Shri Munni Lal 
(iii) Shri Shiba Sunwar 
(iv) Shri Ashok Choudhary 
(v) Shri Sanjay Basu Mullick 
(vi) Shri Parshuram Netam 
(vii) Shri Debnit Nandi 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Sanjay Upadhyay, I welcome you to this sitting of this Joint Select Committee. 
You are aware that the proposed Bill basically seeks to remove the imbalances and social injustice that has been 
historically meted out to those living in the forest. You have got a copy of the Bill. All that I would like to mention 
is that whatever we discuss here will be made public and published later, unless you specifically state that you 
would like a certain portion to be kept confidential. But whatever we discuss here however will remain confidential 
until the report is presented to the Parliament. We have just got a note which you have just circulated to us. We 
shall surely go through it. But in the mean, time you may begin and highlight or specify those aspects of the Bill 
which you think need to be re-considered or amended or changed. 

SHRI SANJAY UPADHYAY: Mr. Chairman, it is an honour to be here. I express my heartfelt thanks. 
Actually, I was a part of the Drafting Committee of this Bill. I am also the Committee member to draft the 
Wildlife Act, which is now going through amendments. As a lawyer, I think I have the objective view of looking 
at to both sides, having worked in the conservation sector for the last 13 years and having worked with the tribal 
issues for an equal number of periods. I just wanted to highlight key points that I think, to my mind, is a myth 
which is being created about this Bill. Ijust wanted to highlight a few points on that, if you permit me. In the copy 
I have circulated, I have circulated two things. One is about some key issues. I call them some myths, which I 
want to demystify right here before the hon. Members, and another little article that I done, I think, immediately 
after the Bill which came in down to earth. 

The first point is that I have read through a number of communications that are going on in the Internet and 
newspapers. I ha Ie been in touch with a number of people who have been for and against this particular Bill. 
The first concern eyerybody seems to have is that the Bill will hand over the forest to the tribal communities. 
With my humble submission, there is nowhere that we talk about handing over forest as such in the Bill. There 
is no provision in the law which talks about the handing over forest to tribal communities. Secondly, there is a 
whole myth that there will be fresh allocation of forest lands. Nowhere in the Bill that we talk about the fresh 
allocation of land. It is again a myth that has been created about the Bill for reasons best known to them. 
Another very key concern from the pro-conservation lobby that we have heard is that this Bill will encourage 
decimation of forest. Now, I wanted to submit that this Bitl has adequate safeguards within the Bill and then this 
particular Bill is not in lieu of other conservation laws of the country. I am aware of it. I have been an 
environmental lawyer for the last 13 yean. The fact is that this Bill is in complement to ... not in lieu of IJ1Y 
other Bill which is on conservation. So, I wanted to make that point very clear. So, any punishment or penalty 
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provisions that exist in the current Bill is in addition to already that we have in terms of conservation laws. 
whether it is a Wildlife Protection Act or the Forest Conservation Act, or any other conservation law. includina 
Supreme Court orders. I have read all the SSO-odd orders that have come in the T. N. Oodarvan cae and 1he 
Centre for Environmental law, WWF of India case and 1he Navin Daheja case. I have acme throuah moat of 
~ese orders. I was conscious as a part of the Drafting Committee that no order of the Supreme Court is 
VIolated when we talk about the conservation issues as far as this Bill is concerned. 

The fourth point is that when I have heard a lot from the Forest Department across the country-l travel 
extensively-that there arc already policies in place and, therefore, there is no requirement of the Bill. Now, the 
fact is that these policies came in 1990. In fact, 6 specific circulars came which cover the aspects that have 
been covered in this particular Bill. What we found is that it is precisely because a policy statement and not 
enforeceable, that no action almost was taken as far as the country is concerned and, therefore. the need to 
legislate on the policy mandate. All this Bill docs in my understanding is that it mandates what is already there in 
a legislative frame so that it becomes enforceable and the strength of the legislation becomes stronger. That is 
the whole idea as far as I understand this Bill. There has been much debate about this 2.S hectare land. In fact, 
I was instrumental in putting that figure. It actually comes from the forest village rules of different Stites across 
the country. I can quote. for example. Madhya Pradesh, Iharkhand and Orissa which actually comes up with 
this figure of2.5 hectares, around 5 acre of land, for subsistence of tribal nuclear family, so, again that figure is 
a figure that is drawn from the forest village rules themselves. There is a whole argument that 2.S hectares x 1.1 
per cent of tribal families will take over all the forest. No, we arc not talking about 8.1 per oent an~where. We 
are talking about the forest dwelling Scheduled Tribes. As per the Environment Ministry' records, we havc less 
than 2 per ccnt ofland which is so-callcd encroached. I do not like the word 'encroached'. But it is precisely that 
amount ofland that we arc talking about, roughly speaking. There arc cnough evidences to prove who are forest 
dwelling Scheduled Tribes. So, it is about them and this 2.5 hectare is merely. in fact, recognising only to that 
extent. What we already know is that a number of areas have more than 2.S hectares. So, we are talking about 
recognition of only 2.S hectares ofland. The key word is 'recognition' and not 'VanIfer', not 'fresh allocation' and 
not 'disbursement of new land'. That needs to be really clear which I wanted to be humbly submitted ~fore this 
hon. Committee. 

It is very widely quoted that this Bill contradicts the Wildlife Act and the Forolt Conservation Act. As 1 
stated earlier, it does not. Not a single provision of this law actually violates,any single provision ofthe Wildlife 
Act or the Forest Conservation Act or the Supreme Court orden, which have interpreted the Wildlife Act or the 
Forest Conservation Act. In fact, it complements the conservation laws. The punishments are as seriOUI u the 
de-recognition of forest right, which to a tribal community is perhaps the most harsh punishment that you can 
give, what we have envisaged in this particular Bill. So, it is in addition to de-recognition offorest rights that we 
are talking about; wildlife conservation laws and forest conservation laws being in addition to this particular law 
and not in lieu of this particular law. 

The seventh point, which I gathered, is on the concerns of the North-Eastern States. 1 am part of the 
Working Group in the North-East looking at community forestry, and I have realized very consciously that thi. 
Bill is very sensitive to the North-Eastern States. In fact, it ~ery clearly ~YJ-I do not want to ~ o~ ~ 
exact Section-about the recognition of any State law or Regional Council or AutonomoUi Council, which II 
specifically mentioned in Section 3(k). Then, we have the residuary clauac also. The residuary cla~ under ~ 
Forest Rights clearly says that any other traditional right except hunting which is banned in the Wildlt~e ~ 
Act is being recognized. So, the concerns of the No~Eastem States ~ w.:11 taken. care of m residuary 
clauses as well as in the traditional laws that we are talkmg about under thiS partICUlar Bill. 

Now, I am on my eipth point Again, it is • very ~Iitical question that ~h.yat bodies .... not ~ 
ade uate forums to recognize forest rights. We arc not talking about panchayat bodies m thilIaW; we .... taIkiDI 
bo q t the village assemblies; we are talking about the Gram Sabha, the Aam Sabha u w.e commonly ...... 1IInd; :.w :e are talking about the process of initiation from the Gram Sabha. We are not talkin, about the few elected 
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Memben of the Panchayats who will be starting this process. This is well known. For want of better forum. I 
feel that the Gram Sabha is perhaps the best body, which knows who their villagers are, who their commwlity is. 
They are the best bodies, which can initiate this process. That process is supposed to be recognized by the Sub-
level Committee at the Sub-divisionallevel, and then going to the District Level Committee. So, again, there is a 
fair representation at each level to recognize this process. I think, that is very crucial to understand. 

Again, there is a concern about that the Bill will destroy the national parks and sanctuaries. But it would 
not, to my mind, destroy them. Ijust want to raise two points here. One, in this country more than 70 per cent of 
national parks is not finally notified. This is very important to understand. In fact, when I was in the WWF of 
India, we initiated this case in 1995 to settle all the rights in the national parks and sanctuaries, and the fact is that 
today the case is still pending in the Supreme Court. It 6as been 11 years now and the rights have not been 
settled in for the national parks or the sanctuaries. It is important to understand that the national parks are not 
finally notified. Therefore, people's rights may subsist in such areas, which is very important to understand. 
Secondly, about sanctuaries, it needs to bt understood at two different time lines. I humbly submit that there was 
no provision of settling the rights first before a sanctuary was declared. Before 1991, the sanctuaries could be 
directly declared and their settlements for rights were supposed to happen subsequently. It was only 1991, when 
Amendment Act came, the process changed where it was brought at par with the national parks level, wherein 
there was an intention notification, a process of settlement, and then final notification. Now, again, what we 
know and what is there in the Supreme Court is that most of the rights in these sanctuaries have not yet been 
settled. To my mind, if they are not yet been settled, the legal status of such national parks and sanctuaries is 
proposed and they are not yet finally notified; it is my contention. Therefore, to my mind, this Bill or anybody 
who is talking pro-conservatio~I am the conservationist myself-needs to take into account these in between 
status of communities whose rights have not been settled, and I think, this is very crucial. 

My last point is that every body says that the tribal will not Wlderstand this Bill. It is very correct. The tribal 
is not supposed to understand this Bill. That is our contention. That is why we have put the onus of proof to 
determine rights for the State and not for tribal to understand this Bill. This is a radical shift; nowhere in the 
legislation history we have put onus of proof. Even there are some criminal laws, where onus of proof is not on 
the State, but here we have put the onus of proof is not on the State. Therefore, if a State disputes that a 
partiCUlar tribal does not stay in that area, then the State is supposed to prove with records; and· there are 
innumerable records that exist for the Scheduled Tribes to say that a particular tribal community or a person 
does not belong to that areas or he is not a bona fide resident of that particular area. 

So, these are the 10 myths I wanted to clarify. However, I have just three concerns. For want of time, I 
would quickly go through that. When we were drafting this Bill, when it came to us, it was 'Forest Dwelling 
Communities and Forest Dwellers and Scheduled Tribes Bill.' However, the forest dwellers component was left 
out in the fmal version. I think, to be fair, that there are people who are similarly placed. However, I take it that 
this particular Bill is the first step to test the walen, to come up with a formal process, to come up with a sound 
procea, to recognize the forest rights and the oth6r forest dwelling communities should be taken as a second 
step. I think, that is the way this Bill should be taken. I knew that there was some problems with the allocations 
of business rules and so on, but I think, the fact is that if we take the STs to begin with as the first step and the 
other dwelling communities as a second step with certain modifications, then we will do justice as far IS this Bill 
is concerned. 

Now, there has been a word introduced on drafting as 'core areas' of national parks and sanctuaries. Now, 
tht core areas are the administrative areas. Core areas, buffer areas and dispersive areas are all administrative 
categories, which have DO legal sanction. Now, we noed to be very clear as to what are the core areas, where 
are these core areas, what are the guidelines to declare the core areas before we saytbat rights will not exist in 
such areas. It is because, I am aware that in several national parks, there are core areas. There are many more" 
examples where in core areas, there are national highways passing; I know there are core areas where villagers 
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are .there. So, we need to be very careful in defining the core areas. I think, that is still a shortcoming in tho Bill. 
whIch has not been put in place. . 

My last point is that people say God is in details, and we really need to put a lot of time on drafting the 
rules. We have already been thinking about it in terms of the process. We have set up three Committees. We 
have the Gram Sabha; we have the Sub-divisional Committee and we have the District Level Committee. What 
we need to convey to the people of this country is that there is a fair representation at each level. Gram Sabha, 
we know, is a contiguous unit, but at the Sub-divisionallevel, at the District Level Committee, we need to have 
a fair representation, which takes the concerns of the forester, the revenue persons, the Panchaya, persons, the 
rural development persons, the tribal persons and the community at large, and the political representation from 
that area. So, I think, we have not really gone in details, which fa obvious because a law cannot detail all such 
details. 

Therefore, we need to be very ~areful as to how we draft Ute rules. I think, it should come out ~ery quickly 
and simultaneously with this law so that there is no misconception about this Bill. Thank you very much for your 
patient hearing. I am really honoured to be bere. If there are any clarifications or points, I would be more than 
happy to answer. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much, Mr. Upadhyay. We will surely take note of your Q.bservations 
that you have made. . 

SHRI RAVULA CHANDRA SEKAR REDDY: In. your lut point, you said that the tribal should not 
understand the Bill. Basically, I think, the Bill is initiated to protect tho forests as well as the interests oftribals 
also. 

Can you enlighten us? Can you elaborate your understanding of this? 

SHRI SANJAY UPADHYAY: What I have said is that there is this tnyth that the Tribal will never 
understand this Bill that we are drafting for the Tribal people. I want to exclude this myth that it is not nocessary 
for the Tribal to understand the intricacies of this Bill. One of the reasons is because the Tribals' existence in 
such areas is known. It is very well known. It is the settlement process of this country which did not recosniad 
that existence. That is why, we have had several policy circulm. We have thm Bill which automatically addresIos 
that concern. What I am trying to make is that it is not .... 1rY for the Tribal to undeJ'Sland the intricacies of 
this particular Bill. It is their existence which has been recognized. It is their forest right whIch has been vested 
as this law will pass. So, it is an automatic vesting of forest rishts which have been enumerated in the law. So, 
he is not supposed to understand. 

SHRI RAVULA CHANDRA SEKAR REDDY: My point is that most of them are illiterates. As a matter 
offact, 100 per cent of the people are illiterates and there is overy possibility ofexploitation 

SHRI SANJAY UPADHYAY: With due respect, I would like to disagree with that for the simple reason 
that if you look at the unit which is recognizing forest rights, it is assuming. This Bill assumes that the Oram 
Sabha is the best unit to recognizc who their neipboun are and it is only the Gram S.bha, the Aam Sabha, the 
village assembly, whtch is supposed to initiate the process. Now, as I understand village community-I have 
been there many times-the Gram Sabha, which is the smallest unit, will not recognize anybody who is an 
outsider, especially a tribal community. 

I have visited across this country. Tribal communities are very contiguous. You know better than me. 
The way they are united, the way they are contiguous, they would nonnaJ/y never encuurage any other person 

t ofthoir will to recognize their presence.lfthere are people who are there by force, per force. may be then 
;: are weak. But this law exactly strengthens that position that is it is the Gram Sabha which has beta pven 
hey er to recognize who my neighboun are, which is my family, where do I celebrate my Holi, where do I 
~ e pow lebration and whore do I go in times of death. The way the vii'" was defined, the way the hamlets 
w~:~:;med 8Cro~ the country, whether it is a paJli or a bala or any villap hlmlet th8I we .. taIkina about, 
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they have recognized based on these traditions. They have never followed revenue jurisdiction. They have 
always followed their traditional boundaries. I feel ifthey are given the power to recognize their right, it will be 
the best unit possible for want of any better institution. That is my contention. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: THANK YOU. 

(The witness then withdrew) 

WITNESS EXAMINED: 
Shri C.R. Bijoy, Coirnbatore. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. C.R. Bijoy, I welcome you to this sitting of our Joint Select Committee. 

You are aware basically this Bill has been introduced to sort out the differences on the historical injustice 
that has been done to the forest dwelliing tribals over centuries. I presume you got a copy of the Bill which you 
may have studied by now. Whatever we discuss now will have to remain confidential until the Report is presented 
to Parliament. But after that, whatever is recorded can be published or made public unless you specifically 
mention that a portion of what you say will have to remain confidential. 

You may please begin and enlighten the Committee about whatever aspects of the Bill you think should be 
dealt with in a more detailed manner or if there are any changes that you feel should be made. 

SHRI C.R. BUOY: Basically, I have made one submission. On the one hand it is related to the problem 
related to the definition of the village. So, what I have suggested is that we delete the section which says 'any 
area referred to as a village in any State'. That section be deleted. One can modify it by saying that for the 
purpose of this particular Act, the village as in Panchayat Raj Schedule n Exemption, 1996, PESA Act can be 
used as far as application of this particular law is concerned. Of course, in the submission I have given a lot of 
explanations which I am not going into now. 

The second one is OD section 6 (1). One aspect which I have suggested is the addition, inclusion of other 
forest dwellers which, I am sure, is being debated. The second thing is that as far as the village is concerned, 
what is mentioned is a local limit. What I have suggested is that one could think in terms of the customary limits 
also. That can be taken into account. Therefore, the boundary of that village will also, for the purpose of this 
particular Act, have to include the customary limits, whether it is right now classified as a reserve forest or not. 

In terms of the procedure, the Bill as it is available in the public domain says, the village or the Gram Sabha 
shall determine the rights. Essentially the structure remains the same as it is now. Therefore, one is not arguing 
about the provisions in any existing law of rights. Probably, one has to focus more on how to make sure that 
whatever change is being made is implemented. One cannot afford to say that in the future that somewhere in 
the implementation we have gone wrong. Therefore, what I have suggested is that essentially we follow the 
same track as the PESA Act and say that the village actually determines and settles the rights. 

If anybody is aggrieved as in the present proposal, they can come to the Sub-divisional Committee and the 
Sub-divisional Committee then makes its observation and gives it back to the Gram Sabha for its reconsideration 
but the decision would be that of the Gram Sabha. All the decisions of the Gram Sabha are directly suggested to 
be forwarded to the district level committee and the district level committee in the absence of any objection or 
grievance from anybody in the Gram Sabha, within a certain stipulated number of days-I have suggested 
30 days-will have to make changes in the record and make necessary notification. 

I have added the portion which is there in the Right to Information Act in terms of how do you ensure that 
these procedures are complete within 30 days. How do you ensure that the district level committee fmisbes off 
the task? So, I have exactly copied the portion of the Right to Infonnation Act and suggested that if it goes 
beyond 30 days and if there are no complaints about it, then there will be a fine ofRs. 250. I have added the 
same thing to that. 
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Reprding the role of the Sub-divisional CommJaee. I think it is very necessary to make sure that the Sub-
divisional Committee hu a role in informing eYer)' Gram Sabba about this particular law. It could also problbly 
take on this responsibility that wherever the Pancbayats or the Gram Sabhas are not tt.tina. they should take 
the responsibility of convening the meetings of the Gram Sabha. There are two full responsibilities. One is 
communicating within the jurisdiction, and the second is to ensure that the Gram Sabba meeb. There is also a 
question that some of the rights would overlap with the rights of some other Gram Sabhas. Therefore. it would 
become the responsibility of the different Gram Sabhas involved to collectively to meet and to take decision. If 
they are not able to take a decision, if they are not able to meet, then it will be the Sub-divisional Committee who 
shall convene the various Gram Sabhas and say you have to take a decision now about whatever are the 
conflicting or disputed rights. This is essentially the point as far as this particular section is concerned. 

I have also introduced, as I mentioned to you on the Right to Information Act, the portion under offences 
and penalty. I have submitted this as a third suggestion. 

There are a few other issues, which I have brought, which have been from the region, which I come 
from. For instance, one of the major sections of the people in the Western Ghats are the Sri Lankan repatriates 
who are essentially Indians taken about 150 years ago, not given the citizenship rights; and under the pact 
they have been brought back. Over all, in the State, more than five lakh people have been settled in different 
hill areas and they have been the plantation labours. About 80,000 people are there in Nilgiri district alone. 
When they came in the Seventies, they did not know anything about the law; they were told that under the 
agreement they would be all given three acres of land plus housing, electricity and employment opportunities. 
There was a Government set up created for plantation. But lots of things went wrong. and nobody got the 
land. Therefore, the local mafias and other prople offered the land and sold the land. The sale took place. 
Anyway, they have all settled there and they have been facing a lot of problems including the threat of 
eviction in Godalur. Nilgiri region has the history of violent fight whenever the eviction issue comes up. 
Fortunately, the situation has come up where people are now insisting on eviction of the right kind of people 
and not the eviction of the wrong kind of people. 

There is also another major section Qf people, which is under this. During 1951-52, under the Grow More 
Food Campaign, a lot of people were encouraged by the Government to go and settle there. They have cleared 
up the forest, and they have been living there. But they arc constantly under the threat; there have been protests 
and some of the people have immolated themselves in the last decade. So, that constitutes another category. 
The people there and all of us feel that we would include two categories in the forest dwellers defi~ition. One is, 
those people who have been settled because of international agreements. May be, this is one particular case, 
but I do not know whether there would be any other cases; I do not know about the Bangladesh; I have no idea 
about it. Second is, where as a State Government Programme, they have encouraged the people to move into 
the forest 30 to 40 years ago. These two criterions could be added to the whole dermition of the forest dwellers. 
This is one kind of submission that I have made. 

But other than that, one of the major problems for example, in the Western Ohats is that people have been 
protesting against the extention of the protected areas. Now, the argument, which the people are giving, is the 
experience of these areas, which have been, declared as wild life sanctuaries and protected areas. The.moment 
it is done it becomes as exclusive preserve oftbe mafias. In the south, we have a lot ofpoople who are Involwd 
in these r:.afia things. That is a problem, which is there. So, the people feel that if they are moving in out ofthil 
area, then it becomes a kind of disincentive for the poachers and others to enter. Their experience iJ ~ the 
moment you classify into the wild life sanctuary or the national parks, it becomes a kind of free for all, eapocially 
for those who are armed poachers. The areas which are outside, continue to be inhabited, and ~Ie ~ 
moving around; and therefore. it is disinceative. The people are also protectins it In die cue of ,,:dd life 
sanctuaries, national parks they rmd it di!licult.to mov~ i~ and to ~tect. So, ~le ~~ been ~ID& any 
further extension oftbe wild life ~ uymg that it II ~ them. J ~ dUlll one 1DIJ0f lllue that 
bas come up especially in the Mudummab W'aId Suactuary. Blndlpur NaprbolL 
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Then, of course, there is this whole controversy about the cut-off date. The prcception from the people in 
that area is that 1980 will be too problematic. The big fear is there. For instance, we have a large number of 
cases where people would try to ,,-cate records of lease from Nilangur-Kovilangam. Even you have the old 
papers, ancient papers, and ink m still being used to manufacture the so-called lease. So, it may be creating 
records, pre-dated FIRs so that the some of the big encroachers could claim. They may get the Forest Department 
to these old cases and later, they may ask them to identify the land. So, this kind of problems would come in the 
cut-off date as 1980. If it is something very closer, then it becomes much easier to verifiable. So, the suggestion 
is to keep it as close as possible. There may be definitely a section of people who are not using the forest for any 
limited purposes and yet plantation may be there, encroachment of plantation offorest areas may be there. So, 
all these issues are there. There is also an increasing trend of drought. For example, Western States. There is an 
increasing trend of drought because deforestation and all these kinds of issues have actually led to the agenda 
of forest conservation and water very much into the forefront. In fact, now the political parties in both the States 
are now forced to take up these issues becam: ~ of the drought, especially in the hill regions. So, the conservation 
agenda is very much there. So, the people feel that they should have a right to conserve. So, somewhere in the 
Act though it is mentioned, the provisions of the community conservation component will have to be addressed 
very closely. Thank you. 

SHRI RAVULA CHANDRA SEKAR REDDY: We have been hearing you. I am happy that you have 
give., a detailed note to us. )ou have shared your experience with the Committee. Since you are interested in 
Sub-divisional Committees and thereaf~er Divisional Level, District Level Committees, I would say that on the 
one hand you are saying that the Gram Sabhas should be empowered and they should determine everything but 
on the other hand you are ;nterested in the cut-off date as close as possible. It seems to be a vague suggestion. 
What may be the possible cut-off date? In the presence of Gram Sabha Resolution and in the presence of the 
Sub-divisional Committees and District Level Committees, as suggested by you, what purpose would be served? 
How are you going to justify the cut-off date, as closer as possible, as suggested by you? 

SHRI C.R. BUOY: As far as the cut-off date is concerned, the best cut-off date would be something 
which is easily verifiable, and what is easily verifiable is there currently on the: ground. 

The second thing is that the Bill obviousl, is intended only for those people wt.ose livelihood is affected. 
That is the focus. Considering th"t, it would be easily verifiable. If one is talking about the cut-off date of earlier 
times, he has to think in terms of trying to build up evidence. Then, all kinds of dynlUT.ics would enter into the 
picture. So, it makes it easier for practical purposes. 

As far as the Sub-divisional Committee and the District Level Commillee are concerned, what I have 
suggested is that the Sub-divisional Committee's responsibilities should be limited to looking into the complaints 
and making their observations, and referring them back to the Gram Sabha. It is because, when after some kind 
of settlement is over, tomorrow we cannot have the same problem coming over and over again. So, one of the 
best ways to enable the Gram S abha to take the full responsibility for whatever they are going to take is to give 
the ball back to the Gram Sabha. And, the Sub-divisional Committee, as I mentioned earlier, has got two 
responsibilities. One is to make aware of the Act and the second is to ensure that where the Gram Sabhas are 
not taking the initictive to call any meeting of the Gram Sabhas, they should be encouraged to take the initiative. 
Similar is about the inter-Gram Sabhas, where the dispute comes. The District Level Committee's job is 
essentially this. Once you have the Gram Sabha Resolution, then its job is to efficiently change the records and 
settle the whole thing. One can expect that these kinds of change of records are also ~ing to have the repercussions, 
which means, ident:ftcation of illegal encroaches. All these kinds of things would come in the nonnal course, but not 
essentially as part of it. So, somewhere along the way, I say that the District Level Committees - once these 
records come and when they IU'P. changing the records - will have to compare them with all existing records. 

And then, they may probably have to refer things for which further action I.as to be taken by the Forest 
Department for eviction etc. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you, very much. 
(The Witness thEn withdrew). 
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WITNESS EXAMINED: 
Shri Ashish Kothari, Pune. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Ashish Kothari, I welcome you to this sitting of our Joint Select Committee. You 
are aware that this Bill has basically been introduced to sort of undo the historical injustice that has been meted 
out to the forest-dwelling tril:als. You have got a copy of the Bill and we have received your memorandum also. 

(Direction 58 read ow) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You may now proceed. We will go through the mem(\randum which you have given. 
You do not have to go through that entire thing. If you have anything that you want to highlight or stress on, 
please do so. 

SHRI ASHlSH KOTHARI: Thank you for this opportunity. I would just make a couple of general points. 

We are an organisation that has been working for the last 26 years on environmental issues. We have 
consistently tried to take a position that the environment canno: just be for the luxury of rich people to go and 
enjoy, as often is thought, and that the relationship between the natural environment and local communities-
both adivasi and non adivasi local communities-very very close, very intricate. 

So, for a long time we have also been arguing that there is a need for recognition of the rights of local 
communitie$ to not just forest but in fact all kinds of natural resources. So, we very much welcome this Bill. But 
we also have been a group that is very strongly arguing for the protection of nature. This might sometimes seem 
to be contradictory because local people need to usc natnre, they live inside natural areas. On the other hand if 
you want to protect nature, then often the argument is that the local people should not be allowed to stay there. 

Our position has always been that we can only protect nature if the local communities arc empowered 
along with, of course, the relevant Government Departments and so on. So, from that point of view, we very 
much welcome this Bill. 

Most of the comments I gave arc based on the very basic belief that we need to have very site-specific 
solutions. India is a very diverse country. It is diverse from the ecological perspective, natural resources, wildlife 
and culture and people. so, any solution that is sought to be imposed or brought in for the problems that arc faced 
cannot be one kind oisolution. So, my comments on this would be based largely on the premise that if we can 
have a Bill which actually is able to provide for the spc<:ificities that arc needed in different countriea. For 
instance the situation in part of the North-East arc very different from the situations in partI of South India. So, 
that is our main concern. 

If I could take us through the specific comments that we have made in the submission, if everybody has 
a copy of that, the first comment we havo--and I think you would have roceived from a number of other people 
also-is that we feel that it should not be restricted to Scheduled Tribes. There arc equally ttependcnt forest 
communities who are non-scheduled Tribes who have been traditionally living inside or adjlCellt to forests. They 
should also be given the same kind of rights. However, we would recommend that there be a time-bound 
process of identifying such communities. Especially this is i~portant beca~ there arc also a lot of situations in 
which people have settled in very recently. They could be migrants from outsl~, ~ could be refupes or other 
kinds of people or vested interests who have en.c~hed on for .. st· lands. ThIS Bill should not be for ~m. But 
it definitely must include those who have traditionally been dependent on forests and I would ~pec~~ also 
include the nomadic communities because they arc the ones who arc unfortunately the most das-pnvaleged. 
They get the leut kind of rights. Because they arc no! scttl~ in one place, they are ~vinl from place to plJlCC, 
their statu. .. is very-very bad. So, our fU'lt comment .. that It should be expuded to mcludc the lIOIHChodule 
Tribes also. 

The second major comment we have is with reprd to Section 2(b) which is the definition which talks about 
core areas. I would link this to Section 4.1 which is about rights of people inside protecIed --national pirkl 
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and wildlife sanctuaries. We have been studying the Wildlife Act for the last 20-25 years now and looking at the 
problems that the Wildlife Act has created especially for people who live inside these wildlife sanctuaries and 
national parks. Our estimate is that at least three to four million inside these national parks and sanctuariel. The 
states of these three-four million people has been very-very uncertain. They are living with no certainty about 
their rights. They are living with no certainty about whether they will be resettled somewhere else. There is a 
situation of conflict and harassment which is very-very common across the country. So, the Bill needs to 
address that issue. The way it does so here, we feel, is not satisfactory at all. 

If I can refer you to Section 2(b) which is the definition of core areas, and then to Section 4.1 which talks 
about what should be done in those core areas for the adivasis . that are there. I have two or three submissions 
to make here. Firstly, the term core area itself is problematic. It is a commonly used term in wildlife management 
and it refers to a particular kind of area where as a part of a national park or a wildlife sanctuary, a smaller part 
is designated as a core area where nobody is allowed to go. That is essentially what it means. However, here the 
meaning that we are wanting to talk about is what we have called critical wildlife habitats. These are areas 
where the wildlife needs a certain amount of peace and security like where tigers are breeding and bears are 
breeding. They need some amount of peace and not too much of disturbance. 

But as any good wildlife scientist will tell us, even in a critical wildlife habitat, it is not essential that all 
human beings have to be moved out. Some human presence can be allowed but it has of course to be restricted. 
The kinds of activities that are allowed have to be restricted. But it is not necessary that everybody has to be 
moved out. So, Section 4.1 talks about giving provisional rights to Scheduled Tribes within such areas for five 
years. And in that five years if they are removed out fme. Ifnot, they get permanent rights. That is the current 
provision is. We feel it is not a solution either to conservation or to the people's rights. That is because what will 
happen is that either people will be forcibly moved out withiD these five years-and I think we should take a 
very strong position against any kind offorcible-displacemcnt, which is not wilfully allowed or consented to by 
the people-or the State Governments will simply sit back and say let the five years pass and people will 
continue to stay and then it will become permanent. So, it neither solves the wildlife conservation problem nor 
does it solve the problem of the people. We have given suggestions on difforent alternative wordings on page 
eight of our submission. 

We have suggested that there should be a process by which these critical wildlife habitats are identified. 
We would kindly urge you not to leave this process to the Ministry of EnviroMlent.In Section 2(b}- the core 
areas are to be identified by the Ministry of Environment. Having closely watched the performance of the 
Ministry of Environment for a long time, we do not think that it has the expertise to do this on its own. This kind 
of identification of core areas or critical wildlife habitats must be done by an independent body ofscientists who 
know wildlife science. Once that is done, then, there are three options for them. 

Firstly, it is to be determined that people can continue to stay and conservation can also happen. Let me 
give example-Srisailam Tiger Reserve or national parks and wildlife sanctuaries-where people are inside but 
they are in small number. There are traditional Adivasis who are living in harmony with nature and it could well 
be determined that these are areas where people should be given rights there. They should be given joint 
management kind of a partnership for that area. Let them also protect the wildlife. Let them enjoy the benefits 
of local resource. 

Secondly, where it is felt that people are living in a way causing damage to those wildlife habitats, then either 
their practices can be change, they continue to live there or of course if that is also not possible, then resettlement 
can be opted, but through a process of consent, discussion and dialogue. These are two-three possibilities for such 
critical wildlife habitats. Our main concern is that the Bill with this current drafting does not help to do all these two 
things. In any case, there is no difference between a provision and permanent right. It has not been defmed in the 
Act and Bill. Once giving provisional right for five years is like a permanent right. A permanent right even if it 
become permanent, can still to be acquired under the Wildlife Act So, it is actually never permanent So, there is no 
real distinction. Therefore, we need a different kind of approach which we have suggested. 
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Section 3(j) on PIP 6 is about conuauUy forest resourco-riaht to pratec:t, .......... COIIIII N or 
manase any forest reaoun:e. Our studies IClC* India has shown that there are bundrecla or IYeII ...... of 
examples where COIIUDuaities are protectilll the forest. As you very well aware in Oriua, there are at .... 
10,000 f~t protection C08UDuoitioi. RecontIy. we were in Naplancl. There are at last lOO-ISOYiI ..... that 
are protecting forest IIld wildlife. But IopIly there is no such thing as community foreIt I'IIOUICI. So. whit 
cou~ happen in the eun.at fonnulation is that the State Governments would say, all riaht. the oommwa_'" 
the ngllt to protect. What is a community land -ponchayal or private land but not NIeI'Ye ror.ts are not 
protect Forests are Government land. This is already whit has happened with PESA where we talked about 
~timber mining forest produce ownership. But many States have said that this i. fine OIIpanchttyalland but 
not m reserve or protected forest. We feel that in most of the documented across the country are actually where 
communities are protecting reserve or protected forest because there is a little panchaytlt forest except in parts 
of North-East where they are owning the forest. So, we feel that the term 'community forest' needs to be 
defined as including of forests which are adjacent to villages or in fact, it should just change the 'forest land' 
remove the word 'community' and just say forest land because an ready the Bill deranes 'forest land' includes all 
kinds of forest. 

This may be a mistake but it becomes a very important one-Section 4(2~gnition and whetting of 
forest rights under this Act. In my submission, it is on page 9-forest dwelling tribes, etc. is subject to date-
25.10.1980. This is only for tribes that have occupied forest land before 1980 but there are lois oftnbal communities 
which have customary access to forest who are not occupying forest lands. They may be on revenue land, a 
land that has already been given. So, this Bill creates a peculiar situation that all the forest rights that they 
currently enjoy, either customary or otherwise, will not be granted under the Act because they are not occupying 
forest land. So, what we are suggesting is that Section 4(2) should apply to only the right which is unci« Section 
3(a}-right to land, the right to patlas for forest land. But all the other rights this Bill provides for, that is riahb 
to nistar. rights to forest produce, etc. Those should be for any Scheduled Tribe or forest dwelling community. 
not only for those who occupy the forest land. I hope I am clear. Otherwiso, it will create a very peculiar 
situation of that kind. 

The same situation could be created with responsibilities also. The Bill provides for whole series of 
responsibilities for conservation. But those responsibilities are only for those who have the riat". under the Bill. 
You have village where under the Bill some people have got the rights. Having got the righas from earlier times 
on revenue land or they are non-Scheduled Tribes, then you create a very strange situation. In the same locality 
or forest some people have responsibility for protecting forest» and others do not. There is a likelihood of a 
conflict coming up. Again, we have suggested some chanses and said that the responsibility for conservation 
should be for the entire community or tribe. 

Section 5 (c~n our submission, it is on page 11-ensures that the habital of forest dwelling Scheduled 
Tribe is preserved from any form of destructive practices affecting their cultural and natural heritage. We foel 
that this is a very powerful clause because we have seen in Orissa, Chhanisgarh. Jharkhand, Uttaraac:haI and 
everywhere destructive mining or big dams or expressways or podS an: cauaing a lot ofhavOG in these kinds of 
areas to both people and wildlife. What we suggest is that this is not an adequate provision 10 stop that kind of 
a process. First of all, it should not be only to holden offorest rights who have to ensure that This duty under 
Section S( c) of the Bill is given only to whose who have forest rights. We feel that this is somethina that should 
be first of all also the responsibility of the Government concerned. The Government coocernod is to enJUI'C that 
the habitat offorest dwelling community d preaerved apinst destructive practices. 

Secondly, it should be for the entire community, not only for those who occupy rights under the Bill. 
Thirdly, we would stress that ~ou co~1d provide a procell which includes, for instance, ~ pub~ic 

hearing so that any project of any kind whICh IS CO come on lands that bclona to the forest dwell .... community 
or where they have rights, should have a mandatory public hearina with all the communities to be affected or 
the community should have the riabt to provide or deny~. Now, we ~ an administndiYe order 6una die 
M' 'sUy of Environment to this effect But unfoa1uaItely II II GIlly an admanistrative order which a&yI that it .... 
to~~11 the State Governments before they approve lIlY cleve10paaeat projeet. CODIeIIl of the local conunuaity 
should be sought. 
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But unfortunately, because it is the administrative Order, nobodr follows it. We feel something like this 
should come into the B:II so that it becomes legal, mandatory kind ofa thing. That will be one very good check 
against very destructive development. , ' . 

The next point is on the composition ofSub-divisional Committee, District Level Committee and the State 
Level Monitoring Committee. It is concerning Section 6(8), page 8 of my submission. These Committees will 
consist of officers of the Revenue, Forest and Tribal Affairs Departments, and the rest of the composition shall 
be prescribed later. That is what the Bill says right now. Now, we feel that it is very important that these 
Committees must have the representatives of the communities, and must have the local NGOs both social action 
NGOs and conservation NGOs. The Bill should itself preScribe that, and not leave it to subsequent step of 
prescription because nobody could predict. I am saying this specially because we have already specified the 
Government Departments. So, if we are specifying the Government Departments, which should be there in the 
Committees, then we should also specify the non-Government people who should be in the composition of these 
Committees. 

My last point, Mr. Chainnan, is about penalties. I am referring to Section 7. Under Section 7, anybody 
who us guilty of killing a wild animal, unsustainably using forest or destroying trees etc., is to be fined up to 
Rs. 1,000 plus a penalty .under any other law that may be applicable there. Now, supposing a villager kills a wild 
animal, he will be fined Ri. 1,000 and also he will be prosecuted under the Wildlife Act or the Forest Act, as the 
case may be. Now, we feel that this kind of double penalising is unnecessarily complicated. It will create more 
harassment. So, the Bill should either specify what kind of infringement of violations would come for penalties 
under this Bill, under the existing Act, under the Forest Act and under the Wildlife Act. Or, it should simply say 
that 'because they are already dealt with under the Forest and Wildlife Act, it should be dealt with under the 
existing Act.' 

There is some vague tenninology that could lead to harassment or a lot of misunderstanding. For instance, 
at one point the Bill talks about no destruction of bio-diversity. This tenn bio-diversity is so vague. It could be 
plucking of one plant from somewhere; and the Forec:t Officer could come and say thllt you are infringing the 
Act. Or, it could be doing all kinds of damage and could still show that I am not causing damage to the bio-
diversity. It depends on how you define it. So, we have suggested that some of the tenns that have been used 
here can be much m"re rigorously defined. We have given some alternatives. We would be very happy to help 
the Committee if it feels that some assistance L needed in some of the typical tenns as to how they could be 
defined. 

At the end, Mr. Chainnan, I would again thank you for this. As I said, our main concern is how to balance 
the rights of the people with the need for conservation. Both are equally important to us. We feel that this Bill 
has gone a certain distance, but with these additional changes, I think, it would be the most powerful tool for this 
kind of a balance that Independent India has ever created. Thank you. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. 
(l'he witness then withdrew) 

WITNESSES EXAMINED: 
I. Shri Ashok Choudhury, Convenor, National Forum of Forest People and forest Workers, Kalimpong; 
2. Shri Munilal. National Forum of Forest People and Forest Workers, Kaiimpong 
MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Ashok Choudhury and your colleagues, I welcome you all to this sitting of the 

Joint Select Committee. You have got a copy of the Bill but we have just received your memorandum. I would 
only like to mention that whatever we discuss today will have to remain confidential until we present this Report 
to Parliament; and if there is anything that you want us to keep confidential, please let us know it because 
otherwise whatever we discuss here will be public after the Report is placed on the Table of the House. We will 
go through your memorandum in detail. Though it is just received, we shall certainly consider every aspect of 
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~hat you have ~res~nted to this Committee. But ifthere is anything that you want to stress or lay stress on, or 
If you want to hIghlight and point, you may do so. 

Before we start, please introduce your colleagues to the committee. 

(Jatroduetioa) 
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SHRl RAVULA CHANDRA SEKAR REDDY: While appreciating the efforts and suggestions made by 
your team, I would like to know as to why you want to exclude the eight North-Eastern States from the purview 
of this Bill. The State of Jammu and Kashmir cannot be compared with any other States of the country. But 
whenever any legislation is made through the Parliament of India the provisions of the Act are applicable to all 
States except for the State of Jammu and Kashmir. Now, do you want to create another such segment? You 
may be right in what you are saying from your experience. But how are you going to differentiate? States like 
Jharkhand also has similarity insofar as forests are concerned. If the North-Eastern States, the Backward 
States and the tribal dominated States are excluded, then the very purpose of this Bill be defeated as far as my 
limited knowledge goes. With ~our experience in the matter you can enlighten the Committee on this point. 

SHRI ASHOK CHOUDHURY: The State of Jammu and Kashmir is excluded from the provisions of this 
Bill because of article 370. Now, in many of the North-Eastern States, within the Sixth Schedule and outside the 
Sixth Schedule, forest is known as private forest. It is not classified, as is the case in Tripura and Assam. The 
forest cover in Jharkhand is classified. Now the danger is when it is not classified it could be taken over by the 
authorities. So, in the Sixth Schedule areas, in case of the unclassified forest cover there is an apprehension 
from our friends in the North-East that it could be taken over by the authorities. We discussed this issue with our 
friends from the North-Eastern States and so a proposal is made that in the Bill it should be divided. 

Either there should be a provision saying that the community ownership of the forests of the North-Eastern 
States would not be affected or there should be a declaration. Then, there is no need. But, in this form, we 
apprehend that there will be danger. In Tripura, Arunachal Pradesh and Meghalaya - especially in Tripura and 
Arunachal- there is the danger of the Forest Department encroaching upon the community forests. That is the 
danger that we apprehend. By calling it a reserve forest, protected forest, they will take it over. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Ashok Choudhury and your colleagues, I thank you very much for having come 
and explained your views and position on the Bill. We will certainly consider every aspect that is presented to us 
today. Thank you. 

(The witnesses then withdrew) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Hon. Members, two other groups were supposed to come but they have not reached 
Delhi. So, as far as taking evidence is concerned, I think we have finished that today. 

Now, J would just like to read the schedule once again. The last date for taking evidence is day after 
tomorrow, the 19th. Then, the last date for receipt of notice of amendments is 28th'ofthis month. Written notice 
""ill go from the Secretariat. But I would like to inform the hon. Members that they may take two or three days' 
time. In the mean time, you may prepare your amendments and kindly send them to the Secretariat so that we 
will tabulate them and prepare them before they are circulated to the hon. Members. Then, clause by clause 
consideration will be taken up on 2nd May, 1 st May is May Day. So, we are taking it on 2nd Day. On the 9th, we 
will take up consideration and adoption of the Draft Report. Ifthere are any Dissenting Notes, then, we shall 
give three or four days' time for that. I hope there will be no Dissenting Notes and we will all be able to sit 
together and produce a unanimous report which will give strength to our recommendations. So, I thought that I 
should apprise you 6fthis time table so that you will hawe adequate time available with you. You can start giving 
notice of amendments accordingly. The last date will be 28th. Day after tomorrow, we will finish the evidence 
part of it. 

We will meet again tomorrow at the same place at Three of the Clock. Thank you. 
(The Committee then adjourned) 

• 
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WITNESSES EXAMINED: 

(i) Representatives ofSEVA· (Sustainable Agriculture & Environment Voluntary Action, Madurai) 

Shri Padmakumar 
Shri S. Muthiah 
Shri R. Muthiah 
Shri Hanwant Singh 
Shri Babulal Raika 
Shri Hira Ram Raika 
Shri Bhopal Ram Raika 

(ii) Shri Samar Singh, lAS (Retd.) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Samar Singh, I welcome you to the sitting of this Joint Select Committee on my 
behalf and on behalf of my other colleagues on the Committee. You are aware that this Bill which Parliament is 
seeking to introduce is basically to undo the historical injustice which has been meted out to the forest-dwellers, 
especially the Scheduled Tribes who have been denied their rights for over a century. You have got a copy of the 
Bill which you must have gone through. 

I would only like to mention that whatever we discuss here will have to remain confidential until we 
present a Report to the Parliament. After that whatever we have discussed here can be made public also. In 
case you desire that any part of what you may tell us has to remain confidential you can do so while you make 
the presentation in which case we will not include it in the Report. 

You may please go ahead and make your observations. 

SHRI SAMAR SINGH: Thank you very much, Sir. First of all, I would like to thank the hon. Committee 
for giving me this opportunity. I belong to a predominantly tribal district of Doongerpur in Rajasthan. When I 
joined the service, the lAS, I had an opportunity to serve in Madhya Pradesh where I was Collector in West 
Dimar, Kharbong district and also in Bastar which are again very predominantly tribal districts. Then, subsequently, 
I was Forest Secretary in Madhya Pradesh for three years and then subsequently I was in the Ministry of 
Agriculture looking after forest and wildlife. Subsequently I was with the Ministry of Environment also dealing 
with forest and wildlife. So, in a way, I have had opportunity through my career to get acquainted with the issues 
which this hon. Committee is addressing. 

Sir, I would like to make my submissions in two parts. One is-some general comment which relate to the 
scheme of the Bill under consideration and then I have some points, more specific, with relation to certain 
provisions of the Bill. In the first part, may I submit, that the main objective of the Bill is undoubtedly to confer 
certain rights on the forest-dwelling Scheduled Tribes in respect of forest lands and this is, perhaps, the first time 
that a Central Legislation is proposed on this subject which actually falls within the jurisdiction of the State. The 
ownership and management of all vests with the State Governments, except such land that may be acquired by 
or transferred to the Central Government. Hence, my submission is that the legality and constitutional propriety 
ofthe proposed Bill does need some consideration. 

Furthermore, in 1976, the subject offorest was brought under the concurrent List of the Seventh Schedule 
in the Constitution thereby giving the Central Government overriding authority in regard to legislation. However, 
the central purpose of this move was to ensure better protection and management offorests and not to undertake 
action for vesting ofrights in forests. Clearly, the proposed Bill is not in line with the approach and intent of the 
important constitutional amendment made in 1976. 

Besides, the provisions of the proposed Bill are not exactly in harmony with the objectives and provisions 
of the existing Central laws On forests and wildlife-tlte Indian Forest Act, 1927, the Forest conservation Act, 
1980, the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972, and the existing National Forest Policy does not visualise vesting of 
rights on forest lands. 
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The Preamble to the proposed Bill talks ofhislorical injustice. But the exact extent of tho problem is not 
speJt out anywhere, nor is there any recognition of the historical fact that in several States the occupltion of 
forest lands by different categories of persons including Scheduled Tribes has been reaullrised by the concerned 
S~te Governments from time-to-time. Moreover, while the BiJI intends to benefit the forest-dwellina Scheduled 
Trtbes, where they are scheduled, it is very unlikely that such a restriction would be possible to enforce in 
respect of Scheduled Tribes in other places. Besides, what about Scheduled Castei and other disadvantaged 
categories who will certainly come forward to claim their share once this legislation is enacted? 

Then, the lessons arising from earlier experiences in vesting rights in trees with the tribals particularly in 
States like Madhya Pradesh cannot possibly be ignored. That move led to massive exploitation of the concerned 
tribals by the middlemen on the one hand and considerable deforestation and felling of trees on privately-owned 
lands. In the past five decades, encroachments on forest lands and regularisation thereof has been a very lerious 
recurring problem in most of the States which have got forests. Vested interests have instigated and taken full 
advantage of the situation each time. Influential interests including those in political parties have also played their 
part in all this. The connivance of the lower level Government functionaries has further compounded'the problem. 
The implementation of the proposed Bill will surely provide a golden opportunity to all such interests to flourish 
leading to further exploitation as well as large scale destruction offorests throughout the country. 

The inclusion of national parks and sanctuaries within the purview of the proposed legislation is fraught 
with very serious consequences for the protection of wildlife in such protected areas and is certainly not in 
consonance with the provisions of the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972. The Bill provides for a maximum of2.S 
hectares of land per nuclear family. But the term 'nuclear family' has not been defined. In any case, the 
requirements of additional land will be fuelled further with additions to the existing population. In effect, the 
recognition of rights on land within forest areas will further worsen the already existing honeycombing offorests 
and the hitherto good forest areas will get sacrificed in the process. 

By entrusting implementation of the proposed legislation at the level of the Gram Sabha. the ultimate 
outcome will be that virtually all the forests in the country will get burdened with some rights, more especialty the 
community rights. Grazing of Can Ie, already a serious problem in the forest management, will become free for 
all. The implications for the forest will be disastrous. 

Finally, on the general issue. I submit that by dissociating or de linking the Forest Depanment at the State 
level. the outcome would be counter-productive and lead to considerable confusion,laxity and loss of lIX:OW11Ibility 
at the field level. 

With regard to certain specific provisions of the Bill, I would draw attention to the preamble where there 
is a mention of ' for generations'. Unless one is clear as to what one is implying, generations can mean anything 
and is subject to interpretation which would be very unfortunate. Secondly. in the preamble, there is mention of 
'recognised rights', but recognised rights ~re nowhere defined. The. Bill ~oes not menti~n what is meant by 
recognised rights. This will lead to confUSion. How are these recognised Tights so recoglllsed? 

In the section dealing with definitions, I would draw attention to clause 2(b) which is for commercial 
purposes, but the commercial purpose has been equated to large-scale trade or mercantile purposes. Now, 
large-scale trae or mercantile purposes create its own implications. It says 'for profit or for larac-sca1e trade or 
mercantile purposes'. I do not know whether the tribal. would, at all, indulge in large-scale trade or mercantile 
pruposes. I feel that these wo~ds are not appropriate at all, It would again be a question of interpretation u to 
what is large-scale and what IS not so large-scale. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You are talking of clause 2(b), but clause 2(b) is different. It deals with core..-cu. 

SHRI SAMAR SINGH: There is one clause dealing with co~rcial ~rposes. ~f commercial purpose ~ 
being used, it should not be interpreted IS ~scaJe. If commercill purpose II not bean, defined, then there .. 
a need to define what is meant by commercial purposes. 
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In c1ause 2(d), forest land includes sanctuaries and national parks, which is not appropriate and it would 
create its own problems. 

SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: What objection do you have in including sanctuaries and national 
parks in the reserved forest land? 

SHRI SAMAR SINGH: Sir, sanctuaries and national parks are governed by a different law, Wildlife 
Protection Act. By including it here, it would lead to dual management and dual control. 

SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: It is also governed by the basic law for forest land because you do not 
have a separate hearing while you declare national park and sanctuary. You take earlier settlement as a settlement 
under the Forest Act, 1927 and you do not have a separate hearing when you begin to declare a wildlife or 
sanctuary. 

SHRI SAMAR SINGH: Sir, there is a provision in the law. Now, it is a different'matter that the implementation 
may not have been done. 

SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: It is always a followed practice by the Forest Department that since 
all the hearing has taken place at the time of declaring any area as a reserved forest, there is no need to have a 
further hearing while you are declaring the same area as a sanctuary or national park. 

SHRI SAMAR SINGH: Sir, I would humbly submit that a reference to Wildlife Protection Act would 
clarify this. There is a provision there for settlement of right when any protected area is declared. 

SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: It does not take place. 
SHRI SAMAR SINGH: It is a question of implemention. 

SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: It is not a question of implementation; it is a question of interpretation 
by the Forest Department. It is interpreted by a large number of Forest Departments of this country that there 
is no need of a separate hearing under the Wildlife Protection Act if we intend to declare certain area, which is 
a reserved forest, as a sanctuary or national park. 

SHRI SAMAR SINGH: If! may submit, the settlement is the responsibility of the Collector of the District 
under the Act. 

SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: This is done under the Forest Act. The Collector does not go. The 
Settlement Officer works under the Forest Act. 

SHRI SAMAR SINGH: It is not implemented properly, by the law is there. 
SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: There has been a clear view of the Ministry of Environment and 

Forest Departments because it has not been done for years. In fact, it has been the very view of the Ministry of 
Environment and Forest, even when you were there, and all the Forest Departments of different States that it is 
not being done because there is no need of a separate hearing. It is because the hearing has been once made to 
declare any area as reserved forest and after that you declB;fC the same area as national park or sanctuary. 

SHRI SAMAR SINGH: Of course, I have not looked at it this way. I have never interpreted it this way. 
Since the law is there, it is for all the executing agencies to implement the law. 

SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: What would you do? These are not the reserved forest areas where 
there is no settlement and there are no villages and so on. There are villages and there are people. People are 
living over there. In fact, they have been cultivating forest land for years, even after 1970. 1980 and so on and 
so forth. Once you declare that area as reserved forest under section 4 of the Forest Act, all settlement process 
comes. more or less, to a standstill. You know and we all know how the process has been c~ied on by the 
Forest Department or the Settlement Officer all these years. What would happen to these people who have 
been cultivating land for years in the sanctuaries and national parks, eVen after we declared them as reserved 
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~? Between 1970 and 1980. there was a trend to declare I large number of forest areas as reserved-
natlon~ parks and sanctuaries-so that one can protect the land, and not wildlife, and Forest Department could 
protect Its strength. It can increase but not decrease. How would you deal with this problem inside the national 
parks and sanctuaries? 

.SHRI SAMAR SINGH: Sir, we went into this issue at great length when It task force was recently 
appomted by the Prime Minister to look at the tiger situation. In the report we have somewhat analysed this 
problem. We have recommended very clearly that this is a serious issue, and once for all there is I need to 
decide which of these areas need to be settled and which are not to be settled. 

SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: What do you mean by settled? 
SHRI SAMAR SINGH: It means that even the boundaries of that protected area can be redone if it is 

actually established-after looking at the ground situation-that these particular areas need not be I put of tho 
sanctuary or a national park and has been wrongly brought under the protected area. 

In respect of those areas that are absolutely in the core of the protected area, there may be I need to 
resettle the people. They should be given a good package as we do in respect of other development projects. So, 
some finality to this matter is absolutely important, and there is a need to deal with it. I would like to mention that 
I am not at all against the Bill. 

SHRJ MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: I am not saying it. I am simply trying to clarify the point because I 
have a different view with rcprd to this issue. It is a very big problem, and it is going to create a lot of problems 
in this country if we try to shift people out because of wildlife being there. It may be a priority of the Forest 
Department, but it may not be a priority for the other departments. I would like to make it very clear that I am 
not trying to drag it in this. It was just asked to clarify because whatever infonnation is coming out very clearly 
from the Environment and Forest Department. In any way, there is bound to be difference pn certain issues of 
this kind. 

SHRJ SAMAR SINGH: Section 3 deals with the Forest Rights, and in clause (j) there is a mention about 
the community forest resource. But this community forest resource has not been defined any where. If this term 
is used, then there is a need for it to be defined in the Bill. There is also a mention of sUitainable use and 
unsustainable use, but these tenns also have not been explained anywhe~ in the Bill. 

SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: If I am not wrong it is for their rights, etc. only. You also mentioned 
this point earlier, and you must know it more than me that before the forest law came or at the time of tho fin! 
forest law the rights of the communities were their privileges. They were the privileges of the community living 
at that place. But it became a right and concession after 1952 policy, and after the Roy Bunnan Committee 
Report-which they presented to the Department and another Committee was set up by the Department of 
Environment and Forest-they became more or less concessions, and the rights were completely withdrawn. 

Now, you say that the 1952 forest policy should override because of this as they are living in the proximity 
of the forest area. It does not mean that they have the first right above the national interest. Therefore, national 
interest and local interest had become an issue at that time. Are you saying in your submission that the privileges 
had become a right and a concession, and now the right has gone and it has become simply a concession? Do 
you think that we should not restore-if not all ofthem-et least certain rights to these people? 

SHRI SAMAR SINGH: No my submission is not at all this. My submission is only that the term community 
forest resource has been used here, but nowwhere has it been explained u to what community forest I'IIOUI'CC 
actually is. It should be explained in the definition. Otherwise, it would be interpreted in different ways. 

SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: Do you mean lib village forest? 
SHRI SAMAR SINGH: Sir, in whichever way it is defined, but my point is purely that if there is I 

defmition of Gram Sabha; if there is a definition offorest vii.; and if there is a definition ofb8b~ then in the 
same manner the term community forest resource that has been &dOd here should alIo be explaiaed. 
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Likewise, the tenn sustainable use and unsustainable use has been used here, which is likely to create 
confusion. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: In section 2 (n) it has been mentioned that: 
""sustainable use" shall have the same meaning as assigned to it in clause (0) of section 2 of the 
Biological Diversity Act, 2002," 

I think, as far as this issue is concerned, it has been taken care of by this sentence. 
SHRI SAMAR SINGH: I will come to a few other points that would explain it. In section 4 there is a 

problem of making a distinction between those who are declared scheduled and those who are not declared 
scheduled in the areas where they may have been in occupation. It would be a very difficult situation. During 
1978, 1979 and 1980 we did our best to regularise occupation of forestlands in Madhya Pradesh. I was the 
Forest Scc"retary at that time. I was also the Collector in West Nimad district when extensive areas had actually 
been occupied, and the Government declared that this should be regulariscd. Now, making a fmd distinction that 
person 'A' is scheduled and person '8' is not scheduled is very difficult. Therefore, he will be deprived of the 
benefits, and the Government machinery will exploit this to the hilt. This would lead to a lot of confusion. 

MR CHAIRMAN: In other words, you feel that the non-scheduled tribal forest dwellers should also be 
included in it. 

SHRI SAMAR SINGH: My submission is that everybody should be treated at par. It is not the question of 
tribals alone, but the non-tribals also. In the past in several States including Madhya Pradesh, Maharuhtra, 
Kamataka, Gujarat, etc. those who have been in occupation were all treated at par. 

SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: What do you mean by occupation? 
SHRI SAMAR SINGH: It means those who had occupied it. 
SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: Do you mean those who occupied the land? 
SHRI SAMAR SINGH: In fact, the cutoff date for the occupied forest land has shifted from time to time, 

and now there is a date of 25 October 1980. It is the date picked up because the Forest Conservation Act was 
brought into force at that time. My very humble submission is that this is an arbitrary date. This date will be very 
difficult to establish on the basis of actual records. It is something, which would again be used by people to 
distort and create fresh evidence. 

SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: A circular has come out to find out the occupants of the land through 
Gram Sabhos rather than depending on the Forest Department's data. That way, the Committee is right. 

SHRI SAMAR SINGH: Sir, I have been in-charge of that Department and I know the problems involved. 
1 think, we have to be definitely innovative in this respect. I think, we have to adopt ways ot doing it. I will, at the 
end, make one suggestion for the consideration of the Committee on this point. 

Sir, I have already submitted that on this issue of ceiling of 2.5 hectares per nuclear family, the tenn 
'nuclear family' will have to be properly understood because to tOe best of my knowledge, ithas not been defined 
anywhere in the Bill. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is the higher ceiling limit. Generally, nuclear family means husband, wife and 
dependent minor children. 

SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: I think, you must be knowing that in Madhya Pradesh and also in other 
places, if I possess revenue land, then, it is the revenue land plus the forest land, the total of which comes to 
2.S hectares. 

SHRI SAMAR SINGH:. I am not to so much on the question of quantum of land I am saying that the tenn 
nuclear family' should be put down in the Bill as to what is Wldcrsaood by it Then, Sir, in section 4(6) and (7), which 
taIb about certain responsibilities devolving. the question of adding wildlife and biodiwrsity sbouId be coosidered. 
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level, despite the fact that all authorities have been vested at the local level. My wony is that local level officials, 
in this process, may be either carried away for a number of factors. If you take that decision-making process a 
little far away, then the influence gets decreased. 

SHRl SAMAR SINGH: In any case, there is a forum at the District level. I am saying this on the basis of 
my perception. I feel that taking this whole thing up to the District level is only going to delay things. On the 
question of influence, if this is allowed to happen in a haphazard way there is a problem. But ifthere is proper 
supervision and monitoring, this should not create a problem. This is my submission. 

In section 7, which is relating to penalties the penalty is somewhat a flat amount. It is not linked to the 
gravity of the offence. Of course, it says that if it is repeated the right can be taken away and all that. However, 
there is a difference between cutting one tree and cutting several trees; killing a wild boar and killing a tiger. So, 
there are differences which need to be appreciated. I feel that that aspect has not been reflected here. And, of 
course, the word forsts or any other aspect of biodiversity can mean a lot of things, something more serious 
requiring a bigger penalty and something which is much lesser in extent. 

SHRl MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: Do you mean that the present practice should continue? 
SHRl SAMAR SINGH: I think there should be some kind of grading of offences. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What he means is that the punishment should differ according to the quantum of offence. 
SHRl SAMAR SINGH: Seriousnes.s of the offence. 
SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: That is what is happening today. It is being decided by the Range 

Officers mainly. If you cut non-reserve tree it would attract more penalty than if you cut a reserve tree. 
SHRI SAMAR SINGH: There should be some distinction made between cutting one tree and cutting 100 

trees because destroying a forest includes the both. 
SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: Agreed. But as per the examples given, even if you cut one tree you 

will be fined as if you have cut 100 trees. And the whole offence is being compounded. Money is taken as a 
deposit from the person. The case goes ex parle. The amount which has been deposited is put as a penalty. 
Some amount is treated as penalty. That is the practice being adopted by the Forest Department throughout the 
country. The person never gets a chance to defend himself or herself. I am sure the same thing will be repeated. 
As a result, the tribals and other forest-dwellers in the country become victims and eJ1d up paying a lot more fine 
than those who actually cut 100 trees. How would you prevent it? 

SHRI SAMAR SINGH: A distinction should be made on the basis of the gravity of the offence that there will be a higher penalty provided in the case of those who actually resort to that kind ofa thing. The language 
used is 'engages in unsustainable use of forest or forest produce'. I am only bringing to your attention problems 
that will arise in implementation. But the use oflanguage here will create confusion in the iinplementation at that 
level. This is all that I am saying. When it says, 'that engages in unsustainable use offorest or forest produce', 
it is language which is very vague, very ambiguous. It can be interpreted in any manner. 

Section 13 deals with tribal affairs, Ministry of Tribal Affairs being the nodal agency. It says, 'That shall be 
a nodal agency for the implementation of the provisions of this Act'. The Government in its wisdom has decided 
that Ministry Tribal Affairs should do it. The nodal agency can be the Ministry of Tribal Affairs. Undoubtedly, 
since the forest land is involved, the two agencies must work together. I wonder if this leads to dUal control; dual 
management; dual interpretation. Of course, this raises this other point that at what point is a person punishable 
under this Bill. That is because Sectioq 14 says. "Save otherwise provided in this Act, the provisions of this Act 
shall be in addition and not in derogation of the provisions of any other law for the time being in force". A person 
who commits an offence here is liable as he is liable under other Acts, It has not been taken care of in the Bill 
as to at what point of time and in what type of cases this law will prevail. It says, this will be in addition to. In 
other words, a Forest Officer, a Wildlife Officer, or whoever it is who is responsible for managing, can also 
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institute action under those laws. How will this be treated? I feel that this aspect has not been adequately dealt 
with under this Bill. 

I feel that certain terms which have been used here like wildlife, biodiversity, etc.,-habitat is now lot 
co~ered-should be actually explained in the definitions. One must know what is the moaninl of a tenn which is 
bemg used here because they have specific meaning under different laws already in existence also made by the 
Central Government and passed, of course, by the Parliament. 

Finally, I am reacting to the point which was made. I am not making out a case that the issue of addressina 
the problems of those who have been in occupation of forest land should not be dealt with. I am all in favour of 
it being addressed seriously. It must be addressed with utmost urgency, but not in piecemeal manner. If the 
Scheme of the Bill is tightened up, I would submit that it should be subjected to very close supervision and 
monitoring, it should be undertaken on a pilot basis and experience gained, and it should be a time-bound 
exercise. 

In other words, it should not be a question of spreading it over a long period of time. It should be time 
bound. It should be a Mission project. It should be done quickly with a cut off date. Only then, it will achieve the 
purpose that we are trying to address. 

SHRI MADHUSUDAN MISTRY: You said that it should be time bound. A circular has been issued by 
the Ministry of Forests to respective State Governments in regard to the land cultivated before 1980.The 
complete process should be made time bound. But the circular was not carried out. The very attitude of the 
Department is not to give the land to the people. Once you put a time limit, you would say that the time is over. 

The process of giving the land is cumbersome. The land has to be eannarked. surveyed and the title hu 
to be issue. Do you think that the Police department of the country has the surveyors or machinery to complete 
this process within five years? I belong to Gujarat where I am hitting my head for more than eight years. Still, 
tbey have not been able to give pallas to all the tribals for which they made a decision in 1997. Party because 
there is a lack of resources, no surveyors, etc. Now they claim that the time is over. They say sorry and that 
every thing is in fructuous and we cannot give the land. How would you deal with this? 

SHRI SAMAR SINGH: I was not dealing with the Forest Department. I was talkins of the entire 
Government machinery. I have implemented it in the district of Kharbong where I had gone as collector in 1968. 
We had to deal with several thousand hectares of forest land to be settled. The entire district machinery JOt 
done to do. Time bound is not for the person in occupation, it is for the Government machinery to implement. 
That is what I meant. What I meant was no department will be able to implement it. I have seen Tribal Affairs 
Department also very closely. They have no machinery at the ground level to implement this kind of scheme. 
This has to be done by the district administration in its totality. My submission is,let this be done as an intogratod 
approach with all agencies who are concerned with it-Revenue Department, Forests Department and the 
Tribal Affairs Department. This must be given on a time bound basis. Why I said 'pilot' because if we try to do 
it in the districts of the country. supervision and monitoring will not be easy. Therefore, to gain experience and to 
establish models. it should be taken up in a few places in a time-bound manner and in the manner in which I am 
submitting. Then, it will be done because I have practical experience of having done it. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. 
(/'he witnesses then withdrew) 

WITNESSES EXAMINED: 
1. Shri Padmakumar, SEVA, Madurai 

2. Shri S.P. Muthiah. 
MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri padmaiwmar and your colleapes, I welcome you to the littiDl of chis Joint 

Select Committee on my behalf and on behalf of my other colleagues on the Committee. AI you know chi. Bill 
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is being introduced in Parliament to undo the Historical injustice which has been meted out to the forest-
dwellers, especially those of the Scheduled Tribes. We have seen your memorandum. 

I would only like to mention that whatever we discuss here will have to remain confidential until we 
present a Report to the Parliament. After-that whatever we have discussed here can be made public also. If any 
part of what you may tell us has to remain confidential you can do so specifically while you make the presentation 
in which case we will not include it in the Report. 

You may please go ahead and make your observations in brief and make important points which you have 
not covered in your memorandum. 

(Introduction) 

SHRI PADMAKUMAR: There are three different angles if you look from the bio-diversity dimension or 
livelihood contribution or ecological security. These three dimensions countribute to the process. Even though 
we have many pastoralist, they are facting problems. The most important and the critical one is resource 
alienation that is the resource base is shrinking day by day. it is immediately affecting the pastoralists and their 
livelihood. Ifthier access to the forest will be denied, definitely it will impact on their livelihood. so, our humble 
submission is that, all pastroalists, inlcuding Raika in Rajasthan belong to OBC and not STs. Irrespective of 
different castes access to the forests should be given. Kindly also look at the different dimensions including 
pastoralists categories in the Bill rather than confining the STs . 
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SHRI S. MUTHIAH: (spoke in Tamil) 
MR. CHAIRMAN: Basically the gist of what the witness has said is that they belong to a nonwii, tribe 

and their cattle had been earlier grazing in the forest lands. But after the Joint Forest Management came into 
being in Tamil Nadu and with the formation ofth~ Villa~ Committees ~ir ca~le are ~t be~n8 allowed ~ graze 
. those areas. He wants the Committee to consIder thIS aspect of allowmg thIS nomadIc trIbe to let their cattle 
;aze in the forest lands which they have not been entitled to doing since 1992. 
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SHRI PADMAKUMAR: Naturally, depending upon he situation the destruction of the forest by the 
animals will be caused. If the number of animals is more than gracing capacity, then it will cause damage. So, 
some kind of control is required. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Basically most of these tribes are nomadic tribes. They roam from one place to 
another. This Bill is seeking to give rights to traditional forest dwellers. Do they have any proof of having got 
permission from the Forest Department? 
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~"qi~t.~~~~ittl 

tit ~ 'fIfm: a'riv m it ~ ~. 'IftT ~ t, 1ft1nun • ~ m it ~ t. ~ 11\11. it tl 
tIt~ ftmft: ~1f(tfcli ~ a:rf\11m" lIJ~1r I ~ ~t. ~ t .. ~~t.1'At 

1ft 11m t 1 

SHRI PADMAKUMAR: Actually, the biDes! problem is that they are mi .... tory in nature. In a way, that 
is good. Since they are not sedentary in nature, it is ecologically not damaging. India's best livestock breods are 
available with these people. Even if you look at the animal husbandry services, it is not reaching1hem because 
they are migratory in nature. In spite of their contribution, they are left out in the development procell. 

SHRI S. MUTHIAH: (Spoke in Tamil.) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much. 
(The witness,s th,n withdrew) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Can I have your attention please? For those Members, who were not present yesterday, 
I would like to read the schedule again. Tomorrow we are having the last day for taking evidence &om witnelsel. 
Then, the last date for receipt of amendments is 28th. On the 2nd of May, 2006, we will tab up clause by cllUle 
consideration of the Bill. On the 9th of May, 2006, we will tab up consideration and adoption of tile Bill and 
report. 

Okay, we will meet again tomorrow at the same time. 
(The Committee lhen adjowned) 
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(~ Com. Suneet Chopra, Joint Secretary, AlA WU 
(Ii) Com. Kumar Shiralkar, Member, Central Working Committee, AlA WU 
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(I) Ms. Sagari Ram Das 
(ii) Shri N. Madhusudhan 
(fu)Shri K. Pandu Dora 

V. (i) Shri N. Sanyasi Rao, Director, ARTs (NGO) 
(n) Shri K. Krishna Rao 
(fu)Shri D.S. Prasad 
(iv) Smt. P. Bhudevi 
(v) Shri Narsinga Rao 
(vi) Shri Sankara Reddi 

VI. (i) Shri Koshi Baby 
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(iii) Shri P.H. Abdul Kareem 
(iv) Shri K. Bala Murugan 

VII. Representatives of Adivasi Mahasabha, Gujarat 

(i) Shri Gova Rathod 

(ii) Shri Datubhai Vasava 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Thapar and Shri Jivarajka, I welcome you to this joint sittina of our Committee. 
You are aware that this Bill has basically been introduced to undo the historical injustice that has been done to 
the forest dwelling people, especially the tribal. I hope you have gone through the contents of the Bill. 

(Direction 58 was read out) 

(Introduction) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You have circulated a Background Note to the Committee. We will surely JO throup 
this note in detail before we make our recommendations. If you would like to say anything other than thi.« 
would like to further explain you are welcome to do so. 

SHRI VALMIKI THAPAR: I am going to try and focus on the points J really feel concern national parks, 
protected areas and sanctuaries. My colleague will talk more about the forest land in pneral. 

Having followed the story of our national parks, I believe that the national parks of India, which are one 
per cent of country's land mass, forest land forms 23 per cent of the land mass of India, DO rights .bould accrue 
on national parks. The reason we have national parks is to preserve the natural treuure of. nation. I believe the 
wealth that you fmd in one per cent of natural parks cannot be matched anywhere in the country by its forei ... 
exchange reserves or JOld deposits. This one per cent of national parks was created over • period of time 
starting from British India, post-independence, into the Nehru ora, into Shrimati Indira Gandhi's time and the 
successive Governments that followed later for the unborn Indians. It is meant to be locked up becauae il is at 
reasure house whether it is the forest produce, medicinal plants, minerals. 600 riven and perennial I1reImI 
which the national parks give birth to. I believe it is very difficuh when you have Iarp villa .. with population 
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ioside the national parks to control some of the damage that takes place. The damage does not take place by 
genuine tribal or forest communities. The damage takes place because there is always a minority who come in 
and try and plunder these natural treasures. Therefore, in my opinion it is very important that national parks 
should have no rights. 

I believe sanctuaries which form 3.5 per cent of the country's land-mass should be dealt with differently. 
In sanctuaries there should be too lots of happenings; strategic villages in sanctuaries where you want to 
preserve vast tracks of land because there is natural wealth. You have to do resettlement and rehabilitation in 
the very best possible way. That means any human being who is to be resettled must get the best deal that can 
be bought for him; the best land, the best agriculture and the best area and only when that person is wants to go, 
he is resettled. Other villagers who do not want to go to sanctuaries should have the rights to remain there. This 
should be carefully formulated by a special Commission that looks into the human problems and the wild life 
problems. 

We must find a way in this Bill that the wild life and the natural treasures of this nation have equal amount 
of rights because we do not save wild life for a picnic to go out and look at tigers or wild life. Wild life determines 
the quality oflife in a nation for all the people. We believe that water reservo-irs, national parks and sanctuaries 
provide water to 100 million people. They cannot be fiddled with at any level or lost by chance or by accident of 
a legislation which could create such a problem. 

I believe somewhere around the line that you cannot distinguish between tribal and non-tribal. I have spent 
30 years travelling the course of this country from State to State. I have been in forest villages and tribal villages. 
I have started my education in university in sociology, not in wild life. I have to do a lot of courses in trying to 
understand the problem. They are neighboUrs. The tribal neighbours who face non-tribal neighbours in the same 
place. How can you distinguish between both of them? You will have some of the most violent clashes if it 
remains just a tribal Bill and does not look at forest communities and non-tribal. It would be disastrous for this 
country and I believ~ that is the second most important point. 

We have also tried in this Paper at some point to provide some alternative on how to deal with the issue so 
that there is justice done for the people who live in our forests. I call them forest communities, both tribal a.nd 
non-tribal. There are ways in which people of different opinion can come together and can find solution where 
a Bill like this really becomes focused and meaningful for the broad perspective 23 per cent offorests because 
these are our last reservoirs, our last natural treasures and our last bio-diversity. When this goes we will have 
nothing to lean on. Ifwe lose our national parks today, we will not be able to get forests in other countries. We 
just have to live on what this country produced over centuries. So, we just have to find a way which is highly 
sensitive in my opinion to bring this together. I will give it to Shri Jivarajka, because he knows much more the 
legal side and looks at forest issues differently. For your reference, we have also tried to list in this all the 
Supreme Court orders that cover forest. 

SHRI M. K.JIVARAJKA: Before covering other issues, I would like to cover one particular issue which 
has been covered by Shri Valmiki, that is whether the rights should be only for the tribal or for all forest dwellers. 
I will give you some statistics which will show how dangerous the situation will be if the Bill is restricted to only 
for tribal and Scheduled Castes and other forest dwellers are excluded from the purview of this Bill. 

In Madhya Pradesh some study has been done by the Ministry of Environment and forest. About 12-13 
years back 90,561 hectares of forest land was regularized. Out of 90,561 hectares, which was diverted for 
regularization of encroachment on forest land in favour offorest dwellers, 55,023 are tribal families and 15,180 
are non-tribal families. 

In Chhattisgarh, 1,30,421 hectares has been either identified or formally diverted already. Out of that, 
40,465 are tribal families and 27323 are non-tribal families, i.e., Scheduled Castes and other weaker sections of 
the society. In Maharashtra, before the enactment of the Forest Conservation Act, 82,771 hectares has been 
diverted. Out of that, 72318 are tribal families and 53,586 are non-tribal families. As a citizen of this country I 
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very humbly submit that please do not distinguish between the Scheduled Tribes and Scheduled Castes and 
other weake~ secti?ns of the society who arc living at the same place and dependent on the same piece of land. 
I am not saymg thiS as a person who has interest in forest conservation because ifmy suggestion is included 
much more forest land will be lost. I am saying so because it will create violent reaction and will lead to division 
of the society. N~body will be able to control it. They have their own way of understanding a law. That will 
understood only m one way that this Act has given this right and I have been denied and that there was no reason 
for me to be denied this right. Please keep that thing in mind while deciding this matter because historically, at 
least for the last 70 to 80 years whether it is Tongya village or forest village and even the areas which are under 
autonomous district council of North-East or any other place, at no point of time distinction between the tribals 
and Scheduled Castes has been made. There is no need of doing that especially when you arc talking about 
undoing the historical injustice. In fact, if it is done it will become a historical injustice in the present fonn if this 
is not removed. I must add that we had attended meetings before the hon. Prime Minister and the Home 
Minister at different places and everybody agreed that it should not be done. But ultimately the Bill remains in its 
present form only because of one problem that if the Scheduled Castes and other weaker sections of the society 
are included, then this Bill cannot be piloted by the Ministry of Tribal Affairs. It was a question of allocation of 
business and for such a petty thing such type of thing should not be allowed to be done in this country. In any 
case, we will come to this later on which Ministry will deal with what su~ject. As per the Constitution, under rule 
and not by a piece oflegislation it is decided that 'x' will be dealt by this Ministry or by thAt Ministry. It is always 
the Ministry which deals with the subject.lfrequired there can be a Ministry of Tribal Welfare, Social Welfare 
and Others which have a common mandate of dealing with this Bill instead of restricting the scope of this Bill to 
a particular Ministry or to a particular section of the society. Please keep one thing in mind. You are deaJinS with 
one time distribution of rights and assets. Differentiating between one class of society vis-a-vis other clas of 
society which are living in identical places will have disastrous results~ One cannot even quantifY the consequences 
which will be followed especially in the remote areas of Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland, Meghalay .. Chhattisprh 
and other places where already a lot complications are there. 

Secondly, this Bill basically provides for three things. One is land rights over forest land, second is rights 
over forest produce and the third is division in respect of national parks and sanctuaries. Without going into 
other details, if you see sub-section V of Section 4, de/acto it means that each of the family will be eligible 
for allotment of2.5 hectares of forest land provided such land is under his occupation a on the date of the 
commencement of this Act. It does not say whether that area was historically under agriCUlture or not under 
agriculture. He will be eligible. This issue w~ discu~d ~gain and again and.without any ~Iervatio~ in ~very 
fora every participant agreed that the area which was hlstoncally not under agnculture or which was hIstorically 
not under individual ownership will not be assigned and accordingly sub-acction n of Section 4 was modified. 
But by introducing as on the date of commencement, in sub-section V( I), in fact a wont scenario is there. If 
you read both sections together, it only means that even if on~ me~ber of ~c~eduled c':lte:' or.a scheduled 
tribes resides in the forest within each nucleus family of such trIbe Will be ehglble for claiming nght over 2.S 

• hectares of forest land provided he claims that this particular piece of forest I~d up to ~.S ~ectarcs was 
under his physical possession. It does not talk about the area actually under agrlCU!ture hlstorlcall~ or the 
person was actually occupying that area historically or some other per~n ofth~ tnbe ~as occupying that 
area historically. The Bill in the present fonn merely says that sub~ect to hts SculDg the land at the 

t f the act i e at a future date even if today that land IS under dense forelt and after two commencemen 0 , . ., f h" fland the nH 
months or four months if somebody goes and claims that I am the occupant 0 t II PIece 0 '. n as ,.--
the resent provision of the Bill he becomes eligible ~or a~lotment of2.5 hectares ofland. There II no ~n 
wh p the will not claim right. Each of them will claim right ~ver 2.S ~ectare$, then the ~tal area which .1 
r y'bl ~or allotment becomes mach more than the forest whIch falls ID the schedule arc::a as on today. The 

e Igt ~ of this Bill is to ensure that the land which was under agriculture as on 2~.1 0.8~ and .not to ensure 
purpo . f I d is to be distributed then please consider that the languqe II modIfied In such a v:ay 
that every piece a anh I that tiorest land which wa under acrriculture as on 25.10.10 or under phYIlc:at h t 't . ade clear t at on y ""D" .' • 
t a I IS.m '11 be eligible for allotment subject to an upper limit of2.5 hectares. I un agam repc.un ... n 
occupation WI 
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every for a right up to the hon. Prime Minister everybody agreed that this is the purpose of the Bill. 
Unfortunately, the language remains the same or it has been modified in such a way that the thing becomes 
much worse than what it was originally anticipated. 

Then what is the right? If you see sub-section II paragraph (f) one of the right is minor forest produce. It 
includes all non-timber forest produce of plant origin including bamboo and brush wood. Read this along with 
Section 3(a) and 3( c), right of ownership and access or use or dispose of minor forest produce. Where will it 
could be quantified or qualified as forest or reserve forest or protected forest or even deemed forest? Then if it 
gets transferred to individual, he has the right. When somebody has a right, others do not have a right. So, the 
right of the Government today eit~er to harvest or sell or batter use or distribute is immediately taken away. The 
Government will not have any right afterwards even if there is some cyclone or something else in some area to 
use even a single piece of land or anything out of this. Everything becomes private property. It de /aclo 
becomes a private property which historically was never there. It is without any restriction. Now you see the 
sustainable use which has been defined. If you see paragraph S(a), it reads that except for those activities that 
are permitted under such rights no other activity shall be allowed that adversely affects the wild life, forest and 
bio-diversity. 

In other words it Pleans that if something is given as a right even it adversely affects the Wildlife and even 
if it adversely affects the provisions of the Indian Forest Act and even ifit results in felling of the naturally grown 
trees, those are permitted. I would like to submit if this was the intention of bringing about this Bill, or this has so 
happened because of some problem at the stage of drafting. If the purpose is to allow sustainable use of forest 
products, then this portion needs to be re-drafted and the right over minor forest produce requires to be regulated 
in such a manner that it is used only in a sustainable manner. What is defined is unfortunately your Biological 
Diversity Act of2002 and other Indian Forest Act and such other Acts. Even if the use results in clear felling of 
naturally grown forests which have been historically under forest, over exploitation of a right or whether it is 
grazing or removal of bamboo, this Bill provides de/aclo that in respect of minor forest produce, as defined 
under this Act, any type of removal of minor forest produce whether it is on a sustainable basis or on an 
unsustainable basis is permitted. 

The second thing is that in this country bamboo and such other minor forest produce are in short supply and 
there is a huge gap between demand and supply. For the same piece ofland, for the same piece of minor forest 
produce if two different groups are laying claim or wanting to use, then how that has to be sorted out? How 
equitable distribution is to be done? It is nowhere mentioned. It means that I have a right as a person, any person, 
say x, y or z who has a right can go and can collect minor forest produce and ifthere is a conflict, then they have 
to resolve the conflict amongst themselves and find ways as to how that conflict has to be sorted out. It is a very 
dangerous situation. 

Before any Act is passed, the purpose of the Act is first decided. What I am trying to request is that the 
Committee may please consider as to what is the purpose of this Bill. Is the purpose of the Bill is that all forest 
land which was under encroachment, or under personal occupation, irrespective of the purpose, irrespective of 
the whether it is legally recognised or not, should be allowed to be given on an individual right? If it is so, then the 
entire Bill requires to be re-drafted, bec~use that is not the purpose of this Bill. If the purpose of the Bill is that 
some legal right is created over minor forest produce, then that needs to be clearly laid down instead of giving a 
wide definition of minor forest produce giving unlimited rights which may lead to unsustainable use of this 
resource. 

The next point is that the Bill does not differentiate between Government owned forest and privately 
owned forest. There are many privately owned areas in this country which,'come under the definition of forest, 
or what is known as the deemed forest. Suddenly after the passage of this Bill, a private ownership of a forest 
will become somebody else~ property and he is legally entitled to claim minor forest produce as well as his lien 
on this piece of land if it is given under the category of deemed forest. 
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. Sir, coming back to the issue ofnltional parks and SIDCtuaries, I would like to submit, if you lee, the WI)' 
It h~ been provi~ ~or in this Bill, you would find that in respect of national parks and sanctuaries. in special 
proVISO t~ para 4(1) n~ts for five years have been given in respect ofland fallinl within the national parks and 
sanc~es. ~ facto It means that there will be right for cultivation within the national pub and sanctuariea. 
~ere will be .nghts for collection of minor forest produce and there will be rights for Celli .. bamboo and also 
rights ~or selhng th~se. This is to~~y in contravention of the provisions of the Natiorial Forest Policy; this is 
to~lIy m contravention of the proVISIOns of the Wildlife Protection Act; and this is totally in contravention of tile 
indian Forest Act It is also totally against a large nwnber ofSupremc Court directions issued. We have enumerated 
about these in our note and I would not like to go into the details of those. Against such directions of tile Supreme 
~ourt. ord~r of 14.02.2000, I do not know how these provisions could be implemented and what type of a contlic:t 
situation It would lead to once these rights are provided. 

Now, again in the next para it has been said that, 'provided further that such provisions in such core shall 
become permanent if the holders of such rights are not relocated with due compensation with these rights.' I 
would only request you to please calculate the financial amount that would required for re-Iocatlon. If you 
quantify in monetary terms, after these rights are given, it would come to trill ions and trillions of rupees which 
may be hundred times more than our annual Budget I would only submit, why go throup this route at all? It is 
much better that directly these rights are given and amendments are made in the Wildlife Act and other Acta 
sayingthat forests are not to be managed on sustainable basis. The preamble to this Bill says that fQrests are to 
be managed on a sustainable basis, a symbiotic relationship between the tribals and the forests has to be 
increased and it has to be ensured that no further encroachment of forest land takes place. But the provisions 
which are there in this Bill are totally contradictory to the preamble or the purpose for which this Bill is beina 
proposed to be introduced. 

Sir, one must look at the past to see as to what had happened. I would like to give an example of the State 
of Andhra Pradesh. Huge tracts of land in the State of Andhra Pradesh have been assigned under Joint forest 
Management. I would say for minor forest produce collection a tripartite agreement has been entered into with 
the Government concerned, the Joint Forest Management Committee and industries. Now, you see what is the 
state offorests in the State. There is a publication called the 'State of Forest Report' published every two years 
by the Ministry of Environment and Forests wherein, based on stacllite data the forest cover in different States 
and different districts are interpreted. In Andhra Pradesh, out of 87090 square kilometres of forest area falling 
in eight tribal districts, very dense forests, that is where the density of the forest is more than 70 per cent, is only 
15000 square kilometres. This is the situation in Andhra Pradesh where, I would say, a mini experiment wu 
done in the past. You look at the situations in the District Councils in Meghalaya, the District Hill Councils in 
Khasi area, or the District Councils and Autonomous Councils in Assam, the state of forests whether it is really 
helping the tribals, or in the guise oftribals some handful of intluential people are getting the benefit. We have 
filed a report in the Supreme Court, what is called the Bastar Scam with all documents and with .11 photographs 
and cheques. We have filed a report stating that land is being purchased from a tribal for a sum of RI. 1,20,000 
or so and by cheque a payment of Rs. 49 lakh from the same piece of land has been made by the forest 
department to the person who purchased that land from the tribal just some I ~ to 20 ~ays ~. ~t is not just ~e 
case. Hundreds of such cases have been coming up. For the last 20 years thiS case IS langulshmg. An enquiry 
has been conducted by the Lok Ayukt. The CBI did an enquiry into the matter. The matter is pcndin, before the 
Supreme Court. Year after year, the Government is reiterating its commitment ~ no guilty will be allowed to SO 
scot free, but not a single piece of land has so far been returned and not I smaJe rupee has come beck to the 
tribals. You recall the situation in Arunachal Pradesh before 12.10.1996 order of tile Supreme Court. 

MR. CHA~: What is your suggestion now? 
smU M.K. nvARAJKA: Sir. if you plcuc ICC the .ubmissions which has been banded over to you ... 
MR. CHAIRMAN: We have gone 1hrougb it Pleue say iftbere is anything other dIIt thole poinCIlhert. 
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SHRI M.K. JIVARAJKA: I would reiterate one point spe~iti~alJy. Q~tify t!te res~lts which you want. 
That is one point. Secondly, keep in mind that the tribal forest gUIdelines which was Issued. an 1990 bec~e non-
implementable on two grounds. The first ground was that a decisi~n was ~~n by the ~abl~et that only an those 
cases where a State had taken a decision prior to 25. ] 0.] 980 regardmg permlttmg regul~tl?n of encroachm~nt. 
It is a non-implementable condition .. The second condition was compulsory afforestation will have to be carrl~d 
out in all such cases. None of the State Governments were is a position to fulfil these conditions. So, it became 
non-implementable. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is one of the reasons which has necessitated the introduction of the Bill. 

SHRI M.K. JIVARAJKA: My submission is, a very easy solution and simple solution could have been to 
modify the Cabinet decision and remove these two restrictions and implementing the 1990 guidelines and see 
whether the provisions given in those guidelines fulfils the purpose for which this Bill is brought out or not. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: In other words, in principle, are you against the Bill? Otherwise, there is no necessity. 
SHRI M.K. JIVARAJKA: I think there is a necessity on one ground. I would request you to keep it 

confidential. There is lack of will power and there is conflicting interest. Due to conflicting political reasons and 
other reasons, the guidelines have not been allowed to be implemented and I have been very deeply associated 
in formulating these guidelines and implementing these guidelines. These form the key to the entire issue. Firstly, 
the State Group of Ministers made their recdommendations in 1989. It was discussed in the Ministry and 
everybody said that historical injustice has to be set right. Then the Committee of Secretaries discussed it and 
thereafter, the Group of Ministers discussed the matter. Till this stage, it was absolutely implementable guidelines 
which were proposed. Somehow, when this matter was discussed in the Cabinet in September, 1990, these two 
conditions were imposed. Fortunately or unfortunately, before the Cabinet decision was communicated, diversion 
of 1,03,000 hectares in July, 1990 was already approved by the Ministry presuming that whatever has been 
recommended by the Group of Ministers will be approved. About the non-implementation of the guidelines, the 
Ministry of Environment and Forests, the Ministry of Tribal Affairs and the Ministry of Social Welfare took up 
the matter with the Cabinet and it is a matter of record and we have given the exact dates in this regard. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We will go through all these details. Now what exactly are you trying to say? 
SHRI M.K. JlVARAJKA: Please start with the implementation of the guidelines. Unless and until there is 

some reason absolutely to change the guidelines, these guidelines can be converted into act so that it becomes 
implementable after removjng those two anomalies. This is one part. 

In respect of national parks and sanctuaries, there should be a differentiation. There should be a separate 
set of rules for national parks and a separate set of rules for sanctuaries. We are trying to evolve a strategy in 
consultation with the MP Government and there are about 700 and odd villages located inside the national parks 
and sanctuaries area. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: He has already mentioned all these points. They are very well taken and they have 
been taken note of. 

Now, I would like to say certain things. I would like to set the record straight as Mr. Jivarajka has been 
working in the Forest Department. You first made a mention as to why the Ministry of Tribal Affairs is piloting 
this Bill. Let me mention here that after all, nobody disputes the fact that more than 70 per cent of people who 
are living in the forest areas are tribals. Naturally, it devolved upon the Ministry of Tribal Affairs to pilot the Bill. 
Secondly, you are aware of the fact that since we are in the Cabinet form of Government, it involves collective 
responsibility. It is tile will of the Government to decide as to which Ministry will pilot the Bill. Tomorrow, it may 
be the Home Ministry or any other Ministry who may pilot the Bill. Or ttae Prime Minister himself may pilotthe 
Bill. So, it is the collective functioning of the Government. I do not think any petty consideration is going to guide 
us when we write the report and that is not a matter of concern as far as this Committee is concerned. I am only 
trying to set the record straight. 
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Sec~ndly, repeatedly you were asking us the purpose of the Bill. Going through the Bill itself, you should 
have reahsed the purpose of the introduction of the Bill. You have mentioned many Acts while you made your 
presentation. You were in the Forest Department and you should be aware ofthe fact that the Forest Act of 
India, 1927 itself assured the forest dwellers of settling the rights. Mr. Thapar must be very well aware that 
Wildlife Protection Act of 1972. In fact, it assures settlement of rights for those who are dwelling in the forest 
areas. What has happened to the assurances of 1972 and 19271 Has anything been done in that regard? I am 
afraid to say that the story of settlement has been dismal for political or whatever reasons. The Forest Conservation 
Act of 1980 does not deal with settlement of rights. It is only the corollary arising out of that. But these 
assurances have been give 100 years during the British times even before 1927 Forest Act came into being. 
They were introduced by the then colonial government and they had assured these rights to the tribals. If this is 
not historical justice, then what else is? 

You were very categorical about mentioning that they were not doing agriculture there. It is common 
sense that no agriculture can be done in forest land. Those who are living in forest lands are making livelihood 
out of the forest produce and forest produce means minor forest produce like growing some~hing in the 
clearances within the forests. Forest income means income from forest produce or any other growth associated 
with forests and its flora and fauna without affecting sustainable growth. This is a problem. But as you have 
yourselfsaid, this is a term which can be discussed and has to be defined. Minor forest produce is somethins 
on which the tribal people or forest dwellers have been living on for centuries. Forests till now are not devoid 
of this minor forest produce and forests have been denuded by whom? It is by the timber mar .. and by the 
corrupt forest officials, by people who have marched into and unscrupulous traders and so on. Hence the 
Government felt it necessary to do it. Mr. Thapar, I would like you to understand that I am a wildlife 
conservationist and I am very fond of wildlife. Wildlife and tribals have lived together. Hu there been any 
conflict between wildlife and tribals? Have the tribals destroyed wildlife? It is the smugglers who come and 
trade with the skins and other parts of wild animals. What you have mentioned is right that it i. not the tribal. 
who destroyed the forests. It is a handful of people who have destroyed them. These are problems which III 
of us have to address ourselves to. So, we want protection of all of them. At the same time, you cannot ignore 
that historical injustice has been done. I repeatedly say historical because after all, who encroached upon the 
forests? Is it the tribals, is it the Forest Department which encroached into the tribal territory by declaring 
them as forests? Since when did this concept of forests come into beinJJ? Were these people inhabiting all 
these areas before that date or not? You are talking of satellite imagery. I will give you an example. SupreMe 
has been declared as forest by the satellite imagery. There are a lot of areas which are declared as forests by 
various State Governments. You must be aware of it being in the Fore.t Department. These were not known 
to be forest land before. While on the one hand, we say that forests have been denuded and forests have 
gone and on the other hand, there have been instances where more and more areas hive been declared as 
forest areas. These are questions which need to be debated. 

Again and again, you have mentioned about Supreme Court. We hav~ ~ ~pect and reprd for the 
Supreme Court. But we all must remember that Par~iament has .~e SOV~I~ nght an a dcmoc~y to e~ 
I . I t· The Supreme Court shall arbitrate and decide whether It IS COnstitutiOnal or not. But the nght shall he 
egis a Ion. '.gh ·th th P r t with the Parliament to change or to make new laws. In a democracy, people 5 rJ ts vest WI e ar wncn . 

We have great regard and respect for Supreme Court. We shall take in~ considerat~~n everythina '!'at the 
Supreme Court has said or observed. But while enacting or making laws, I thmk. the decISion of the Parhament 
always and shall remain to be final. 

SHRI VALMOO THAPAR: This subject is a matter of great debate outli~ and insido the Gov~~t. 
.. hethe th needs of the people tnbals forest communltJOl and 

We have to find a ~ay.out.m thiS country a: 1~~rbythe9aor97 ~centof'landoftbiscounay.lfwe 
human beings who bve an thIS coun~. must not do· the perfOI'lDUCC that we are Ihere for. If 
cannot do that th~n we are not admbem~: =.;:: up for tu':e geaeration. unborn Indiul. I believe. it 
two per cent of thIS country cannot mvlO 
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is a fatal mistake. So, I believe with all our wisdom, all the hon. Members of the Committee are here, we must 
find a way that 97 per cent or 98 per cent of this country's land must look after the needs. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: This is very well taken Mr. Thapar. Your colleague has mentioned about relocation. I 
think the relocation work has been very bad. 

SHRI VALMlKllllAPAR: I am not arguing on that. My contention is that there are some strategic 
villages and there are some non-strategic villages. I think there are Budgets and it should be done. There are still 
expertise and dynamics within our system. We are doing it. We failed. 

SHRI M.K. JIV ARAJKA: What I am trying to say is that area which was not under agriculture should not 
be allowed to be put under agriculture. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You should appreciate the fact that people who lived in forests never lived on agriculture. 
Agriculture is not the only source of livelihood. 

SHRI M.K. JIVARAJKA: All the areas which have been diverted after 1947 that is what we have been 
objecting. You diver this forest land for maintenance as a forest whether under joint community right or under 
individual rights. Give 100 per cent rights of that piece of land with one rider that it will be kept under forest 
cover. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Fortunately or unfortunately I belong to Andhra Pradesh. You have referred to 
Andhra Pradesh and JSM. The less we talk about the experience of JSM in Andhra Pradesh the better it is. I do 
not want to waste your time and the time of the Committee. 

SHRI M.K. JIVARAJKA: I fully agree with you. 

SHRI VALMIKI llIAPAR: The Bill should have a balance between the natural world and the human 
world. If we do not do that, then it can be a disaSter because there are mafias in city, town and village who are 
waiting, not to use common sense but to use the negative of life. 

DR. RADHAKANTNAYAK: You have suggested that a separate Commission or Committee should be 
there. 

SHRI M.K. JIVARAJKA: It is Commission for Rehabilitation. 

DR. RADHAKANT NAYAK: Up to now Forest Department or the Minister was the custodian of the 
forests. You are only talking of changing of masters. There is nothing very substantial in it. Secondly, you are 
aware that tribes live in a community. Without community there is not life. What is your suggestion, whether it 
should be individual rights or community rights? 

SHRI M.K. JIVARAJKA: I believe it has to be community rights. 

SHRI VALMIKI llIAPAR: Today there are community rights in the North-East. Entire area is developed 
with community rights. You will have lot of criticism of nuclear families. Not tribal or forest community came 
from nuclear families. It is collective community rights. That is how social behaviour and interactive connections 
have been covered. Of course, the world has changed. But still we must respect the collective right and not the 
nuclear right. It is because these are historical. Just like you said historical injustice. 

SHRI M.K. JIVARAJKA: The Forest Department does not have the technical know-how or will power 
or, I would say, inclination to do that. 

DR. RADHAKANT NAYAK: You are doing disservice to your own Department. 
SHRI M.K. JIVARAJKA: This is a fact. Recently one IA has been filed before us. We made a visit. 

There is a village called Bori Village in Madhya Pradesh. The first area which has been made reserved forest 
in this country about I SO years back, for the last 20 years the villagers of that areas are trying or fighting that 
they should be rehabilitated because for SO kIDs. around that village no facility is there. Unfortunately, the 
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scheme which has been sanctioned for environment and forest rehabilitation is only one lakh of rupees per 
family. On the face of it Rs. llakh may sound very good. But this one lakh of rupees is spent only on cutting the 
trees removal of stones and levelling of that area. Nothing is left for creating community welfare infrastructure 
in that area. There are many areas in Madhya Pradesh and other places where if you see the conditions in 
which these people are living are inhuman. Rehabilitation is worsening the conditions in which they are living. 

SHRI VALMIKI THAPAR: Why can we not do it well? There is an example in Bhadra in Kamataka. 
They want to go out because they gave them the most fertile land near the canal. The best land that money can 
buy. They are doing a great sacrifice, but we don't. 

SHRI M.K. JIVARAJKA: Secondly, unfortunately what happens is thai because of technical reason you 
just try to identify-the non-forest land which everybody knows is not available for rehabilitation. Then, you try to 
give them the worst possible land. You do not recognise the community based pattern of living and certain basic 
conditions. That is why this idea of Commission is there. Instead of enmasse rehabilitation, identify strategic 
villages which are required to be shifted. Shift only those villages, not all. .. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you. 
(The witnesses then withdrew) 

WITNESSES EXAMINED: 
1. Com. Suneet Chopra, Joint Secretary, AlA WU. 
2. Com. KulIW Shiralkhar, Member, Cefttral Workin. C~ttee, AlA WU. 
MR. CHAIRMAN: Com. Suneet Chopra and Com. Kumar Shiralkhar, I welcome you to this sitting ofthe 

Committee. You are aware that this Bill has been introduced to undo the historical injustice that has been meted 
to our forest dwellers, especially the tribals. you must have gone through the Bill. We have jUlt received your 
Memorandum. We will certainly go through this Memorandum. Whatever we discuss here should remain 
confidential until we present the Report to Parliament. After that they can be made public because it would be 
presented to Parliament. In case you want anything to remain to be confidential, please let us know 110 that we 
do not putthose parts of you prlsentatiop. You please introduce you colleagues and make a brief presentation of 
the most important points within fift"n or twenty minutes. 

COM. SUNEET CHOPRA: The essential feature of this Bill is the law that restricts itself to Scheduled 
Tribes. . 

We found that iftmany areas a particular body ofpcople is a Scheduled Tribe in one State and Scheduled 
Caste in another State. This would result after the passage of the law in allowing the eviction of people who are 
actually Scheduled Tribes. I have given an example of Kols of UP in the. Ka~ur region. This woul~ crea~ a 
'tuation and it has already created a situation, where many of these tnbes tn order to defend theIr ancIent 

::w'liOOod have been forced to take ~p arml and thi.ngs like ~hat. So, the .~ntial feature is ~at thi .• ano~ly 
mat 0 from the law. The main thing IS that we feel It should Include 'tradItional forest dwellers, not munechate 
encro~hers like mafias. 'Traditional forest dwellers' must also be protected by the law. 

The second thing is that the date of October 25, 1980 is an arbitrary date. I think, ~ legill~n must SO 
into it. How can we have an arbitrary date like ,that and utilize it? It is because, along WI~ the rIsk, why we 
ob' ect to that is because we find that the issue IS stated as encroachment. What about the ~ for bon~ fide 
r ~ rhood'? So I think the word 'encroachment' should be removed in the law wherever poSSIble except tn the 
:: lofmafias,'forest officials who have stolen land. That distinction should be there. 

. lear W ha uoted from the Maharuhtra document and, I thiak. , 
The question of land records IS very C '. e ve q and land' irtuaIly does not exilt. 

Com. Shiralkhar will go into details. In short, the writteD land ~ there ~lapsS::I~ SO-SO yean .., 
I was in Khandwa diJ1rict of Madhya Pradosh. I can teU you by land ~ ~ tMy do not exist ' 
that they are 80t there. We must uadIrstaRd dW we cannot go 
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Also, we have come across a large number of cases, as in Mirjapur where lands were given by the Forest 
Deparbnent. Pallas were given to tbe$ribals and then they were arbitrarily seized from the poeple. In fact, at 
the moment, I am fighting a :parti.cular case in Mirjapur where they are on hunger strike. They have even 
vacated the land but the cases have not been removed. These are poor people who are being destroyed. So, if 
this becomes the norm after the law, it would by very difficult for all. 

As regards 2.5 hectares, this is no ceiling for anybody anywhere. Why should it be for tribals? After all, 
tribal people are also Indian citizens. Whatever is the ceiling in a particular State, the land ceiling should apply to 
the tribal people also. This is discriminatory. 

Then, I come to the question of the Draft Rules about the Gram Sabhas. Tribals are in hamlets. I think, we 
must accept that also. Finally, the deciding rights are given to District Committees set up with officers. This is 
dangerous and undemocratic. My own experience of the Forest Department is that they are the biggest land 
grabbers.1 can actually give evidence of it like the Kaimur region of UP where naxalite problem is supposed to 
be the most extreme. When the forest officers are grabbing land and dispossessing the tribal people, what 
recourse do you leave to them except taking up the gun? You have to think of that. This law should not increase 
that problem. This law should be able to deal with it. After all, Naxalwari was in West Bengal aad there were 
massive land reforms. That was the only reason why that did not become a problem like Andhra. So, you have 
to understand this aspect also. We should not ignore it. 

With regard to section 2(1), I feel there should be 'community property rights' in that section. These are 
forest areas that are under the jurisdiction of Gram Panchayats. autonomous district councils. In Orissa and 
Himachal Pradesh, there are community forests. That whole community ownership offorest should, in fact, be 
integrated into the law because without this it will be dispossessing the people. If we dispossess people, the law 
would become infructuous. 

Then, there is the question offorest rights of the persons who has committed an offence being taken away. 
I think, this is something that we cannot accept. These forests are livelihood for people. The human rights of a 
person cannot be taken away just because, he has committed a delict. The forest rights of the people who in my 
view are the traditional dwellers offorests should be inalienable. With regard to this, I think, a clear-cut statement 
must come out that the Centre Government is responsible for making the rights of the forest dwelling people 
against benami transactions. Under section 5 (a) (i) the Centre must delegate powers to State level Monitoring 
Committee who can actually go to the ground and ensure that the law functions properly. Big developments to 
projects must have prior consent of the Gram Sabhas. Otherwise, we will have the kind of a situation we just 
saw with Medha Patekar. If people have been consulted on that level, the problem would never arise. 

Apart from that, with regard to the question of utilizing and transfer of minor forest produce, there must be 
some provisions to protect the tribal people from exploitation by vested interests like traders, contractors, 
industrialists and land mafias. The Orissa case, as you know, is lately this. 

The Bill covers that those people who live off the forest but may not be living in the forest are totally 
excluded. I think, those rights should also be taken up. We must have a very clear-cut thing about the Sixth 
Schedule. How do we handle that in thp law? I think, the term 'encroachment' should be strictly limited to non-
tribal encroachers who have illegally occupied the tribal land for commercial purposes, and not for population 
settled in forest traditionally for subsistence. That definition must be clear. Section 15 should be amended to 
make it clear that, once notified, this Act shall prevail in cases where it comes in conflict with other Acts. 

Finally, I would like to say, on behalf of our organization, we feel that a comprehensive forest act it 
necessary. If you forgive me saying so, the present Act in my view gives me the impression that it can become 
a very easy tool in the hands ofanadministration that wants to given evicting the forest people in the name of not 
being Scheduled Tribes officially. Now, the Kols of UP are a ~ibc but they are not Scheduled Tribe because 
they are not recognized. They have been fighting for recognition. It is not being given to them. They are now 
being evicted all over the Kaimur range of UP. Now. this may become a method of evicting people to empty the 
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fo~ for multi-nationals to have the tourist orpnization to come and take over the raw materials, u in Orissa. 
With d~ re~ct to Memben of Parliament, who are involved in this Bill, for heaven's sake do not allow a law 
to come In whIch would allow eviction in the name of encroachment rather than settlement that is the due oftha 
tribal people. They never got rights only because they fought the British. Had they beea Ipftts of the British 
they would have been given the Zamindaris. We must understand that' we are actuaHy'eDStirifta social justice. 
The general feeling is that everybody has the total right than the traditional people who have been living in the 
forests. The tiger has a better right to land. 

The leopard has better right to land; the hyena has better right to land but the human beings do not have. 
I hope this Bill does not become something like that. 

COM. KUMAR SHIRALKHAR: Respected Chainnan and the Memben of the Joint Committee, at the 
outset, I would like to submit that the cut-off date October 2S, 1980 is really discriminatory. As you have said, 
this Bill is being brought forward to undo the historical injustice since the colonial period. We are welcoming this 
Bill as we are undoing the historical injustice during the new colonial period. After 1980 also, this injustice 
continues because the Forest Department itself and the Forest Development Corporation have taken poueuion 
of the land which has been cultivated by the tribals for many areas. 

For example, I would cite one example. In Maharashtra, in Nandurbar district, in Akkalwa and Shadha 
tehsils, there are villages where the adivasis were cultivating the land sUice so many years. In 1980. the Forest 
Conservation Act was passed, Before that, the Maharashtra Government came out with two Acts in 1978 and 
1979 according to which the land was to be given to the tribal families. But, after the Forest Conservation Act 
came into being, the tribals were forcefully evicted from the land by the Forest Department. So,I think, this cut-
off date should be changed and the date should be fixed again. When the proposed Act comes into effect, that 
should be the date. 

Then, I would submit that the limit of2.S hectares is also unscientific because generally the lands cultivated 
by the tribals are sloppy, rocky and very infertile in many cases. They are not using any modem techniques or 
modem inputs. So, the yield per acre is very less. the main objective and the purpose of this Bill is to provide 
some livelihood. The land which has been possessed by the adivuis-though it is more than 2.5 hectares-
should be allotted to them. 

For example, I will cite one example in Nandurbar. In Dhanil hamlet, there arc families which have more 
than 70 or 80 members in one family. They have got IS.s acres offorest land. If you take away the land from 
that family, then they will be deprived of that . So, the ceiling limit should be removed and whatever acres ofland 
the tribal families possessed, that should be allotted to the tribals. Ii: 

As Shri Chopra has said, it is true that this Bill is meant mainly for the tribals. But ~any ~ .funiliCli aad 
landless families which are living either inside or on the fringe of the forest area arc not trIbal famdlCll. They arc 
Scheduled Caste people or other Backward Clus people. For example, -in C~~ur district in Maharubtra, 
in Manikgarh area, there are non-tribals but they arc very poor. They arc cuItlYattDS the land. So, they should 
also be included in this Bill. 

As far as written evidence is concerned, it is not with the tribals. ~t bas been ~usbly ex.ami~ by ~ 
Maharashtra Government. The State Government came to the conclUSion Chat no Wfltlen proof or evldonce .. 

uired. According to Maharashtra Government's aRl Saokhirana No. 2002l3721Jl daIod 10th October, 2,002, 
: land should be actually allotted because in many~, the F~ J)epII1ment ~1owed the In"'" to cultivate 
the land by taking some bribe and no receipt bas been gtvCID. So, I think. the only ""denc:e or proof should be the 
affidavit of the claimant tribal family. 

MR. cHAIRMAN: Com. Chopra and Com. Shiralkbar, all the PO~ that you have ~ have been 
Id Iy like au to clarify one issue. Both of you mentioned about the bout of 2.S bectarCII. I 

well taken. I ~~u on y. . . different' different Statel for odlen why the tri .... should have a 
think the 10llc 15 when 1hc cetlinp are m 
dift'erellt ceiling limit. 
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First of all, you have yourself spoken about the non-tribal forest dwellers. You are very much justified in 
saying so. You said that the non-tribal forest dwellers are very poor people. They m~y be S~hedu~ed ~aste 
people or belonging to other backward Communities. But, in any way, they have been mterfacmg With trlbals 
and they are very poor people. I do noUhink any of these people would actually have had Keess to more than 
2.S hectares or six acres ofland. Even when it comes to tribals, the intention is to settle the rights or tribals who 
have been eking out their livelihood fro~ minor forest produce from that area which has been in their occupation 
since time immemorial. I have my own doubts how many tribals have access to more than 2.5 hectares. You 
have spoken about the family. Here, it just means that 2.S hectares relate to one nuclear family. Nuclear family 
means the husband, wife and minor children. So, when it is a family oft 5 or 18 people, as you have mentioned, 
there will be three or four or five major children. So, each of them will be entitled to 2.5 hectares ofland subject 
to the condition that those people should already be in possession of the land because the 2.5 hectare is not 
intended to be doled out. It has been sought to be the upper ceiling limit. Suppose we take the ceiling. I have my 
own doubts because I represent a tribal constituency. How many tribals in the forest area today have, under 
their control, more than 2.5 hectares? 

You have spoken about cultivation on the slopes etc. That is the podu and jhum cultivation. Such a cultiva-
tion is owned by the community.' The area of 2.S hectarcs does not relate to a community. Where there are 
customary laws which exist in p~ of the North-East, where the land belongs to the community, they are totally 
different. The intention is not to Clamp the 2.S hectare ceiling. In the North-Eastern States like Nagaland or 
other North-Eastern States, the community owns the land. So you, give your response to this suggestion. 

COM. KUMAR SrnRALKHAR: If this definition of nuclear family is cleared, as you have said, then 
there is no problem. 

COM. SUNEET CHOPRA: I would make a little different submission. We live in a class society. I feel 
that as long as the class society exists in our society, I sec no reason why the tribals should not develop into 
higher class. Why should the tribals be always underdogs? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Com. Chopra, the point is well taken. 

COM. SUNEET CHOPRA: My point is that ten acres or fifteen acres is the point at which a man 
becomes a landlord. I am not saying that you should make the tribals the landlords. Let them be farmers. I am 
saying only this thing. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Comrade Chopra, you will appreciate the fact that this Bill actually intends to settle 
the tights of those people who have been the forest dwellers,who have been in occupation of such land over a 
period of time. So, what I am trying to say is that there arc very few tribals who have been owning anything like 
IS or 20 or 25 acres ofland on their own. So, the intention of this Bill is not to give extra land to these people who 
do not have land. It is a question of recognising the present rights of land that they have been cultivating and 
enjoying over the years. 

COM. SUNEET CHOPRA: I entirely agree with you if you have the Section on commWUllland ownership 
and if you consider all the things that wO'have raised because the law does'not go into those aspects. We cannot 
assume it. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I can assure you that we will go into those aspects also because these are the nalitill 
which exist in the Sixth Schedule Area. These are the community lands. 

COM. SUNEET CHOPRA: That is not there in the law. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We wilt certainly take a vie\\',on that. , 

COM. KUMAR SHIRALKHAR: After 1980, there are tribal people Who are more than 18 yean of .. 
and less than 30 yean. They also possess this. 
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. MR: CHA~: We have certainly taken note of your suggestion that the cut off'date is arbi~""'. We 
will consider and discuss that. "-1 

DR. RAD~KAN! NAYAK: I wantto seek one clarification. Firstly, you have said that prior consent of 
the <;,ram Sabha II'reqUlred. You know the tribes. We have got tradittonal leadership where there is always 
ambivalence between the modem leadership of Panchayat's sarpanch and all that bcciuse of party politics or 
because ~ftheir ?ther influences, they have grabbed the powers. They have destroyed more or Icas the traditional 
lead.e~hlp. So,. ID that context do you think the consent of the Panchayat, as it is, will be valid ot will it be 
realistic? That IS my first question. 

Secondly, mere consent is of no value at all. Yes, we have consulted. That is enough. Do you sugest 
merely consultation or concurrence as a mandatory provision in the statute. What is your view on this? 

COM. SUNEET CHOPRA: I would suggest concurrence, to make it very legally clear. Concurrence is 
absolutely essential. The other thing I feel is that even if the traditional leadership has been bypassed, the 
democratic process must develop among the tribes and even if we make democratic mistakes, they will be 
corrected, But, I think, without democracy, what I have seen is forest raj. What actully goes in the forest today 
is the grossest form of oppression of the tribals by forest officials. 

DR. RADHAKANT NAYAK:Unfortunately, what happened in Orissa is this. We have what is called a 
rotating system of panchayati raj. In that context, even in a tribal area we have seen that non-tribals are 
sarpanch of the panchayat smitis and they rule the roost.Their traditional leadership has been totally bypassed. 
They do not have any say legally accroding to the panchayat. They do not have any kind of say at .Ithou&h they 
are traditionally tribals but at the same time under the new law they do not have any say at all. 

COM. SUNEET CHOPRA:We must insure that they have a say. Concurrence is the term 1 would 
defitenetly agree with. 

MR.CHAIRMAN:Thank you very much. You have given very usefulsugestions to this Committee. I can 
assure you that we will consider every aspect of what you have presented before us today. Thank you. 

(Pleuc flll in 
the rest) 

(l'he Witnesses then Witht:lnw) 
WITNESSES EXAMINED: 
1. Dr. (Smt.) Sagari R. Ramdass, Anthra (NOO), Sccunderabad, Andhra Pradesh 

2. Shri Madhusudhan, Anthra (NOO), Sec:undcrabad, Andhra Pradesh 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Dr. Ramdass and Shri Madhusudhan, I welcome you to the sittina of our Joint Sel~ 
Committee. Well, you are aware that the Bill that has been introduced in the Parliament is buicaJly to undo the 
historic injustice that has been done to the tribals 8!'d other forest dwellers. You have lOne throush the Bill. W. 
have just received your memorandum, which we shall go through in detail. Y~ ~ve ~ an:-a memorandum 
to us. This is the second one. We have gone through that and we ahalllCrutiDlZle daIS m detail. 

Whatever we discuss over here today will have to remain confidential wtit the report is preMllted to 
Parliament. But, after that it will be made public and what we will discuss here may bepublilhed in the report 
also. If you want that a protion ofwbat you discuss w~ us sh?uldnot ~ pII't ofreport ouboulel bo apt 
confidential. please mention to us in the course of the dlSeusslOD 10 that we wall tab DOle ofthlt. 

Now please introduce yourself and your colleapes. You may boP. by briefly ....... ina on the poinD dud 
you would like to highlight or IDIb any other observation, which you feel is aecealty today. 

(lrrtroductlon Of Wlhwaill) 

DR.(SMT.) SAGARI R. RAMDASS: Hon. Chairpenon ad ~ we ~ lib to ~!D)OW 
. ., within the Bill, which wfeelshould be iacluded ID Ib .. d ....... 1 will be ac-DII-

notICe c:ertallllSlUCIftbem __ .a I would _ .... my col ....... to.,....a IOIDI 01 ...... sO' ................ 
prelOntinl lOlIIO 0 ... "-1-
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would like to bring to your notice, are primarily around the questions of shifting cultivation rights of adivasi 
communities in, particularly, Andhra Pradesh which, as ofnow, have not been covered in the Bill. Though you 
have mentioned customary rights, which are enjoyed by the forest dwelling tribes. However, if we look historically 
right from colonial period, scheduled tribes have been enjoying and doing shifting cultivation but these have 
never been fully recognised. In flCt, right from the colonial period and through' all the forest acts and policies, the 
whole attempt has been to We8n them away. But, the reality is that we still have over 60, 000 families in 
Andhra Pradesh practicing shifting cultivation. We would like to mention that, particularly, in Chapter II. Section 
3 (1), where you speak about traditional rights customarily enjoyed by the forest dwelling tribes, we do feel that 
this is something which has to be elaborated. It is because often their customary rights may not be recognised by 
the Government. We know of course that through all the' forest acts thus far and the policies, they constantly 
want to stop the adivasis from doing shifting cultivation. So, this is one point which we would like to bring to your 
notice that if we can clearly mention there that adivasis should be empowered with their traditional rights of 
practicing shifting cultivation and we can give them the entire area. Once, they are given legal surety, they will 
also have a stake to developing it. We know that there is a lot of controversy around shifting cultivation but till 
now the attempt has been to stop them. When you try to stdp them, we have seen in the area, people just move 
further into the forest to clear new area. So, rather than that if we can actually empower them by giving them 
the legal right to an area, then they will also become stakeholders and feel motivated that they will also be 
involved to attempt to address other associated problems. 

The second point, which I want to raise, is this. In Chapter II, Section 3 (d). when you spoke about 
community rights of uses or entitlements such as grazing (both settled and transhumant), this is another point we 
want to just bring to your notice. I feel it is very important to elaborate here because you know that pastoralists 
migrate seasonally into the forests. So, what happens often is that there is a conflict which happens between the 
forest dwelling adivasis and the migratory pastoralists. We feel that given that you do have 1996 PESA which 
clearly mentions that the grazing rights must be negotiated by the Gram Sabha. Pastoralists are visitors. they 
need to negotiate with the Gram Sabha about the rights. Otherwise what happens is that negotiation does not 
happen, it leads to unnecesary conflict. So, those rights should be very clearly mentioned that pastoralists have 
to have negotiated with adivasi Gram Sabha. I would now request Mr. Madhusudhan and Mr. Pandu Dora to 
say something further. 

SHRI K. PANDU DORA: Mr. Chairman and hon. Members of the Committee, as an adivasi, I would, 
fnt of all, like to thank you for giving me this opportunity to appear before this Committee and present my views' 
on this very important Bill. 

My first point is about the cut-off date 1980 becJuse my father was cultivating at that point in time. After 
that, we broke into nuclear families. What will happen to us now? My suggestion is that the cut-off date should 
be either the date when the Bill is passed in Parliament or it should be 2001 which would be the best possible 
date for recognising the rights. 

Then, Clause 4(1) of this Bill says that the adivasis living within protected areas have to be resettled 
outside non-protected areas. We have been living in those areas for so many years now and you are not going 
to give us any new rights. We are living there, we are protecting the area and we are not killing animals. If you 
give us lepl rights, then we will participate in that. Suppose they declare a new sanctuary, does that mean that 
we would be removed from there in another five years? 

My next point is about shifting cultivation. Somewhere we must recognise the rights oftbe shifting cultivators 
to say that the Gram Sabha recognises the land where people are doing shifting cultivation and we grant them 
that land. Once we recognise that, the adivasis will not move further to claim more and more areas. 

We have to work on having proper records on people who are doing shifting cultivation. Now, records are 
not available with the Gram Sabha as to how many people are doing shifting cultivation on I year, 3 years and 
5 yean cycles. While making the rules the Gram Sabba should be empowered to get all the details on the people 
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who have been cultivating u to how lDIIIy fanners are doing I year cycle and bow lDIIIy are doina rotational 
cycl~ etc. In Andhn Pradesh, Icontltzpadu is a coafusing thing. But some provision should be InIde while 
making the rules to protect them. 

. ~HRI MADHUSUDAN: Since tho law makes these people entitled to this land, we Ihould empower the 
adlVasl farmers, who leave the land in the fallow period, to grow some pine apple trMs etc. so that the ldiYllis 
can coserve and cultivate the land. So, their rights can be recognised. That is why,lhiftina cultivation should be 
recognised as the right It isnot elaborately mentioned in the Bill. This is JOing to cnete a lot ofUlU'llt among the 
fanners if they are removed from that kind of practice. 

In Clause 6, coming to penalties, there should be much more emphasis and the Gram Sabha should be 
made the authority to determine forest rights. The Gnm Sabha should be Jiven little more powers which should 
be much more focussed rather than the Committees that they set up. If a penon has been cultivatina there for 
the last 2S to 30 years, his testimony should be recorded by the Gram Sabha and Gram Sabha should determine 
that he is entitled to that right. So, we are supporting Clause 6 of the Bill. 

In Clause 6 (viii) of the Bill, in the District Level Committees, the Forest Department has been included. In 
Andhra Pradesh, they booked many cases after 1980 against the farmers. In Visakapatnun area, they are 
displaced because of the two dams which have come up there. They have moved and their viii ... have not 
been recognised as revenue villages. An unsurveyed village term is not there in the Bill, but they haw been fiU", 
claims and thousands of cases have been filed against fanners in Andhra Pradesh. From Adilabad to Srikakulam, 
this is the position and they have not done anything about that and so, the authority of the forest officials should 
be removed. The Tribal Welfare Department and the Revenue Department must be made a pert of the Committee. 
That is our request. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Don't you think some tribal representatives should be put there along with them? 

SHRI MADHUSUDAN: Yes, apart from adivasis, the people's representatives should be there. In Section 
7(3) to (5) the Bill talks about felling to trees for commercial purposes. This is how this Act at viii. level is 
going to oversee all these things not happening. This is something which should be deleted. You are givinl more 
powers to Gram Sabha to see how many people are doing shifting cultivation and all that. The same way Gram 
Sabha should be empowered to have penal provisions, ect. It should be in their hands. Otherwise, it is going to 
create much more problems. 

As far as a fine of rupees thousands on adivuis u well as officials is concerned, I think. there should not 
be any fine on adivasis, whereas the fine on the offICial should be more. 

All other laws are there and section 14 is in additioa to these. It is something which taJks about the 
jurisdiction of the Ixi.ting laws. It should be made more clearer when it comes to ~ implementation ~. of it. 
It is giving power to die forHt department again. So, there should not be any contradictory statements withm the 
Bill. 

S t· 'IS(2)(a)-tM old preamble of the Bill says that it loing to address the injustice that is going to 
ec Ion tb h' . I" • don the happen to adivasis. Aayway the Government has taken a step to address. e .lltorlCa IDJuatice ~ to 

adivasis. If you are giving powers to dotenaine and. the Central Government IS going to be the sole authonty then 
th · kl'nd of a contradiction. We are tantlng about the self-role and that should be mueh more. Thore ere IS some . fland' ition,8k: 
should be emphalis added to this. The ~traI G~t already has the ~ ~ terms 0 acqUIl • 
The Central Government, by notification or offICial gazette, may declare It any time. 

MR. cHAIRMAN: Your contention is that Gram Sabhu should be aiven more powera. 

DR. (SMT) SAGAR! R. RAMDASS: Yea. 1"bM" why, in the Jut teD ~, there is a joint ~ 
. • t1 rest IDIriiPmeat propuuDII ia Andbn PnIdab. Unfortunllely what it ... 

management ~d CO~untaklty 0 the land. particularly, the shiftia, cultivation land and odIer land. wen. 
actually done 15 that It has en away 
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which people are cultivating in the reserve forest region. Those are being put under plantation. In the last ten 
years, in Visakhapatanarn, 10,000 hectares of land has already been taken. . 

There is also a RAP Programme. What happens is that there is conflict going on. We are encouraging the 
farmers to stake the claims. Under RAP, IFM and CFM, they are asking people to surrender the land. It is very 
difficult at this stage. We.are requesting you very strongly in this regard that so many people have lost their land, 
it is not police force, it is that social force, it is like a pressure on people that you give away your land. Now, those 
lands may have come under JFM project. People must be given the right to stake the claim because they were 
doing cultivation. There are a number of such cases, particularly, all across the tribal region. In Adilabad district 
of Andhra Pradesh, they also use the term Podu, but it is settled agriculture there. The forest department is 
asking them to recultivate their land with bi<KIiesel plantation, even if the plantation, which has already happened 
in the last ten years. So, people must be given the right to stake their claims through the procedures in the Bill. 
At one point the Bill says that if there is land already under forestry or something like that, it should not be cut 
again. My concern is that already people may have lost their land in the last ten years, so we must ensure that 
they stake their claim. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Was the land, which has been used for JFM, and CFM, community land or otherwise? 

DR. (SMT.) SAGARI R. RAMDASS: Sometimes people were doing their own cultivation and the land 
happened to fall in the fOJest territory. Sometimes, it was still some part of forest land, which was neither 
protected nor reserved, but called unclassified land. But most of the time a large of people are cultivating in 
I'eMIW .. po. .ad dais WII then bela taka OWl' throup the JFM and CPM. W. would like to Wina thil to 
,0.' ... heel 77 ..... it ... , Fbi WI)' rt'I .... The RAP ......... is be .. i., ...... 4.., till fONtt 
department in Andhra Pradesh and they are sying, "we will give you cash compensation for the land". Our 
contention is some security should be there. 

SHRI MADHUSUDAN: Lastly, I would like to say that there is about 12.5 lakh hectares ofland, which was 
not given. The final notification has not cO,e. Under the Indian Forest Act, only two to three lakh hectares is under 
encroachment. There is a lot ofland whose people are already cultivating and which is available. Encroachment is 
not the issue. This legislation is going to really help the adivasis. We thank you very much for this. 

DR. (SMT.) SAGARI R. RAMDASS: Please do take up our points. Thank you very much. 

(Witnesses then withdrew) 

WITNESSES EXAMINED: 
1. Shri Shankar Reddy. 
2. Shri Prasad. 
MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Shankar Reddy, Shri Prasad and colleagues, I welcome all of you to this sitting of 

the Joint Committee. Well, you are aware that this Bill has been introduced in Parliament to undo the historic 
social injustice that has been done to the tribals and other communities over the years. 

You have gone through the Bill, copies ofwhich were sapplied to you. We have received your memorandum 
just now. The Committee will surely go through all the recommendations and submissions, that you have made, 
before we submit a report to Parliament. 

Whatever we discuss today shall remain confidential till the repot is placed on the Table of the Lok Sabha. 
After the report is presented in Parliament, whatever we discuss here may be made public or published. If you 
want anything to remain confidential-that is if you want anything not to be reported or published later-please 
let us know during your submission so that we will keep that part of the report as confidential. 

Before you begin, I would like you to introduce YOUI'IiClf and your colleagues to us and pleue be briefin 
making your presentation with respect to the points which you would like to highlight and which you think are 
important 
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(lnlroductiorr of Witrt,uu) 

SHRI SHANKARA REDDI: Sir, Shri K. Luman Rao would like to speak in Tel •. I would then explain 
to the Committee u to what he hu spoken. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Okay. 

SHRI K. LAXMAN RAO: (Spoke in Telup and translated by Shri Sbankan Reddi) 

S~ SHANKARA REDDI: Sir, Shri Rao just told that Adivuis have intimate relationship with forests 
~d envlr?nment. They are cultivatinl small pieces of land in which they are powinl mixed crops which 
lDc~ude. millets and ~ther foodgrains. So, in this way, they are earning their living. If you do not give them a right 
to hvehhood they WIll have to become slaves. That is the essence of his submission. On the other hand most of 
def~restation and killing of animals are done in collusion with the forest officials by the non-Tribal. and they are 
puttmg blame on the Tribals. So, kindly undentand this problem properly and protect the interests of the Tribal •. 
Kindly try to issue pattu to podu cultivating people. Podu is the only means of their livelihood. This is the 
essence of his speech. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Would you like to say something? 

SHRI SRANKARA REDDI: Sir, I would like to press on some important points. The fint is the cut-oft' 
date. This Bill is talking about cut-off date. Regarding fIXing cut-off date our submission is this. If you look into 
the history, most of the tribal people were go~emed by tribal kingdoms, estates and Zamindan. Prior to British 
also the kingdoms or estates were there for example in Gondwana, Jaipur etc. Some other small and big estates 
and kingdoms were there. When the Br-itisbers came to India, they first recognised reserve forest and then they 
fonnulated the forest laws and tried to push away the Tribals to more interiors and they curtailed their rights. In 
the first instance they gave some concessions, later they gave some privileges. All th~ has made the Tribal. 
worst citizens oflndia and second-grade citizens oflndia also. In such a situation there is no evidence for the 
Tribals regarding land. The Forest Conservation Act, 1980 says that the land should be identified and demarcaled. 
That is not taking place in Andhra Pradesh across all the distritts. As far u our experience goes in Andhra 
Pradesh, unless and until the joint identification and verification takes piece, it is very difficult to put the cut-oft' 
date. Our submission is that you take the date when the Bill is going to pass u the cut-oft'date or you like 2001 
Census as the cut-off date. Then only it will give justice to the Tribals. 

My next point is about unjust ceiling regarding land holdings particularly in Telangana and RayalJeema 
areas. The land ceiling limit is very high for wet land and dry land. If it is wet land, the ceilins is up to SO eeres 
as per the land ceiling laws. Similarly for dry land, it is up to 2S0 acres. 

So, in such a situation wed would like to know why the present Bill is goinl to envisap only 2.S eeres of 
land. It is quite unjust. This limit should be removed. In our experience. majority tribes are only small and 
marginal farmers. There is no middle farmer tribe. If you look into the factual da&a, you can ucertain ftom the 
revenue records and forest records very easily. Their land holdina capacity is very thin. That is why, that ceilin, 
should be removed. 

Another thing is written land records. There are no written land records. Durina the previous day., molt 
of the tribals arc identified with prominent places, prominent trees and prominent objects ofthMlocality. So, the 
present Bill should also incorporate thole prominent places and thole ~inent, ':'-iDp to identi~ ~ballanda. 
For example in Siikakulam some of the lands are called 'Eetbamanu guddi. 'Etha." a date tree. SlIDalarly, there 
are other trees such u palm trees and mango trees. The .urname of the ~Iar CIIIIp is aIIo recorded. 
These things were recorded in the British records. After the ~fer ~ B~ to lndialD"fDlDCl. theM 
records hid disllppelred. Our submission is that the factual tinlily affidaVit sbcnild be tIbn inIo ICCOUIlt in the 
Gram SabhL This is reprding the rights. 

Th the other thinp comes'" COIIIIDUDity popeit)' riafdI. It is IpOb out in Secdoa :2 (I ). HIre the vii" 
forests .: other thin .. have not been euctly cIemIn:Med. Sir,. preIInt there is only two foa_ .II1II ..... 
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forest and unreserved forest. The third forest is not categorized in most parts of AncIn Pndnh, So. this also 
should be taken into account. 

Another important thing is the Gram Sabha. According to the Bhuria CommitteoHCOllUMDdation and the 
Fifth Schedule of the Panchayati Raj Act. it has given a lot of boost to the Gram Sab,ha. Here that should be 
defined more clearly. In the Gram Sabha, we have to take habitation as a unit and not Panchayat &I a unit. 
Most of the tribal addresses are very s~tterod. The number is also high -1 S to 3S addresses in one Panchayat. 
Ifwe constitute Panchayat as a unit for the Gram Sabha, it is quite unjust to the majority of the tribal people. So. 
our submission is that you take habitation as a unit for recognizing us to constitute the Gram Sabha. 

With this. I conclude. My friends will share other points. 
SHRI D.S. PRASAD: Sir, I have four important aspects. One is regarding the cut-off date. There is no 

cut-off date for the tribal because the tribals are having every right. They have to live in the forest tribal area. 
There is no cut-off date for them. If the cut-oft'date is needed, kindly consider the date of the recent Census 
2001 or at least at the time of execution of the Bill. 

Regarding boundary demarcation, in Andhra Pradesh at the time of the then Chief Minister, Shri N.T. 
Rama Rao, Telugu Girijana Magan; Samaradhana was implemented for boundary demarcation. At that 
time, one-fourth of the total land was demarcated but unfortunately that process was stopped. Again it has to be 
restored. TJMS. which is simply called 'agency land'. At that time, there was a Government officers, 
Shri Subramaniam. Still he is in the Chief Minister's office. He took that responsibility at that time. Again we 
have to take that into consideration, and the Forest Department and the Revenue Department have to take that 
identification into consideration. If you take the Regulation Act, of 170 in Andhra Pradesh, even though it is an 
excellent and a tremendous Act, 50 per cent of the total land has been in the hands of the non-tribals. This is a 
very unfortunate situation in our State, Andhra Pradesh. 

We have identified so many un-surveyed villages. There are so many un-surveyed villages. We were 
utollitltcd to listen from MRO, local administration and the district administration that there was no name in 
their records, in the Gazette or anything else. This is very unfortunate in India. This is going on. So, we have 
to reco811iu those villages and we have to give all rights to the tribal people. 

Regarding the Panchayati Raj Extension Scheduled Area, in Andhra Pradesh till today no rules have been 
framed for execution of the PESA Act. It is an excellent Act. It is passed in the Parliament itself, approved in 
the Assembly also. Till today it has not been executed. Why was it passed in the Parliament and also in the 
Assembly? It is totally unfortunate for the tribals that the PESA controls over the institutions and the resources. 
These two things are the major components. Gram Sabha is an important concept.' So, that has to be taken into 
consideration. In Vishakapattnam, Padaru Division has five and a halflakh tribal population. one area is totally 
disturbed by mining. Another area is totally disturbed by planting mono cultivation, coffee plantation, and it is a 
corporate culture again. So, food crops and food grains are gradually diminishing. Sixty thousand acres oflands 
have been cultivated for coffee plantation itself. Till today everybody is suffering for food grains itself. Every 
tribal in Padaru Division is depending on DR depots. Generally, tribal culture is different. They cultivate. they 
produce and they eat. That is an excellent characteristic of the culture of the people ofPadaru Division. This 
is there everywhere in India and across 'the world also. So, that is the alarming situation. Livelihood is also 
affected. 

Reg_ding Podu. everybody should respect them. everybody should respect their rights. This Bill has to 
protect the rights of the tribal community. This is my humble request to you. Sir. 

SHRI N. SANYASI RAO: Hon. Chairman and respected Members~ our tribal affairs are administrated 
through Nehruvian Panchasheel. Ifwe keep it under this Panchasheel. the tribals should be allowed to devolop 
according to thoirown pnuinoness. rights in land and forests should be respected. tribal team should be trained 
to undertake administration and development without any outsider being inducted. Tribal development should be 
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undertaken without disturbing the tribaisociallDd cultural institutions. The index of tribal development sbouId be 
~uality ~f~ir life and not the money that has been spent So, you kindly consider this. The nature of ovidence 
m the Bill IS not speciflCld. 

So, I am requesting you to consider that the nature of evicIenco should be the doclarltion of tribal families 
in the Gram Sabha. That should be the conclusive and final evidence. The Gram Sabha should have clear 
authority to recognise the rights of these claims. In the Bill, there are sections 4 and 6. According to this. oithor 
the Central Government or the district level officials are the final authority. So. all these sections are contradictory 
to 73rd Amendment and PESA. So, I am requesting you to please consider that the Gram Sabha should be the 
conclusive and final authority. 

The Government must recognise the scheduled area rights offt1nribal. That is oil' thing. Secondly. 
the rights of forcibly displaced persons should be recognised. So many people are displacod from one 
place to another place. Their rights should be recognised. They are los inS a lot of forest resources. They 
have to be rehabilitated restoring those rights. Non-tribal forest dweu.:."should be included in the Bill. 
Their rights in protected areas should be given and resettlement without consent should be allowed. The 
community must be given a legal authority to penalise of enders. In this connection. the recent case of 
Salman Khan poaching in Rajasthan is the best example how the tribal community is protecting wildlife in 
forests. So, kindly consider this. Also, you prOVide some legal authority to penalise the otrenden. Thank 
you. 

SHRI BALA RAJU: Respected Chairman and all the Committ~ Members, I thank you very much for 
this opportunity. Our main concern is about un-served villages. There are many un-served villages in Padaru 
Division ofVishankhapatnam and in the Eskote and Vepada Mandals ofVizayanapram district Unofficially, 
there are many. The Government identified 147 un-served villages through our NGO's efforts and other people's 
representation. There are totally 147 un-served villages. Every time they are forcibly displayed by the local 
officials of the Forest Department. That is one issue. 

The second issue is that there are people who are forcibly displaced because of ditrerent schemes under 
community forest management through Resettlement Action Plan (RAP). In Padaru Division, there are 330 
VSSs. They have declared, in total, 10,965 Padu farmers as encroached podudars. The land is 17,000 hectares. 
The figures are with the Forest Department. 

How do we take care of the two issues regarding forcible dispJacement of people under moUl 
schemes and also un-served villages in the proposed Bill? That is our concern. Thank you. 

SHRI NARSINGH RAO: (He spoke in Telugu and its English translalion was glyen by 1toIf. Cllalnwm) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Hon. Members, do you like what he said to be translated? He buieally said that there 
are about 60,000 families who are dependent on Podulshifting ~ultivation in the parts of the area where he 
comes from. So he says that their rights will have to be recognised. Secondly, he uys that when people are 

. fi bauxi~ mining and for other purposes, even the lands within the scheduled .... have been taken OWl' 

:I~e ~ovemment without the concurrence of the Gram Sabha as specified in the Panc:bayat Exlenlion of 
Scheduled Areas Act. So, he wanted the Committee to be aware of these upecII. 

Then he says that the Act 1 of70 in Andhra Pradesh prohibits anybody ~ ~ triblll from ..... ina 
f buying of land in the scheduled areas. This is also bema violated by compmues wbich .. comiDa" ~ 

:.e°~kdoor. They are displacing the tribals from the oriJinal habitat. That is why, be applllllO Ibis CoIIImitllll 
to see that their land rights and other rights in thole areas are ~ted. 

SHRIMATI BHOODEVI: (She .spok, I" Tllugu a"d III E.gllllt ".alUlfltlo. Will ,I"." by 
ho". Choirrrum) 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: She wants the protection of Idivui rights to ensure that the food security which they 
were enjoying is restored to them. That is something she says is the area that she cornes from and has suffered. 

(SHRI B. NARSINGH RAO cd. in Telugu) I -~! 

MR. CHAIRMAN: He has basically appealed for protection ~}rights to the podul~ultivation. He says that 
Gram Sabha should be the unit who should be entrusted with this job because they are aware of the boundaries. 
It has been cultivated basically by the local area people. 

Secondly, he has got his grievance about minors have come into the areas especially in the part that he 
comes from where a lot of baU'X.ite ore are available. So, he says that we are losing a lot of land and forest 
dwelling etc. because of this minini-J2, he has appealed to the Committee to either stop the mining or to ensure 
that their rights are fully protected. 

DR. RADHAKANT NAYAK: Shri Shankara Reddy has raised certain issues like the treaties made 
earlier by the tribal Chieftains ... ~sE:' -even before the British and all that. In the international law some 
countries recognise these kinds orrr ts. So, can you produce any model treaty which have been signed in the 
put? Can you locate it anywhere? 

Mr. Chairman, Sir it is a very interesting thing. 
SHRI SHANKARA REDDY: Yes, Sir. I will go back and try to collect it and send it to the Committee. 
MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Reddy, we have a very little time left with this Bill. So, as soon as you go back, 

please try to procure it and send it to the Secretariat. 
Thank you very much. 

SHRI SHANKARA REDDY: Thank you very much. 
(!'he Witnesses then withdrew) 

WITNESSES EXAMINED: 
I. Shri Bar Murugham 
2. Shri P.H. Abdul Kareem 
3. Shri K.V. Poulose 
4. Shri Koshy Baby 
MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Koshy Baby, I welcome you and your colleagues to the sittin$ of this Joint Select 

Committee. As you are aware, this Bill has been introduced in Parliament buicallY to undo the historical 
injustice that has been done to forest dwelling community especially the tribals. 

(Direction" 58 was read Ollt) 
After that the report will be macle public and w¥tever we discuss here also be included as part of the 

report. So, if you want anything to remain confidential, then please let us know while this discussion goes on. 
Now, first of all, pleue introduce yourself and your colleagues to the Committee. We have just received 

your memorandum. We will go through this in detail. Please briefly highlight whatever points you would like to 
mention with respect to this Bill which may affect your area or the people in that region. 

So, you can start. 
SHRI KOSHY BABY: Mr. Chairman, Sir thank you very much for giving me this opportunity to talk on 

behalf of the tribal commUDity:and also on behalf of the affected community. I am Koshy Baby, a social worker . 
from Nilgiris. 
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(/mrodllCtiOlf of ",,,.,,,,,) 

Sir, fint of all, I would like to say that we have aiwn the memonndwn in reapoct of tho tribal&. We belona 
to Gudalur area in the Nilgiris district in Tamil Nldu. We have been exclusively aovwned by the Gudalur 
Janmom Estates (Abolition and convenion in to at Rytowari Act) 1969. This is an Aot 24 of 1969 and tho said 
Act was enforced in the year 1974. The fact is that the property in OUdalur area oriainally belonp to Janmom 
ofNilambur Kovilagam. Subsequent to the enactment of Act 24 of 1969, nearly 80 acres in Gudalur area were 
transferred to the Government of Tamil Nadu. After that a lot of enquiries has been made in respect of the 
Janmom lands and those lands wrongly and iIlepily was classified IS Janmom forestland. They have mentioned 
about Section 53 of the Gudalur Jamnom Estates (Abolition and convenion in to Rytowari Act) 1969. That only 
questions regarding forests and without going into the realities of the situation, they unilaleraJly decided it under 
Section 53. 

There are lot oftribals and also non-tribals in that area. They are solely dependma on this property. Since 
it is not covered under section 53, subsequently it has been converted under Section 4 and other sections of 
Tamil Nadu Reserved Forest Act The reality is that those who are in possession for more than six decades, they 
have been in continuous possession of the property and have cultivated tea plantations on small holdinp rIIlIina 
from 3 cents to 3 acres of land. Now they have no title over the property despite havinl possession over it. They 
are not able to even get any right over the property. My submiuion is that even thou", it bas not bc!Ien _!Ired 
as reserved forest, it is incomplete procedure, but the authority is not aivinlany riaht over this property to them. 
Day by day, we are facing all Forest Department officials comma. They are tryinl to remove property ownen 

, from the places. We are right now facing this great difficulty. Even thou ... it is not a reserved forest and the 
determination of right is yet to be decided, the Government of Tamil Nadu and the Forest authorities, without 
looking into the merit of the cases, are unilaterally dcclarinl it IS forest in this case. 

As far as Gudalur area is concerned, there are nearly 25,000 tribals of six varieties. I am representina here 
not only for tribals but also those who are inhabitants of the forest. They should aIJo be considered in the 
proposed Bill. 

SHRJ BAJU BAN RIYAN: Is it rocky or hill area? 

SHRJ KOSHY BABY: It is exclusively hillock. 
MR. CHAIRMAN: What kind of plantation do they do? 

SHRJ KOSHY BABY: Tea plantation, paddy field, pepper, arecanut etc. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: When have these been declared IS forest areas? 
SHRJ KOSHY BABY: In the year 1977, the Office of the Settlement Officer, without info?"inl the 

party and without Seeing the ground reality" had unilaterally declared that these lands are coman, under 
section 53. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You have mentioned sections 17 end 53. Can you give us the extract ofthele sections? 

SHRI KOSHY BABY: Section 17 says that where the property oriainally belonpd to Janmom, the Raja 
ofNilambur Kovilagam prior to the enactment of this Act, after the ~t ~fthis Act, the e~tire land vesta 
with the Government of Tamil NadQ, So, prior to ~ enactment ofth .. Act, their leues were liven to 10l1IO of 
the parties including small holden from ~e Janm ... After the CMCtment oftbc Act, they have become revenue 
tenancies under the Government of Tam" Nadu. 

. 53 s that if any question arises whether any land in Janmom Estate is forest or is situated in 
Secb0':o r:~ of a forest, it shall be determined by the Settlement Officer subject to an appeal to the 

forest or ~thinl ch b'me as may be prescribed and also revision by the Board ofRnnue. 
Director wt .u 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Could you please give us the extnctl oflOCtionsl7 and 53. 
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In other words, what you are trying to say is that the land, which was used for horticultural and agricultural 
purposes, was unilaterally declared forest land. So, these lands were not actually forest or forest land. They 
were arbitrarily declared as forest land. 

SHRI KOSHY BABY: They have been in possession Qfthe land since 1940. 
DR. RADHAKANT NAYAK: Have you approached the court of Tamil Nadu at any time? 
SHRI KOSHY BABY: No. 
DR. RADHAKANT NAYAK: In Madras city itself, 'the British long time ago had given some pieces of 

land. It was called achut land. The Government had taken it arbitrarily. Then, the Madras High Court and also 
the Supreme Court had held that this land cannot be taken arbitrarily, without the consent of the people. Ifsuch 
a law is there, the law is in your favour. Without the involvement of the court, you can always establish this right 
over the properly. 

SHRI KOSHY BABY: Only the Settlement Officer has got power to do it. 
DR. RADHAKANT NAYAK: No. the entire statute was declared null and void. The land was taken 

under an Act. 
MR. CHAIRMAN: Has none of the holders of these small estates gone to the courts or challenged it? 
SHRI KOSHY BABY: When the Act was enacted in 1969, the Act itself was challenged. Section 3 of 

Janmon Act, which vests Janmom forests with the Government of Tamil Nadu, was challenged by some of the .. 
estates. The matter went up to the Supreme Court and the Supreme Court gave judgement to the effect that 
Section 3 itself was ultra vires to the Constitution. 

DR. RADHAKANT NAYAK: Even during the British days, the Imperial Court had held some of the 
treaties and some of the sanads given by the Estates, by the Rajas, Mahaarajas, Zamindars and all that. There 
is a particular law on this. It is in your favour. Of course, the Committee may take in view about traditional rights, 
customary rights, some of the past rights. That is some other matter, but it may be included in that also if there 
is a particular law. 

SHRI KOSHY BABY: My sub 'mission is that since these are small holdings and these people have been 
in possession of land from 1920, 1930 or 1940, this Committee may consider it. 

DR. RADHAKANTNAYAK: As Chairman has said, you give us all the details. 
MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Koshy, we will definitely consider what you are saying. If certain lands have 

been declared as forest land arbitrarily, despite being lands which are used, as you said yourself, for growing tea 
plantations and other commercial cash crops, we would like to know more details about it. This may have been 
done in other parts of the country also. So, you please send uS whatever records you have. You also send us a 
copy oCthe Supreme Court citation and relevant portion of the Act you have quoted over here. That is for our 
understanding and knowledge. 

SHRI KOSHY BABY: Some of the lands have been declared as reserved forest without seeing the 
ground reality. If the Chairman and the Committee go to see it, the plantations there are about SO years old. 
Even the Tamil Nadu Government has recognised construction of the building. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: As soon as you go back, quickly send us whatever details you have. 
SHRI KOSHY BABY: My submission is that those Janmom lands may be included in this. 

SHRI K. V. POULOSE: Respected Chainnan and hon. Members of the Joint Committee, we are very 
IMnkfuI to you for havina beeD given the opportunity to represent here the tribals of our district. ID our district, the 
total geographic area is 2,543 sq.lan. and the total population is 7,26,l4l-. Out of this population, tile population of 
Scheduled Tribes is 28,373. Out of the total geognphical area. S6 per cent is wrongly clauifiod II reserved forest. 
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During the period of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru there wu a need to grow more food because of food 
problem. As a result of the food shortqc, all the people entered into the Gudalur area. It is an area where 
three States, namely, Tamil Nadu. Kerala and Kamataka join together. Very poor people from Kerala and 
Kamataka have all settled 00 lands in this area. In this area the tribals, especially, the Paniyars and the 
Moopass and Kurumbars are not living inside the forest. The Todas, lrulas, etc. are living inside the reserved 
forest. 

Our district is situated 2,800 meter above sea level. We cannot provide roads or other basic emenities to 
the Scheduled Tribes. The Government oflndia is allocating a lot of fund under the head 'Rural Development' 
for the uplifiting oftribals in our district, but we are not able to spend those funds in a suitable manner as the 
forest official prevent us form doing it. 

We have already represented to you about the Janmom Abolition Act, 1969. The people there are illiterate 
as there is no facility for shcools to go and study in. All the people have migrated to some other States. We came 
to know that we are inside Tamil Nadu only after partition of the linguistic States in 1956. Therefore, the 
Kamataka people, Kerala people and the Sri Lankan repartriates are at least 800 kms away from Chennai, and 
we do not know what they are doing about it. They have marked 45 cents of land or 25 cents of land as 
reserved forest. In my case, I have patla land inside 47 cents of reserved forest. Therefore, we cannot form a 
road or an irrigation channel, and the drinking water supply is also banned. 

In the Nilgiri district we have four blocks, namely, Otty, Coonoor, Kotagiri and Gudalur. Gudalur is the 
border area for Kerala, Kamataka and Tamil Nadu, and most of the Scheduled Tribes including Paniyars and 

t" Kurumbars are settled in the Gudalur area because of its plan conditions. Therefore, this is not a particular 
problem of the Nilgiri district, but it is the problem prevalent all over India for ditTerent category of people. 

I would like to further request that the tribals, Scheduled Tribes, very poor people and others who have 
been living in wrongly classified lands should getpattas, and be allowed to live on this land. Thank you. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much to all of you. Shri Koshy Baby, please do send us the information 
that you wish to convey to the Committee in writing as soon as you possibly can, and we will surely consider 
every point that you have mentioned her", Thank you. 

(The Witnesses then Withdrew) 

WITNESSES EXAMINED: 

I. Shri Gova Rathod, Adivasi Mahasabha, Gujarat 

2. Shri Datubhai Vasava, Adivasi Mahasabha, Gujarat 
MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Rathod and Shri Vasava, I welcome you to this sitting ofthc Joint Select Committee 

on my behalf and on behalf of my .colle~gues in the Com~itt~. ~o~ ar~ awar~ that this Bill - which the 
Parliament is seeking to introduce-IS basIcally to undo the blstoflcallOJustlcc, whIch has been meted out to the 
forest-dwellers, especially the Scheduled Tribes who have been denied their rights for over a ccntuary. 

We have just got your memorandum, I would like to mention that whatever we discuss here will remain 
.. fid ntial until we present the Report in the Parliament. In case you desire that any part of what you may 
"on I e h' malt· . and the '11 mention here should remain confidential, then you can do so wIle mg your presentatIOn same WI 
not be included in our Report. 

Please introduce yourselves, and go ahead with your o~rvationJ. You can speak either in English or 
Hindi depending upon the language you are comfortable speakmg. . 

tIt~dJ.·th'f<"i~~.1J'RR'1t~41 *"6t,If .. ".",,t. m~1Ii1~.~(n~.mtl~ 
.: ~t ~lR~~tft~~~1t~.lI'ft~.~t ~_,:tl~~ 
V 'afl200S 15T • __ .". ... ......" .-.. ~ ~ - " ~ 1ti . _ t I ~ ~ ~ lR atlft"I(ft~. ~ 11ft ... , ~ .. ,.1IP """ lA "I'':'' , .. ~ q;&i.h, .. E1 '(,"', ..... 
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~if~~~~~t, ~'iVtft~tl~_ihfA~tl~~lR'CJi~~1t 
~~~~~ ~~~~t~WflNT~~~'t~~'E'ft1Tft. .~~~'lIft 
1l(tl~~~~1t1WPT~~iftl 

tft 1ft1n dJ: m ~ ~ ~t ftfi ~ ~ t, llf'lffi( ~ ~ lI1I ~ I ~ tft ~ 111 ~ lI1I 
~ 1l'1{ I, ~ aTItf lqf ~ 1fi\ tlf eft aTItfIIIi ~ ~ ~ttA 1fi)' ~ I " ~ if ~ ~~"1Pf;f ~ t ... 
11iRt~if~"l1fIr~~t, ~~~~I~~~-m~~'lQmt, .n.~~t? 
~1t1~~"fuJ_~IRltn'~t, "t~~.~t, ~m~~if~ ~~t, ~ 
"t1Q{ 3lT'ifil~~~-mtl 

tft~~:;qf~~t, ~~if~~~t, M'If.lftNTrT~~~1'Ii1Ir 
tl~~~if"""~~tl~~t,~~.qy~,.,-qrt~q~~t~~~ 
~ ~ TI1Irt I atlrtC!llftl41 ~ f.nfim ~ TI1Ir t, ~~ ~ ~ 1fiTl ~ ~ t 1_ ~ ltcn tn, ~ 
an;( ~ ~ ~ t 1 ~ 1ljtqr ~ atl~c:lIlli41 cti't ~ ~ ~t, ~ ~ t ftfi"t1PTlaif ~ ~ -qd t I 
?3~~~t~~'1m~~~~tl 

MR CHAIRMAN: Hon. Members, I would again like to remind you that today is the last day for taking 
evidence and we have completed it. Please send us your amendments for which the lut day is 28th of this 
month. You can start sending the amendments right from tomorrow itself. The next meeting is scheduled to be 
held on the 2nd of May, 

(The Committee then Adjourned) 

MGIPMRND-958l5-25-07·2008. 


